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FORE-note 

 

BORN TO DARE 
(A Toast to Toyin AKINOSHO at 60) 

 

Niyi Osundare 

 

…since he roared into our literary-cultural landscape 

about thirty years ago, Akinosho the geologist cum 

literary aficionado has pursued his two 

preoccupations like a perfect polygamist devoutly 

faithful to his two spouses. He unearths the hidden 

tropes of art and literature the way a geologist digs 

up the hidden treasures in the belly of the earth; and 

humanizes the mathematical, fact-fraught fare of his 

scientific practice with the magical, sinuous, value-

laden imagination of the literary artist. 

 

Y first encounter with Toyin Akinosho’s literary 

interventions in Nigerian newspapers prodded me into 

asking the following instinctive questions: ‘which of our English 

Departments produced this writer; who were his teachers; in what 

era did he earn his academic feathers?’ That was way back in the 

1990s when Toyin was just beginning to groom his first beard. Even 

at this stage, his book reviews, author presentations, publication 

news, and other matters relating to literature and culture were 

handled with the kind of finesse and impressive elan often found in 

the writings of seasoned literary scholars.  

But I soon learnt that Toyin Akinosho was, in fact, a trained 

geologist -- a professional scientist for whom the literary enterprise 

is far too important, far too engrossing to be treated as an ordinary 

M 
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hobby. And so, since he roared into our literary-cultural landscape 

about thirty years ago, Akinosho the geologist cum literary 

aficionado has pursued his two preoccupations like a perfect 

polygamist devoutly faithful to his two spouses. He unearths the 

hidden tropes of art and literature the way a geologist digs up the 

hidden treasures in the belly of the earth; and humanizes the 

mathematical, fact-fraught fare of his scientific practice with the 

magical, sinuous, value-laden imagination of the literary artist. 

Thus, Akinosho strikes us not as the so-called polymath in whom 

we have the lucky cohabitation of multiple capabilities; his is the 

organic universe of seamless complementarities and mutual 

seepages. 

Perhaps Akinosho has succeeded in minimizing the centrifugal pull 

of his multiple capabilities because he has been able to find them a 

common denominator under the umbrella of a steady political 

consciousness anchored and fortified by a relentless quest for social 

justice and sane socio-political order. Thus when he left the 

certainty of a materially rewarding job at an oil company for the 

risky venture into scientific journalism attendant upon his new 

position as publisher of Africa Oil+Gas Report, he relocated himself 

to the moral/ethical axis of the oil industry where his vital 

preoccupation is the dissemination of critical, revelatory ideas, 

frequent rattling of the status quo, and the artist’s propensity for 

baring in the marketplace those skeletons that the emperor would 

rather hide in the murky backroom of power. Here again we have 

Akinosho the complex practitioner bringing to bear on the 

seemingly neutral mathematics of Science the passionate, 

tendentious magic of the literary arts. And as he discovered not 

altogether to his dismay, this social preoccupation comes with its 

own wahala (trouble, worry) and existential risks. Can we ever 

forget that threat to his life on March 29, 2015, generally believed to 
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be the consequence of the scathing revelation of corruption in the 

oil industry, as published in his Africa Oil+Gas Report? Journalism, 

of whatever colour or character, is high-risk business; the man 

whose virtues this book of tributes so unstintingly extols has 

devoted half of the past sixty years to the tremendous sacrifice that 

risk involves in terms of its collateral damage to material prosperity 

and personal security. 

Behind every thought and every action by Akinosho is the drive to 

dream and dare; the desire to do it different and do it new; the 

constant urge to ask ‘Why?’ and follow it up with ‘What’s to be 

done?’. His is the ceaseless drive for novel ways of getting culture 

to re-invent itself through creative modulation; to re-invigorate 

itself through a reiteration that transcends hackneyed 

repetitiousness. His is the constant irrepressible urge to tap into the 

boundless pool of culture as a dynamic, self-regenerating and self-

editing phenomenon whose modus operandi is both replacive and 

additive, one that is here because it was there.  

These, without doubt, are the cardinal goals of the Committee for 

Relevant Art (CORA), a socio-cultural and artistic initiative that has 

surpassed every other culture-advocacy organization in its impact 

on Nigeria’s contemporary arts and culture, and its ability to 

influence the terms and trajectory of that culture. Let me elaborate 

my views here by poaching a few lines from my keynote lecture at 

the 2017 Lagos Book & Arts Festival (LABAF), itself one of the mass-

oriented, literacy-propagating offshoots of the protean CORA: 

Founded some 26 years ago “in the courtyard of an apartment 

block” – to quote Toyin Akinosho, its Secretary-General, CORA has 

matured into an organization whose socio-cultural activism and 

intellectual stimulation have relentlessly challenged the 

philistinism of Nigeria’s political class and indicted our connivance 
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with their disdain for regenerative ideas. In the words of Jahman 

Anikulapo, CORA’s Festival Programme Curator, 3 Es – Education, 

Enlightenment, Empowerment – the “combo of mind 

development”, have remained the bedrock of the CORA initiative. 

With the unassailable belief that “the unexamined society cannot 

contribute significantly to human civilization,” CORA has 

constantly provided the platform for the interrogation of the 

Nigerian mind within the framework of our Common Humanity. 

And if culture comes, can the book be far behind? The book is 

Akinosho’s daily bread (or daily yam as the case may be!); the 

fountain for the thirst of his mind; the compass which guides his 

way around the Universe of Light; the bond which secures his 

communion with Universal Humanity. This is why anywhere the 

book is happening, Akinosho is always there, physically or 

spiritually, directly or vicariously. His Artsville column has featured 

in my university classroom a couple of times, and my students and 

I have always wondered at this trained geologist’s authoritative 

critical competence, the prodigious literacy which facilitates his 

familiarity with writers, artists, film notables, and other cultural 

figures from so many parts of the world; his ability to handle a 

literary work with the kind of analytical dexterity and comparativist 

sweep that could make a university professor turn rainbow with 

envy. A cursory look at his Oil+Gas Report will reveal the astounding 

prolificity, global reach, and professional versatility of this 

‘Business Journalist, Petroleum Geologist, and Arts Enthusiast’ and 

his diverse ‘journalisms’. I have yet to meet a Nigerian individual 

in whom so many competencies and such committed cultural 

activism are so strategically located and so valuably combined. 

The tributes in this Book of Honour are a testimony not only to 

Toyin Akinosho but to the rarity of the initiative and bounty of 

possibilities that he so remarkably embodies. Artistic creativity dies 
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when it is deprived of regenerative-critical response. Culture 

congeals, then atrophies when it lacks the push-and-pull that comes 

with constant appreciation and that interrogative engagement that 

is its enabling cohort. What Akinosho and the CORA clan (plus all 

the CORA ‘subsidiaries’) have done in the past 30 years is to keep 

reminding our philistine nation that culture matters. And that 

culture matters vitally, urgently – beyond the pretensions of hastily 

organized ‘national cultural festivals’ and their shoddy but 

expensive jamborees. 

And so, dear Toyin, border-crosser, catalyst, single-minded 

journalist with multiple feathers, here in appreciative polyphony 

are the voices of many of those whose lives and works you have 

touched and honoured in the last many seasons. In honouring you 

our own way, we are also honouring the best in ourselves. 

Rise, therefore, 

And step beyond your third score 

Let coming moons multiply your years. 

May your path continue to be clear.  
 

Niyi Osundare, Nigeria's foremost Poet laureate,  

is a Professor of English with the University of New Orleans, USA. 
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LIBATION 

Birthdays are not for thinking 
(Response to Kole Ade-Odutola’s ‘The Poet for whom – as well as Toyin Akinosho,  

another writer who thought a tad too seriously on the subject of birthday celebrations –  

this poem was written) 

 

It’s fun to turn 40 in a town of fools 

Drums roll out faster than rolling stones  

Moss of wisdom untangled  

To set the party loose 

It’s fun to turn 40 in a town of fools  

Glasses clink and calabash breaks  

In the stampede of unthinking revellers 

It’s fun to turn 40 in a town of fools 

No heavy thoughts assail your jig 

No brooding sage to call attention 

To crying emptiness 

In a barrel of years  

It’s fun to turn 40 in a town of fools  

So Move  

Sulking poet 

Or does it cost a little more 

To fill empty heads 

Sate untutored tastes  

Amuse bemused audiences? 

Does it come a little mussed 

Shrewd on 

To take stock of the years 

In a winery stock?  
Deji Toye  

Wednesday 13 July 2005 

 
      

   Deji Toye, lawyer, writer, is a member of CORA 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

An iconic, inspirational presence  

in the cultural life of Nigeria 
 

Ben Tomoloju 

EADING about the life of Toyin Akinosho in Poblishaaaa… The Man. 

His Arts. The Myth. you get the impression of a super-model 

circumferenced by hordes of portraitists, each parading at the end of their 

creative exercise different postures of the subject from various angles, but 

not missing out the essential ‘him’, body, spirit and soul. 

By the testaments harvested from 52 witnesses, the essential Toyin is 

projected in a kaleidoscopic light as a phenomenal arbiter in the cultural 

life of Nigerians and non-Nigerians alike, a cosmopolitan entity and great 

influencer in critical and creative enterprises. 

Poblishaaaa… contains crisp, exciting narratives about the one whom one 

may choose randomly to refer to as ‘the celebrant’ in this piece because of 

the major objective of this publication, the celebration of the 60th Birthday 

Anniversary of Toyin Akinosho, aptly described by Olayiwola Adeniji as 

a ‘restless geo-artist in the daytime, a reporter at night.’ Beyond this 

telegraphic character delineation by another journalist-oilman, a wide 

vista is opened by other contributors for the full appreciation of Toyin’s 

cultural masonry, the re-telling of which would not be necessary within 

this little space except for piquant digests. 

In their reflections, Toyin’s compatriots reminisce on events leading to the 

formation of the now famous Committee for Relevant Art (CORA) and 

subsequently the rolling-out of the Arts Stampede, Nigeria’s most 

celebrated and fanatically attended cultural talk-shop. Readers are also 

informed about Festac News, a community newspaper established by the 

R 
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celebrant, followed by narratives replete with affectionate outpourings 

about his altruistic spirit, assiduity and sociability. Along this line Femi 

Ipaye, Poblisha’s Personal Assistant, confidant and later General Manager 

of Festac News remarks reverentially: ‘Toyin is a great man.’ 

Such commendation pops out almost involuntarily one passage after 

another, within which vivid accounts of the start-up and build-up of the 

celebrant’s accomplishments are revealed. His portrait is coloured in hues 

of honour indexed by the rage from his professional colleagues and other 

acquaintances that trailed an assassination attempt on him in 2015.  

Toyin is described serially as a thoroughbred professional with an 

interdisciplinary reach – a geologist, journalist and popular, standard-

bearing member of the Nigerian cultural intelligentsia. No less, his public-

spiritedness as a community-builder and mentor of young talents who 

confess to his virtues of empathy as well as a straight-to-your-face 

candour in disciplinary matters. Nevertheless, he maintains such 

openness that peers and mentees alike nose unimpeded into his private 

affairs. Wale Odewale delivers homely gist about Toyin’s family 

background, particularly his life as a youngster growing up in Ebute-

Meta. Others nibble around the mystique of his bachelorhood and dreams 

about the prospective ‘Madam’. 

Something remarkable in Adewale’s piece, however, is the story about 

ewa agonyin, told rather innocuously, but plumbing deeply into the nature 

and person of a Renaissance Man. Odewale reports about his love for the 

special brand of cooked beans, ewa agonyin, and bringing this typically 

local delicacy to the office. Clearly, that was a misadventure on his part. 

According to him, ‘Poblisha had repeatedly warned me to drop my 

grassroots, miscreant attitude because I had acquired an elite education.’ 

This experience has some bearing with the social order during the 

Renaissance in the 14th-16th century. Peter Burke, in the introduction to his 

book Tradition and Innovation in Renaissance Italy, states that the peasantry 
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who lived in most part in extreme poverty was ‘probably untouched by 

the Renaissance’. He goes further on a note of finality: 

So this book, although a study in cultural history, is 

Principally concerned with a minority of the 

population, the relatively educated. 

A poser is raised by Burke’s position; whether the Poblisha fits 

attitudinally into the arms-length approach towards the peasantry in this 

slice of European cultural history or not. One’s response to this poser can 

be in the affirmative only insofar as the elite provides leadership to society 

at large in the resurgence of quintessential cultural values, but certainly 

not in the sense of strict compartmentalisation of the populace in a 

stratified social order as the above statement seems to imply. From the 

testimonies in this book and in a society as dynamic as ours, Poblisha is 

generally seen as someone who would gladly extend a hand of fellowship 

to a peasant farmer’s child once he is convinced that such a child possesses 

the aptitude to develop his/her intellectual capacity and add value to 

society. 

Learning is fundamental in the life of the Renaissance Man. But there are 

social imperatives, too, in our own clime having to do with orientation 

and mobilisation of the increasing number of up-comers to connect with 

the high-culture as a matter of responsibility by virtue of their high 

educational attainment in an age when, ironically, even a Master’s degree-

holder with a noble pedigree can go public and declare an illiterate goon 

as her role-model. This, essentially, is why Akinosho pointed out to his 

childhood friend the fact that he had climbed the ladder of leadership, 

even if, in one’s considered opinion, the miscreant-factor is irrelevant. 

Akin Adesokan lauds the celebrant with a relay of epithets. He portrays 

the somewhat self-effacing Toyin in bold relief as a man of learning in his 

piece titled ‘The Renaissance Man’. He delves into history as many other 

contributors have done. He draws attention to the celebrant’s hoard of 
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intellectual achievements, his link with local and international cultural 

icons while quixoting the realms like Alfred (his namesake) Lord 

Tennyson in ‘Ulysses’, questing for ‘new things’ or, in Poblisha’s peculiar 

circumstance, newsy things to continue to propel his authoritative 

publication, Africa Oil+Gas Reports onto the frontiers of global reckoning. 

His effort as publisher and journalist in this regard is not in vain. The 

publication won him the CNN/Multichoice Award in 2007. Hitherto, in 

2006, Toyin, his intellectual soulmate, Jahman Anikulapo and their team 

of young technocrats and volunteers won for CORA the Prince Claus 

Award for Cultural Development. So much is revealed in Adesokan’s 

tribute that the reader can only wait to appreciate the celebrant whom he 

glowingly refers to as ‘a first rate intellectual by any standard’. 

Throughout the various accounts, the role of the Committee for Relevant 

Art (CORA) in the advancement of arts and culture in Nigeria 

reverberates. And this is to the extent that it appears like an alternative 

platform to formal, publicly funded entities, particularly in the record-

breaking ability to sustain cultural programming, production and 

advocacy on a massive and variegated scale for 30 years and still waxing 

stronger.  

Retrogrades hide between the dotted lines of history, but the creative 

industry stakeholder with intellectual refinement, sublime taste and 

philosophical commitment to the arts and humanity leaves indelible 

prints of wisdom in memories. Which is why this book, in spite of the 

variety of authorial concerns and styles, is shorn of the characteristic 

fancy-robe of vanity, of the so-called glitz and glamour of popular, but 

intellectually docile, less-than-average Nigerian ‘celebrity’. Poblishaaaa…. 

discusses ideas as it is generated by men and women of distinction and as 

it positively affects the destiny of mankind.  

A few pundits comment on Toyin Akinosho’s terse, sometimes unsettling 

critical remarks in evaluating works of arts across the genres. Of course, 
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discussing a man of high culture without touching on his ‘taste’ amounts 

to mere fantasy. Poblishaaaa… is profoundly enriched not only by the 

lively and enlivening anecdotes, but also by the critical discourse in some 

of the tributes. Disputation, culminating in the generation of beneficial 

ideas, is crucial to the efforts of the culture clan to create a ritzy and robust 

artistic heritage. 

Toyin’s role in the mix of what T.S. Eliot refers to as creative and critical 

labour has been deservedly projected on a high pedestal by discerning 

minds in Poblishaaaa… which is an exceptional book in historicity and 

analysis of the practicality of Nigeria’s cultural development process. 

And Poblisha? He is iconic, an inspirational presence in the cultural life, 

not only of Nigerians, but also of Nigeria. 

Happy 60th Birthday to a rare, indefatigable breed. 

Ben Tomoloju, dramatist and culture communicator, is on the governing board of CORA 
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IN SUMMARY 
 

ALFRED OLUWATOYIN AKINOSHO 
 

Born: Lagos, Nigeria, May 17, 1960 (Massey Hospital, Lagos 

Island) 

Education: B Sc. Hons (Geology), University of Ife, 1983 

Current Job: Publisher, Africa Oil+Gas Report, 

www.africaoilgasreport.com 

Last Job Description: Advisor J. V. Relations, Chevron Nigeria 

Limited (Until Feb. 2008) 

Awards:  

- Multichoice Africa Journalist Awards in the Business & 

Economics Category (July 2007) 

- Prince Claus Award for Culture and Development 

(December 2006) 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Approximately 30 years post qualification experience, 25 Years 

as Earth Scientist (Petroleum Geologist) in the Oil Industry, 9 

(Nine) years in Fulltime Journalism.  

 

Authored numerous published geoscience articles in reputable 

technical journals and over 50 articles from informed 

commentaries to analytical features papers in The Guardian 

and This Day.  

 

Served as Publicity Secretary (1988-91) and Secretary (2005-7) 

of the Nigerian Association of Petroleum Explorationists 

(NAPE).  

 

http://www.africaoilgasreport.com/
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Culture Advocacy: Established the Committee for Relevant 

Art (CORA) in June 1991 as a forum for collating and 

disseminating ideas for growth of the culture industry. CORA 

organizes a quarterly conversation on diverse topics in the 

arts; a monthly highlife party to popularise highlife music and, 

for a period, published Lagos: The City Arts Guide. CORA’s 

signature annual programme is the annual Book & Art 

Festival. In 2006, CORA was awarded the prestigious Prince 

Claus Award for Culture and Development.  

 

Twin Career: Petroleum Geology and Energy Journalism 

1. Petroleum Geology, Chevron Nigeria (1988-2008)  

Worked way through the ladder in the oil industry from 

Trainee Geologist (Gulf Oil, now Chevron Nigeria) in 1988 to 

Advisor, JV Relations in 2007. Started work as trainee geologist 

on well site and later as seismic interpreter in the Eastern 

Division. Mapped the entire OMLs 54 and 55 and 

recommended new seismic data and drilling positions in such 

tracts as the Soku prospect, OML 54 and Ika North, OPL 236). 

Was moved to Operations/Formation Evaluation Group in 

1993. Became the company’s competition intelligence 

pointman in 1996. Was Chevron Nigeria’s earth science 

representative in the Oil Producing Trade Section OPTS of the 

Lagos Chamber of Commerce from 1993 to 2007. Was 

Chairman OPTS Exploration Subcommittee in 1992 and 2002. 

 

Initiated the two key projects of the OPTS (Exploration 

group) of the last 15 years:  

• 1) Industry Framework on Unitisation of Straddle Fields 

(NAPE/SPE/OPTS Workshop in Abuja in 2000) and  

• 2) New Template for Well Classification (organized 

DPR/NAPE/OPTS workshop in May 2002). Won, among 
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others, the company’s award for participation in gas reserves 

assessment for Brass LNG Project (2005) and Lease Renewal 

Effort (2007). 

 

2. Journalism 

The Guardian, 1984-1986 

Was invited to join The Guardian as science reporter straight 

from Youth Service (with Total E&P Upstream) in November 

1984. Founding Energy reporter, brief stint as State House 

Reporter in Muhammadu Buhari’s Dodan Barracks (February-

March 1985). Won the Editor’s Award for a 

Telecommunications Feature: Will Digitalisation Increase 

Teledensity?, 1986. Wrote extensively on the arts and created 

the arts column In The Gallery in Guardian Express in 1985. 

 

ThisWeek, 1986-1988 

Joined ThisWeek as staff writer in April 1986. Worked up to 

become Back of The Book (General Interest) Editor in 1988.  

(Joined Gulf Oil (now Chevron, as trainee geologist in 1988) 

 

Established Festac News (1993-1998)-Extra-curricular activity 

Founded Festac News as a community newspaper in May 

1993. It was a robust effort at neighbourhood journalism and 

the thrust was to engage local grassroots governance. The 

paper was pulled from the market in 1998.  

 

Established Africa Oil+Gas Report (2001-Date)-Extra-

curricular activity at the time 

Established as the magazine as a quarterly journal of the 

upstream activity from the Mediterranean to the Gulf of 

Guinea. It became a monthly in February 2008, providing the 

African perspective in the global discussion of petroleum 
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issues, with penetrating insight into the Petroleum Rights, 

New Technology, and Business Intelligence. 

In eight years, Africa Oil+Gas Report has established itself as 

market leader. It’s a major contribution to the debates around 

the growth of the industry on the continent. 

 

Extras 

Offshore Magazine 

1993-2001: Served as the West Africa Correspondent for 

Offshore, the Tulsa, Oklahoma based oil and gas industry 

journal. Apart from monthly briefs, published over six 

technical articles, on the petroleum geology of west, east and 

southern Africa, in The Magazine. 

Oil and Gas Online  

1999-2002: Freelanced as the Africa correspondent for Oil and 

Gas Online, an upstream, web-based, industry portal. Wrote 

extensive feature articles on the E&P business on the continent. 

Offshore West Africa Conference 

1996: Was part of the founding advisory committee of the 

Offshore West Africa Conference, which took off in Libreville, 

Gabon, in 1996. In three papers, delivered separately at 

Offshore West Africa, presented, extensively the Geology of 

The Gulf of Guinea, especially on the unique geology of the 

South East Offshore Niger Delta 

 

NAPE/AAPG Deepwater West Africa Conference 

2004: Served on the special Committee for the AAPG/NAPE 

Deepwater West Africa Conference. 

NAPE-Petroleum Industry Bill Workshop 

2008: Served as part of the organizing committee on the NAPE 

workshop on the Petroleum Industry Bill, April 28, 2009, in 

Abuja.  
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SECTION I 
ENCOUNTERS 

 

THE MAN 
                   Born same year Nigeria rebirthed into independence,  

his loyalty    to his homeland is more than skindeep. 

 

A man of worlds, he strides effortlessly from the natural science world,  

to the literary world, to the cultural world to the economic world. 

 

A lover of nightlife, his restlessness had and may still have him  

fleeting from scene to scene. 

 

A loner at heart, his real element is mostly alone writing up a “piece”  

be it hydrocarbon-industry related or culturally inclined. 

 

A collector of books and fine arts, a bibliophile and possible closet curator.  

His dwelling is an archive of literary materials. 

 

An irascible perfectionist. Easily dislikeable and barely tolerable,  

he rubs off as an enigma to most.  

 

A jolly spendthrift to the observing many,  

financially accountable with a notable handful. 

 

A realist by nature, he’s had his fair share of ups and downs.  

 

Starting afresh with a struggling business, threat to life,  

working with different manner(s) of staff, financial upheavals etc.  

 

He continues to weather the storms. 
 

Funso Ogunsan, Jnr 
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\OPENING GLEE 
 

For Toyin Akinosho 
 

àkà ki ́nbí ẹgbàá ọb̀ùn 

Maa kúkú bí ọ̀kan ṣoṣo ọg̀á 

Maa r’óun yán’ráyé lójú 

Maa r’óun gbéraga 

Ṣé ọ̀kan ṣoṣo àràbà 

Kìí ṣe ẹgbẹ́ ẹgbàá ọṣ̀únṣún 

Ọmọ tó jáfáfá kan ṣoṣo 

Kìí ṣe ẹgbẹ́ igba irúnbí ọmọ 

‘Ogún-ni-mo-bí’ ọmọ koríko 

‘Ọgbọ̀n-ni-mo-wò-dàgbà’ ọmọ èrùwá 

Àbíìjábi-l’ọŕùn, ọmọ ọ̀pọl̀ọ ́

Ọmọ ṣáá, ni irúu wọn...  

 

(Àyálò láti inú ìwé ewì J. F. Ọdúnjọ) 

 

The Prime One/Ọ̀kan Ṣoṣo Ọ̀gá 

Rather than a throng coarse sire 

I would have just one, the prime 

With him preen I shall before the world 

Of him I shall a thing of pride make 

For the single silk-cotton tree 

Is no peer of a thousand twigs 

One child of outstanding bearing 

Is no match for a hundred-fold wastrels 

‘In-scores-sired,’ a breed of wilds 

‘Thirtysome-bred,’ a gathering of grasses 

Born-unweaned, spawn of reptiles 

Child so gross, not my kind... 
Akin Adesokan 

  

K 
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Part 1 
REFLECTIONS 

 

LIFE 

IN 

POBLISHA’s 

VINEYARD 
 

REMEMBERINGs  

by Akinosho’s ‘Children’  

Staff, Associates, Sidemen, etc. 
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My Broda, My Friend 
…Days of many Dreams at Flat 3, Block 4 

 

Tunde Olanipekun 

 
He is so busy writing or dreaming big for the 

arts that he rarely has time for himself. And he 

committed his money to service his dreams and 

passion. 

HOUGH a trained geologist, Toyin Akinosho has endeared himself to immersed 

himself in the eminent circle of artists/artistes, journalists and culture workers; 

and he has remained consistent in his publishing career over the years 

His publishing project was the only prayer point he booked at the Lekki “98” – an 

open-air crusade organised by the Redeemed Christian Church of God, reputed to be 

the largest gathering of humans on earth, which attracted millions of people to the 

sandy Lekki beach, Lagos in 1998. Toyin confided in me that God answered that 

prayer because shortly after that great crusade, he got a grant of new desktop 

computers to strengthen his community paper project then. This was affirmed by 

another friend Kole Ade-Odutola.  

TA has for decades been a great influence in the development and promotion of art 

and cultural matters in Lagos. Even most of his science-oriented friends in the oil 

industry who may have been ignorant of the arts have been converted to love and 

support the arts through Toyin’s evangelism 

One basic fact about the only son child of Mr. & Mrs. Moses Akinosho is that he is a 

workaholic. 

WE got to know each other at the Isolo-Lagos-based Rutam House, the home of The 

Guardian newspapers, and our interests clicked. Even though he trained and worked 

as a geologist, his passion and enthusiasm for the arts is unparallel. We used to run 

two full pages weekly of reporting and writings on the arts together in different 

newspapers – the Evening Times, the delightful publication of the famous Daily Times 

newspaper and the Lagos Life of The Guardian. We fixed Thursdays as our editorial and 

production night in his small flat at Festac Town. His signature agency, the Committee 

T 
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for Relevant Art, CORA was actually birthed in one of those weekly editorial night 

sessions. 

I REMEMBER Toyin came up with the idea of an event at which art freaks of diverse 

orientations would come together in a relaxed atmosphere. We deliberated on what 

format such an event would take and how to get sponsors for the event. This was in 

the every early 1990s when Art was booming and galleries were busy every week 

hosting one exhibition or the other; a time when the community of visual artists 

headed by CSA Akran (late) was planning to celebrate the 10th year anniversary of the 

Society of Nigerian Artists (SNA Lagos State Chapter) in collaboration with Baffles 

Art gallery founded by me. 

Toyin usually returned late evening from Lekki where he worked with Chevron Oil 

Company and we would spend all night to determine which article to go or drop and 

which one should be the lead. After the session, he would have just about 10 minutes 

to get ready to catch the Chevron bus! 

In that little Flat 3 Block 4 A Close, off 22 Road, the now enlarged group comprising 

Yomi Layinka (President), Tunde Olanipekun (Director of Organisation) and Jossey 

Ogbuanoh, and Toyin Akinosho the Secretary-General and prime mover, deliberated 

on how we could create a platform where artist, artistes, culture workers and 

technocrats could meet and jaw-jaw on how to move the culture sector forward in a 

friendly atmosphere. 

This platform was later tagged “Art Stampede”, a quarterly event; the very first 

edition was sponsored from the accumulated money Toyin and I collected from 

running the Evening Times art column. Thus, at about 12:30pm on 2 June 1991, the Art 

Stampede took off in the quadrangle of a set of blocks of residential plots at A Close, 

2nd Avenue, 22 Road of Festac Town Lagos. 

I can vividly recall the first Art Stampede. We had to screen the space that was the 

venue off with palm fronds; a strange scenario in such a supposedly middle-level 

residential area.  

It was a robust gathering of artists/artistes and practitioners of different disciplines in 

the culture sector locked in a feast of intellectual exchanges in a convivial atmosphere 

trying to do justice to reviewing and reflecting on the quality of Nigerian literature 

through the theme, What Fiction? 

The session featured the critic Sesan Ajayi and Magazine publisher MEE Ezekiel (both 

late), poet-journalist Afam Akeh, writer Sola Osofisan, and film maker/journalist 
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Murtala Sule as discussants. Richard Mofe-Damijo read poems. Ben Tomoloju, 

dramatist/culture activist, then Arts Editor, The Guardian, was there. Actor, comedian, 

Tunji Sotimirin thrilled the crowd with his humour. 

Wura Fadaka, led by Biddy Wright (late) was billed to be on the band stand. Others 

prominent in the gathering include photographer activist, Hakeem Shitta (late), 

publisher of the Arts Illustrated; the arts reporter with The Republic newspaper, 

Edmund Enaibe, was one of the rapporteurs; and Jahman Anikulapo, then actor and 

arts reporter with The Guardian. The list also included late Kunle Akran, then SNA 

Lagos Chairman, graphic artist/painter Sola Ogunfuwa; and Femi Ipaye, then 

Personal Assistant to Akinosho, who later became admin manager of Festac News (a 

community newspaper founded by Toyin Akinosho). Ipaye doubled as the foot-

soldier for CORA at birth. 

A memorable presence was Kola Akinlua, an art teacher at Iponri High School, 

Surulere, who brought along his musician student, Kola Ogunkoya. It is noteworthy 

that it was this Art Stampede 1.0 event that launched the afrobeat music career of Kola 

Ogunkoya, later to be popularly known as Gbedu Master, and now based in the USA. 

He was that young and talented saxophonist still in the Junior secondary class. 

Ogunkoya came to the limelight, playing at the first Art Stampede to fill in the gap for 

the scheduled Wura Fadaka Band, which did not show up due to an accident the three-

members had while returning from a gig in Ibadan. 

Being journalists at that auspicious time was our greatest weapon: we deployed our 

mental resources and media power and network to plot the growth of the arts in 

Nigeria; seeking to chart the direction of the cultural industry. 

The period was indeed a major turnaround in Nigeria and cultural scene. 

The Art Stampede, which launched the idea of CORA, became a quarterly event.  

I can`t begin to say how many nights of brainstorming and arrangements that went 

into planning and staging each edition of the quarterly event, most of which was 

personally sponsored through Toyin`s salary and assistances of a few friends. 

For CORA to have survived for nearly three decades is kudos to the resilience and 

commitment of Toyin; his leadership of the vision. 

TOYIN AKINOSHO, the only child and son of Pa & Mrs. Moses Aremu Akinosho, is 

multi-talented and skilled – an accomplished geologist, journalist, publisher and 

culture icon. 
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And oh, his penmanship… he had so many pseudonyms… Moses Aremu, Fred 

Akanni, etc. He is so busy writing or dreaming big for the arts in addition to his work 

as a geologist for Chevron, that he rarely had time for himself. And he committed his 

money to service his dreams and passion. We had to organize the first furniture in his 

apartment… oh, I remember the twin freezer/fridge. 

But even with the several deadlines including the tedious production processes for his 

cherished publications, he loved his fun. Friday and Saturday nights. We would have 

gone to paint Lagos red. He is jolly good fellow. The street is his tonic for his many 

juicy writings. 

Kind, generous giver… a true brother 

TOYIN is also a generous and very considerate man. I recall when I was to pick up a 

Zango-Kataf girlfriend that I met on my way to Zaria during those beautiful late 1980s 

days of the annual National Festival of Art and Culture, NAFEST in Kaduna. The lady 

came on a visit to her family in Ikoyi island and needed to go all the way to Ikeja on 

the mainland to confirm her flight ticket back to Kaduna. Being new to Lagos, she 

wanted me to assist her to Ikeja. Toyin generously offered his newly purchased big 

Pontiac (Oldsmobile, it was called) car with his driver to pick us up and return her 

back to Ikoyi. What invariably happened between me and the beautiful Funtua girl, 

whom I was determined to marry then is a story for another day. 

We were that close that Iya Pupa (his insufferable mother) has even adopted me as his 

second child. Every Thursday and most weekends, we were always together, and he 

followed me to Benin in 1995 to pick my wife. 

He is top on my prayer list to also find time to settle down. 

My fervent prayer is that very soon you and Kole Ade-Odutola, who with you is also 

this year joining the Diamond Club will also join the magnificent marriage league. 

I pray that your lofty accomplishments in life will never diminish in Jesus name. 

Welcome to the Diamond Jubilee of progress, prosperity and good health. Ire o. Ire 

gidigba!  

Tunde Olanipekun, visual artist, art teacher  
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Wanderings 

in a 

Forest of Ideas 
… Birth of Committee for Relevant Arts (CORA) 

… Coming of Festac News 
 

Youngman! Don’t you think we should start a 

quarterly journalists’ and writers’ sit-out to 

catch fun and at the same time have a 

discussion on arts related issues? You know 

most of these our guys don’t really have time 

to sit together to enjoy themselves… 

 

=================== 

 

Youngman! Don’t you think we should think of 

a business to enable us sustain the running of 

Arts Stampede?... Just thinking of us setting up 

a bookshop in LASU… I think we can publish 

a community newspaper. 

 

Femi Ipaye 

S known to many, Toyin Akinosho, a geologist by training, started 

his working career as a journalist at The Guardian after his National 

Youth Service in the early 1980s. He eventually moved to ThisWeek 

magazine before he finally joined Chevron Oil Plc to practise his major 

discipline. 

But because of his passion for the arts and journalism, Akinosho, despite 

his tight schedule at Chevron, maintained an arts column in different 

newspapers at different times. 

A 
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He started writing a one page, reportage style Arts Column in the 

Guardian Express when that newspaper joined The Guardian stable in 1985. 

That stopped when he left for ThisWeek in 1986, but in that same year he 

created the Moses Akin Aremu character in a weekly column themed: 

Love-A-Day-Life-of-a-Casanova Reporter, based on an idea suggested by 

Nduka Irabor, then editor of Guardian Express. 

When he started work in Chevron in 1988, he decided to resuscitate the 

idea of an arts column. What became widely known as Artsville, started 

life as Art-titude in The Sunday Champion (1989), and moved to Lagos Life 

in 1990. The column berthed in Sunday Times in 1991, where its name was 

changed to Artsville. It ran here for four years, before ending up at The 

Guardian on Sunday in 1996.  

That’s Artsville. Toyin was co-writing a full-page column Artscity in 

Evening Times, with Tunde Olanipekun between 1991 and 1996, the same 

period he was writing Artsville in Daily Times. Somewhere in the middle 

of all these, he started writing a monthly column on oil and gas activities 

in West Africa for Offshore, a Dallas, US. based trade journal for the 

petroleum industry. That column ran from 1993 to 2000. 

Because of his tight schedule at Chevron, I was involved in running 

around to help him gather materials for the various columns. A very 

dedicated and hardworking fellow, though he usually returned home 

very late, Toyin would work through the night, knocking the materials 

together for the columns and would be ready to leave his residence as 

early as 4.30am to catch the staff bus to the office the next day. 

Of course, this was before computer and internet became this popular and 

common, so it was also my duty to go around the media houses to drop 

off the edited scripts with the editors. Once this is done, I would continue 

my search for materials for the next edition of the columns, according to 

his directives. 

This was the routine until one Saturday morning in December 1990 when 

he walked into the room where I was sitting on a red rug and said, 

‘Youngman!...’ – that was his usual way of addressing me -- “Don’t you 

think we should start a quarterly journalists’ and writers’ sit-out to catch 
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fun and at the same time have a discussion on arts related issues? You 

know most of these our guys don’t really have time to sit together to enjoy 

themselves.” 

I looked at his face and I said, “that will be fine.” 

He had clearly been discussing with people like Jossey Ogbuanoh, Yomi 

Layinka (who lived next door to us) and Tunde Olanipekun. Indeed, he 

and Tunde Olanipekun had talked a while about various ideas. 

“But how are we going to start?”  

“Don’t worry we will start from somewhere,’ he said.  

He then came up with the name: CORA… Committee for Relevant Art, 

which I believe, must have emerged from the group he had been mulling 

it with Omo Boy! Let’s start something,’ he exclaimed. 

ON June 2, 1991, the first edition of Art Stampede under the name CORA, 

was held at the courtyard in front of a block of flats housing his 3-

bedroom apartment on 22 Road A Close, Festac Town in Lagos. The poet 

Sesan Ajayi and the magazine publisher, MEE Mofe- Damijo (both late) 

were the lead discussants… scores of artists from the varied disciplines 

and journalists in the cultural and literary fields attended.  

A remarkable feat at the first edition was that the three-man Wura Fadaka, 

one of the reigning highlife musicians then was billed to entertain guests. 

Solid arrangements, including part payment of his performance fee was 

made to ensure he was available at the event. I personally took the letter 

inviting the musician to the event to his office at Kakawa Street, Lagos 

Island; I also took a reminder to him a day before the event. Wura Fadaka 

Band was thus headliner of the programme. 

The first members of CORA were the actor, TV producer Yomi Olayinka 

(President), the graphic artist, art teacher and Akinosho’s colleague at The 

Guardian Tunde Olanipekun (aka Lanpex), who was designated director 

of Programme; and Jossey Ogbuanoh, a magazine designer, who had 

been Akinosho’s colleague at the ThisWeek. They were later joined by the 
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painter, Chika Okeke, who I think was then a student at the University of 

Nsukka. 

Also present was Mr. Kola Akinlua, a fine art teacher in same secondary 

school as Lanipekun, who, I recall had fortuitously brought along some 

of his students to the event.  After we waited for Wura Fadaka bands to 

no avail, and the time for interlude was getting close and we were 

becoming worried, Akinlua walked toward Toyin, hinted him about one 

of his students, a tiny-looking teenager, holding a saxophone. Akinlua 

urged that we allowed his teenager student to take the stage while 

awaiting the Wura Fadaka band. 

Toyin agreed to the suggestion; and so, the student, Kola Ogunkoya got 

on the stage and performed brilliantly with his friends. His performance 

really impressed everyone at the event. Toyin, being an afro-jazz 

enthusiast, was so impressed with Kola’s style of music that that same 

night, he wrote a beautiful story on him. I took the story down to the then 

Editor of Evening Times, and the young musician’s story made the front 

page of the next Wednesday’s edition of the newspaper. That publication 

marked the turning point for the musical career of Ogunkoya, later to be 

known as Afro-Gbedu Master. So, indeed, Kola was CORA product.  

Fadaka later sent an apology for not being able to make it to the event, 

saying his band members had an accident on their way back to Lagos 

from Ibadan where they had performed the day before. I remember that 

among the top-notch artists that attended the event were the filmmakers, 

Tunde Kelani, the broadcaster Yinka Craig, the TV actor, Femi Jarret, the 

painter Mike Omoighe, and the soccer artist, Segun Odegbami – all 

residents of Festac Town; others were Ben Tomoloju, Richard Mofe- 

Damijo, Edmund Enaibe, Murtala Sule – all working on the culture circuit 

as practitioners and journalists. There were others as Hakeem Shitta, who 

lived in the nearby estate, Amuwo Odofin Low Cost Housing and Kole 

Ade-Odutola, the botanist working as Senior Administrative Secretary 

with the Nigeria Environmental Study and Action Team (NEST), Lagos, 

but also a freelance photographer with with some media organisations.  
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Funds for the running of the first edition of the Arts Stampede were pooled 

from the payments Evening Times made for Artscity, the column run by 

Akinosho and Lanipekun. 

AT this time, Jahman Anikulapo had covered the first editions of the Arts 

Stampede, and written effusively on the events albeit he was critical of the 

discussion and the set up. In 1992, he had taken over as the unofficial head 

of the Arts desk at The Guardian after Ben Tomoloju, the pioneer Arts 

Editor of the newspaper retired. He wrote consistently about the 

subsequent editions of the Stampede; and despite his busy schedule at The 

Guardian, he became an active member of the organising team; and slept 

many nights with us at the Flat 3 Block 4 apartment on 22 Road.  

With the proscription of The Guardian newspaper in 1994, Anikulapo had 

more time to devote to running CORA, so Akinosho could devote greater 

attention to his job as a “Map Reader” (as he often derisively called 

himself) at Chevron.  

This was situation when we relocated to Mars House, on First Avenue, 

nicknamed Cocaine Avenue at the time. By this time, Yomi Layinka, the 

founding president had left Festac Town for Ibadan, Oyo State. 

The success of the Arts Stampede, the major programme of CORA, later 

inspired the birth of Festac News on May 8, 1993. 

… Birth of Festac News 

AKINOSHO returned very early from work at about 7:30pm one day and 

he sauntered from his study room to the living room, where I was sitting 

on the same red rug…  

“Youngman! Don’t you think we should think of a business to enable us 

sustain the running of Arts Stampede?”  

“What kind of business can we do?” I retorted.  

“Just thinking of us setting up a bookshop in LASU”.  

“That will be fine, but it will be a little bit difficult for us to manage…” I 

told him. 
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He saw reason in that and went back to his study. Few minutes later, he 

jumped out of that room and declared…  

“I think we can publish a community newspaper.” 

“Fine,” I said… “How do we start that… what title are we looking at?” 

He picked up a sheet of paper and pen, came up with different names and 

being who he is… he wanted FESTAC to be well pronounced on the mast 

head, and after so many deliberations, we came up with FESTAC News, a 

fortnightly tabloid. 

I went to the National Library for a search on availability of the name; and 

it was successful. I registered it and proceeded to register the publishing 

company, Journo Blues Communication Limited. 

It was just two of us that singlehandedly produced the maiden edition of 

the newspaper with the price tag of N5, though we distributed all the 

copies free. The newspaper came out beautiful with great page planning 

by me. I must confess it was tough! That was around February 1993. 

At the beginning of production of the second edition, we had to employ a 

driver, since neither of us could drive. And this was how Kingdom Arigo 

came into the picture. The three of us continued with the publication, until 

we employed a female secretary, Miss Stella Obaka. 

After a few editions, two young men from the University of Nigeria, 

Enugu – Stanley and Obinna – came for six months Industrial 

Attachment, otherwise called, IT. That was how I became the General 

Manager, and my name became GM! I was reporting and managing the 

company alongside the CORA secretariat. 

… The Community Theatre Project 

Not quite long, Chris Omozokpia, an actor in the National Theatre circuit, 

joined the train as assistant editor of the newspaper, and in line with 

Akinosho’s quest for greater engagement with the Festac community 

ostensibly to bolster the fortune of the newspaper, Chris came up with a 

proposal for us to start a drama troupe that would offer extension services 

to the leisure life of the estate.. Two scripts were accepted – one GRIP AM, 
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written by Ola Rotimi, in which I played the role of ‘Baba Landlord’ and 

the other written Chris Omozokpia. Students from LASU and University 

of Jos were invited to participate in the productions. We had seven days 

of successful stage drama directed by Chris. Chris soon left to continue 

his Theatre studies at the University of Ibadan.  

…Going to Mars House 

Towards the end of 1993, we relocated to Mars House, 1st Avenue, and 

with the military dictator General Sani Abacha’s closure of The Guardian, 

where he was now substantive Arts Editor, Jahman Anikulapo, became 

the Editor of Festac News under the name, Olaiya ‘Subomi. 

Uche Nduka, the poet was employed as the first full-time Editor of Festac 

News around late 1993. He was with us for few months before he left for 

Germany on a scholarship from the Goethe Institut, the German cultural 

centre. 

In the month of April 1995, the pressure was much, no money to pay the 

eight staff, things were becoming tough and unbearable. At a point, I also 

resigned my appointment and travelled out of the country. Actually, 

Akinosho wasn’t really happy about my decision. It was tough, but he 

just had to let me take my leave and that was when Ken Egbas came on 

board as Editor. The newspaper went out of print in September 1997. 

The Man and The Myth 

ALFRED Oluwatoyin Akanni Akinosho, is a great man. He sees himself 

among his staff as a colleague and not a Boss. You will hardly see him 

sitting at the back of his own car, he would rather be on the passenger 

side gisting with the driver…  

omo boy! 

Young man… 

Agbara ti poju… 

G.M. ki lon sele? 

Ko easy fun ole… 

Ko easi fun labourer… 
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these are some of his countless linguistic invention; what you could call 

Toyinspeaks… 

He always tried as much as possible to making everyone around him 

happy, to have something as an achievement. 

He contributed greatly to my growth in life.  

One thing about him which many don’t really know is that he is an 

introvert’ though he loves his women, he is afraid of marriage because of 

commitment. 
Femi Ipaye, photojournalist, newspaper administrator was 

General Manager, Festac News and Personal Assistant to Akinosho in the 1990s. 

 

 
 

Illustration by Abdulrahman Saheed, SS3 Isolo Senior High School, Lagos  
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Pulses of Planet Mars House 

By Chris Paul Otaigbe 

 

He is so large hearted; he desperately wants you to 

be like him and be as intellectually vibrant as he 

is. He loves life and lives it to its hilt and 

documenting it while enjoying it. He is good at 

documenting his pleasure without pressure. 

Y odyssey into the media world took on an accelerated pace at 

Mars House in Festac Town, and under the tutelage of Toyin 

Akinosho, whom we fondly referred to as ‘Poblisha.’ 

From the 3-bedroom-flat at 22 Road in 2nd Avenue to Mars House on 1st 

Avenue, from where Festac News, the community newspaper began, the 

journey into the Akinosho orbit of journalism, arts and intellectualism, 

shaped and defined my confidence in the media today.  

Unlike many, I never attended any formal school of Journalism or Mass 

Communication, most of what I know today I learnt under Toyin and, of 

course, Jahman Anikulapo, his life accomplice.  

The community newspaper was a fortnightly tabloid that reported life in 

the vast Festac Town estate at the time. It was published under the 

Journoblues Publications stable. A small cast of dedicated staff ran that 

publication and within a short time, we had made the paper a rallying 

point for the community.  

There was Femi ‘Diran Ipaye fondly called ‘GM’ (General Manager), 

Kingdom (the transport officer to the company/driving assistant to Mr. 

Akinosho), Stella Obaka (the Secretary/Bookkeeper), me, Babatunde 

(Baboo) Kayode, who happens to be Toyin Akinosho’s cousin, Femi 

Akinmboni, designated as Community Reporter (Ojoo LG and the courts) 

M 
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and the publisher, himself. Jahman, who was then the Arts Editor of The 

Guardian, doubled as the Editor of the paper. Toyin was still working at 

Chevron at the time, too. 

While we were still at 22 Road, we felt the paper was too close for comfort 

to the people of Festac Town because we were right at the centre of 

activities in the community. The popular Agboju (sometimes called 22 

Road) market was less than three minutes’ walk from us, and around us 

were Lock-up shops, human and; vehicular traffic around us was heavy 

and had become worrisome to Poblisha.  

We had great fun, some mild conflicts, and tantrums from the Boss, 

Akinosho, once in a while, here and there… that is to be expected in every 

relationship. But largely, it was a fun time, for me and all in the House.  

‘Diran was the general manager taking care of the needs of the House; 

sleeping at printing press to produce editions of the publication each time 

fortnightly… we were not always on time or within the frequency of 

editions we set out for the paper, still, we were there in the face of, and 

the hearts of the community of Festac residents. 

I was the man with a ‘million ideas per minute’ as Toyin would describe 

my many brainwaves to hasten the impact of the paper on Nigeria’s first 

and most metropolitan urban village. I am grateful to him that he allowed 

that part of me to thrive for the paper.  

One of such great ideas was the raising of a drama troupe for Festac Town. 

It was one of the windows, I wanted to explore, as the Associate Editor, 

to unify the Town around the platform created by the Festac News.  

It was a novel idea and something new to the community. We mobilised 

children from within the neighbourhoods and their friends in the 

community. The first play we staged was ‘My Daughter, her boyfriend and 

I’ written and directed by me. Can’t quite remember how the story went 
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but I recall that from rehearsal to performance, from the young boys and 

girls who participated in the play to the families who came to watch the 

show, that was one watershed in the life of that estate.  

Most of those young boys and girls have grown into ‘big time’ showbiz 

managers and entertainers. According to some of them, that show was 

where they cut their teeth in the entertainment industry in Nigeria. The 

others have grown into influential coordinators in their respective places 

of work or worship.  

A bit of digression here… 

AFTER several invitations to attend the popular Business Men’s 

Fellowship, I finally accepted to attend one close to where I stayed at 

Iyana Ipaja. I scanned through the faces in the hall and found no known 

or familiar face in the audience. 

The event was characterized by the usual Christian activities but with 

refreshment towards the end of the programme. I particular enjoyed 

myself with the lecture given on that day and was impressed by the event 

coordinator and eloquent management of the event.   

To my shock, the event coordinator, at the end of the event while giving 

his vote-of-thanks, said “there is someone here who touched my life while 

I was growing up… I know he cannot remember now but I thank God he 

played a big role in getting me to where I am today. Please help me 

welcome and appreciate Mr. Chris…” 

I joined them in the applause looking around for the ‘Mr. Chris’... Lo and 

behold, he pointed in my direction and said “it is you, sir…”  

Wow! Can’t tell you how humbling that was for me. I felt bad because I 

couldn’t recognise the face until he introduced himself to me as Lanre.  
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He was one of the young boys who participated in the drama produced 

by Festac News for the residents of the community. There are so many like 

Lanre who are making their marks in the country.   

Back to Mars House story… 

Festac News as shaper of community ethics 

THE publication had a positive impact on the community and tried to 

straighten the rough edges in the social life of the Town. 

One such moment that comes to mind now, was the story of a restaurant 

serving horrible food. Poblisha had had a horrific encounter eating at the 

restaurant and complained bitterly. So, we got the idea that myself and 

GM, Diran, should pay a visit to the place. We went and discovered that 

not only was the food unpalatable, the service was a disaster. 

The meals were expensive, taste was terrible, the waiters were rude and; 

it seems the owner could not be bothered. I can’t recall finishing the food 

because of all these factors put together. We would later learn that the 

restaurant was notorious in that neighbourhood because the proprietress 

believed she was an untouchable. 

We also sought to have a word with her as a media house; she sent her 

waiters to tell us she had no time for ‘journalists’  

After we gave Poblisha same report, we concluded it’s time we published 

a story about the place. I wrote the story. 

Unknown to us, when the paper came out, the news was all over the place 

the restaurant was in the news. I think we were still at 22 Road, at the 

time, in the flat downstairs. 

In the afternoon of that day, we were told a woman with a big car and 

some people wanted to see us. It turned out to be the restaurant owner. 

She stood outside fuming and threatening to take us to court for 
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publishing such a story. In the end, she discovered we were not moved 

by her name-dropping threats and she became friends with us. Can’t 

remember her name right now, perhaps GM or Kingdom can recollect. 

I don’t think we can pull such stunt in today’s Festac Town and still be 

alive or in good state to continue the publication because of the state of 

criminality and lawlessness going on there today. 

But the impunity actually had its roots in those days when staff of the 

Federal Housing Authority (FHA) said to be the institutional Landlord of 

the estate, still run the town.  

It had been built in 1975-76 by the Federal Government to accommodate 

participants coming for the 2nd Black and African Festival of Arts and 

Culture known as Festac’77, in 1977. That festival defined so much of 

Nigeria; we wish we can do it again. National Arts Theatre complex and 

Festac Town Estate are the infrastructural reminders of the great things 

this country has achieved in the past. 

That estate was built with all the facilities in place in alignment with 

global best practice since it was hosting the entire world. And so, you had 

each block given the right amount of space away from the next; 

recreational spaces and facilities for children and adults recreation, 

libraries, underground cabling system, a buffer zone through which 

cables and pipes are laid among others. 

Festac Town was virtually a paradise compared to anywhere else in the 

entire country until some rich and influential Nigerians found the place 

fertile for their land-grabbing greed. So, they would bribe some 

unscrupulous staff of FHA to open spaces designed to hide service cables 

and pipes, children playgrounds etc. 

This impunity was bound to take its toll on the estate at some point. And, 

it did. This got concerned Residents to come together to form Festac 
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Residents Association (FRA) and their main objective was to check 

indiscriminate buying of land and building of houses on non-residential 

designated spaces. FRA had been at loggerheads with the FHA over the 

impunity going on in the community in the area of Lock-up shops and 

residential buildings springing up everywhere.  

Leveraging on the ongoing conflicts between the two major bodies to 

churn out sensational stories, the Editorial Board agreed to play the role 

of a community development media platform. Working with this 

paradigm, we were able to mediate the crisis in the Town ending up 

making the gladiators who were sworn enemies to meet amicably and 

deliberate over the issues concerning the community. Even when FRA 

was going to break into two factions, Festac News tried to settle the rift.  

The drama production was one of the ideas we used to bring the Town 

together to know each other and fraternize together once in a while.  

In recognition of the good deeds of the paper and also considering the fact 

that both parties – FRA and FHA – didn’t trust each other, they both 

considered the idea of asking residents to pay their monthly dues into 

Festac News account. When I told Poblisha, he was scared. He had not 

expected the platform would be elevated so quickly to the point where it 

could become the “Dues Collector” for the estate. All he wanted was to 

produce and publish a community newspaper. He didn’t have the 

temperament to enter into the complications and complexities of a near 

difficult community as Festac Town.  

ONE other memorable experience was ‘Kun Faya Kun.’ I am sure this 

would bring some laughter or smile to the faces of Poblisha and GM.  

Kun Faya Kun was the Islamic inscription on a house along our First 

Avenue Mars House after we had moved from 22 Road.  
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It was the home of a certain Yinka. When you stand in front of Mars 

House, you could see her house not far off, just at the bend to the inner 

road leading to the buildings facing the canal. So, every morning when 

GM and I would come out to do our normal gist, my eyes were always 

fixated on the building waiting for when this young lady would drive out 

in her Carina 2 car. It was a sight to behold every morning. To cut the long 

story short, I became friends with Yinka and got to know her parents 

owned one of the biggest private secondary schools in the community. 

I seized on that part of our relationship to explore the window of schools 

to sell my community paper. I requested her to allow me publish names 

of students who do well in the school’s exam and she gladly obliged me. 

I tried the idea and it worked like magic.  

Although, the relationship part didn’t come through between us, that 

educational experiment became something that continues to live with me 

till this day. It was also one big idea God gave me through my experience 

with Toyin Akinosho aka Poblisha because as we speak, that idea is a 

project now in the works.  

One other thing, Mars House became home for great artistes and 

intellectuals and movers in various aspects of the Lagos and indeed, 

Nigerian society.  

My personal gains… 

OF a truth, Toyin has had a great impact on my life. The last, and first 

time after almost 20 years, that the vibe and connection I used to feel 

whenever we were together sharing great ideas and discussing books he 

was reading or had read, was what came over me when I went to 

interview him for Kaftan Tv News, my present work place. 

He is so large hearted; he desperately wants you to be like him and be as 

intellectually vibrant as he is. He loves life and lives it to its hilt and 
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documenting it while enjoying it. Poblisha is good at documenting his 

pleasure without pressure.  

Yes. Africa Oil+Gas Report… I almost forgot that.  

During the days of Festac News, I would pressure Toyin to connect his 

friends in the oil industry to advertise in the newspaper or we should 

dedicate some pages to oil and gas reports, so we could expand the scope 

of the editorial and advertorial thrusts of the paper to advantage, 

leveraging on his relationship with the petrochemical industry.  

Sometimes the idea made sense to him, at other times he was indifferent. 

But I could tell he loved it just that it was not clear in his mind how he 

could match a hardcore commercial editorial idea with a mere community 

tabloid, whose readership is restricted to a particular demography and 

geographical location. By the time it finally made sense to him in a way 

he could piece it all together, I had left to pursue my degree in Theatre 

Arts at the University of Ibadan.  

Later he came up with different strands of publication before he finally 

settled with Africa Oil+Gas Report journal, a publication that gladdens my 

heart to no end each time I see it dominating all media platforms reporting 

the petroleum sector of Nigeria’s (and indeed Africa’s) economy. 

Clearly, journalism comes naturally to Poblisha and that is why his 2007 

CNN Award was no surprise to him or me because his passion for 

journalism is Nobel-worthy. 

…The ‘Moses Aremu’ escapades 

I had concluded my thoughts on my years with Poblisha, when I was 

reminded of ‘those other’ parts of the Mars House Fraternity.  

Now, this one I am going talk about is for ages above 18, Adult stuff and 

apologies for graphic descriptions… 
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Please do not tell Toyin I told you…  

Poblisha loves women and the women love him. Unfortunately, his 

attention span with them is as short as what I refer to as the ‘pre-DO’ 

excitement. On the surface, it would appear that the catch for Poblisha is 

in the chasing or ‘toasting’ part of the romance.  

This has been a source of concern for him too as he had shared with me 

severally at those times. But my reading is that he is yet to meet the real 

woman that would truly engage him intellectually, out-match him 

socially and still have the maternal capacity to love and care for him…  

And, paramount of it all, TOLERATE him!  

Such a woman would require patience plus ability to RE-INVENT herself 

every MOMENT she is with Toyin. She must make herself an ENIGMA 

before him, a season film Poblisha will continue to watch ceaselessly. She 

must be the SHOW Poblisha will always run back to each day of his life. 

She must ensure there is no dull moment in their relationship or 

matrimony.  

Toyin ABHORS boredom and AVOIDS boring people just as he would do 

anything and everything to ESCAPE boring moments. He must be 

constantly engaged, and this explains why he is a productively 

VISIONARY and RESTLESS soul. 

There was also the fear, which is founded though, that most of these 

women love him because of his job as a Chevron Staff and perhaps now, 

as a publisher of the well-respected oil and gas journal in Africa. 

ANYWAY, back to ‘those other’ parts of our lives at the Mar’s House… 

It actually began when we were at 22 Road. In the evening we would drive 

in his Volvo to Heart’s Exclusive, the most popular niteclub in Festac 

Town. There were women we referred to as ‘Omo Poblisha.’ These are 
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chubby ladies with beautiful faces, big arses and boobs. In other words, 

ladies blessed ‘boobly and bootiliciously’ (pardon my French, please).  

Those are my specs too. I love them big and bodily blessed. Being 

accomplices to Poblisha’s frequent booty crimes, we would treat each 

‘Matron’ of search for the ‘perfect’ wife material with the full 

accompaniment and respect due to ‘Madam of the House’ because you 

never know who would end up being the Mrs. Toyin Akinosho.  

Poblisha’s babes cut across varying female demographics but largely 

filled with decent career women.  

Yes. Heart’s exclusive… 

The compulsive reporter that he is, and to excite his readers, Poblisha 

created a column to document moments of his many escapades with 

women under the pen name ‘Moses Aremu.’  

Aremu was the fictional character who brought out beautiful memories 

of a man desperately in search of unceasing fun. Written in racy, sweet 

cinematic style, Moses fictionalize Poblisha’s characters and through that 

window of fiction, poured out the worries, fears, excitement, expectations 

of the REAL TOYIN AKINOSHO! 

Incidentally, lots of readers and countless number of fans became 

addicted to the Moses Aremu column, and were in effect, attracted to the 

paper. Ifeanyi Ochuba, the Heart’s Exclusive club owner confessed to me 

it was his favourite column in the paper.  

While Poblisha was doing his own thing at his level, myself, Diran, 

Kingdom and later Tunde (fondly referred to as Baboo), operated at our 

realm. Late in the evening we would drive to hangouts and hotels outside 

Festac Town such as Satellite Town, Abule-Ado etc.  
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We too had to develop our Moses Aremu runs, which we contributed 

sometimes verbally to Poblisha, who found them as interesting. For 

instance, Baboo, who was also in the accounting unit, or some other non-

Editorial staff, can’t remember now, had the fortune of being loved by one 

of the girls we met at one of the hotels around the Satellite Town-Abule 

Ado axis. I believe GM and Kingdom too. I was not so lucky because I 

found I could not really blend with the ladies there, which I don’t regard 

as a plus. I also needed to tell my Moses Aremu stories too. I had some 

though, but largely off ‘Mars House campus.’   

We never knew how dangerous our nocturnal activities were until one 

night, a car overtook ours dangerously… I think Kingdom or one of us 

must have done or said something that pissed off the driver of the 

offending car. He engaged us in a chase I will never forget. I remember 

telling Kingdom not to run because it was obvious running was not going 

to help us. We had to stop. Fortunately, the chaser was alone in his car. 

When he came out of his car and approached us with a silver coloured 

handgun, I thought this guy was going to end our lives… 

Thankfully, God, who was on our side touched his heart with our pleas. 

That was how we escaped by a hair’s breathe, bullets that would have 

permanently terminated our journey to covering the night life of Festac 

Town and its environs under the Moses Aremu column. 

IN summary, this is my life with Toyin Akinosho. I am sure I have left out 

so many other memorable moments which were equally interesting. 

Perhaps, they may be captured in the experience of others who had at one 

time or the other been in the Toyin Akinosho’s planet called Mars House. 

Chris Paul Otaigbe, theatre artiste, journalist, he is Head of Lagos Bureau of Kaftan TV News. 
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The Boss. 

The Maestro. 

The Connoisseur. 
Ken Egbas 

 

A great man does not seek applause or place; 

he seeks for truth; he seeks the road to 

happiness, and what he ascertains, he gives to 

others. 

-- Robert Green Ingersoll 

 

 MET Toyin Akinosho sometime in 1991. I cannot exactly recall the 

sequence that led to our first meeting. However, I vividly recall the 

exact reason our first meeting happened, and the exact location where it 

did – Festac News office, which was then located on one of those 3-floor 

barrack-like buildings on 2nd Avenue, in Festac Town. 

”My friend, what are you doing here?” 

“Sir, I was just around the area, and just thought to rest under the tree... do 

you live around here, sir?” 

“Why would you be asking me that?” 

“It’s not cool to just come and be sleeping in front of someone’s house” 

Festac Town of the ‘90s 

THE 1990s signalled the renaissance of organised art across the various 

ghetto suburbs around Lagos, on the Orile-Okokomaiko stretch of Lagos. 

Perhaps, this was borne of the residual spirit of the Festival of Black Art 

and Cultures, otherwise called FESTAC, which Nigeria hosted in 1977; 

I 
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coupled with the frequency of closure of tertiary institutions across 

Nigeria at that period owing to the never-ending squabbles between 

government and university teachers over unfulfilled all-what-not! The 

restive, home-stuck youths had to find other ways to ventilate or express 

themselves, a way to kill off boredom, and also an antidote to the 

alternative – venturing into a life of petty crime. This was the same period 

Ajegunle gave the world the likes of Daddy Showkey, Daddy Fresh, Baba 

Fryo, Father U-Turn, Marvelous Benjy and a host of others, and the mock 

Nations Cup produced several soccer stars who went on to feature in the 

Super Eagles and in major soccer leagues in Europe.  

Festac Town could not be left out, especially being the city born out of the 

adventure that was FESTAC ‘77. Made up largely of middle-class families 

who won apartments from lottery draws, a city of strangers grew into a 

community of close neighbours and neighbourhoods, and a generation of 

youths who wanted to live life different from the sort their parents had 

known; a new lifestyle.  

In the ‘90s, Festac Town was a boiler plate, steaming talents from stage 

acting to music and other genres of entertainment. This was an era that 

produced the Plantashun Boiz featuring present day superstar TuFace 

Idibia, Blackface, and Face. I was also part of a group called The Black 

Cougars. Other members of the 10-man group I can immediately 

remember are John Njamah, Haky Dee, and Gbolahan Babayeju. We used 

to walk from 7th Avenue to 2nd Avenue most cool evenings dishing out 

acapella recaps of the hottest and latest American R&B songs at the time, 

and people would gather round to listen and applaud us. Within same 

group, a few of us tried our hands on acting. Around this period, Antar 

Laniyan, the famed stage and screen director, began an acting group at 

7th Avenue Primary school called Monidites. This provided outlets for 

folks like John Njamah and his siblings, Aquila and Nnenna (now known 

as Empress), to venture into stage drama at the National Theatre, Iganmu, 
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and would later launch them into television drama series, and later on, 

Nollywood.  

The Black Cougars failed at getting our music off the concrete floors of 

Festac Town. Unlike, the Plantashun Boiz, and many others of that era, 

we were all students in various universities across Nigeria. We were most 

productive during the long strikes, and every time we returned to school, 

the group lost steam, and so did our music dreams. After a while, we 

didn’t want to make music anymore, we wanted to make a difference.  

“It’s not cool to just hang in front of someone’s house…” 

FESTAC Town, Nigeria’s own answer to Queens in New York, was 

growing exponentially, with a huge restive youth population who were 

quickly taking to street vices with destructive tendencies. As a group, we 

brainstormed on what we could do, and we came up with the idea to build 

a library for the youths in the estate. We had to identify stakeholders who 

could help us bring our dream to reality. That was my first encounter with 

the name Toyin Akinosho. 

I GOT to know of Festac News through a guy named Sam O’Femi Fasetire. 

He was a reporter on the stable of Festac News, the newspaper founded by 

Akinosho to drive development, and promote the arts and cultural 

cohesion of Festac Town and environs. He was always around my 

neighbourhood in 7th Avenue snooping for news. He helped us set up a 

meeting with Toyin, who on hearing of our yearnings and plans for a 

public library, committed his resources and time to ensuring the 

realization of same, with us as the project vanguard. 

Fast forward two years later. I had gone to visit a friend at 1st Avenue, E 

Close. But my friend was not home. It was a cool evening. So, being 

hungry and tired, I pitched under a tree in front of a chocolate brown two-

wing duplex with the inscription “Mars House”. The cool breeze fanning 

the embers of the hunger I felt must have been responsible for my falling 
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asleep. Only to be woken up with a gentle shove after a long lull in my 

crouched position... 

“My friend, what are you doing here?”  

I raised my head to behold an already familiar face, the same man who 

helped us with our library dream. Wiping my eyes, and rising to my feet 

in one motion, I greeted him with a smile. “Sir, I was just around the area, 

and thought to rest under the tree... do you live around here, sir?” I asked.  

“Why would you be asking me that?”, he thundered back, as he walked 

away. “It’s not cool to just come and be sleeping in front of someone’s 

house”, he said without looking back at me.  

I was momentarily confused. Had I done something wrong? Anyway, I 

had better get going. As I made to depart the scene, he called me back.  

“How long have you been here?” “For a while, I guess... I didn’t look at 

the time,” I answered back. 

Toyin ran his eyes over me as though searching for an evidence or some 

sort of clue. I stood, still very confused, and then made to leave.  

 “Wait... young man... a lot of things are happening these days... did you 

hear about the robbery that took place about an hour ago at 1st Avenue, 

A Close?”  

Now I was worried for myself. Was he insinuating I could be a robber?... 

I thought to myself.  

“No, sir!”  

 “Ok, do you mind if I send you on a little errand? My reporters are off 

today. A robbery has just happened. Can you go to the location and help 

me find out what happened and how it happened?”  
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“Yes, I can sir.” I answered more out of confusion than actual desire to do 

his bidding. 

Thirty minutes later, I was back and confirmed there had indeed been a 

robbery, and narrated how it had happened, and a man gunned down. 

Toyin ushered me into his compound and into a small office, a car garage 

converted into an office holding several desks and chairs.  

“Are you able to write down what you have just told me now?”, he asked.  

“Yessir, I can.”  

He then reached out for plain papers and a pen, which he handed to me. 

By the time I was done, he read through with a look of surprise on his 

face.  

“When we first met with your Cougars guys, were you not the one who 

mentioned to me you were a medical student at the University of Calabar. 

Is that correct?”  

“Yes, sir! I am done and waiting for my results. But I have always had a 

thing with writing. Back in secondary school at Federal Government 

College, Kaduna, I had been the editor-in-chief of the press club.” I 

responded, not sure what was to follow. 

Toyin, shook his head, while still purring over the piece I had just written, 

saw me to the door and handed me some money as a gift. I cannot 

recollect the amount. But I do remember then for a young boy who had 

come to visit his friend around lunch hour so he could accidentally chance 

on their family meal time, the amount bought me a king’s dinner, and left 

me with enough to take my friends out for a generous rounds of drinks, 

and still see me through the rest of the week. 

THAT was the beginning of my story not just with Festac News, but Toyin 

himself. Two weeks later, he invited me over and offered me a job, my 
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first real job, doing what I loved doing – writing. For the first time in my 

life, I had access to all the top international best-selling magazines from 

Europe and America, including GQ, Condé Nast, Time, and a host of others 

that reshaped my world view. He helped hone my skills and exposed me 

at that time to a community of very influential and notable friends he 

surrounded himself with. Not only that, over a period of seven months, 

he promoted me three times, and gave me the license to become a 

respected member of the society when he made me Acting Editor of Festac 

News. For a young, adventurous lad, it was akin to being given the role of 

James Bond in a 007 movie; more like making the world my oyster. When 

late General Sani Abacha shut down The Guardian newspaper in 1994, 

Jahman Anikulapo, a very close friend of Toyin, would join us to help out, 

until The Guardian was reopened. During this period, he helped me hone 

my writing and editing skills.  

”Kilo n tie se eyin boys yi na? Gbogbo yin... oya gerrout!” 

DURING this period, Toyin offered me accommodation in his home. He 

never knew me from Adam, didn’t know any member of my family. He 

just saw a young man with potential. My salary was never delayed. Yet, 

he would insist I come with him to some of the top restaurants he 

frequented and would insist I helped myself to whatever I wanted at his 

cost. He would give me and the rest of the team whenever he was in one 

of those legendary foul moods of his ”Kilo n tie se eyin boys yi na? 

Gbogbo yin... oya gerrout!” Those outbursts made us all scurry into our 

corners, as we waited for the anger tides to ebb. Ebb, they did, most times, 

minutes after they arose. Hails of “Poblisha... Baba Poblisha...” got him to 

break into his wry smile while sometimes tugging at his wiry moustache.  

King of the ‘layabouts’ 

I NEVER saw Toyin look down on anyone. As a matter of fact, the lowlier 

you are, the more Toyin wanted to know more about you, and what he 

could do to help. The only snag being if you had nothing to offer. He 
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couldn’t stand laziness or loafers, as he called them. His characterization 

could be likened to Robin Hood, but without the loot. He spent large 

portions of his income on people, friends, causes with even the slightest 

promise of the edification of mankind. His poor old mother would have 

wanted her only son to have a home, a real home... with a wife and several 

tiny tots running around and knocking things over. But here he was 

setting up a house that was more like a bird-nest and hide-out for all 

comers who shared Toyin’s beliefs in communal living, and a lifetime 

dedicated to unending sacrifice and investment in others who had less 

than himself. Others in his position and on the job he was doing at that 

time at Chevron as a geologist were hugely investing in real estate, and 

hedge funds. Yet there he was pouring all his means into a newspaper he 

wasn’t making a profit from, and people he had met on the journey that 

was his life, turning strangers into family... yes, the people he jokingly 

always referred to as ‘layabouts’. 

“…Builder of Dreamers” 

TOYIN was my first boss, real mentor, and a father figure in my life. 

Without our paths crossing, I doubt very much that I would be the 

respectable member of society that I am today.  

In 2014, when I sat in his house and told him of my intentions to run for a 

seat in the Federal House of Representatives to represent the people of 

Obubra-Etung federal constituency in Cross River State, he grilled me for 

nearly three hours, trying to uncover my motive for venturing into 

politics. At the end of our conversations, as he saw me off to my car, I 

could sense the glint of pride in his eyes... the little boy he picked up on 

the streets of Lagos has finally grown into a man. Even though, I lost the 

elections and ended up serving as a commissioner in the government of 

Liyel Imoke for a short period, he never stopped encouraging me to never 

give up on my dreams. Everything I am or doing today or use to put food 

on the table for my family, Toyin taught me or laid the foundation. 
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I could write a whole book about Toyin Akinosho and the positive 

impacts he had on me as an individual. I know too well there are loads of 

other individuals like myself whose candles Toyin lent his light to and 

whose dreams and aspirations he helped ignite. Today, I consider it a 

privilege to count myself as a son of his. Fatherhood is not entirely about 

the man whose loins provided the cell that fertilized the egg, it is rather 

about exemplary and rare human beings, who pick us up at the most 

vulnerable moments of our lives, gave us physical and emotional shelter, 

aligned our noses in the direction of the northern star, pointed us to the 

real and difference-making values of loyalty, hard work, dedication, 

passion, principled living, excellence love for humanity, and putting 

others before self, sacrifice, continuous self-improvement, and the dogged 

pursuit of happiness.  

As he turns 60 years, my prayer for him is that God will continue to keep 

him in good health and surround him with love. And that all the good he 

spent his whole life sowing in others would return to him a trillion-fold. 

And perhaps finally, God would send a wife to him that he wouldn’t need 

to propose to... and would accept him the way he is... warts and all 

(laughs). 

No great man lives in vain. The history of the world is but a biography of 

great men.  

Toyin Akinosho is one of the greatest men I have known in my lifetime. 

What he did with my life and those of countless others bears testimony of 

this. 

Happy birthday, Uncle T. 

Dr Ken Egbas is CEO, TruCSR; Founder, WhitehousePR;  

Founder, The SERAS CSR Awards Africa
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In His own Way, always 
Foluso Ogunsan Jr 

 
From a very young age, he’s had a lot to himself, 

started off with a whole room to himself at the 

then prestigious Festac Town in 1979, earning 

money writing as an undergraduate, getting into 

the oil industry when it was recruiting fresh 

young minds, arming them with bucket load of 

cash and living life as best as he could. A psyche 

like that… difficult to change! 

 

E is my uncle. Probably the one I get along with the most because 

for a decade I’ve associated with him in more ways than filial 

affiliations. 

I’ve known him since I was a child. I began a new knowledge of him in 

2010, thereabout. He’s the publisher of the Africa Oil+Gas Report. The 

journal he touts as the “go-to” for factual oil and gas industry news in 

Nigeria and, I daresay, Africa. The industry bible, so to speak; his words, 

not mine. 

I work with this journalistic enterprise.  

He has steadily built his journal platform from the ground up with real 

hard knocks, a far cry from the shielded bubble of the oil executive life he 

spent but a fraction short of two decades in. Having had to learn the nitty-

gritty of earning power culled out of appropriate information utility 

dissemination, since his departure from the daily grind of the oil industry, 

he’s gradually carved a niche for economically relevant information 

reportage.  

He had help. He didn’t think it all up out of the blue.  

A love for writing was etched into his mind dating back to his secondary 

school days at Baptist Academy by a teacher of his. Her name is forever 

etched in his constantly working mind.  

H 
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News reportage first and foremost his first love.  

A love for literature and the ability to script out an articulate narrative, 

his barely discernible yet legibly formative handwriting notwithstanding, 

has kept him informing the discerning reader factually.  

Geology and Earth Sciences came relatively easy to him. He is very smart 

and logical. Application of formulae and knowledge of earth formations 

and facie development merely a practical application of deployable 

aptitude for utilitarian results. Simply put, he knew just where and how 

to apply the Geology he studied at the University of Ife (now Obafemi 

Awolowo University), Ile-Ife in the Nigerian oil industry. Application of 

machine learning dampened the outdoorsy spirit he enjoyed that came 

with the job. 

SINCE 2010, I’ve known Oluwatoyin A. Akinosho as an informative 

writer for the development and growth of the oil industry. His journal is 

the premier homegrown hydrocarbon industry journal from Nigeria by a 

Nigerian. He has a lot of unique selling points to be reckoned as the leader 

in that field. 

First, he knows about hydrocarbon production and development from a 

geological viewpoint. The very beginning of it all.  

Secondly, he knows a lot of the operators in the field – he either learned 

at their feet or grew up with them. Advantageous placement we shall call 

it. In the restrictive, vaguely opaque, information-withholding Nigerian 

oil and gas industry, he holds a penetrative access.  

Thirdly he has the wizened ability to digest, transform and regurgitate 

numerical facts and figures to literarily relatable details for a reader. How 

he does it? Simple! He gets end-of-year-reports/annual general meetings 

report of companies, studies the numbers and assessments to ascertain 

progression… “I write facts and figures,” a statement of his. He can also 

admit he knows not all of it.  

Fourth, yet not least, he has for many years been a Fellow of Nigerian 

Association of Petroleum Explorationists (NAPE), the Nigerian body 
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gathering all upstream industry professionals together. A privileged seat, 

you may say! 

BORN same year Nigeria rebirthed into independence, his loyalty to his 

homeland is more than skin-deep.  

A man of worlds, he strides effortlessly from the natural science world, to 

the literary world, to the cultural world to the economic world.  

A lover of nightlife, his restlessness had, and may still have him fleeting 

from scene to scene.  

A loner at heart, his real element is mostly alone writing up a “piece” -- 

be it hydrocarbon-industry related or culturally inclined.  

A collector of books and fine arts, a bibliophile and possible closet curator. 

His dwelling is an archive of literary materials. 

Detailed and impatient. An irascible perfectionist. Easily dislikeable and 

barely tolerable, Oluwatoyin Akinosho comes off as an enigma to most.  

A jolly spendthrift to the observing many, financially accountable with a 

notable handful.  

Not easy to please yet appreciative when the need be. He unsparingly 

separates the wheat from the chaff.  

A realist by nature, he’s had his fair share of ups and downs. Starting 

afresh with a struggling business, threat to life, working with different 

manner(s) of staff, financial upheavals, etc. He continues to weather the 

storms.  

Long emboldened with a giver’s spirit, he is at heart a philanthropist san 

the fat pockets or media hype. The Lagos Book & Arts Festival (LABAF), 

borne out of the desire to push the cause of literary arts, sprung out of his 

deep vision to facilitate the development of the human capital resources 

of Nigeria and Africa. It is about mental capacitation of Africans, 

especially the youth. 
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CORA winning The Prince Claus Award in 2006 was a tonic to his 

mission. Yet, he’s not too inclined to stop.  

A look at his history explains why – ‘Toyin Akinosho, as he addresses 

himself -- is an only offspring. From a very young age, he’s had a lot to 

himself, beginning with a whole room at the then prestigious Festac Town 

in 1979, earning money writing as an undergraduate, getting into the oil 

industry when it was recruiting fresh young minds, arming them with 

bucket load of cash and living life as best as he could. A psyche like that… 

difficult to change! 

As he steps into the class a new “Senior Citizen,” he can say proudly as 

has been belted out loudly in his best Frank Sinatra song: “I DID IT MY 

WAY”.  

A happy birthday to you Sir. Many more years I wish you. 

Foluso Ogunsan Jr is a staff of the Africa Oil+Gas Report 

 

 

 

 

Award presentation at NAPE, November 2018
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He sets the Standard very High… 
 

Paul Kelechi 

 

If you are teachable, he is a good teacher. 

Sometimes, you don’t even know that you are 

following his leadership until the job is done. 

He is an honest, compassionate man that seeks 

out opportunities that will benefit those under 

his care. 

T is true that leaders must enforce standards! When setting 

expectations, no matter what has been said or published, if 

substandard performance is accepted and no one is held accountable, that 

poor performance becomes the new standard. Passion is also key; for 

good leaders must find a way of communicating their visions to their 

subordinates in such a way that they – the subordinates, take the leader’s 

vision and make it their own. 

Mr. Akinosho and I had many conversations over a cup of coffee which 

he usually pays for and on various field trips to cover events. All have 

been learning processes for me and I relish every opportunity I have to 

pick up a prized gem when it drops; usually from his lips.  

The scene for today’s lesson is the arrival section of Murtala International 

Airport in Lagos. We have just landed from a facility tour and were 

waiting for our baggage to “arrive.” Typical, the wait stretched from 

minutes to hours until our legs hurt from standing! Other passengers 

gathered in small clusters and quickly, temporary bonds of friendship 

were formed amongst passengers in waiting.  

Mostly, their chats of lamentation were all about the terrible experiences 

they have had in relation to the so called “Nigerian Factor;” why nothing 

seemed to work in the place we all call home. The carousel in which our 

I 
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baggage was to arrive was worn out and rickety. The conveyor belt had a 

very large hole in it that could fit a midsized travel bag. People just 

patiently lined up around it watching to see if the next bag that comes out 

from the “control room” was theirs while being entertained by the 

squeaky sound that emanates from the rotating equipment. 

Just a few feet from where we were standing, we could hear the 

conversation of a group of young men. We couldn’t help but listen to their 

conversation. It was mostly negative for the better part of our wait. I kept 

a keen eye on the conveyor belt, just in case our bag arrives in time. Then 

a young man in his mid-thirties wearing a dark blue jeans and white 

short-sleeve T-shirt spoke up from a group. He had been a bit silent while 

the venting of anger over the unnecessary delay rages… 

“Maybe we could do a video of what is happening in here and show the 

whole world how deplorable our international airport is,” he suggested. 

“I mean, since it is practically impossible for them to allow a TV station to 

come officially to report this, it is left to the passengers to let the world 

know what is happening; don’t you think?” he asked rhetorically.  

“I don’t think that would have any impact,” replied the man wearing a 

“Be the Reds” polo standing opposite him.  

“I am certain that other people must have taken pictures of this gurney 

and posted videos on social media before. Do you see the authorities 

doing anything about it?” he questioned with arms outstretched.  

I knew I was going to learn something from that conversation, but I also 

knew the lesson learned was not going to come from the group; but from 

the man I was standing next to and; true to my instinct, it came in this 

form:  

“That is the problem we have as people,” Akinosho began, lowering his 

voice a bit so that he was talking to only me, “we just do not see a clear 
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solution to our problems and somehow, we amplify the problem at any 

given opportunity. None of those guys have proffered a solution to the 

problem at hand except the guy in white. The problem would always be 

there, but he did not complain too much about it. He thought it through 

and suggested a solution that could get the attention of the authorities, 

but the other guy knocked it down. We need to change the mindset of 

seeing only the problem and not the solution.”  

Our bags arrived and we left. Lesson learned. Never compromise on 

standard, never compromise on quality. Those are words I am all too 

familiar with.  

TO meet the Africa Oil+Gas Report writing standard of the publisher, you 

have to be good. Even at that, the quality bar keeps going up. I recently 

wrote an article that would be published in the next edition and I got a 

call from the publisher: “You did a nice job with the material; I didn’t 

expect that you could get so much information out of it like you did. 

Importantly, I don’t have to do a lot of work trying to clean it up!”  

To some people, he is being too critical. But, if you really think about it 

and analyse it, it is a nice way of saying ‘don’t be complacent at your job’. 

Good leaders do this all the time and with ease.  

TOYIN Akinosho might be many things to many people but his true 

qualities are clearly seen. If you are teachable, he is a good teacher. 

Sometimes, you don’t even know that you are following his leadership 

until the job is done. He is an honest, compassionate man that seeks out 

opportunities that will benefit those under his care. Poblisha, as he is 

fondly called by many, is not just a colleague but a true gentleman and 

friend.  

May your days be long, and may they be filled with joy and happiness 

even as we celebrate you today. 

Paul Kelechi is a staff of Africa Oil+Gas Report, AOGR  
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“He makes you feel like  

you really matter” 
 

Ahmed Gafar 

E has this ‘magical’ way of making you feel like you could do 

absolutely anything. He instils confidence like no one I’ve ever 

known. There is a lot of lip service every day to team players – but at the 

risk of sounding like a cliché, he really has a way of making you feel like 

you were part of a team. You knew that you did matter. It matters to the 

company and it matters to him. 

I am so thankful that you are my boss. You are more than just a leader; 

you are truly an inspiration. Your hard work and dedication have 

inspired me since the moment I joined your workforce. Thank you so 

much. 

From being nothing to something, I have travelled a long journey under 

your guidance. Thanks boss. 

A good boss is a treat. A great boss is a blessing! Thank you for being a 

blessing in so many lives. Happy Birthday Boss! 

Ahmed Gafar, is Production Editor of Africa Oil+Gas Report

H 
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SCENES & BEATS 

BLUES in the MARS HOUSE 

Escapades In the Lair 

 
 

 
 

Members of CORA central working team and guests after a meeting 

at Mars House (2006)
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“He brought me in… 

threw me out…  

brought me back…” 
 

Onyeka Nwelue 

 
I was completely irrelevant, but Toyin made it 

seem to that my opinion was one that 

mattered. He would ask for my thoughts 

during meetings and I would say something 

frivolous and everyone would nod in 

approval… he would ask me to join panel 

discussions on art. I was 17! Long necked and 

not sure I knew what I was doing. 

OU see, on both the maternal and paternal sides of my family, I have 

aunts who are married to Yoruba men: extravagant, flamboyant and 

arrogant. These in-laws made us prostrate and also tried to instil ‘Yoruba 

traditions into Igbo children.’ I didn’t find this acceptable because my 

mother raised us to believe that the only person we should bow to, is 

“Jesus.” I never saw much of Jesus in the life of Christians, and so I did 

not bow to anyone. 

Toyin Akinosho did not make me bow to him. He did not behave like the 

typical Yoruba man every Igbo has been warned about. It happened that 

I didn’t get to meet those Yoruba men they told us would tear you into 

shards if you did not ‘dobale’ for them. 

I stayed in Okota, with my Yoruba in-law, who is married to my father’s 

eldest sister. And I would go from there to Mars House in Festac Town, 

to use one of the desktop computers Mr. Akinosho kindly permitted me 

to use. Those computers were for the staff of the Africa Oil+Gas Report. 

Y 
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I MET Toyin Akinosho through Jahman Anikulapo. I was 16 then, going 

on 17. They took a liking to me and brought me along to various meetings 

for the Big Boys in the literati, and also, they invited me to become a 

member of the Committee for Relevant Art (CORA). Of course, I was 

completely irrelevant, but Toyin made it seem to that my opinion was one 

that mattered. He would ask for my thoughts during meetings and I 

would say something frivolous and everyone would nod in approval. It 

was so funny that I even began to think of myself as being tremendously 

important. He would ask me to join panel discussions on art. I was 17! 

Long necked and not sure I knew what I was doing. 

At one of those panels, a certain German guy, Gerd Meuer, who was as 

obsessed with Wole Soyinka as I was (and still am), asked me – not 

jokingly – to back off from Soyinka, when I kept talking about Wole 

Soyinka. We would later take a picture together with another young 

writer that was so kind to me, Tolu Ogunlesi. Tolu was one of the gifts 

meeting Mr. Akinosho gave to me then. He was helpful with my writing 

and drove me when I needed help getting home. The memory of that day 

remains fresh. 

I began writing The Abyssinian Boy (2009), my first book, on one of those 

desktop computers that Mr. Akinosho let me use. It was also in that room 

that I found a copy of Roots in the Sky (2004) by Akin Adesokan, Sefi 

Attah’s Everything Good Will Come (2005), Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s 

Purple Hibiscus (2003) and Zakes Mda’s Heart of Redness (2000). I devoured 

them all.  

Mr. Akinosho jetted off to Cape Town often. I heard him talk about South 

Africa and he eventually invited Antjie Krog, author of Country of my 

Skull) to Nigeria. I dreamt of one day being able to go to Cape Town. And 

he made that dream come alive for me. 
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My bespectacled publisher, Ayo Arigbabu, I met through Akinosho and 

Anikulapo. I think they even got the galley proofs of my book before me, 

from him. They were over-joyed and happy.  

This was before Mr. Akinosho did what he did… 

ONE day, Mr. Akinosho threw me out of the house! He shouted at me to 

“Fuck off!” He had come out of his room, sleepy-eyed. I didn’t know what 

I did. He just commanded me to get out and to never ever come back there 

again. I remember that it was sunny that day and I walked home to Okota 

through Ago Palace Way. I walked home. It took me hours, but I made it 

home. He would usually provide me with travel fare. I think he was tired 

of seeing me. It’s called ‘See Finish’ in Pidgin English. I got home and shed 

my tears; I didn’t ever tell anyone about this. 

I think after two weeks -- he sent me an email and apologised and asked 

me to come back. I went back and continued with my work on the 

computer.  

When The Abyssinian Boy came out, he read the book, wrote a detailed 

review of it for me and then attended my book launch, where he read his 

review.  

FOR its worth, my journey as a writer, can’t be written about, without Mr. 

Akinosho in it. He is one of my greatest supporters and I can’t wait to 

make him proud when I one day will write the kind of novel I know he 

loves to read: a book which is done uniquely and with an inventive 

language. He loves it that way! 
Onyeka Nwelue, writer and culture activist, 

is the author of Abyssinian Boy and other novels.
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Persona non grata in the ‘Mad house’ 
 

Wale 'Goggles' Odewale 

 
A resourceful and industrious Publisher, he was the 

last to come home in the dead of the night and first 

to leave in the morning. I wondered where he got the 

drive and energy. 

UT of nowhere I shattered the peace of Mars House, Plot No 49 1st 

Avenue 111 Close, Festac Town. 

I secretly refer to it as 'Mad House'.  

It was the 1990s when the late Gen Sani Abacha was Head of State. My 

organisation, a national electoral umpire, was deemed irrelevant to the 

current political dispensation. It was dissolved and staff placed on half 

salary. 

My family of three couldn't survive the below subsistence pay, which was 

at best, irregular. I had to source for additional income.  

A childhood friend, Lati, had months back linked me with Bros T, now 

working with Chevron and running a community newspaper, Festac 

News. 

I was resident in Epe, 40 kilometres away from Festac Town, but out of 

frustration I headed to Mars House and left a note.  

Of course, Bros T recollect and immediately integrated me into the Festac 

News set up. He was impressed with my first write up and gave me a half 

page sports column, which he titled ‘Sportlens’ by Goggles.  

For more than two years I worked at the community newspaper with the 

extended family: Jahman Anikulapo, Editor, Femi Ipaye GM; Femi 

Akinmboni, Chris Omozokpia, associate editor, Kingdom, the driving 

assistant, Stella Obaka, the secretary… there were other associates too – 

one Oliseh on Adeniyi Jones, who did the page and graphics with 

O 
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supervision by Jahman; journalists and literary artists who frequented the 

Mars House and occasionally contributed to editorial contents, notably 

Obi Nwakanma, Akin Adesokan, among others. It was a disparate gang 

of hardworking men squeezing honey out of rock. We all hibernated in 

Mars House. It was home to all. 

A resourceful and industrious Publisher, he was the last to come home in 

the dead of the night and first to leave in the morning. I wondered where 

he got the drive and energy. Jahman was, of course, a willing stimulant. 

This culture has influenced my work ethics and endeavours positively till 

today. In the thick of my official engagements, I am always the first and 

last man standing.  

How Ewa Agonyin landed me in Bros T’s soup 

BACK to the ‘unpeace’ of Mars House.  

I breezed in one day only for the editor to tell me that the publisher 

(pronounced Poblisha) had declared me a persona non-grata. My crime, I 

introduced bread and ewa agonyin to the menu at Mars House. 

Haaaaaaaaaaaaaa!!!!! 

First Avenue was perhaps the most elitist part of Festac Town then.  

Poblisha had repeatedly advised and warned me to drop my grassroot, 

miscreant attitude because I had acquired an elite education.  

We grew up together on Vaughan Street, Ebute Metta, in the 1960s 

through the 1970s, and the Akinosho family was by no means poor. The 

mum ran a modest provision store and my memory of the elder Akinosho 

was seeing him relaxing with the ubiquitous bottle of Star lager. I wonder 

if Bros T is still in possession of the Rediffusion box that was at the 

entrance of their home, and permanently tuned to Radio Nigeria to the 

delight of neighbours. 

To invite the itinerant 'Elewa Agonyin' to the doorstep of Mars House was 

sacrilege. How did Poblisha know? I was careful to patronise the hawker 

during weekdays when he was off to Chevron. His driver, Kingdom, 

diffused my apprehension, that others had keyed into the delicacy and 
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abused it. He confirmed that Poblisha ultimately became a convert. I 

didn't get to confirm from him though. 

ON board came General Abdulsalami Abubakar as head of state. My 

organisation got a breath of fresh air. I went back to my permanent beat, 

fully occupied with my modest contribution at returning the country to 

democratic rule in 1998. 

I can't recall ever thanking Toyin Akinosho and wouldn't miss the 

opportunity to do so now. Thank you Bros T. Thank you Moses Akin 

Aremu. Thank you Poblisha for your priceless impact on my family. 

Odewale is a public servant and sports commentator. 
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...those scrawny ‘notes’… 

and the cappuccino mix 
 

Seun Olakotan 

 

…a different breed wired in a totally different way. 

Most of what we would normally value and cherish 

as life achievements mean nothing to him. His good 

moral standing, and uprightness would blow your 

imaginations. Never afraid to take up any issue 

with anyone once he is sure of his conviction and 

believes. 

HEN I was called to write-up a congratulatory message for 

Poblisha@ 60, I had this mad rush to pen down all the Ugly, Bad, 

and Good experiences in that order. I got into my study to search through 

old notes I got from him while working at Festac News Press, covering 

the daily operations and production of 'Africa Oil+Gas Report', 'Lagos The 

City Guide', and 'FESTAC' The Africa Magazine… my general experience 

living in Mars House. I had to abort my mission midway into reading 

through the notes. Not to worry, all notes remain highly classified.  

Chai my yabis for no get part 2. 

“My Publisher” as I fondly call him… is a different breed, wired in a 

totally different way. Most of what we would normally value and cherish 

as life achievements mean nothing to him.  

His good moral standing, and uprightness would blow your 

imaginations.  

Never afraid to take up any issue with anyone once he is sure of his 

conviction and believes.  

Even though he appears very serious and tough from afar, many do not 

know he is a reserved, if not shy.   

W 
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He dislikes being confrontational. He would on several occasions 

deliberately come quite late into the office, just to avoid any 

confrontational situation with his staff, only to drop a barrage of notes, 

many of which could be unsettling to the staff…  

His biggest vision was to have an E&P Oil and Gas magazine covering 

Africa, written by Africans, which has now become the pride and 

reference guide for the industry.  

The seasoned Geoscientist has deep love for writing… his love for 

literature and arts is unrivalled even among seasoned writers. 

His dream for greater support for literature and the general arts sector is 

unrivalled.  

As you celebrate this milestone, I wish you many greater achievements in 

your endeavours. And cheers to our special cappuccino mix (Milo and 

Nescafe). 

Congratulations on turning 60. Be proud, be happy and be yourself.  

At this age the only opinion that matter is your own.  

You're not getting older... just more distinguished! 

God bless and keep you to enjoy divine fulfilment and wholesome 

wellness for this age and beyond. 

Happy Birthday!!! 
Seun Olakotan is an Information Technologist and Regulatory expert  

for the Oil and Gas industry.
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“Bobo Jaku Jaku yi… 

Iwo lo po ju l’aye yi” 
 

Kingdom Arigo 

F writers were to be ranked in military hierarchy, he would be a 

General. 

Reporter, writer, publisher, intellectual, art enthusiast… he is all of these, 

and yet, he remains a nice and simple person; very hospitable.  

No wonder writers, actors, poets, playwrights, just about everyone with 

streaks of juice of creativity flock to his then Flat 3 Block 4 at 22 Rd, Festac 

Town, and later at Mars House, 49 1st Avenue – popularly called ‘Cocaine 

Avenue’ then – to get inspired; and immersed in his world of artistic 

dreams and experiences… 

Oh yes, I could remember our restless run around the Lagos watering 

holes… going to Festac at Apapa on Thursdays after work at Chevron – 

where he worked as a geologist – to watch Orlando Owoh; just to get 

materials to write on as the city’s leading social and cultural reporter. 

And, in-between, Mr T would still remember Mummy’s ewa (beans), 

which he mustn't miss.  

Haaaaaaaaaaaa!!! 

Oh. I remember running a ring round the leading art circles – from Jazz 

38 Awolowo Road Ikoyi to Jazzville at Onike to Pintos on Allen Avenue 

on a Friday night and also having to attend a live programme on Saturday 

morning at Radio Lagos in Alausa Ikeja with Tokunbo Ojekunle -- and the 

discussant team that also included Kole Ade-Odutola, Yomi Opakunle 

and Jahman Anikulapo with Omololu Olubode producing and; after the 

I 
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programme, he would want to go see Ambassador Segun Olusola in 

Surulere for an interview, or to ask the old man for space at his Ajibulu 

Moniya Gallery cum residence to host a CORA event…  

Ah, the man never gets tired as far as intellectually stimulating activities 

are concerned.  

If you impress him, he would sing, “iwo lo po ju laye yi”; if you don't you 

are “Bobo jaku jaku”... and if he is under any stress, you get a “ko easy fun 

labourer”… he is never short of words to encourage his subordinates, 

associates or staff… 

I must say that I learned a lot from my Oga… simplicity, humility, 

intellectual engagements – these are the components of that personality 

known as Alfred Oluwatoyin Akinosho. 

Happy birthday to the man who does not allow the pen to rest until he is 

at rest. 

Kingdom Arigo, was driver and personal assistant to Akinosho in the 1990s 

 

 

At the 2006 Prince Claus award to CORA for Culture and Development
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Ki lo n’ se eyin Bobo yi now???? 

…Creaking things on a rainy night 
 

Tunji Sotimirin 

 REMEMBER in the 1990s when we used to hang around Toyin 

Akinosho's residence in Festac Town. I am talking about his famous 4-

room apartment, one of a twin-duplex Mars House. His landlord, Wale 

Olanrewaju, a gentlemanly water engineer with the Federal Ministry of 

Works, occupied the other wing with his family, but he was always away 

in Abuja. His wife too, a nurse, was always away too. 

Toyin’s apartment, which also served as home to his Festac News 

newsroom and pre-press production facilities, was a rendezvous for all 

sorts of human beings, though mostly people in the creative and media 

industries. Actors, producers, dancers, choreographers, musicians, poets, 

painters, journalists and so on were regularly spending time there to jaw-

jaw on a variety of issues, especially relating to the creative industry. 

Most of the time, some of these discussions stretched far into the night 

and we would have no other option but to 'crash' just anywhere about the 

house – on the sofa, on the famous red rug in the living room upstairs, or 

even on the floor in the living room downstairs, which also served as the 

newsroom. You did not need a visa or any special permission to sleep in 

any of the rooms, including Toyin’s large master bedroom. There was 

nothing private or confidential in that house We had very free and easy 

access to his kitchen and pot of soup. 

Everybody knew where the key to the house was kept. We could come in 

at any time without any complications. Sometimes, if we could not find 

the key, we would jump over the fence and find our way in.  

I 
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I remember one particular incident: it was a weekend, and we were 

returning from one of those late-night social outings. Myself, the actor 

Yemi Solade and some other people – I can't remember all of their names. 

We had sampled and danced to the best and most famous musical acts on 

offer at the party, somewhere in town. From the ‘Poster Boys’ of the social 

circuit then, Shina Peters, Wasiu Ayinde, Adewale Ayuba, Dele Taiwo to 

the old masters, Haruna Ishola and the rest., we had them all ‘soaked’ in 

our shindig. 

Exhausted from all the frills and drinking, around 2.30am we decided to 

head home, but because it was so late, and with some pretty ladies in our 

company, we thought it would not be fair to… em… em… you know... 

deprive them of a ‘good hospitality’ befitting of adorable angels of their 

calibre; so, we headed for Mars House… 

On arrival at the red gate, on the usually quiet stretch of the 1st Avenue 

running along the famous Festac canal, we searched endlessly for the key 

without success and decided to jump the fence and sneak into the 

building. 

Trust the boys (and girls)!!!  

Well, we got in… everywhere as usual was occupied with sleeping 

bodies… so, we had to squeeze ourselves into a space around the 

passageway; each one curling around his ‘menu’ for the night. 

The weather became very cold… everywhere was calm and quiet… 

suddenly some staccato-like squeaky but obviously pleasurable sounds 

from one of the ladies (not my own o!) attracted or distracted Toyin 

Akinosho, who, as he was wont to do, must have been reading or working 

in his room; he raised his voice gently but with seriousness:  

Ta ni yen, nao? Ah-ah! – who is that?  
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Awa ni o, Poblisha – we are the ones, Poblisha… I answered very gently 

though heavy with a guilty conscience: 

Kilo nse eyin bobo yi nao? – what is wrong with you guys? 

The staccato like squeaky sounds completely mellowed down, but soon 

led to another bout of animated groans.  

Haaaaaaaaaaaaa…. 

The whole affair was managed till about 5a.m when we quietly sneaked 

out; jumped the fence the way we came in… and left for our various 

‘official’ homes. 

Trust Poblisha, he never raised the issue with me or any of us, even as 

irritated he must have felt about that episode.  

That said, let me add here that, forever, I would remain grateful to Toyin, 

who bought me an Agbada and Sokoto Aso Oke (traditional Yoruba outfit 

for men) during my traditional wedding engagement. I will never forget 

his humble and kind gesture on that unique and memorable occasion. I 

am sure others will testify to his other acts of generosity, which he quietly 

demonstrates without airs.  

That is the Toyin Akinosho I know. 
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“ 
…a tireless minstrel of the arts terrain, he lives and 

breathes the arts. There is no time you see him without 

him clutching a book and at every gathering, his major 

contribution is often to inflict on the audience an 

excerpt from any book that he is reading at that point.
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Part 3 
ENCOUNTERS  

In the  

Activist’s 

Space 
(Notes from CORA Hood) 
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“ 

CORA plans to establish a project under which libraries 

will be established in major cities of Nigeria, especially 

the under-served areas of the cities. The library is where 

we would articulate all our ideas about the imperatives 

of reading, book, and literature for national development. 

This is why we support Book Clubs as part of the 

extension service outposts in dissemination of the ideas in 

books. We however take the view that libraries and book 

clubs should go beyond the upper middle-class clientele. 
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“He is as COOL as can be HOT” 
 

Sola Alamutu 

 MET him about 20 years ago when I volunteered to help out with the 

children's segment of the Lagos Book & Arts Festival, LABAF and we hit 

it off almost immediately. 

He has a passion for the arts in general but books and reading in particular 

which endeared me to him.  

His deep interest in the education of young people, especially the indigent 

ones, has made him become one of the greatest supporters of my 

children's event, the 'Green Festival at LABAF’, now in its 22nd year. 

Apart from the love of Literature, we have a common love for highlife and 

dancing. 

Toyin Akinosho loves the good things of life – good food, good music, 

good drinks and good company and is very adaptable to situations: he’s 

as comfortable at Four Points By Sheraton with top executives as he is at 

a local "joint" with his arty friends and I've had the pleasure of being with 

him at such places. 

Toyin can be very generous and would go out of his way to help people 

who he genuinely believes need it, yet he can also be very dismissive if 

you meet him at the wrong time as well as hot tempered.  

He is extremely independent and loves his own company, possibly being 

an only child, but he's generally a good guy and a loyal friend with whom 

I have come to understand and appreciate over the years. I sincerely wish 

him a very happy birthday and joyful returns of his day. 

Sola Alamutu aka Green Queen (GQ), writer, environmental activist is on the board of CORA

I 
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“…No one can come between him 

and Book, not even a woman” 
 

Feyisayo Adelakun 

OBLISHA!!!! 

Is that someone's name? 

Why on earth will they call anyone such a name? 

He's the publisher of a magazine I was told... oh, I see. 

This happened when I first knew Mr. Toyin Akinosho, which was during 

the 80th birthday of uncle Benson Idonije. 

On the last day of the activities for the birthday, an egbon told me: "mo ti 

ba e roko" (I have found a husband for you),  

Ehen....who's the person I asked?  

Toyin Akinosho he said.  

I really didn't know much about Mr. Akinosho then. 

One day at Freedom Park I was talking with him (Poblisha) and I said, 

“they say I should come and marry you o”. He laughed and said, “don't 

they know you are my aburo?” I responded that “they don't know ni”.  

By now I have come to know him a little bit and I told myself this man nor 

wan wife o, he's already married to Books. 

When CORA started the monthly CORA BookTrek (a live reading session 

by selected author) at different locations in Lagos, I was concerned about 

the cost of organising it, the cost of printing promotional materials, doing 

social media ads, buying refreshments, especially as the hosts, usually 

bookshops and author who benefit don’t pay a dime for the effort). I was 

always looking for ways to cut off some of the costs, but he Mr Akinosho 

P 
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would say I should not worry about the money, that he just wanted to see 

books being discussed at different locations in the city.  

Toyin Akinosho is in a long-lasting relationship with Books no one can 

come in between them, not even a woman.  

He is someone easily misunderstood based on his oyinboish ideology but 

getting to know him, I see that he's just different from our normal 

sentimental Nigerians. His writings are something else, you could never 

see it coming, I wish I can write like that but it's a gift specially built into 

him. 

Happy birthday to a quintessential boss, as you mark this landmark 

birthday, it shall usher you into a new level of blessing. 

Feyisayo Adelakun, Program Officer, CORA/LABAF. 
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A ‘contagious’ personality 
 

By Samuel Osaze 

 
“Perhaps, a genius is the man  

closest to being himself” 

--‘First Person‘ by Richard Flanagan 

 
I became popular in my residential area as a 

recruiter of drivers all because ‘Poblisha’ would 

fire his drivers at the slightest dissatisfaction – a 

busy man day and night, needed the services of 

two drivers… it became difficult at some point to 

employ long-term drivers who could commit to 

the arduous routine. 

N line with the above epigraph, I reckon that, staying true to kind and 

being impervious to external pressure are what have made an 

iconoclast out of Toyin Akinosho.  

He is a man of many parts who has remained unwavering in the vagaries 

of time. Or, how else do you describe a voracious reader par excellence -- a 

literary aficionado and critic, who has never written a book or, a geologist 

turned wordsmith that seamlessly beats many so-called grammarians in 

their own forte? 

I am beginning this ‘herculean task’ by making a strong claim that from 

the outset – ‘Poblisha’ – as he is fondly called by his admirers, must have 

envisioned the lifestyle that he is famous for today and assiduously honed 

the skills to sustaining it. Thus, being the enigma that he has become did 

not certainly come by chance. It’s a niche carved and refined — a vision 

to which he has remained committed. 

I 
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You can’t simply take away his vivacity and ageless strength. This doesn’t 

stop at his avid interest in discussing the latest books, music, art and other 

topical issues as diverse as humanity. However, this is not about his 

penchant for grooving at night. If you know, you know. Therefore, if ever 

you aspire to keep up with his pace and be counted a worthy member of 

his clique, it would require you bending over backwards in self-

improving rigours. 

MY first encounter with Toyin Akinosho was sometime in September of 

2011. An interview had been scheduled by CORA’s Central Working 

Committee members to recruit for the vacant post of a Programme 

Officer. Venue was at then CORA House, 95, Bode Thomas Street, 

Surulere. I was one of the numerous applicants jostling for the position 

that was hitherto advertised on Facebook. He and Deji Toye constituted the 

interview panel. 

Upon arriving at the one-storey building, I walked through a dimly lit, 

carpeted stairs that gave way to an L-shaped corridor. Inside the first 

room by the left were two men sitting side-by-side and having some light 

conversation. I was ushered into an adjacent room that looked like an 

improvised reception. After a good number of applicants were assessed, 

it soon got to my turn. At this juncture, I was baffled I had not noticed the 

elaborate, mottled red rug on the floor. Also, in the room, transparent 

curtains hung on the windows, casting splinters of sunray on the floor, 

making it look like some stage spectacle of sorts. 

It was later I got to know that the man seated to my left, sporting grizzled 

beard and in a checked shirt was Mr. Toyin Akinosho. This was my first 

encounter with the man and in that instant, I observed that he is a lover 

of felicity of words which I was grappling to have a considerable mastery 

of, no thanks to my recurring amnesia. 

In the course of the ensuing conversation during the interview, I used a 

particular word – avant garde. A word that struck a chord. Was it the open 
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sesame to my being employed at the CORA Art & Cultural Foundation? 

I am very much in doubt. One thing is certain, however: that word, ‘avant 

garde’ very well captures in its entirety the unique attributes of ‘Poblisha’ 

who an outside-the-box thinker is, and a visionary in approach and 

lifestyle. 

The moment ‘Poblisha’ stung me with his unpredictable generosity was 

at Freedom Park in 2012, my second outing working with the CORA 

collective on the annual Lagos Book & Art Festival. On this particular 

evening, Freedom Park reverberated with the lively chats and thuds of a 

crowd that had just experienced an enthralling evening. This was during 

an Art Stampede – and if you are familiar with Mr. Akinosho, you would 

know that the quarterly CORA Art Stampede occupies a special place in his 

heart. Basking in the same euphoria of good attendance and an overall 

successful event, ‘Poblisha’ danced towards me for the sort of greetings 

that he does only when in jocund mood. 

Not that I had done anything spectacular on the evening. I was not 

responsible for the huge turnout. In fact, in my usual self, I had been 

running up and down – busy, doing nothing! I can’t recall the 

conversation in exactitude but somehow, as if being in financial strait 

reflected on my countenance, ‘Poblisha’ boogied to an inaudible beat 

towards me and squeezed a dollar bill in my hands, like a bolt from the 

blue! I was so dumbstruck because—first, I didn’t ask for it and secondly, 

the largesse could have been in Naira. But it surprisingly came in a 

superior currency and from an unlikely source. 

At some point while working with him, I became popular in my 

residential area as a recruiter of drivers all because ‘Poblisha’ would fire 

his drivers at the slightest dissatisfaction. A busy man day and night, 

‘Poblisha’ needed the services of two drivers. One to run the shows 

weekdays, while the second would take over the weekends. It became 
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difficult at some point to employ long-term drivers who could commit to 

the arduous routine. 

Knowing him in the past nine years hasn’t been all rosy. We have also had 

moments of disagreement. But that is not the meat in today’s discussion. 

Meantime, if you really want to know how contagious his personality is, 

I challenge you to have a rendezvous with one of his staff members at the 

Africa Oil+Gas Report. Though their intonations are far from being the 

same, Ahmed Gafar will astound you! From the way he shakes your 

hands intermittently without the regular gripping of the palms, and more 

often than not, his mannerism, you will be left flummoxed as to how 

absorbing some mentorship could be! 

Stepping higher in your Diamond season 

IT is unbelievable how time flies and that in a short while as this, we are 

here talking about the 60th birthday of Toyin Akinosho. As you celebrate 

this landmark Sir, I add my applause to the resounding ovations from 

your numerous admirers and those whose lives you have touched. While 

you negotiate the next decade and beyond, I wish you longevity in sound 

mind and health. Happy Birthday, Sir!  

Samuel Osaze, poet, art activist, is Programme Officer of Committee for Relevant Art, CORA.
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SECTION 2 
HIS ARTS 

“ 
I was 21 then…  

I had read about the theatre and I went to tell JP Clark I 

would want to start coming to see his shows. He looked at 

me up and down because he set it up as an upscale thing 

for upper class people; it wasn’t necessarily meant for 

some funny 21-year-old boy like me… 

“I said, ‘I’m in my service year and I read geology.  

I don’t know what I would likely end up doing, but I like 

to write for newspapers.’  

He said, ‘ok, seriously, geologist? I’m interested  

in your interest.’  

That’s how JP Clark took me in his wings…  

I would go to PEC to watch performances;  

he allowed me to see the rehearsals… 

 

That was it!  
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Oduduwa Hall, Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife 

“ 
My department was not far from the Dramatic Arts 

department and sitting there I would hear all that noise from 

down there and that was how I got acquainted with all those 

characters like Uzor Maxim and Tejumola Olaniyan.  
They would be drumming and all that  

and I was excited by it all…
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Part 1 
ENCOUNTERS 

 

IFE… 

THE CRADLE 

OF HIS 

JOURNEY 
 

 

REFLECTIONS  

by School Fellows
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…Occupant of 51 Fajuyi Hall 
…He’s always been about the Book 

 
Mahmood Ali-Balogun 

 MET Toyin Akinosho in 1980. That was in Room 51 Adekunle Fajuyi 

Hall at the University of Ife, Ile Ife in 1980. It was the room of our late 

friend, Seyi Babalola, fondly called Bablo, a bohemian like Toyin himself.  

Bablo was a medical student who rather than face medicine was doing DJ 

all over the campus! That streak, I think, brought them together; for how 

does one explain a geologist’s love for writing and arts to the extent that 

he abandoned his senior executive job at the Chevron to pursue an 

uncertain future in both.  

I recall that while Bablo and I would be discussing the latest jams/music 

that I brought from Kano, Toyin was often holed up at the far end of the 

room on a mattress placed on the floor… reading a book.  

Despite his subtle rascally trait, Toyin was somehow shy, maybe na 

pretence sha, but he had always loved to read and write creatively. I have 

often wondered how he ended up with geology. It was while in Ife that 

he got his first article published by The Guardian or so. He was over the 

moon with excitement, more so he got some stipend for it. But it was not 

about the money. 

Toyin is an all-rounder when it comes to appreciating arts but his love for 

the book is unparalleled. This and documenting as well as chronicling the 

arts and culture sector with a view to advocating for it, gave impetus for 

the formation of the Committee for Relevant Arts (CORA), and 

subsequently Lagos Book & Art Festival, LABAF with other usual 

suspects. 

I 
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I think the arts provided Toyin a perfect alibi for his adventures to 

lounges, hangouts and clubs in cities like Johannesburg, Cairo, New York, 

etc and, of course, Lagos.  

He is a Lagos Boy to the core. Thank God for his mum and dad maybe na 

area boy him for be. He lived and still lives that life to bits.  

Toyin is quite a friendly character and very supportive but with a mien 

that belies it at first meeting. He is very unassuming, but you won’t want 

to engage on any subject on culture that he holds very dear. A few times 

we have engaged in arguments bothering on our different perspectives 

on either a movie or a play, Toyin will often find an excuse for 

encouragement in whatever I find out of place, as a puritan, simply to 

encourage and not condemn the work of art.  

He has that capacity to see positives in presentations that others tend to 

view otherwise. Though on a one on one basis, I have seen him admonish 

creatives on the need to be better. 

Poblisha, as we fondly call you, the sacrifices and contributions you have 

made and still making towards a better ecosystem for arts and culture, 

particularly in our nation, Nigeria is not unnoticed, and it is well 

appreciated. 

Thank you, happy 60th birthday! 

 
Mahmood Ali-Balogun, filmmaker, Art & Culture activist, is CEO BrickHouse.
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Meeting Mr. Nameless Shadow 
…one tree that almost makes a forest 

 

Yomi Layinka 

 

   I speak of his uncanny sense of self-effacement       

     even in the face of enviable accomplishments,  

  of his uncommon capacity to commit fastidiously 

to a vision no matter how daunting, of his natural 

gift for philanthropy and of his heart for public 

service; but most importantly, of his genius and 

polyvalent ability to excel in seemingly disparate 

disciplines of geology, journalism and cultural 

landscaping. It can surely be said of him that he is a 

tree that almost makes a forest! 

OYIN Akinosho is sixty! 

Apart from a clump of grey beard adorning his short chin, the 

increasing oiliness and deepening creases on his forehead, no one would 

easily guess that ‘the boy is 60!’. But he is. And not just like some 60-year 

olds who have rolled like stones everywhere in circles and across squares 

gathering little or no moss. This ‘boy’ has become not just a giant iroko 

but a massive umbrella under whom a legion of acorns has found the 

enabling space to flourish. 

Toyin Akinosho is what the columnist, Bayo Williams would typically call 

‘an enigma in a conundrum’. Petite like a Barbie doll yet sturdy like a 

Kenyan elephant whose majestic paces is an awesome sight to behold. Off 

and On like the quivering power of NEPA, shy and receding like the 

distant echoes of a rumbling thunder, Toyin’s mercurial presence and 

transcendental influence is so emphatic that only the unconscious living 

can deny its impact. 

T 
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Within his professional field of geology, oil and gas, he has become a 

meteor with indelible footprints acclaimed by peers. In his wide-ranging 

but deeply imbricated immersions in Nigeria’s community of the Arts, 

Letters and Culture, he has become a towering figure and rallying point. 

To any serious student, practitioner or acolyte within the Nigerian 

cultural community in the last 35 years or so, Akinosho must have at least 

cast a shadow across your light, fly into your ointment, been a lump in 

your throat or at worse, a virus under your skin. Somehow, sometime, 

somewhere, you must have met the man. 

I had my own ‘meeting’ about 40 years ago in and around the Pit Theatre 

of the Dramatic Arts department of the University of Ife (now Obafemi 

Awolowo University) where I was a student. I started noticing this 

shadow of a fellow either sitting idly by or lounging around the periphery 

of the iconic theatre during some of our rehearsals. Sometimes, I would 

catch him with the corner of my eyes floating across the crevices of the 

department doing nothing and saying nothing like an apparition on the 

horizon. After a few sightings here and even around the more cavernous 

bowels of the majestic Oduduwa Hall, I concluded that he must either be 

a stranded ghost among the living, one of those ne’er-do-well who fake 

admission and prowl around campuses as though they are bonafide 

students or more likely, one of those sly fellows who are actually spies of 

the Secret Service planted on campus to snitch on radical activists 

students and lecturers like Biodun Jeyifo, GG Darah and Dipo Fashina 

who had become a pain in the necks of our budding military dictators of 

that era. Being a member of the Alliance for Progressive Students, (ALPS) 

in company of the likes of Dapo Olorunyomi, Femi Falana, Owei 

Lakemfa, Bola Bolawole, Greg Obong-Oshotse, Funmi Adewunmi, etc., I 

was naturally convinced that this shadowy character who had no name, 

no job, no friend or verifiable address must be a spy, perpetually lurking 

around and filing reports to his bosses at HQ. So, I marked him out and 

was always watching over my shoulders wherever I sighted the ‘wall 
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gecko’. Thankfully, I was able to get rid of Mr. Sly, Jobless Apparition when 

I finally left Ife in 1980. Or so I thought… until he crept out my sealed wall 

sometime around the end of 1984 at the National Theatre in Lagos. 

I HAD been culled out of my rather languid existence as an actor and TV 

producer by the late maverick Theatre Director, Jide Ogungbade to come 

join a stellar cast of thespians in Fred Agbeyegbe’s ‘Woe Unto Death’, that 

year’s dramatic parable scheduled for the annual Ajo Productions annual 

outing. The rehearsals had been going on well as I had joyfully 

reconnected with a number of old friends and new colleagues… until out 

of the crevices of nowhere comes along Mr Long-Forgotten-Apparition as if 

to reassure me that I was not yet free of the surveillance order placed in 

me by The State. After all, in those intervening years, I had come to work 

closely with the likes of Comrade Ola Oni, Bade Onimode and some of 

the burgeoning leftist men of letters like Femi Osofisan and Niyi 

Osundare. So, no question about it: Mr. Nameless Shadow was definitely 

sent by the Apparatchik to seek me out and bring me in. Otherwise, what 

the hell was he doing around the theatre when he was neither an actor, 

dancer, writer nor even a useful stagehand? Like in Ife three or so years 

earlier, I never sought to know his name, make his acquaintance let alone 

keep his company. With Mr. Apparition, I was quick to heed the biblical 

injunction in 2 Thessalonians 5:22 where it admonishes all saints to 

“Abstain from all appearances of evil”! 

Between the first and recent incarnations of Mr. Nameless Shadow, I was 

part of a cultural renaissance that had enveloped the nation after Festac 

’77, that global celebration of Black and African cultural heritage and its 

preforming arts. Earlier on, there had been a flush of cultural revivalism 

with the regular holding of the annual national festivals of arts and 

culture; with multi-layered ethnographic researches and establishment of 

Institutes of African Studies at the universities of Ife and Ibadan as well 

as Centres for Nigerian Cultural Studies at Ahmadu Bello University, 

Zaria and the University of Lagos. UNN Nsukka was blazing the trail in 
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Music and the Visual Arts. Such was the creative ferment of that season. 

By 1980, we had just started UPC, the Unibadan Performing Company 

under the directorship of the legendary “Uncle B’, Bayo Oduneye who 

was later to head the National Troupe of Nigeria after Chief Hubert 

Ogunde’s pioneering turn. With me in UPC were the likes of Sam Loco 

Efe, Toun Oni, Ajayi Olatide, Jumoke Fashola, Kunle Famoriyo, Clarion 

Chukwurah and Joke Muyiwa. Within this same period, the Osogbo Art 

Scene was bubbling as was the Ife cultural circuit regaining its verve after 

the glorious Ori Olokun era of Ola Rotimi. The Unife Theatre was in its 

elements with the usual convocation plays presented by a stellar 

admixture of cast made up of lecturers, students and professionals. So too 

was the Unilag Cultural Centre dishing out its own exciting wares where 

Bode Osanyin held sway as the resident playwright and director with 

Duro Oni as its Technical maestro while the likes of Segun Ojewuyi, Moji 

Sorunke (Bamtefa), etc. were coming into light. It was indeed a giddy 

season of creative ferment that also saw the emergence of new and bold 

entrepreneurial initiatives in cultural journalism with the arrival of 

newspapers like the Democrat, the Comet and The Guardian. 

Just as there was a rash of literary, visual and performing art expressions, 

so followed a new crop of exciting literary art historians, reviewers and 

critics. This new burst of creative and literary scholarship found 

expression in these culturally aligned newspapers who for once seemed 

to understand that newspaper cannot honestly claim to reflect the totality 

of a community’s interests if it only privileges the political and business 

stories while treating their cultural and artistic expressions with 

condescension. While the likes of The Guardian Literary Series gave room 

to scholars to demonstrate the theoretical rigours of their critical exegesis 

and canonical annunciations, there was enough room for others whose 

writings were more accessible because they reviewed recent performing 

arts events, art exhibitions and titbits about urban culture and lifestyles. 
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In this latter group were a few names that soon caught my attention. Week 

in week out, I began to look out for their writings and interventions. The 

attraction was largely on account of the freshness and breeziness of their 

styles, the lyrical quality of their prose (notwithstanding the grandness or 

density of their subject matter) and of course, the novelty of their 

unknown names. Quickly enough, I made out the name of Ben Tomoloju 

in the area of cultural journalism and of a certain Toyin Akinosho whose 

ubiquitous opinion essays I began to consume like a weekly dosage 

recommended by the doctor. ‘Who is this new kid on the block’, I started 

wondering. I quickly concluded that s/he must be one of those returnee 

Nigerians who must have trained abroad and interned either at Fleet 

Street on the pages of the Sunday Times or perhaps under the wings of 

the Editor at the New York Times or Washington Post. So, I fell in love 

with ‘Toyin Akinosho (whoever s/he was) and eagerly, even desperately 

looked forward to meeting him or her as soon good luck permits. Well, 

good luck was soon to permit albeit in a most uncanny and unfair manner. 

So, Ajo Productions annual play was about to open at the National 

Theatre in Lagos. I was one of the actors preparing for the premier of ‘Woe 

Unto Death’. As is usual, some friends, colleagues and guests would stay 

back after rehearsals to engage in small talk with the cast and crew. Mr. 

Nameless Shadow who never seemed to know and keep within his social 

limits suddenly reincarnated among these proper people, backslapping 

and trying to be familiar. To my utter discomfiture, he walked up to me, 

beaming with smiles as if we were long lost friends, hands outstretched 

to greet. Unable to ignore him, I took a brief hold of his hand, dropped it 

quickly like a piece of red coal even as I pretended to be pleased to meet 

him. Within seconds, I found an escape route and took it. 

A few days after the successful show, some newspaper reviews came out 

in different newspapers, with one of the most fetching ones having been 

written by my favourite Toyin Akinosho. I devoured it as usual and kept 

it away in the slim body of critical reviews of my work as an artiste. As I 
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did, I intoned to a nearby colleague about how long I’ve been looking 

forward to meeting this Akinosho. Surprised, my colleague wondered 

why I can be looking for the same person who had literally been right 

under my nose on several occasions. He tried to describe him but I 

couldn’t quite make the person out so we agreed that he would point out 

the object of my desire when next he came by. Soon enough, the 

Unidentified Flying Object showed up and was pointed out tome. “No 

Way!’, I countered. “That scallywag cannot be Toyin Akinosho!!!” 

Well… so I wished. Except that Mr Nameless Wall Gecko whose persona 

that I had spent years dismissing was exactly the same Toyin Akinosho 

whose name I had spent the last few years genuflecting before. To worsen 

my dilemma, this fellow apparently knew nothing about the aches and 

pains that his split personality had caused me. I didn’t quite know if I 

should forgive him for the troubles he had inflicted on my mind or 

whether it was I who owed him the apology for causing him so much 

trouble… the rest is history. 

TOYIN and I became very close and dear friends, lived happily ever in 

the same Festac Town until one day when he requested to see me at home, 

about five or six minutes away from his. With his typically bulging eyes 

whenever he has a titillating idea playing in his head, he proceeded to tell 

me about his proposal for us both to set up the Committee for Relevant 

Art, CORA. We would then bring in a few other friends and colleagues 

including the visual artists, Tunde Lanipekun, Chika Okeke-Agulu and 

the journalist, Jossey Ogbuanoh. Before I could fully digest the concept 

and proposed activities, he had named me President and himself 

Secretary. Just like that! That’s how CORA was born. The first Art 

Stampede subsequently held on June 2nd, 1991 in the courtyard of his 3rd 

Avenue home in Festac. Others followed in quick succession across Lagos 

until I relocated to Ibadan a few years later when perhaps the only 

‘offshore’ version was held at Demas Nwoko’s New Culture Studios 

pulling together publishers, writers, scholars and critics. 
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LOOKING back at my eventual ‘meeting’ with Toyin, I can only marvel 

at how kind God has been to him; at what gift he has been to our world. I 

can speak of his uncanny sense of self-effacement even in the face of 

enviable accomplishments, of his uncommon capacity to commit 

fastidiously to a vision no matter how daunting, of his natural gift for 

philanthropy and of his heart for public service; but most importantly, of 

his genius and polyvalent ability to excel in the seemingly disparate 

disciplines of geology, journalism and cultural landscaping. It can surely 

be said of him that he is a tree that almost makes a forest! 

Toyin, as you celebrate 60 on May 17, 2020, all I wish to say is “Thank 

You!” for being such a valuable friend of whom I am very proud. Thank 

you for the very many gifts that you have given to our nation, especially 

through CORA, Festac News, Africa Oil+Gas Report and the several other 

interventions that you have wrought whether singlehandedly or in 

partnership with countless other compatriots. May the Lord reward your 

labour of love. May your days be long, sweet and profitable. Happy 

Sixtieth Birthday! Welcome into the Alcove of Elders. 

Agba a ju e da o. Aase! 

It’s been very nice meeting you, Mr. Toyin Akinosho! 

Yomi Layinka, actor, TV Producer, founding President of CORA, was Special Adviser, 

Communication and Strategy to former Governor of Oyo State, Senator Abiola Ajimobi.
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“…you know I'm a science major 

who is stubbornly reporting the Arts” 
 

Edmond Emuesiri Enaibe 

 

Toyin's simple (nonchalant?) looks and his free-

flowing conversations are his tools to charm his 

interviewees. Underneath this harmless mien is a 

man who is driven by his passion. As a 

conversationist he felt there was never enough 

conversations on Arts and culture matters to 

influence policy makers and players. 

 MAN is largely influenced by the environment of his formative 

years. This is very true of the young adult life of Toyin Akinosho, a 

man with a restless vision egged on for the better part of his life by his 

amazing energy in pursuit of a passion for the Arts.  

It all started, from my point of view, at the unique University of Ife 

campus at Ile-Ife. Life at the Unife in the late ‘70s and early ‘80s was a 

collage of vibrant activities. Everything was pursued to the extreme. It 

was in Great Ife that nonchalant bourgeois politics was punished by 

radical politics when the Student Parliament (SRC) impeached one Ojora 

(a Students’ Union official) for boastfully claiming on a radio interview 

programme that Unife students had declared they were staunch 

supporters of NPN, the then ruling political party. It was in Unife that 

Gen. Obasanjo as Head of State, was made to publicly take the Palmwine 

Drinkards Club oath as “Comurado Olusegun Obasanjo” months before 

the "Ali Must Go" strike. Interestingly when at the end of the strike action 

Segun Okeowo was expelled from the University of Lagos, it was Unife 

that absorbed the NUNS President to complete his Degree programme. 

This same campus hosted Fela every session to his many "Yabis" nights 

A 
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and symposia. Not forgetting Ben Bruce and the long line of then reigning 

American musicians whose tour of Nigeria was never complete without 

a Unife performance. Even the national football team, the Green Eagles, 

added to the vibrance as Unife was the team’s training grounds. 

The vibrancy was very prevalent in the social life of students who 

crisscrossed the faculties and residential Halls in boisterous pursuit of 

youthful exuberance. While some students were active participants in all 

these vibrancies some actively had their binoculars eyes observing and 

recording happenings. Yeah, it was an era that shaped the men and 

women who were later to play important roles in the life of Nigeria.  

Those restless days in Ife 

TOYIN Akinosho and I were not really close in Unife. It turned out he 

was a frequent visitor to the African Studies building that was only 

separated by the car park from the Science Faculty where he was studying 

Geology. I am not quite sure which of the departments in the building he 

was checking out but certainly, there was a beehive of activities to draw 

the attention of any curious mind at that time. From Drama to Fine Arts 

and the bevy of creative beauties, there was enough to lure the scientific 

hearts.  

Toyin had an accomplice in Femi Ojuawo his course mate and friend in 

these regular adventures to African Studies. I remember asking Femi 

many years after Unife when our paths crossed in Ilorin, the object of their 

regular foray to African Studies. He responded that they were only 

coming to see his roommate Edwin Aiyudu who was my course mate. But 

when I put the same question to Toyin as journalists colleague covering 

the Arts and Culture beat, he was quick to dodge the question with a 

cynical twist by asking who it was that was transiting the Science Faculty 

in quest of a certain female science student.  

"Ai tete m'ole.."  
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Toyin was the silent observer who recounted all the vibrant adventures 

and moments of history that culminated in the tales of our Unife years. 

Footprints in Art journalism 

IN 1987 The Republic newspaper birthed, and I was the Arts and 

Entertainment Editor. The Arts beat witnessed an era of seismic activism 

in theatre, music and the fine arts. Nigeria was on the march again in 

search of her soul. As plays were being written and staged looking for 

answers to the many questions posed by the military incursion into 

politics, so too were the musicians churning out patriotic songs composed 

to ginger the populace and probe leadership conscience. New ideas also 

flourished from young artists who found expression in water colour 

paintings, metal works and mixed media. It was the era of the Olu Ajayi, 

Sam Ovraiti, Olu Amoda, Tunde Lanpex Olanipekun, Nsikak Essien, 

Jerry Buhari, Tony Okpe all forging out of the shadows of the David Dale, 

Kolade Oshinowo, dele jegede, Prof Folarin and Bruce Onobrakpeya.  

Toyin Akinosho was a ubiquitous reporter on this beat. He never ceased 

to let everybody know that he was on the beat purely for his enthusiasm 

and love for the arts. His favourite turf was the fine arts exhibitions. He 

was fascinated by the surreal brush strokes of the artists. He would spend 

hours interrogating on aesthetics and deep symbols on the works in 

relation to thematic concerns. (It’s no surprise today that Toyin is an avid 

collector with the who is who in Nigeria art in his collection). At every 

new drama production, he would pick bits and pieces of varied opinions 

on innuendos and background technical information from colleagues 

while jokingly saying "you know me I'm a science major who is 

stubbornly reporting the Arts." But by the time his report is published it 

comes with fine details of an informed critic with an analytical depth. 

I remember in June 1988, Chuck Mike, an American and lecturer at OAU, 

Ile- Ife, brought his production of "HOME" to the PEC Repertory Theatre, 

Onikan. The play was novel and featured young student talents including 
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Biola Ogunduyile (now Biola Segun-Williams). We had a great time 

fielding questions with the Director and cast of the play. After the show 

Toyin approached me for photographs of the play to enable him write a 

complete report. I asked him to collect from Hakeem Shitta the only other 

photographer that covered the production. He retorted that the ace 

photographer would insist on getting his by-line if the picture is 

published and since his employers would not oblige the 'simple' by-line 

courtesies, he had to come to me. I obliged him the pictures. And that is 

how I got myself entangled in Toyin's constant demand for pictures when 

we met on assignments. 

The Geologist as an Art aficionado 

ONE thing that followed Toyin from his days at Unife was his dress sense. 

He is at home with simple trousers (jeans and chinos) with a simple shirt 

(tucked-in). He joined the craze when adire (tie and dye batik) tops was 

the favourite of most journalists on the beat. But the shirt and trouser 

remained a trait that never left him. Toyin's simple (nonchalant?) looks 

and his free-flowing conversations are his tools to charm his interviewees. 

Underneath this harmless mien is a man who is driven by his passion. As 

a conversationalist he felt there was never enough conversations on Arts 

and culture matters to influence policy makers and players. That need led 

to the formation of the Committee for Relevant Arts (CORA) and the 

convening of the first Art Stampede at his Festac Town residence with 

writer Dapo Olorunyomi (publisher of the online newspaper, Premium 

Times) and my humble self, serving as Rapporteurs. 

In 1992 as the Organising Secretary of the Nigeria Union of Journalists 

(NUJ) Lagos chapter, I got a phone call from the publisher of an Oil and 

Gas magazine based in Houston Texas, USA. He was searching for an 

African Correspondent for his magazine and asked for my 

recommendation. I gave him a call back date, made enquiries about 

Business and Energy reporters and shortlisted three names. By this time 
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Toyin had left fulltime journalism for a job with Chevron. I had read some 

of his articles on the oil and gas sector. So, I included his name in the list. 

On the appointed date the American called as scheduled. I read out the 

names and their journalistic backgrounds with other details. The lot fell 

on Toyin because he was a player in the sector with an American 

company. That is how Toyin Akinosho became the African 

Correspondent of Oil+Gas magazine, worked his way to becoming a 

major VOICE and player in the sector and is today the publisher of the 

Africa Oil+Gas Report, AOGR. 

Toyin Akinosho's success in the Petroleum sector has not swallowed his 

passion for the Arts. At every cultural forum, whether one in which he is 

the chief organiser or as an invited guest, Toyin would still position 

himself as an artiste. He would ALWAYS find a passage to read from in 

a book AND also give or if you like, force, his critical analysis and opinion 

of the writer. Some of us have come to accept his readings as his claim to 

being a member of the unique world of the Arts.  

At sixty the man is a bona fide member of the tribe. Like the elders say in 

Warri: if leaf don tey for soap body, im sef don become soap. 

Edmond Emuesiri Enaibe, actor, Tv producer/director is also a culture advocate.
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The importance of being Alfred… 
 

Uzor Maxim Uzoatu 

 

…he did not also spare himself of criticism. On 

any given day, you could see Toyin jump onto the 

office table, screaming: “Editor, I deserve a query! 

I missed this very important story!” 

 KNOW a certain crazy character in the culture circuit whose real name 

is Alfred but who goes by the alias of Toyin Akinosho.  

It’s just like Chinua Achebe who was given the name of Albert by his 

catechist father only to turn out to put a different name on the cover of the 

novel Things Fall Apart back in 1958.  

In 1960, that’s the year of Nigeria’s flag independence if you’ve forgotten, 

Alfred Akinosho was born as an only child.  

Though he insists on being called Toyin, some of us in the know cannot 

do away with the name Alfred just like that. 

I have known Alfred, alias Toyin, for so long that I strongly have this 

feeling that I was there when he was named Alfred!  

Since the lad originally known as Alfred Akinosho insists on being known 

and addressed as Toyin Akinosho, even as all documents remain valid, 

let me have a change of heart and address him as Toyin henceforth. 

A toast to me for being a very democratic spirit!  

TOYIN had art oozing from his every pore from the very beginning but 

had the temerity of going to Baptist Academy (Baptacad), Lagos to study 

the sciences, that is, Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry.  

I 
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His plan was to study Engineering in the university, but he ended up as 

a Geology undergraduate at Great Ife after being undercut by 

Mathematics! Good for him, for starters!  

At Great Ife, the drama performances, the musical shows and the films on 

display every night at Oduduwa Hall wowed Toyin such that he drifted 

to the arts and kept company with the artistic lot.  

It was little wonder he moved straight into reporting the arts upon 

graduation. Geology had to wait!  

Madness does not come any greater than graduating from the money-

spinning course of Geology at Great Ife only to end up embracing the 

poverty-enhancing duty of reporting ragged fine artists, starving 

dramatists, shabby musicians and jobless poets. 

Remember that there was no Nollywood then to pay actors and actresses 

in millions of Naira. All these so-called celebrities of nowadays used to 

hang around the NTA premises prostrating to be paid ordinary N5! I can 

name them without using Google!  

Toyin made his first move as a staff writer at the defunct Democrat before 

moving to The Guardian which was really the place to be for all journalists 

of any worth back then.  

Aside from his comprehensive coverage of the arts for The Guardian Toyin 

wrote a popular column for the evening newspaper of the stable, Guardian 

Express, dealing with the philandering exploits of a man-about-town 

journalist with the penname of Moses Akin Aremu.  

When I told a lady colleague of ours, Ms Ada Momah, that Toyin was the 

guy behind the column she nearly had a fainting fit. She could not 

reconcile Toyin whom she saw as being ascetic with the playboy journalist 

running rings around the babes.  
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I told Ada that her surprise was not unlike that of Mabel Segun who learnt 

that Ada’s father, Chike Momah, was the maker of the cartoon of a 

dashing Mabel “serenading” the guys back then at University College, 

Ibadan! Incidentally, Chike Momah was Chinua Achebe’s best friend and 

the title name of Achebe’s children’s book Chike and the River. 

Sorry for the digression… Let’s make progress on the Alfred -- another 

sorry… Toyin Akinosho front.  

I HAVE been begging Toyin for years on end to collect and publish as a 

book his Moses Akin Aremu column offerings. Such a book will be a 

bestseller any day. But Toyin keeps rebuffing my very wise counsel as a 

knower of potential great books. 

You see, the creative types like Toyin almost always have grasshopper 

minds that eternally keeps hopping all over poverty without settling on 

cash!  

Toyin and I were on the founding staff of ThisWeek magazine back in 1986, 

and we both served on the colourful “Spectrum” section, with the erudite 

Tunji Lardner as the head of our desk and the inimitable Sonala 

Olumhense as the editor of the magazine.  

Toyin was as the cliché goes “a one-man riot squad.” He had all the 

sources and contacts, and held all dramatists, writers, fine artists and so 

on to proper account. A typical title of a Toyin story goes thusly: 

“Spectacular Disharmony!”  

To give him his due, Toyin did not also spare himself of criticism. On any 

given day, you could see Toyin jump onto the office table, screaming: 

“Editor, I deserve a query! I missed this very important story!”  

Of course, no query would be given to Toyin because the story he claimed 

to have missed may have been one obscure art exhibition in Ikorodu!  
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When salaries were hardly ever paid at the magazine, Toyin’s alarmed 

family, especially his doting mother who would not want her only child 

starve to death like every other hungry artist out there on the street, 

pushed Toyin to find employment at Chevron as a petroleum exploration 

officer.  

Even so, Toyin’s commitment to the arts could not wane. He used his 

earned income to employ editors and reporters to publish a newspaper 

out of his abode then in Festac Town, Lagos.  

He sponsored the publication of poet Uche Nduka’s second collection of 

poems appropriately titled Second Act. Uche Nduka got me involved in 

that publishing act, and some of the printers in Ikate, Surulere fleeced me 

of my money which Toyin has not reimbursed me ever since!  

Business and I have never been the best of friends!  

IN June 1991, Toyin founded the influential Committee for Relevant Art 

(CORA) in the company of four of his friends, namely Jossey Ogbuanoh, 

Yomi Layinka, Chika Okeke and Tunde Lanipekun. The stampedes and 

interventions on the arts circuit in Nigeria have been phenomenal.  

No task appears to be beyond the questing ken of Toyin. He once 

published what I would call the fattest magazine I had ever written for, 

to wit, FESTAC Magazine. I can remember that Babafemi Ojudu, before he 

became Senator of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, did warn Toyin at the 

launch of the magazine in Chike Nwagbogu’s Nimbus Gallery (located at 

Bogobiri art place in Ikoyi) not to let it die as a one-off venture as was 

always Toyin’s way. Yes, the magazine did not get past that one edition! 

Toyin has surprised many by showing that he can equally go the long 

distance as the publisher of African Oil+Gas Report.  
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Under the auspices of CORA, he has sustained the esteemed Lagos Book & 

Art Festival (LABAF), with the irrepressible support of his impressive 

buddy Jahman Anikulapo.  

It is through the organization of LABAF that Toyin and Jahman once got 

me imprisoned in Theo Lawson’s prison, aka Freedom Park.  

Of course, literally everybody knows that the place formerly known as 

Her Majesty’s Broad Street Prison has changed name to Freedom Park, 

but those in the know always sentence mere mortals to Theo Lawson’s 

Prison. Toyin is the principal taker of prisoners there.  

I was lured to the prison by the cooing female voice of Feyi Adelakun, as 

organised by Toyin.  

I was in faraway Awka, Anambra State, doing injustice to Buharific 

poverty when the killer call came ever so sweetly.  

Miss Adelakun charmingly phoned me up stressing that her boss Toyin 

Akinosho and his friend Jahman Anikulapo wanted to know my flight 

schedule from Enugu Airport to Lagos so that a driver would be 

dispatched to Murtala Muhammed Airport, Lagos to fetch me.  

The two masters of ‘stampede’, Toyin and Jahman, had not sent any 

airport ticket to me. Even so, Enugu Airport had been under lock and key 

for months on end. 

I was somehow stampeded into taking a bus straight to Lagos –- and 

straight into Theo Lawson’s Prison, sorry, Freedom Park. 

It’s very much in character for Toyin and Jahman to stage inside a prison 

the 21st Lagos Book & Art Festival (LABAF) under the auspices of 

Committee for Relevant Art (CORA). 

My sentence in the prison was to serve as the moderator when my 

classmate, roommate and playmate, Awam Amkpa, Global Professor of 
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Social and Cultural Analysis at New York University (NYU), USA, 

delivered the festival keynote speech titled mysteriously by Toyin as 

“Emerge” under the distinguished chairmanship of the legendary actress, 

Mrs. Taiwo Ajai-Lycett.  

Toyin also had for me the other service of joining up with Toni Kan to 

adjudge and award the Ken Saro-Wiwa Prize for Review. 

Prof Amkpa and I had to go and meet with the chief warder, Theo 

Lawson, but Toyin was nowhere to be found to offer one any bail of any 

sort. Well, I met good friends like Fela’s daughter, Yeni Kuti, who 

happens to be the chief warder’s heartthrob, or is it heartbeat or 

heartstring – I can’t get the exact word now. 

Please do bear with me for English is not my first language…  

Yeni shepherded Awam and I before Chief Warder Theo Lawson who 

was presiding over a fat Cuban cigar, alongside Prof Wole Soyinka’s son, 

Ilemakin, Makin for short. Makin’s heartthrob was around, and we were 

soon joined by the angelic songstresses Yinka Davies and Muma Gee. 

Once Toyin stampedes you into prison he has this uncanny gift of 

disappearing. The world-famous artist Victor Ekpuk who was lodged in 

Toyin’s home had to even beg me to help look for his disappearing host.  

In the absence of Toyin, it was incumbent on Jahman Anikulapo to step 

in where we were with Theo Lawson, only for Makin Soyinka to promptly 

complain that Jahman cannot tell the difference between fine wine and 

ogogoro or sekpe or burukutu!  

As a classy wine connoisseur like his great dad Soyinka, Makin presented 

bottles of choice wines, thus stopping Jahman from bringing any of the 

illicit stuff banned by the missionaries of yore! 
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Only Toyin and Jahman still store those rugged drinks in the spirit of 

African originality or whatever!  

When Toyin eventually resurfaced the next day, I saw that he was not in 

the good books of the high and mighty.  

I had to save him from our beloved Mama Mabel Segun just by the 

staircase leading to the committee room of Freedom Park. Mama’s 

adorable daughter, the novelist Omowunmi Segun can bear me witness 

on this.  

NOW, let’s get serious. Toyin survived an assassination attempt in the 

wee hours of March 20, 2015 when some hired killers stormed his car but 

found only Toyin’s driver inside the vehicle. The hired guns queried the 

driver: “Where is Toyin Akinosho?”  

The brave driver told them he had never heard of that name since he was 

born! The red-eyed killers rammed into the car and seized the driver’s 

phones, and then checked the saved numbers. They could not see “Toyin 

Akinosho” among the saved names. They only saw a suspicious name 

saved as “MAE” and asked who that could be.  

Now, it’s very crucial to see why Toyin must keep answering Alfred. It 

was because the driver could not spell his name as “Alfred Toyin 

Akinosho” that he saved it as MAE!  

That’s how Toyin’s life was saved from dastardly assassins! 

The importance of being Alfred ought to be as important to the self-styled 

Toyin as The Importance of Being Earnest was to Oscar Wilde! 

Toyin perforce had to flee Nigeria and go into exile to save his dear life. 

The Toyin essence is a life-and-death matter. His commitment is total.  
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An award-winning journalist of commanding pedigree, Toyin won the 

2007 CNN African Journalist of the Year Award in the Economics and 

Business category.  

Toyin led CORA to win the coveted 25,000-Euro Prince Claus Award in 

2006. 

In all of these glories, the self-effacing Toyin is as ever humble as ever can 

be. I can still always harass him anywhere, anytime to buy me beer and 

pepper soup in lieu of articles that may never ever be written! 

I know for a fact that Toyin has combed all the night clubs and has from 

time been on first name terms with all the classy beauty queens of the age, 

but the greatest wonder of the modern age is why our beloved Alfred, 

sorry, Toyin, has not found one of these beauties as a wife for keeps! 

Maxim Uzor Uzoatu is a poet, literary activist and journalist. 

 

Toyin with Odia Ofeimun and Jahman Anikulapo, after a documentary interview with the Poet to 

mark his 70th birthday anniversary (March 2020) 
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The Restless Geo-artist 
…Geologist in Daytime, Reporter at Night 

 
Olayiwola Adeniji 

 
Toyin has been an active participant and 

major interventionist in Nigeria’s cultural 

landscape. He deserves every loud applause for 

his commitment and fidelity to our shared 

value. He is a free spirit like the mythical Peter 

Pan with unending adventures and forever a 

youth. The difference is that he has not refused 

to grow and that is why we celebrate him 

T was on a Wednesday the peak of our production for the usual arts 

pages of the weekend edition of The Guardian. As expected, we were 

all busy trying to put finishing touches to our copies with Jahman, who 

also had only a few months before he assumed the editorship of the des, 

venting his anger and frustration on reporters who would always wait till 

the last minute before sending in their copies, which of course would still 

require some editing before Ngozi, the long-suffering ‘secretary’ of the 

team would type the copies.  

It was a metaphorical madhouse; and it was at this point that this 

gentleman with an unusual swagger walked in and from the front desk, 

you could hear colleagues hailing him variously: ‘Baba,’ ‘Toyeen, ‘the world 

publisher,’ ‘bros’ and he had his answers for everyone. But when he 

approached the Arts Desk, Jahman was in no mood for jokes because 

apart from the Friday pull-out pages, he had another four pages to 

produce for Saturday and then his self-inflicted page on Sunday. This 

visitor looked around, greeted everyone and moved towards Jahman and 

literally barked: “Baba editor! Agbara po!” And the entire newsroom simply 

I 
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burst into laughter including the same Jahman that a few minutes earlier 

was in no mood for jokes.  

I became curious to know about this guy that simply melted the rock! 

Steve Ayorinde, my comrade in all kinds of reportorial adventures, said: 

“That’s Toyin Akinosho. He was once a reporter here but currently works 

with a multinational oil company and also runs the Artsville column in 

The Guardian on Sunday.”  

So why do some people call him publisher? I asked.  

He is the publisher of Festac News, a community newspaper that was more 

of a Culture newspaper, offered Steve. I had not seen a copy of the 

newspaper so once Jahman was out of sight, we ‘borrowed’ a copy from 

his office, and I spent the latter part of my weekend studying that not-so-

conventional newspaper. 

On Monday, I had a lot of questions to ask. Was this newspaper really 

targeted at the residents of Festac Town or for artists? There were more 

stories about the arts from different parts of Lagos and even beyond than 

real Festac news (cannot help the pun here). Is he able to break even 

because the adverts in the publication were few; there were even stories 

of some being free! To this question, Jahman, first laughed and said even 

the publisher might not be able to provide an answer for this because 

though intended to be a business, this is more of a passion or something 

around providing a platform for the under-reported community and the 

artists community. He jokingly said if I went to the National Arts Theatre, 

I would see a lot of artists clutching copies and not a few of them got their 

copies for free!  

For the publisher, there is a historical and almost spiritual connection 

between Festac residents and the arts community. Festac Town was 

originally designed to house the participants of the Second World Festival 
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of Black Arts and Culture of 1977 (Festac77). The houses were later 

allocated to civil servants through a balloting scheme. 

But then there was still a lot to unravel about the Toyin mystique who 

successfully married together a daily paid job with a multinational oil and 

gas company and his passion for the arts. He often joked while still in 

employment that he was a geologist in the daytime and a reporter at 

night. He needed the day job to live his passion. It was interesting to see 

how he easily switched from being an oil man in the daytime and a 

newshound in the evening, keeping late night but still waking up early 

enough to resume work the next morning. And he did this for more than 

20 years!  

The Culture Advocate, Activist 

EVERYBODY admired Toyin’s doggedness in solely funding and 

running the Festac News for so many years and for being a tireless minstrel 

of the arts terrain. He lives and breathes the arts. There is no time you see 

him without him clutching a book and at every gathering, his major 

contribution is often to inflict on the audience an excerpt from any book 

that he is reading at that point.  

But then his greatest contribution is in culture activism. The argument is 

that his earlier foray into journalism and publishing was really to create a 

platform for his activism. And this soon emerged in 1991 when he and 

fellow travellers formed the Committee for Relevant Art (CORA) to help 

create an enabling environment for the flourishing of contemporary arts 

in Nigeria. The Committee came at a time the arts sector was crying for a 

platform on which artists and culture workers could express themselves 

and sustain their relevance, especially at a most trying period in the life 

of our nation.  

It started a quarterly meeting called the Arts Stampede during which 

artistes were celebrated and issues around arts and culture were 
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discussed over music and free palm wine! Again, Toyin almost single-

handedly funded these events which has helped to give shape to cultural 

issues and policies. Many would agree that some of the most profound 

cultural positions were expounded at these quarterly CORA events that 

attracted both the old and the young; the experienced and the fledgling in 

the sector. Culture administrators and members of the academia knew 

that to feel the pulse of the cultural landscape, the place to be was at these 

events. Every edition was an agenda-setting session. Culture 

administrators were being held accountable and things began to happen. 

Even appointments began to ‘make sense’ as it is said in street lingo. At a 

point, Culture even became a full-fledged ministry after being treated for 

so long as a poor cousin of its Information counterpart.  

What was supposed to be the greatest achievement of CORA was the 

midwifing of the Coalition of Nigerian Artists (CONA), which was meant 

to be an umbrella body for all arts and culture practitioners that would 

become a pressure group to fight for the interests of the sector, especially 

at a time that the then military administration was talking about a 

National Conference. Artists rightly felt they had always only been given 

the short end of the stick and the thinking was for whatever it was worth, 

artists should make their voices to be heard. The optimism at the 

University of Lagos venue of the event was infectious. But these initial 

promises soon gave way to suspicion as some art associations felt this was 

an attempt to muscle them out of existence and so everyone went back to 

their tents and of course, the project though noble in intent, failed.  

This explains why the 1988 National Cultural Policy and the Endowment 

Fund for the Arts remain on some bureaucratic shelf gathering dust as 

successive governments paid lip service to its review to make it relevant 

to modern day reality. There was an attempt to resurrect CONA in 2007 

when it became obvious that the government of the day was bent on the 

sale/concession of the National Theatre but again this attempt was short-

lived!  
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Watching Toyin from a reportorial distance, it was obvious that he felt 

disappointed but then for him, it was CONA that failed, CORA would 

continue and so it has since then. The quarterly Art Stampede continued 

and some other projects to celebrate culture and help unlock its potential 

for sustainable development. It did not matter if nobody seemed to be 

listening. There was no stopping the music. And like the proverbial 

prophet that is unacknowledged at home, recognition came the way of 

CORA in 2006 when it was awarded the prestigious Prince Claus Award 

for encouraging and creating an environment for the flourishing of 

contemporary culture through “energetic activities which highlight the 

contributions of committed citizens in stimulating the arts.” 

CORA’s collaboration with the German Cultural Centre also known as 

the Goethe Institut, flagged off the Great Highlife Party which helped to 

reignite the musical careers of such legends as Fatai Rolling Dollars, 

Tunde Osofisan, E. C. Arinze, Apipah Jay, Maliki Showman, Billy Bassey, 

Y. S. Akinnibosun and others. 

But the question begging for answer and there is no better time to ask than 

now that Toyin is 60 and by right has joined the Elders’ Council, is, what 

has become of all the proceedings and brilliant submissions at the various 

art stampedes? In a more organized set-up, all of these should have been 

documented in books which aligns with the call for a more organized 

structure around CORA that would outlive its present prime movers. For 

a nation that plays politics with its own history, there will soon come a 

Pharaoh that knew no Joseph and then we begin our usual macabre ritual 

dance of nothingness.  

Arguably the most successful Lagos Book & Art Festival organized by the 

same CORA seems to have done better than the old ad-hoc arrangement 

and this explains why it enjoys some level of support from Corporate 

Nigeria. The programme content is rich with fresh ideas and it’s good to 

see younger people being brought in to take the lead in organisation. But 
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what is uncertain is if these support that are at best token aren’t as a result 

of relationships around individuals. 

AGE hasn’t slowed down our very own Poblisha. He has sustained his 

liberation from conventional forms and become even more daring. His 

life without a doubt still revolves around the arts but he has also made a 

success of his other vocation – Journalism. The vagaries of the 

marketplace forced him to rest the weekly Festac News (published 

between May 1993 and august 1997) but not before giving birth to what 

has now become the highly authoritative Africa Oil+Gas Report, a monthly 

journal which “interprets trends in the continent’s Petroleum Industry to 

a diverse audience everywhere on the globe” with print circulation in 

Nigeria, South Africa, Angola, Ghana, Egypt, Algeria, Sudan, Equatorial 

Guinea, Britain and the United States. Interestingly, if you look beyond 

the cover stories and take a keener interest in the Editor’s Notes, you will 

see how Toyin tries to draw a relationship between art and oil and gas! 

FOR over 40 years, Toyin has been an active participant and major 

interventionist in Nigeria’s cultural landscape. He deserves every loud 

applause for his commitment and fidelity to our shared value. He is a free 

spirit like the mythical Peter Pan with unending adventures and forever 

a youth. The difference is that he has not refused to grow and that is why 

we celebrate him at 60. To paraphrase the immortal Shakespeare through 

Gratiano in The Merchant of Venice, “With mirth and laughter let old 

wrinkles come” because with this ‘Publisher’, age cannot wither him, nor 

custom stale his infinite variety.  

Congratulations on your second childhood Baba Poblisha! 
Layiwola Adeniji, art journalist, arts writer, is now a  

corporate communication executive with an oil company 
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Patron Saint 

of the 

Lagos Art Crew 
 

Jumoke Verissimo 

 
There is this lightsome passion which sits in 

the back of his eyes when he talks, which 

would fascinate any writer. Although I am not 

sure which one stuck to my memory first, his 

voice or his face, I can say for certain that 

there is something about Poblisha’s voice that 

reminds you of a ricocheting car zooming off. 

How does one forget that? 

T is impossible to meet Toyin Akinosho and forget him. The aura of 

Lagos defines his personality. He is enigmatic and widely known as 

Poblisha or Uncle T by those of us who are younger than him. He is the 

atypical Lagos playboy, the mummy’s boy who bears the burden of good 

home training. He is the efiko who is never tired of learning, the art 

connoisseur who knows everyone that matters in the art industry, the 

artist who hides under the name “critic”, an all-round jolly good fellow 

who follows the money but sometimes misses his route, and a very kind 

man who though carefree in his outlook, is deeply sensitive. Whatever 

one chooses to think of him, something that is certain is that if one were 

stuck in a maze with Poblisha and the secret to finding the way out was 

tucked in a book, be sure you will get out of the maze.  

Poblisha was first a geologist who became a journalist and then he turned 

his narrative around to become the journalist who became a geologist. 

Today, he is everything he chooses to be, geologist, journalist, and 

publisher. When you meet Poblisha, aside from his matter-of-fact voice 

which drags you into discussions around critical issues in the arts or oil 

I 
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and gas industry, you are likely to find him with a book tucked under his 

arm or clutched in his hands. If you stood beside him without knowing 

him during an art event, and you struck him as interesting enough for a 

conversation, you will forever remember the fellow who asked questions 

that bordered on the personal, sensitive and the intellectual. He asked 

questions with a smirk on his face and his twinkling eyes picked out your 

brain as he talked in a drawl. At the Committee for Relevant Art (CORA) 

events that he actively participated in and organised, he would insist on 

reading an excerpt from a book before starting any conversation. My 

memory of Poblisha is therefore woven around his passion for the arts 

and his deep commitment to that one thing that has become his second 

identity. 

I must have met Poblisha at an art event and I must have been 19 or 20. I 

am not sure now. I remember my first meeting with him hazily. In any 

case, my inability to recall our meeting as I would have loved to, has 

nothing to do with him, rather this is an account of my poor memory. In 

any case, I got to know Poblisha up close and personal when Ropo Ewenla 

asked if I could transcribe some cassette tapes of recordings from CORA 

events for a small fee. The work never came to full realization for some 

reasons, but I found myself “inducted” into the CORA committee, as 

Poblisha and Jahman said, “there was no woman involved”.  

It was at one of these meetings that I recall Poblisha telling me that non-

fiction mattered greatly, while the fiction and poetry—which I told him I 

loved to write—was denying Nigeria writers of writing about the real 

issues, or something of that nature. From attending the meeting at CORA 

that first day, I learnt about Poblisha’s preference for non-fiction over 

fiction. I also became more certain of why I would gladly use him as a 

character in a story someday.  

There is this lightsome passion which sits in the back of his eyes when he 

talks, which would fascinate any writer. Although I am not sure which 
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one stuck to my memory first, his voice or his face, I can say for certain 

that there is something about Poblisha’s voice that reminds you of a 

ricocheting car zooming off. How does one forget that? I must also 

mention that beside his voice, his roomy shirt and baggy trouser was a 

striking sight as he leaned forward and exclaimed, “Iwo!” to an old face 

he was glad to see. I remember Wole Oguntokun teasing him about this 

once, while asking him to rebrand himself. Poblisha did not take 

Oguntokun’s words serious, he laughed it off and remained his usual 

self—the one person with a spring in his steps even though he drags his 

feet when he walks, while his loose trouser flailed in acknowledgement 

of his chosen style.  

Returning to Poblisha’s love for books, I will say you can tell when he has 

read a book he likes or is deeply reflecting on the new works of an author 

whose writing he has followed closely. I had the good fortune of being 

around him once as he discussed Susan Sontag. I first heard him talk 

about her and her well-crafted sentences and insightful opinion on 

photography.  

Which is why I would say that in an argument with Poblisha, do not make 

the mistake of throwing a question at him to destabilize him, because just 

like Sontag once wrote, he would make you understand that, “the only 

interesting answers are those which destroy the questions.” In fact, those 

who knew Poblisha up close, knew how he loved to initiate discussions 

that sometimes led to chaotic arguments. It was common to see jibes 

thrown from one end of the room to another, or in open spaces, like Abe 

Igi or Freedom Park, where the CORA events held.  

In the middle of conversations, he would recall stories of people and 

events and referenced them to buttress his points or arguments. During 

the many CORA meetings that held in his office home at Festac, or the 

office at Surulere, his conversation moved between his growing up days 

at Ebute Meta to the current Lagos scene which he also wrote about in an 
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eclectic column in The Guardian where he gave reviews which stirred 

interests and disagreements. His reviews and analysis of issues, or any 

form of cultural production was both humorous and honest, such that his 

opinion was difficult to ignore. You could describe him as a man who 

loved his childhood in Lagos, his books, and some say, women. But as I 

do not know about this love for women because it is a “they-say”, and as 

this is not a gossip column, I will stick with his love for Lagos, books!  

Perhaps, Poblisha himself might admit that he is not a serious person. Yet, 

he is also a serious person. He is serious enough to be the Secretary of the 

Committee for Relevant Arts (CORA), which he runs with Jahman 

Anikulapo and a host of others. The organization birthed several art 

events like the Lagos Books & Arts Festival (LABAF), Great Highlife Party 

and several others. This as it was for me, as it was for many others, an 

introduction into the intellectual life of arts and artists in Lagos. The 

opportunity that these events gave to me are entangled with good 

memories of the jolly fellow whose Festac residence held many Christmas 

parties, and who challenged a younger me with his feedback. Poblisha is 

still watching my adventures as I have come to realize. I can almost hear 

his gruff voice when I called him after I moved to Canada for my graduate 

studies, sounding as familiar as ever. I called him for a story I was writing. 

I needed a geologist’s perspective and who else to ask than Poblisha. He 

typically as he would, ventured into more details than required, moving 

from politics to books to oil and gas before returning to my question.  

Poblisha’s house at Festac did not just hold meetings, it was also where 

he ran the Festac News and African Oil+Gas Report, brought heavy weights 

in the culture industry to become everyday people, and offered 

employments to a few. From that first meeting where I did not know what 

to make of him, I have since come to appreciate Poblisha’s sense of 

awareness for everything that aroused his curiosity. He was willing to 

learn and know as much as he was willing to criticize inadequate 

knowledge. This for me was an informal mentorship on being on the side 
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of knowledge. I noticed how he listened deeply to others even when he 

disagreed with them, whenever the team met to deliberate on CORA 

activities. Poblisha would listen and then organise his thoughts around 

your points and wittingly point out the errors in your perspective, while 

his deep guttural laughter at the fallacy in your argument. The many 

times I have seen people resist his point of view, it is usually not for the 

lack of fact, it is of knowing a man who when he knows what he is talking 

about so well, he can laugh it into your face. I met with his jocular criticism 

a few times. The early days was when I got a chance to work freelance for 

The Guardian, through Jahman Anikulapo’s invitation to write reviews 

and a column for writers, “Words’ World”, Poblisha would refer to the 

things I wrote and give me practical feedbacks. He also followed my 

creative writing, and anytime I remember publishing a work online once, 

he read it and sent it to Akin Adesokan, for feedback. Eventually, when 

my novel, A Small Silence, was recently published, he brought my 

attention to a review in BookArtVille, is latest project, an online magazine. 

At this time, I was swamped and travailing under my graduate studies, 

yet I remained thankful that this man, Poblisha, remembers to follow the 

dreams of those he once knew, even if they are no longer around him.  

At the CORA meetings, either at his then Festac residence or later at the 

Bode Thomas Street in Surulere where he shared an office with CORA, 

Poblisha regaled us with stories of old Lagos, comparing the freedom of 

his youth with the abundance of cultural spaces that provided 

alternatives to the people. He spoke of the Cinemas like Roxy, Metro and 

Jebako where he and his friend hung out. He talked of seeing the rise of 

now legendary musicians. One could say that Poblisha carried the 

transformation of Lagos in his heart. He also pitted this knowledge of his 

city with his impressive years of working in the oil and gas sector, where 

he, I will suppose, would be the guy who would not let oil and gas guys 

be cool, as they want to be. His African Oil+Gas Report was a useful and 

quick reference I suggested for researching the sector when I worked as a 
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public relations analyst. I was certain if there was a judgement and critical 

analysis I could trust; it would be Poblisha’s. Yet, one thing that never 

ceases to amaze me is how he balances his love for culture and interest in 

the oil and gas sector so well. He shifted shapes between his two passion, 

so much that you could understand a man who had come to terms with 

the fact that he was given the responsibility to share his gift—his love for 

the arts, and a responsibility to maintain a livelihood to fund his gift. By 

the time he eventually left the oil and gas, and I met him, I saw only a man 

with a self-awareness of his dreams to expand the arts and say his mind 

without having to hide in the shadows.  

This move to be in the lights came with consequences. His humorous but 

hitting reviews, the critical examination of affairs in the oil and gas sector 

did not appear to go on well with everyone. There was an assassination 

attempt on his life. I was returning to Lagos after moving to Ibadan for 

some time and was reconnecting with the Lagos crowd. My meetings at 

CORA were infrequent as I resettled, so I saw less of Poblisha unless I 

called him out of the blues, or when he did.  

So, when the news came out in the papers on March 2015, I read the report 

of an attempt to assassinate on Poblisha’s life with trepidation. Who 

wants to kill our Poblisha? I made a few phone calls to ask about it. 

Emmanuel Iduma, a fellow writer was in conversation with me at the time 

and we immediately drafted a letter and sent it out to those in the art 

community to rally around and ask for government protection for him. 

Poblisha knew what his job—and this did not mean one he woke up to 

each morning—entailed.  

He knew the job of gatekeeping, which was the journalism he chose to 

stick with meant. He carried the burden of his “calling”, as a destined job 

and talent which was bestowed him and required the telling of the truth 

which shook people who served others injustice and corruption. He wrote 

about misappropriation of funds in the oil and gas, ridiculed those who 
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were double-faced, pointed out the crafts that were half-done and praised 

efforts of those who made much during little. I do not know if this 

changed him, or influenced him in any way, but I became more aware of 

the invaluable asset he was and how even from sitting with him and 

discussing I had become renewed.  

There is a likelihood that the new Poblisha at 60 is in his carefree nature 

reflective, thinking over his youthful party days and the many places in 

Lagos that he painted in bright colours. He is thinking of what happened 

to his dreams for the arts, but he is still going about with his swift legs to 

those events, where his friends in the culture industry, still do not know 

what to do with his carefree and jocular always-reading, always-seeking 

to know, self.  
Jumoke Verissimo, poet, copywriter is on a  

doctoral programme at Carleton University in Canada. 

 

 

 
Toyin with the lawyer-playwright, Wole Oguntokun and lawyer-poet, Tade Ipadeola at CORA 

ARTHOUSE FORUM in honour of the novelist, administrator and Igwe of Ndikelionwu, Prof 

Chukwuemeka Ike during the Nigerian International Book Fair at the University of Lagos, May 2011. 
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The unofficial 

Mayor of the Arts 
Sanya Osha 

 

…in particular, he never really seemed to fit in 

with the oil and gas crowd where wanton 

ostentation is regarded as a mark of identity. He 

was typically casual in manner and appearance 

perhaps so as not to alienate his numerous 

artist friends, who were usually low on cash 

NE of the central ideas behind the establishment of the Committee 

for Relevant Art (CORA) was a simple and effective one. It sought 

to provide a platform whereby all categories of artists; actors, writers, 

filmmakers, painters and printmakers, you name it, could come together 

under an informal umbrella that was deadly serious about accomplishing 

its goals, that is, ensuring that the dignity and relevance of the Nigerian 

artist are preserved. 

Toyin Akinosho was crucial in this effort together with Yomi Layinka, 

Tunde Olanipekun, Jossy Ogbuanor, Chika Okeke and of course, the 

incomparable Jahman Anikulapo, who had been thoroughly mentored by 

the equally exceptional Ben Tomoloju during his many years at The 

Guardian newspapers in Lagos. Apart from these key initiators, a few 

other enthusiasts also joined in the effort. It was quite remarkable to watch 

Layinka compere the CORA sessions; he was tall, lean and broad-

shouldered like a matinee idol but also had the bearing and composure of 

a professor of English literature. 

On those inimitable Sunday afternoons, artists from all over Lagos, often 

conveyed by rickety, death trap commercial vehicles especially from the 

O 
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outlying conurbations of the frenetic city, would converge at a section of 

the rooftops of the National Theatre, Iganmu, to reflect upon, and debate, 

an urgent cultural topic. 

The scene was usually very colourful, all manner of adire, ankara and tie 

and dye fabrics reminding us of the glory days of Ife, Osogbo, Zaria, 

Kaduna, Enugu, Nsukka, Onitsha, Abeokuta and Ibadan, the artist as a 

perambulating work of highly accomplished art, a dainty palm wine filled 

calabash in hand, in unfettered fellowship with many of his/her kind for 

a few brief precious moments, to be able to forget his/her numerous 

diurnal worries and inadequacies, while s/he lackadaisically rides the 

wondrous, meandering social crests provided by his/her highly 

distinctive tribe. A casual soulfulness always seemed to permeate the 

atmosphere. 

Our artists fitted out in those seemingly simple but gorgeous attires 

brought into our midst, variegated stories and histories that enriched the 

collective fount of our community. Each artist was treated as a being of 

living history, momentous yet unstated, preserved with meticulous care 

to be a vital part of our ever-unfolding cultural narrative. 

CORA created this unique and powerful ambience for artists to find 

succour, community and strength that was (were) very difficult to find 

elsewhere. Yet it was not an ambience mediated by excess and 

irresponsibility as to be expected in many artistic gatherings. As we 

laughed, embraced each other and plotted artistic futures together, 

Akinosho’s understated aura constantly reminded us that there was 

serious work to be done. The communal laughter and free flowing palm 

wine were only momentary distractions on a long and difficult journey to 

creative fulfilment. 

It didn’t matter if you arrived at CORA events without a coin in your 

pocket. You would always find a brother or a sister who was willing to 

grant you a ride. It didn’t matter if you hadn’t made plans about where to 
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crash for the night because there was always a vacant bed somewhere, 

somehow. You were never, in those rare moments, allowed to be weighed 

down by a sense of deprivation. Again, this was due to the environment 

Akinosho and Jahman fostered. 

CORA was particularly brilliant and effective in identifying cultural 

issues of national significance and formulating a collective response to 

them. In addition, it was quite resourceful in providing encouragement 

and assistance to many impecunious artists in their moments of dire need. 

On those seemingly lazy Lagos afternoons, Toyin Akinosho, as he was 

Marshalling the parameters of a given topic with passionate and well-

reasoned arguments, would be busy plying the numerous guests of 

CORA with lovely high-grade fresh palm wine- which he had most 

probably provided with his own money -- and which like Achebean 

natural fuel, nourished multiple branches of rich conversation. 

AKINOSHO was also a gifted conversationalist as well as an 

indefatigable doer who established a community newspaper, Festac News, 

as a notable vehicle for the arts. 

After Akin Adesokan’s manuscript, Roots in the Sky, won the Association 

of Nigerian Authors (ANA) prize for prose in 1996, no Nigerian publisher 

would formally release it; so after a few years of gathering dust, Akinosho 

published it so that another product of the national cultural mind would 

not be lost yet again to the mists of time or collective complacency. It was 

the doer aspect of Akinosho’s personality that was manifesting itself in a 

typically selfless act. 

His abode at the Festac Town Lagos became a famous haven for writers 

and journalists who needed a place to spend perhaps a few nights or a 

forum for robust discussions on Nigerian affairs. Alongside Festac News, 

Akinosho also founded a magazine, Africa Oil+Gas Report, being originally 

a geologist who had worked at Chevron (called Gulf Oil when he joined 
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in 1988) for 20 years until he opted to devote himself exclusively to 

cultural matters. 

Akinosho, in particular, never really seemed to fit in with the oil and gas 

crowd where wanton ostentation is regarded as a mark of identity. He 

was typically casual in manner and appearance perhaps so as not to 

alienate his numerous artist friends, who were usually low on cash. Of 

course, his steady financial generosity to those friends is also the stuff of 

legend. He had worked in the oil industry mostly to funnel much-needed 

funds to his various cultural projects and activities. 

Before he took up a job in the oil and gas industry, Akinosho had worked 

in the media, starting with The Guardian, and later with the likes of the 

irrepressible Uzor Maxim Uzoatu at ThisWeek, a pioneering news 

magazine established in the mid-1980s by Nduka Obaigbena. Akinosho, 

was for a spell, at the middle of what was for a while the most engaging 

collective of youthful Nigerian intellectuals who sought to make an 

impact on the political, cultural and intellectual landscapes. 

The Thisweek collective also included the likes of Sonala Olumhense and 

Tunji Lardner Jr both of whom wrote some of the most illuminating prose 

of the time. All too suddenly, the blaze that ThisWeek, radiated fizzled out 

and Akinosho was left to find other platforms. He wrote a regular column 

on the arts, Artsville for The Guardian to ventilate his invariably bold and 

insightful views. He also wrote opinion articles mostly on the energy 

sector of the economy. 

Incidentally, both Akinosho and Uzoatu attended the University of Ife 

(now Obafemi Awolowo University) and so share an academic pedigree 

that has always been quite distinct on the Nigerian intellectual scene. 

Once stationed in Lagos, they became permanent fixtures on the cultural 

calendar due to their infectious sense of camaraderie, innate brilliance and 

community values. 
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In addition, they exhibited an unmistakable generosity of spirit in their 

endeavours and efforts to better the lot of the perennially impoverished 

and marginalised artist. When combined together, their numerous small 

and large acts have had a considerable impact on the cultural sector. They 

taught us to honour and cherish our legends and not wait until they have 

departed. 

IN humanising our legends and thrusting them in their proper 

perspectives, they in turn, have become legends themselves, ceaselessly 

beating against the tides of ignorance, bigotry and complacency in order 

to broaden and sharpen the otherwise murky horizons of our 

consciousness. 

In rapidly postmodernising and posthumanist times, they have re-

inscribed the values of the human across a continually cynical social 

template. And in accomplishing this almost superhuman feat, they have 

both maintained a steady poise of grace, equanimity and unfaltering 

humour. 

Instructively, Akinosho grew up in a Lagos defined by both deep notions 

of culture and safety. In those glory days, you didn’t have to be financially 

comfortable to enjoy the numerous cultural delights of the city. Before the 

civil war (1967-1970), Lagos was also relatively safe for the preternaturally 

adventurous to explore. 

Akinosho evolved at the cultural hub of Lagos, that is, the urban nexus 

that contained the Island Club, the Yoruba Tennis Club, the Racecourse 

and the United States Information Service (USIS), all of which were along 

the eye-catching strip called the Marina. It was in this bustling sector that 

Akinosho discovered his particular truths about culture, that is, culture as 

a largely urbanised and cosmopolitan pursuit. 

Understandably, Akinosho’s definition of culture would entail a strong 

element of preservation especially with respects to fading musical genres 
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such as highlife. Maestros of the art such as Fatai Rolling Dollar, Maliki 

Showman, Tunde Osofisan and Alaba Pedro have all been honoured and 

acknowledged in various ways. 

THERE is an important concept in Yoruba cultural life; ijuba. Ijuba means 

the bestowal of homage. We honour our deities; we honour our departed 

ancestors and we also honour our elders. This concept has always been 

important in the activities of CORA. 

The long-suffering Nigerian artist is usually ridiculed or ignored by the 

political establishment. Ironically, the cultural sector of Nigerian affairs is 

what normally brings in honour and real accomplishment to the nation 

while the political class is only known for myopia, criminality and 

unimaginable excess. 

Yet, this very class views the cultural sector with more or less unremitting 

scorn. It is this skewed relationship that the likes of Akinosho have sought 

to transform, as if to establish that, if we are able to get our cultural values 

right, we will also act honourably in the political realm. 

In identifying the important concept of ijuba, we are also re-affirming the 

primacy of a related concept, ‘omoluabi’, which roughly translates to a 

fundamentally well-behaved human being, a personage in whom the 

community is well pleased. All over Africa, such ingrained cultural 

manifestations are prevalent as a means of fostering communal relations 

and values. This is because within the cultural matrix, we don’t amount 

to much without community. 

In spite of its overt political objectives, CORA was essentially about 

strengthening the bonds of community, assuring our numerous toiling 

artists and what have been termed culture workers, that they matter, that 

their endless perspiration is being acknowledged, that they are deserving 

of honour and respect and most importantly, that they are a vital and 

indispensable cog within the wheel of national affairs. 
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And so, for decades, CORA has honoured most of the key personalities 

that have made significant contributions to Nigerian cultural matters: 

Fred Agbeyegbe at 80, Sam Amuka at 80, Demas Nwoko at 80, Gbenga 

Sonuga at 70, Ben Tomoloju at 60 etc. 

In this manner, CORA is reminding our artists and those who work to 

strengthen the cultural sector that ‘we see you’, we recognise your toil and 

selfless dedication, and we acknowledge your priceless sacrifices. 

In cementing and nourishing those communal bonds, CORA is also 

affirming our common humanity even in the midst of the persistently 

dehumanising conditions of an impersonal metropolis such as Lagos 

where the pursuit of capital and daily bread has assumed ever more 

grotesque proportions. 

TOYIN Akinosho has spent well over three decades honouring and 

providing psychological nourishment for our various artists and culture 

bureaucrats. It is now time to repay him the same way he has always 

empowered our cultural legends with a profound and heartfelt tribute. 

Happy sixtieth birthday anniversary brother! 

Sanya Osha is a writer and scholar based in Pretoria, South Africa. 
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The Art Evangelist 
 

Sola Balogun 

He loves the arts with great passion and is 

easily at home whenever discourse on any of 

the artistic disciplines cropped up… he points 

out your faults to your face, but not in any 

rude or offensive manner. 

E has a rather customised way of heralding his presence at every 

artistic gathering in Lagos. Clad in his usual shirt and trousers attire, 

with his belt tilted up, he would saunter into the arena and salute 

everyone in attendance with warm handshakes and broad smiles. While 

doing this, he would also call everyone by first name. If he doesn’t call 

you by your name or pseudo name, you must be an elder, a new guy in 

town or a new convert into the Lagos arts circle.  

Geologist, journalist, publisher, art enthusiast, arts activist and critic, 

Toyin Akinosho is hardly seen in an angry mood. He is a friend to all and 

a foe to none. He loves the arts with great passion and is easily at home 

whenever discourse on any of the artistic disciplines cropped up. As a 

well read and compulsive follower of art trends, Akinosho has a cynical, 

yet friendly style of criticising people whenever they err. He is quick to 

point out your faults to your face, but not in any rude or offensive manner.  

I HAD my first encounter with TA in the 1990s during one of the early 

editions of the Arts Stampede held at the Ikoyi home of the Kuboyes. I 

remember how he received me warmly even as a cub culture reporter; 

how he inquired after my name and quickly reminded me of some of my 

pieces that he had read on the arts pages of The Guardian. He was then in 

the company of his fellow art enthusiasts, who constituted the Committee 

for Relevant Art (CORA Yomi Layinka, Tunde Olanipekun, Jahman 

Anikulapo, Chika Okeke and a few others. TA naturally served as 

moderator at these events, many of which centred on carefully selected 

topics or burning issues in the culture sector, but which have not been 

addressed by relevant government officials or practitioners in the sector.  

H 
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TA’s arguments on cultural issues were always cerebral, topical and 

highly informative. He has a very logical way of presenting his vies, 

which interestingly, he would intersperse with jokes and a chronological 

sense of history. He, of course, knows all the ’who is who’ and ‘what 

events’ in the Nigerian arts and culture sector, and he would not mince 

words when occasions demand that he passes judgements either in 

complimentary terms, or otherwise. From his numerous arguments and 

writings, he displays deep understanding of the culture community, 

which up till date, is never seen or treated as an all-important unit in the 

government circles. His comments usually centre on the perennial 

advocacy for arts and culture to be given prime of place in national 

planning. Among such issues and topics that were hotly debated at the 

quarterly Art Stampedes were the Nigerian Cultural Policy, the National 

Endowment for the Arts, recurrent appointments of wrong people to 

handle culture-based agencies, plight and welfare of Nigerian artists and 

writers, attempt by the federal government to put up the National Theatre 

complex for sale, indolence or non-performance of certain culture 

bureaucrats, pillaging and illegal selling of Nigeria’s artefacts as well as 

poor performance of successive henchmen in the culture, tourism and 

information ministries. As a man of many parts, TA would easily analyse 

any of these topics with precision, proffering solutions or advocacies 

where necessary. 

As in the arts, so in petrochemical sector 

FOR being a blunt and fearless journalist, TA was sometimes ago 

persecuted for exposing the corruption in the Nigerian oil and gas sector 

through the magazine he publishes. After working for 20 years at 

Chevron, the trained geologist started publishing the African Oil+Gas 

Report, a monthly magazine with a mission to avail the general public and 

other stakeholders a clearer and objective view of operations in the 

petrochemical sector. But for daring to expose the rot in the sector, some 

of his detractors sent suspected hired assassins after him. The suspects 

trailed his driver at gunpoint, demanding for his boss’ whereabouts. It 

took providence, his driver’s wisdom and rare luck for TA to escape being 

killed. It would be interesting to know that what TA used African Oil+Gas 

Report to achieve in the petroleum sector, he equally used Festac News to 
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accomplish in the arts and culture sector. Though he named the 

publication after Festac Town where he had lived for many years, TA 

essentially utilised the community tabloid not only to celebrate human 

virtues and creativity in the mega town, but to also expose all sorts of 

social ills and public corruption plaguing the community.  

The kind, generous giver 

As a selfless and generous person, TA has been a benefactor to friends 

and associates in and outside the arts sector. He is probably generous to a 

fault; always ready to render assistance in whatever capacity. I remember 

how TA supported my wedding in 1995, at a time when his aged mother 

ironically demanded that he too should go and ‘bring a wife’ or 

‘impregnate a woman and bring ’to the house. I had gone went to give TA 

my wedding invite; I didn’t meet him in his Flat 3, Block 4 22 Road 

residence in Festac Town, but I was shown the way to mama’s flat 

upstairs, where I dropped the invitation card. This was when the 

motherly request was made; and when I eventually met him and 

delivered mama’s message, TA just laughed it off, saying since he is the 

only child, mama was right to seize every opportunity to demand for her 

grandchild from him. Despite all these, TA did not only bless me with 

cash, he equally attended the wedding in company of my mentors – Ben 

Tomoloju and Jahman Anikulapo. 

Life-long service to humanity 

SO, our own TA has joined the league of elders, having clocked three 

scores on this shore. I remember when he turned 50 in 2010, and how the 

entire arts community trooped to his Festac Town duplex home at Mars 

House on 1st Avenue to rejoice with him. Today he is crowing his 

accomplishments in the culture and energy sectors with his advancement 

in age. What else can a younger admirer like me say to TA, other than to 

wish him longer life and many more years of success in his service to 

humanity. 

Dr Sola Balogun lectures in the Department of Theatre & Media Arts, Federal University, Oye-Ekiti.  
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A Monument to the Arts 
 

Tunji Azeez 

 

…while on those expeditions searching for the 

gold, the oil, the deposits of nature’s bounties… 

he saw humanity itself as a resource bequeathed 

by nature; therefore, like mother nature who 

gives freely, he decided to give freely. 

 

T all began in 1998 when out of sheer youthful exuberance, I resigned 

from my ‘well-paid and chauffeur-driven job as Admin Officer/Public 

Relations Officer of a new agency under the National Agency for Science 

and Engineering Infrastructure, (NASENI). The new agency, Engineering 

Materials Development Institute (EMDI), Akure was under the direction 

of an equally Bohemian personality and creative soul, the late Professor 

Olusegun Adewoye.  

I arrived Lagos full of passion and ideas to storm the city with theatre 

productions. Like most young men of my age, all I had was just passion; 

there was no plan on how to achieve those lofty dreams. Well, I ran into 

the Black America Chuck Mike at his PEC Repertory Theatre at Onikan, 

Lagos and there, something like a glimmer of hope showed. I don’t know 

how it happened exactly except that one day, in the one room that I shared 

with a friend from Ajegunle, I woke up and went to the Lagos State 

University, Ojo, to ask for a teaching job. I was engaged the same day on 

their diploma in Theatre, Radio and Film Production programme as an 

associate lecturer.  

A few months later, Toyin Akinosho and his alter ego, Jahman Anikulapo 

came into my life through another crazy friend from OAU, Ife, Ropo 

Ewenla. Somehow, I was introduced to these two people and it became 

crystal clear that I had found men who will nurture my ‘madness’ from 

its infancy to adulthood. The first meeting was at the CORA Arts Stampede 

I 
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at the National Theatre. One of them, Jahman Anikulapo, I could 

understand as a fellow vagabond by his adire top and jeans which was 

what we all were wearing for no reason beyond the fad of being artists. In 

contrast to us the adire-wearing vagabond artists was Toyin Akinosho in 

his immaculate shirt and tie and official car. He definitely didn’t belong 

in our class, at least not the class of Ropo and I who had to scavenge for 

food back in school and had continued doing same long after leaving the 

university. I think our troupe, Optimom Arts Konsotiom – an assemblage 

of some passionate, crazy and willing young boys and girls drawn from 

several departments and faculties of LASU – performed at an earlier 

Stampede. Thereafter, as we say in Nigeria, ‘one thing led to another’ and 

there we were, over 30 of us at the FESTAC home of the man, Toyin 

Akinosho.  

Well, I must confess that the size and furnishing of the house confirmed 

my earlier suspicion that he was not in our class because at that time, I 

was still struggling with my first rent at Igando with Ropo squatting with 

me. So, you can imagine what impression duplex in a place like FESTAC 

had on me. The massive house – because that was what it was at the time 

– was akin to Fela’s Kalakuta Republic. Yes, looking back, that was what 

it was with Toyin as Fela and Jahman his Tony Allen beating the drum of 

their ideas and passion with us as the many restless creative spirits who 

needed shelter, food and mentoring for our streams of ideas. Nothing was 

impossible with those two. Toyin Akinosho’s Republic became the 

homing ground for anyone and everyone who wanted to nurture his 

ideas.  

I wasn’t surprised to know that he studied geology at the University of 

Ife. In a way, that explains where he drank more than his full share of the 

wine of humanity, creativity, selflessness and a total disregard for 

opulence. At least, I saw some of that back then. Ife was one place where 

true multidisciplinary discussions took place. For me, his course of study 

might have also had a tremendous influence on his perception of nature 
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and life. I believe that while on those expeditions searching for the gold, 

the oil, the deposits of nature’s bounties, he saw more than the physical 

wealth that the earth had to offer humanity.  

Toyin Akinosho saw humanity itself as a resource bequeathed by nature. 

Therefore, like mother nature who gives freely, he decided to give freely. 

He gave his time to listen to our pet dreams, he honed them with 

uncommon critical insights, torn them apart for us to reassemble. Toyin 

Akinosho’s Republic became a melting and meeting point for many of us 

from diverse backgrounds and generations.  There I met the music critic 

Benson Idonije, the scholar-writer Akin Adesokan, the poet-polemicist 

Odia Ofeimun, the poet-musician Beautiful Nubia, the singer Asa, the 

actor-dancer Segun Adefila, and many younger artists who were seeking 

expression for their creativity. We mingled freely, fought, embraced, 

birthed ideas and performed in unusual places. Those days gave wings to 

my ideas as Optimom Arts Konsotiom, the troupe that Ropo and I were 

running at the time became somewhat one of the official performing 

troupes at CORA events.  

We performed, we ate, we dreamt, we drank all because one man was 

doling out money made from Chevron to feed our insatiable appetite and 

creativity. He would always have a smile even when he disagrees with 

you. Not once in all the years have I seen him shout. I think he left the 

shouting to his twin brother Jahman to do.  

Toyin Akinosho was that critic who will speak eloquently on music, 

theatre, drama, painting, the novel, poetry, politics, religion, culture and 

still perform excellently in the field of oil and gas. Not many will 

remember that his Festac News was perhaps, the first newsprint to 

advertise Tantalizers which was close to his Republic. I sometimes 

wonder how his neighbours didn’t get us arrested for constituting such a 

nuisance.  
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His home and the support that he gave us has had a multiplier effect on 

the lives of many of us and our followers. His tentacles, like that of the 

octopus stretch across generations, and artistic forms. Several young men 

and women became notable because of those kind gestures.  

I remember how Baba Fatai Rolling Dollars was rediscovered and brought 

to limelight again through the Great Highlife Party through the 

collaboration of CORA and O’Jez Restaurant with Benson Idonije as 

curator of the gig which held monthly first at Iwaya, and later National 

Stadium complex Surulere facilities of the restaurant.  

Of course, the project was through the thinking and commitment of Toyin 

Akinosho and Jahman Anikulapo. Theirs is indeed a meeting of kindred 

spirits. It’s not my place to list those that have been influenced by these 

men but I think I have the liberty to mention some of the members of my 

troupe who were regular callers at Akinosho’s Republic at Festac Town 

or at CORA Arts Stampedes in those days, I start with myself, Ropo 

Ewenla, Chris Ihidero, Steve Onu (Yaw), Dorothy Effiom, Emmanuel 

Uduma, Chioma Nwosu, Tola Jimoh, Jumoke Verissimo, Asa, Jojo Body 

Beat, and many more. All of these people have gone ahead to continue 

touching lives in their own ways.  

AT sixty, I conclude that Toyin Akinosho is among those unsung great 

men and women in Nigeria who are motivated not by hype, material 

gains or political appointments. His impact on the culture sector will 

remain for generations to come. Poblisha, as we fondly call him, truly 

deserves a monument in his honour. It is sad that Wuhan decided to 

unleash the coronavirus on the world at this time, if not… 

Worry not, Poblisha 

Silently, ever silently does the ant walk 

Gracefully, ever so gracefully does the cat moves 

Royally, ever so royally does the lion pounce 
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The drums will roll again 

Its membrane will filter out melodies 

The earth, your source of joy  

Will wash away the pungent smell of death 

Brought upon her by the unseen enemy 

 

Our feet, our restless feet will dance 

Our voices, our tireless voices will sing 

Our throat, our parched throats will sip emu oguro 

As we banter at another Stampede 

Before then, we shall embrace you in our hearts 

Our hearts, ever with love will whisper 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY. 
Tunji Azeez, dramatist, theatre director, and poet, is an Associate Professor of Theatre,  

Film and Cultural Studies at the Lagos State University, LASU. 
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A fine eye for spotting young talents 
 

Sewedo Nupowaku 

 

…most impressive is the man’s voracious 

appetite for literature, life, and living. It is 

there in his hurricane laughter, his probing, 

profound pen… in the vim and vigour with 

which he throws himself into a new project 

here, some passionate outreach or initiative 

there. A terrific tornado of creative energy 

resolved to drinking life to the literary lees. 

 

 FIRST met ‘Publisher’ (pronounced ‘Poblisha’), also known as Mr. 

Toyin Akinosho, in 2003. His legend had preceded him. I had learnt he 

was some generous, gregarious, gourmand of books who also, fairly 

incongruously, happened to be an oil and gas man. Incongruous because, 

to my young mind at the time, folks flush with oil money were meant to 

be pretentious philistines. I eventually discovered that asides books, 

Publisher ate stereotypes for lunch. 

I also found out he was the charmingly impatient half of a driven, 

dynamic duo that included ‘Editor’, that he was the fastidious yin to 

Jahman Anikulapo’s avuncular yang.  

I met Mr. Akinosho in 2003 and by the end of that year, he had graciously 

written a brilliant review in The Guardian no less, on Moremi: The Revised 

Standard Version, a stage play I produced with Ayo Arigbabu. The next 

year, he helped bring my dreams of organising the Lagos Cartoons and 

Comics Carnival to ground-breaking fruition via the Lagos Books & Art 

Festival. In just three years, his relentless support of the annual event 

culminated in considerable publicity in the South African press and 

I 
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beyond. By 2008, he had given my fledgling company office space at the 

CORA secretariat at Surulere. The next year, I was designing the pages of 

his influential energy sector publication, the Africa Oil+Gas Report. Indeed, 

the CORA logo redesign I executed was at Editor’s behest and with 

Publisher’s blessings. 

What I am saying is, the man has a fine eye for spotting young talent and 

the singlemindedness needed for hurling them into the stratosphere. 

Many of the young Turks I met at my first CORA meeting have gone on 

to do great things in their respective spheres. Mr Akinosho is a man 

possessed of oodles of endeavour and intellect, dead pan humour -- 

‘Sewendoh, bobo yen na a ni resonance ti tie (Sewedo, that guy has his own 

circle where he is taken very seriously) -- and pragmatic, phlegmatic wit. 

But, perhaps, most impressive is the man’s voracious appetite for 

literature, life, and living. It is evident in his hurricane laughter, his 

probing, profound pen… in the vim and vigour with which he throws 

himself into a passion project here, some edifying outreach or initiative 

there. A terrific tornado of creative energy resolved to drinking life to the 

literary lees. 

IF 60 is the new 50, then Publisher is not inching towards a climax and 

epilogue but simply embarking upon a riveting new book. May his days 

remain filled with the sweet, the sublime and more success ahead as he 

continues to build an impressive legacy. Congratulations, Mr. Akinosho. 

Your life will always be richly resonant in the circles that matter.  

Happy 60th birthday. 

Sewedo Nupowaku is CEO, RevolutionMedia.
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The Geol-artist 

Akinwale Onipede 

 

…he is a man at peace with himself and his 

world… he is a rich man… richness measured 

by his inner peace, joy and satisfaction upon 

immersing himself in worthwhile ventures 

amidst the turbulence of the world. 

OYIN Akinosho (T.A.) is to the arts an insider, or to borrow the 

expression by Krydz Ikwuemesi; he is an “intimate outsider” (in 

Aniakor Chike and Krydz Ikwuemesi (eds), Crossroads: Africa in the 

Twilight, Lagos: NGA, 1999.). He is the complete artist Nigeria never had. 

An associate artist, nevertheless, he has distinguished himself as one of 

Nigeria’s most informed aesthetes, art critics and culture activists. 

You may picture the opening of a typical exhibition or art event of note in 

Lagos from the late 1980s to the present. There you will find this slim (as 

he used to be), vivacious fella with springy gaits and infectious smile. 

Down to earth, friendly and bubbling with ideas.   

He is the type around whom marvellous things happen or must happen, 

especially of the creative variety. Even when static or in listening mode, 

his enthusiasm can still be felt. His interest in the arts and activism, we 

learnt dates back to the late 70s and early 80s at the then University of Ife, 

where he studied Geology.  

It was difficult to fathom how T.A. effectively combined his regular job 

with a multinational company and his interests in the arts. At different 

times, he was a columnist with a flagship newspaper, a publisher on oil 

and gas, a co-founder of the pace-setting Committee of Relevant Arts 

(CORA), co-coordinator of the trail-blazing Lagos Books & Art Festival, 

LABAF, amongst other dazzling engagements. 

T 
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His interest in the arts is total; if he is not attending an art exhibition 

discussing and critiquing the exhibits, he is probably writing and 

informing about art and art events globally, or acting as a facilitator or 

guest at a book reading, live performance, advocacy meeting, or, 

conducting interview sessions, etc., etc. Wherever art and its practice are 

the subject, there you will find T.A. 

How can we forget the CORA Art Stampedes which for decades projected 

and kept art matters on the front burner of national discourse? Together 

with his comrades in the founding days – Yomi Layinka, Tunde 

Olanipekun, Jossey Ogbuanoh, Chika Okeke, and later, Jahman 

Anikulapo, the quarterly gathering drew art enthusiasts and artists across 

the different genres to brainstorm to advance the cause of art and artists.  

T.A.’s commitment is rare.  

It will be interesting to see his collection of art, his library, listen to his 

type of music and spend good time to interrogate him. Perhaps the artists’ 

community will be able to clone the T.A. verve and have multiples of his 

magic.  

There is no doubt that he is a man at peace with himself and his world. It 

takes a truly a happy man to give himself so freely to a cause and 

especially to the arts where colours, rhythms, lyrics, harmony, balance, 

forms, words, style, beauty, etc. compensate. There is also no doubt that 

he is a rich man. Richness is measured here by his inner peace, joy and 

satisfaction upon immersing himself in worthwhile ventures amidst the 

turbulence of the world. 

T.A.’s trails, no doubt, are unique but there is a sense in which he 

compares with the inimitable Odia Ofeimun in his total devotion to his 

chosen path and, the art magnate, Omooba Yemisi Shyllon in his obsession 

with the arts.  
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History is written daily by our actions and inactions. T.A. no doubt has 

etched his name and contributions indelibly into our minds and the 

annals of history. I join others in the arts sector to celebrate him on his 

60th birthday. May his tribe multiply, and may God Almighty gladden 

and grant him more useful years of service to himself and humanity, 

amen. 

 
Akinwale Onipede, an artist and art teacher, is of the University of Lagos 

 

 
 

Toyin welcomes guests to LABAF 2010
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Part 3 
TESTIMONIES 

 

THE 

JOLLY 

ART  

FELLOW 
 

“…google Renaissance Man… click on ‘Image’…  

 the photo that jumps out is of Toyin Akinosho… “  

 

Reports by colleagues, admirers
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Drawing by George Bolaji Obasa, 16
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Toyin ‘The Rock’ Akinosho 
 

Tunji Lardner 

 

In his capacious mind he writes the minutes of 

every encounter, even if no one else bothers to 

do so, and the critical difference is that Toyin 

feels compelled to ‘read the minutes of the last 

meeting’ to himself, even as he jots down 

concurrent happenings of life unfolding in this 

dimension, and I wager other dimensions too! 

 

UST the other day, a public policy analyst colleague of mine excitedly 

sent me a link to an article published by the Africa Oil+Gas Report titled 

‘Industry demands clarity over Nigeria’s end of subsidy regime.’ We had 

both been thinking about the post Covid19 oil sector scenarios for Nigeria, 

and this article in the best tradition of technical journalistic reporting 

deftly and lucidly explained the full context of this sudden volte face by 

the Nigerian government.  

It was well researched, studded with pithy interviews from industry 

experts and written in a crisp, logical and engaging style, authoritatively 

declaring the author’s mastery of the literary style and technical substance 

of the subject matter. In my books, it was old style magazine journalistic 

reporting, the type we practiced over three decades ago in an impetuous 

weekly news magazine titled ThisWeek.  

Back then in ‘dem heady days,’ this story would have been the lead story 

in the serious, authoritative and well-respected Business Section staffed 

by starchy be-suited reporters who took themselves a tad too seriously. 

Our own ‘Back of the book’ section that I edited was fully half of the 

magazine and staffed by a menagerie of the zaniest, unserious, 

hardworking and borderline insane/genius young journalists ever to be 

inflicted on a Nigerian newsroom. 

J 
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In reading the article, I had a feeling of déjà vu all over again. I recognized 

the imprimatur instantly it could be no one other than Toyin ‘The Rock’ 

Akinosho. Somehow through the dusty memories of what seemed like 

geological time that article rekindled memories of my earliest encounters 

with Toyin eons ago. Okay, perhaps not in geological time (measured in 

millions of years) but most certainly in anthropological time.  

Consider this fun fact, when we were all corralled by the, em, inimitable 

Nduka Obiagbena under the ThisWeek editorship of Sonala Olumhense 

some 35 years ago, 75 percent of Nigerians were not born. In the 

intervening decades, I was out of the country from 1988 visiting 

infrequently until 2000s when tending to an ICT4D project required my 

dedicated presence, even so, I kept tabs on Toyin’s work through his 

splendid weekly column Artsville in Sunday Times. 

AT this present time in May 2020 that we celebrate Toyin’s Diamond 

Jubilee year, I must say that I feel honoured and privileged to have been 

chosen to pen a few words about this remarkable man. By way of a 

layered literary conceit, it is appropriate that as we collectively celebrate 

the sedimentary genius of Toyin, to note that we are not in fact dealing 

with just another carbon-based life form like you and me. 

From our earliest days at ThisWeek as his editor Toyin’s bewildering 

oscillation between creative insanity and sublime genius raised my 

suspicions about his possible extra-terrestrial origins. Watching Toyin 

spontaneously leap on a table in our tiny newsroom in the middle of 

crunch time, dancing in self-absorbed celebration of an idea or a phrase 

that captured his prodigious mind soon became so common place, that 

reporters would barely raise their heads, but continue with their copy -- 

it was Toyin being, well, Toyin.  

I however, had my suspicions. How is it that someone could precipitate 

raucous arguments, weighing in on any topic conceivable in the 

newsroom, dance on tables, disappear for hours in the face of looming 
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deadlines, suddenly reappear just in the nick of time to deliver a near 

perfect copy? I began to suspect that his strange disappearances were 

possibly due to serial alien abductions.  

However, it occurred to me that there was the possibility that he was not 

being abducted in the first place, but rather, reporting to base -- a cloaked 

invisible alien mother ship hovering above Vaughan Street in the 

Oyingbo area of Lagos, the terrestrial location of his early years and later 

over 22 Road in Festival Town, the location of his storied apartment. 

It was rumoured that partially due to the Electromagnetic Pulse Radiation 

emanating from this invisible spaceship, his front door was actually a 

gateway possibly through a wormhole into the parallel universe of ideas 

that is Toyin’s mind. However only the arts and literary cognoscenti know 

about this, not even geologists were in the know. For the rest of us 

immediately we go through that portal, we enter a Reality Distortion Field 

that offers the dwelling as a normal man cave of an intellectual 

bibliophile.  

Presently in his new digs off Admiralty Way in Lekki, since he moved in, 

the residents of his street have noticed on occasion strange pulsating 

lights in the night skies and unusual electrostatic interference with their 

home appliances. Television and radios would suddenly stop working 

with that familiar hiss of radio static. Some have even claimed that Toyin’s 

handsome visage has appeared in a flash on their television and mobile 

phones.  

TOYIN has always been bright, very bright and blessed with a natural 

curiosity about things he was always ready to inquire and explore new 

ideas, deconstructed them, appropriate the relevant parts that resonated 

with his thinking at the moment and blithely discard the detritus, well, 

not quite. Toyin’s long memory for ideas meant that he would file a 

subject away for further engagement in the future. Well I have come to 
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sense that Toyin’s concept of time and space might not be the Einsteinian 

model of space-time. Let me explain. 

I remember a chance encounter with Toyin at Bogobiri (the art hotel in 

Ikoyi) possibly more than a decade ago. It was delightful to see my old 

friend and trusted colleague. We quickly settled into a bottle of stout 

apiece and got talking about… everything as usual. By now he was a 

senior executive at Chevron (imagine, Toyin a senior executive at an oil 

company) and somehow he was still very active in the Arts and Literary 

scene in Nigeria and Africa and was finding fulfilment in CORA which 

he and Jahman and a motley crew of art patrons had somehow kept going, 

when halfway through one thread of a conversation, he suddenly 

switched to another thread of conversation we had during our days 

together at ThisWeek.  

To be honest, I barely remembered the initial conversation, but as he 

carefully intellectually unpacked the well-preserved debris of that idea, I 

realized there and then, that my hypothesis about him not really being a 

carbon-based life form was probably correct. Now, who remembers the 

particularities of an arcane conversation decades prior, effortlessly recalls 

the specific point of contention, consolidate it into a new framework and 

then presents it to you, the hapless interlocutor as part of an ongoing 

conversation that started five minutes ago! 

Toyin’s circadian clock -- the quotidian rhythms of time that compels us 

lesser mortals to wake up in the morning and sleep at night does not apply 

to him. I seriously doubt that he even operates on the Gregorian calendar, 

which is ironic as we celebrate his ‘sixtieth’ birthday in the month of May 

2020. Perhaps, just perhaps in another dimension, Toyin’s real date of 

birth might be… oh…never mind!  

 For close to four decades, Toyin’s curiosity as a self-described “cultural 

enthusiast” has led him on an itinerant quest all over the world, making 

friends, arms flailing disruptive conversations, and looking for cultures 
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to be enthusiastic about. He was and remains a true lover of wisdom -- 

you know, ‘philos-sophia’ as well as the ardent object of affection by his 

large fan club of sapiosexuals, who are drawn to his always intelligent 

banter, deep philosophical discourse and of course his prolific writings. 

How can one person at once know about ‘Diorite’ (look it up) and 

‘denouement’ and a great swathe of things in between?  

 My own guess is that he keeps notes on life stories. In his capacious mind 

he writes the minutes of every encounter, even if no one else bothers to 

do so, and the critical difference is that Toyin feels compelled to ‘read the 

minutes of the last meeting’ to himself, even as he jots down concurrent 

happenings of life unfolding in this dimension, and I wager other 

dimensions too! As a scribe of history and life, his chronicles might not 

always be accurate, given the power of his self-belief and a tendency to 

rush to write the first draft of history, but his ability to self-correct in mid 

trajectory underscores his intellectual integrity. 

AS we celebrate Toyin ‘the Rock’ Akinosho’s 60th birthday, we celebrate 

a man whose life has been a metamorphic journey into becoming the 

‘rock’ of a man that he is today. Having taken some poetic license to 

baptize him ‘the rock,’ his new nom de guerre is the perfect metaphor for 

this diamond jubilee birthday celebrations. We are in a fashion celebrating 

a diamond in its diamond jubilee year. Our much beloved ‘cultural 

enthusiast’ diamond is sixty in this month of May 2020 and against the 

backdrop of love in the time of corona!  

However, a niggling thought is how ‘a non-carbon-based life form’ can be 

so strongly identified with a remarkable piece of well, carbon? Only Toyin 

can fathom this out! In the meantime, happy birthday to a friend and 

respected colleague. 
Tunji Lardner, media and communications expert and social worker, 

is the Executive Director of WANGONeT a technology-based non-profit organisation  
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The polymath  

who knows plenty things 

“…his mindset is young, perspective ever fresh” 
 

 

Toni Kan 

 

… he is one of those elderly men who will 

never get old because their mindset is young, 

their perspective is ever fresh and their outlook 

on life is constantly renewing itself. 

 

AGOS is a city of parvenus, nouveaux riches and arrivistes. It has 

been so since Oba Oroghua of Benin foisted Ashipa as Oba of Lagos 

over the Aworis in the 17th century. 

Since then, many men and women have migrated from far afield to Lagos 

hoping that the ship of their destiny will dock somewhere in this city by 

the Lagoon. They come turgid with hope and buoyed by ambition as they 

lay claim to their patch of Lagos. 

And no one knows about these claimants to the soul of Lagos like Toyin 

Akinosho, geologist by training, writer by choice and culture activist by 

inclination. 

BORN 60 years ago, Toyin Akinosho is a polymath, a member of that 

unique specie of human beings, who can best be described as -- a sponge 

for knowledge and a human reservoir of insights. 

Toyin Akinosho knows things. Plenty things. 

Ask him about Hotel Bobby and even if he was too young to have been a 

regular, he will have a true story about a cousin or uncle who was a 

regular. 

L 
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Inquire about FESTAC 77 and ask whether he knew a guy called the 

“Minister of Enjoyment” and Toyin will tell you his real name was 

Admiral Fingesi, the man whose remit it was to build Festac Town in time 

for the FESTAC festivities. 

Present a query about the first deep offshore well to be spudded in 

Nigeria and Mr. Akinosho will tell you that while Shell’s Bonga often lays 

claim to that feat, it is actually not based on facts but on PR because as he 

puts it, “Shell is a bigger company and had more media power, so it was 

easy for them to be seen as the flagship of deep water exploration in 

Nigeria. In terms of delivery to first oil Aboh delivered before Bonga.” 

Be stuck in your hotel room on a Friday night in Accra, Cape Town, Dakar 

or Vienna and wondering where to spend the night in a fun and convivial 

space? Call Uncle Toyin and he will tell you which club jumps and at what 

time it begins to jump. 

When you google Renaissance Man, then click on “Image” the photo that 

jumps out at you is of Toyin Akinosho. 

Go on, try it. 

Uncle Toyin who insists on not being called Uncle Toyin because as he 

puts it – “I am not your uncle” – is one of those elderly men who will 

never get old because their mindset is young, their perspective is ever 

fresh and their outlook on life is constantly renewing itself. 

But, of course, there is a middle age spread coalescing into a paunch, his 

stubble is now more grey than black and his hair which he keeps well-

trimmed is losing the battle to those pesky things Wole Soyinka once 

described as “frail invaders of the undergrowth.” 

Uncle Toyin is turning grey. 
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I DO not remember when I first met Toyin Akinosho. But I know he was 

with Jahman Anikulapo, his brother from another mother. I am clear that 

it predated Freedom Park and must have been during the Abacha years. 

I must have seen him first at a CORA event, one of those rowdy and 

irreverent Art Stampedes where you were sure to meet whoever mattered 

on the Lagos art scene. 

Toyin Akinosho would usually be the man in the black trousers and check 

shirt, usually black or blue and white check shirt. He didn’t care whether 

it was short or long sleeved. I remember him as always ARMED with a 

book, fiction or non-fiction; it didn’t matter. Memory tells me he was the 

one who always had a question to ask but before he asked his question, 

he always insisted on reading a passage from whatever book he had with 

him. 

But I remember clearly that he was the one who was always ready to 

interrupt Jahman Anikulapo, who most times was Master of Ceremony. 

“Mr. Man you are wasting too much time on that issue,” Toyin Akinosho 

would bellow. 

The first time I saw it happen, I was so sure that Jahman would take 

offence, but he had smiled good naturedly and said “Don’t mind Toyin, 

he wants me to give him the microphone. But I won’t. I am the MC.” 

Some context is needed at this time. 

Jahman Anikulapo was THE Jahman Anikulapo. Culture Advocate, 

Editor of The Guardian on Sunday and a man I had been trying to make my 

friend for years. And this man just interrupted him as Fela would sing – 

Just Like Dat! 
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A few months later, while I had still not gotten a handle on the unusual 

dynamic between the duo of Jahman and Toyin, I was invited by Obi 

Nwakanma to a party in Festac Town at a place called Mars House. 

I would discover on arrival that Mars House was Toyin Akinosho’s house 

or to borrow from Coleridge, “his stately pleasure dome.” 

Mars House was a place where the beer never ran out, where there was 

always food ready to please your palate and quell your hunger and where 

any creative arriving in Lagos and seeking a place to lay his head was 

always assured of a room and a bed. 

And oh my, the books. 

The only other place that functioned like that was Odia Ofeimun’s former 

house on Sanyaolu Street in Oregun. 

It was at that party, with Obi Nwakanma regaling us with ribald poems 

and jokes and stories that I found out Toyin Akinosho was no ordinary 

journalist. I discovered that he was indeed a geologist in the employ of 

the Chevron and was moonlighting as a journalist nay columnist for The 

Guardian on Sunday. 

He was, as I would discover many years later, the man behind the Artsville 

column in The Guardian. This was an amazing discovery because living in 

Kano as a teenager with a hard-on for Lagos and all things literary, the 

little I gleaned about the Lagos cultural and literary elite came from the 

Artsville in The Guardian on Sunday as well as from Tony Okonedo’s 

columns in Vanguard. Then much later from Prime/Vintage People and 

FAME. 

BUT even though I had met Toyin Akinosho, been to his house and was 

running into him at different art and literary fora, we never had a 

conversation until one afternoon, maybe it was the day the late Bisi Silva 

launched CCA or the day South African queer photographer, Zanele 
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Muholi opened her exhibition. I know it was at CCA for sure and I was 

standing and talking to a female acquaintance when Toyin Akinosho 

pointed at me and said to someone next to him – “That is the famous 

author, Toni Kan.” 

I was taken aback. I felt a sting in the introduction. I was no famous author 

even though I had a collection of poems and a novella under my belt. I 

felt Mr. Akinosho was slighted that I did not come over to greet him but 

the truth was that I had been standing there and shooting the breeze and 

waiting for an opportunity to introduce myself for the umpteenth time 

and maybe strike up a conversation which I am horrible at. As a child, I 

had a stutter and it made me self-conscious and not so sociable, something 

people often mistake for arrogance or aloofness. I felt Mr. Akinosho, 

whom I had been dying to make a mentor and friend, had assumed 

wrongly. 

 Somehow, we had a conversation and then we had another and another 

and many more and Toyin Akinosho was suddenly my uncle, the one 

who would see me and hail and say – “Baba Toni” as he shook me 

multiple times – then frown and pull away as soon as I called him Uncle. 

I had achieved my literary aim in Lagos to be close to arbiters of literary 

and cultural taste -- Odia Ofeimun, Jahman Anikulapo, Maik Nwosu, 

Nduka Otiono, Uzor Maxim Uzoatu and Toyin Akinosho 

TOYIN Akinosho studied geology at Ife and as he tells it, he was an 

undergrad and was working on his final year project in GeoChemistry 

when he published his first piece in The Guardian and was paid N25. 

“My father used to give me N60 a month and as far as I was concerned, 

he could just go away. I was making good money. My feeding allowance 

was N45 for the whole month at Ife and I was making N25 from a story. I 

became extremely rich.” 
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How did a geologist become a writer for the flagship of Nigerian 

journalism? Toyin Akinosho, as they say, had joined bad gang. 

“My department was not far from the Theatre Arts department and sitting 

there I would hear all that noise from down there and that was how I got 

acquainted with all those characters like Uzor Maxim and Tejumola 

Olaniyan. They would be drumming and all that and I was excited by 

what they were doing but even though I was thrilled I still had my 

samples to run back to.” 

So, once he finished his degree, he served at Elf Petroleum, then ditched 

his Geology degree and went into journalism because of happening Ife 

boys like Greg Obong-Oshotse. Toyin Akinosho was just 26 and was soon 

made Acting Features Editor. 

At The Guardian, he was mentored by veterans like Ted Iwere, Femi Kusa 

and Ben Tomoloju who joined The Guardian from Democrat Weekly and 

introduced, what we now know as, the Arts and Culture pages. 

“I went to The Guardian the same way I went to Ife. I went to Ife because 

the boys that were happening at Federal School Science were at Ife. Then 

suddenly we had people like Greg Obong-Oshotse and all these guys 

were living together at Fajuyi Hall (while in Ife) at The Guardian. They 

were showing off so I said I would join them.” 

Toyin Akinosho could have risen through the ranks to become an Editor 

of one of the titles at The Guardian but for a wrong move with Sonala 

Olumhense and eight others who went to work for Nduka Obaigbena. 

“We wanted to make a generational statement,” Akinosho recalls, “but 

Nduka had other plans. Immediately I got to ThisWeek, I knew I had made 

a mistake. He ended up owing salaries. It was a different life from The 

Guardian which was structured.” 
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Broke and with salaries in abeyance, his family prevailed on him to ditch 

journalism for Geology and in 1988 Toyin Akinosho, at 28, caved in and 

went to work for Gulf oil (Chevron) where he spent 20 years. 

But during that time, he stayed in love with the arts publishing Festac 

News and novels like Akin Adesokan’s award winning Roots in The Sky. 

Today, many admirers still refer to him as Publisher (pronounced 

Poblisha). 

AT 60, Toyin Akinosho is Africa’s foremost oil and gas reporter. The 

publisher of the authoritative Africa Oil+Gas Report, Akinosho is a 

recipient of the CNN African journalist Award in Economics and Business 

category 

In 2012, Akinosho was named alongside seven others as a fellow of the 

Nigerian Association of Petroleum Explorationists (NAPE) where he had 

served for many years as Secretary and in 2015 he received the “top award 

of the latest edition of the “Big Five Awards” conferred on distinguished 

oil industry players at the annual Africa Oil Week in Cape Town. 

The week-long conference is one of the most prestigious gatherings of 

operators and regulatory authorities on the continent… On the 18th 

anniversary of the awards, Duncan Clarke, Chairman and CEO of Global 

Pacific & Partners, organisers of the 22-year old conference, announced 

the 2015 winners for their contribution to excellence in Africa’s petroleum 

industry. The winners included Toyin Akinosho, Publisher of Africa 

Oil+Gas Report, who bagged the Distinguished Contribution to the African 

Industry award.” 

 Toyin Akinosho received the award for what the organisers described as 

"having the courage of his convictions.” 

The award was a richly deserved one by a man who has had a rewarding 

and multifaceted 32 years long professional career in the oil industry, “20 
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of those were spent as a petroleum geologist with wide and increasingly 

diverse experience in Chevron, where he retired in 2008. He publishes the 

widely read Africa Oil+Gas Report, which has shown uncommon courage 

and candour in its coverage of the industry. Toyin has demonstrated keen 

interpretation of issues and trends in the technology, fiscal and strategic 

aspects of the oil industry, leading his magazine to establish rankings of 

top independent foreign and local producers and the emergence of 

African indigenous independents.” 

AS Toyin Akinosho celebrates his 60th birthday, I am proud to rejoice with 

a geologist, columnist, raconteur, bon vivant, Lagos lover, co-founder of 

Committee of Relevant Art (CORA), past winner of the CNN African 

Journalist award and all-round Renaissance man. 

Happy birthday, Uncle Toyin. 

 

Toni Kan, writer, journalist, publisher and Public Relations practitioner,  

he is author of Night of the Creaking Bed, and The Carnivorous City, among other titles 

 

 
With Toni Kan and Ayobami Adebayo at the 75th birthday party of Toni Kan’s father in 2018 
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“…he has the capacity to listen 

and imbibe new ideas…” 
 

Tunde Kelani 

 

His point of view on the arts are taken seriously 

because of his deep interest in both the practice 

and the practitioners. When he engages you one 

on one in an interview, he does so with jabs and 

taunts as if in a boxing match, designed to draw 

your inner thoughts to lower your guards before 

his final punch with his trademark laughter. 

OYIN Akinosho’s life and work is extremely difficult to pigeonhole 

because of his simple but intriguing personality. No one can truly 

claim to know him, even his loving, innocent mum must have often 

wondered if his famous son is spirit or man. At the heart of his 

multitasking is his genuine immeasurable love of the Arts. He is 

passionate about journalism, books, music, painting, sculpture, theatre, 

film, advocacy, activism, good food and those famous pair of heavy…! In 

contrast, he is a scientist -- a trained geologist! He is able to combine his 

many fascinations with an exciting fun-loving lifestyle uniquely his own. 

I cannot now remember how and where we met but I recognised some of 

my own muse in his enthusiasm for his many interests. I kept faith with 

CORA activities from the early nineties starting from the 2nd Avenue 

location in Festac Town where I resided for a while before moving out to 

Oshodi. CORA events came in many forms but certainly included reading 

from a book selected and usually read by Toyin.  

There was also a ‘stampede’, not physical, but where people talked mostly 

about arts and culture which invariably terminated with the communion; 

the usual palm wine to celebrate a successful and energetic session. Other 

locations followed the humble beginning at 2-bedroom Flat 3 Block 4 2nd 

Avenue, Festac Town to Toyin’s next abode, Mars House located at 1st 

T 
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Avenue, also in Festac Town, freeing Toyin’s mum from us strange 

fellows with our unclear purposes in life.  

The Mars House (Read CORA House) looked to me like an artists’ 

commune, peopled by spirits and humans. I visited regularly when I was 

low on inspiration and went away assured of my sanity with my creative 

batteries fully charged.  

Following Toyin Akinosho reminds me of other locations, National 

Theatre, O’Jez Iwaya, National Stadium and Freedom Park Lagos. 

TOYIN Akinosho is mostly recognised for his journalism from which you 

could read his personality. I find his writing evasive, sparse, as if trying 

to hide his footprint and identity. He writes passionately about any of the 

arts with a robust sense of humour. Not an attention seeker, you may have 

to comb the whole newspaper to find his strip column sometimes 

appearing like three or four well-thought-out controversial stories, event 

or a major work of art.  

His point of view on the arts are taken seriously because of his deep 

interest in both the practice and the practitioners. When he engages you 

one on one in an interview, he does so with jabs and taunts as if in a boxing 

match, designed to draw your inner thoughts to lower your guards before 

his final punch with his trademark laughter. But then he has the capacity 

to listen and imbibe new ideas thereby learning all the time. 

Toyin now has a steady job finally as a publisher of Africa Oil+Gas Report 

including equally successful siblings -- CORA, Artsville, LABAF, 

BookArtVille and others I may not know, all in his 60 years!  

Show me another that is clean, frank, honest, loyal, reliable, amiable and 

more diligent in his service to humanity. I feel highly honoured to join 

others to pay tribute to a super enigma, Toyin Akinosho at 60 on his 

journey to further greatness in life. 

Tunde Kelani is a filmmaker and culture advocate.  
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“…he always wants to understand 

the artist’s landscape of ideas…” 
 

Jerry Buhari 

 

… he is fascinated with the idea(s) artists carry along 

with their creative work; he wants to know how wide 

and how deep these ideas are generated. He also wants 

to understand the artist’s landscape of ideas and their 

connections. Then he will begin to dubiously plot his 

connections and interpretation and questions. 

ES, you couldn’t just call him Toyin without Akinosho. Well, among 

some of us. Why? Because he is not just any Toyin, you see. Toyin 

Akinosho is complete, whole and representative of the multiplicity of 

personalities – his gifts, talents, persistence, wits and more. 

I am trying to paint a portrait of Toyin Akinosho. The medium is the 

problem. Pencil? No. That may be too presumptuous. Oil? No, that lends 

itself to canons and traditions that he questions always. Acrylic? Now you 

may be getting close, but acrylic dies too fast and because it seeks to 

substitute oil, Toyin Akinosho may have his reservations. 

For Toyin Akinosho, art must come from the artist. The origin and life of 

art to him exist as inseparable entities; separate yet one. That is the vibes 

you take away after you have engaged with him. Ideas.  

Toyin Akinosho is fascinated with the idea(s) artists carry along with their 

creative work; he wants to know how wide and how deep these ideas are 

generated. He also wants to understand the artist’s landscape of ideas and 

their connections. Then he will begin to dubiously plot his connections 

and interpretation and questions. Sometimes almost like a prosecuting 

judge, he would plot lines of connections to see if there are any conclusive 

Y 
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narratives. He questions and questions and doubts a lot about what the 

artist says by mirroring what he sees in the work.  

TOYIN Akinosho is our Marinetti, our Greenberg. Yes, in Festac News, the 

art pages in the Champion, Evening Times, Sunday Times, The Guardian and 

its sister publications, Guardian Express and Lagos Life, to CORA, The City 

Arts Guide… oh yes, the Art Stampede. What cultural energy, and what 

energy. Toyin Akinosho, (plural), are the engine room of cultural 

advocacy. No, they are not activists in my opinion.  

I recall the heated debate they generate when Nigeria as usual, at every 

new administration, would wobbly take the path of so-called cultural 

reengineering by always renaming the Federal Ministry of Culture. Recall 

when under one regime or administration; as if there really is any 

difference, we were given Ministry of Tourism and Culture. Tourism 

before Culture? For economic diversification? Sweet, trendy and catchy 

words without action. C’mon! Where did you ever think that culture 

should (can) be monetised? That conversation ignited at one of the 

Stampedes was vibrant and thought-provoking among stakeholders, but 

not the government. No surprise. The government cannot be wrong; 

cannot be corrected, and do not apologise or accept human frailty – even 

under the mighty claws of Coronavirus. 

Toyin will speak with you with his face to the ground, as if that is where 

his ideas come from, his right hand on his lips, his rich husky almost 

baritone voice pin you gently down into an argument. A generous and 

sacrificial giver of culture. Toyin Akinosho will shake your hands and 

what follow naturally are questions. So, how are you? What are you up to 

now? Have you thought about this angle? These Zaria Rebels sef…!!  

Dear Toyin Akinosho, welcome to the club. You will always have 

company. 
Professor Jerry Buhari, painter art teacher is with  

the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria.  
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“…if he liked your work 

he made it a point to meet you” 
 

Ahmed Yerima 

 

He knew the latest book in town in Europe, 

America and Africa. He always went about 

with one. If he read your book and he liked it, 

he made it a point to meet you… 

 

Y the time l met Toyin Akinosho at the National Theatre, we had 

been school mate at the Lagos Baptist Academy. He remembered 

immediately and because l had a huge frame l thought l was so much 

older. But now l know better.  

He is 60 and l am 63 this year.  

But that was not what endeared me to him. It is his ability to multi express 

himself whether in the field of geology which he read or art which he 

liked. He was a versatile person. At that time, the Art world needed a little 

bit of expressive art activism. He and his great friend, Jahman Anikulapo, 

fitted the bill perfectly. They also worked in a little bit of diplomacy to the 

art world.  

Toyin became the name to invite and listen to at discussions. Being a 

teacher, he was also ready to learn. He knew the latest book in town in 

Europe, America and Africa. He always went about with one. If he read 

your book and he liked it, he made it a point to meet you. He liked 

watching plays and writing about them, so l saw him at most 

performances.  

When he left the oil sector and joined the art and book world, l knew we 

had won. Then with Jahman they went into CORA and became the Centre 

B 
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of literary discourse. The book fair became the crowning glory of their 

major contribution to the reading culture in Nigeria.  

CORA honoured me on my 60th birthday. So as pay back, l honour my 

friend, school mate and art lover Toyin Akinosho today. Finally, I know 

one-woman l must thank for your life and successes. Your dearest and 

sweet mother who gave us a wonderful man of integrity to know. 

 
Ahmed Yerima, dramatist, theatre director is a  

professor of Dramatic Arts at the Redeemer University, Ede 
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“…he’s always about an idea, 

a book or some cultural activity” 
 

Richard Mofe-Damijo 

 

… knowing Toyin is in the audience is an added 

tonic to crank up my performance… I speak for 

every actor, painter, writer or musician that is 

engaging enough to catch the attention of this 

selfless acolyte of the arts in a changing landscape 

that seeks to kill the arts as we used to know it. 

OYIN Akinosho is a consummate culture aficionado. One of those 

very rare art heads who is so invested in his passion that it is okay 

for everything else to wait. What's more? He wears it on his shoulders 

without apologies.  

A consummate geologist, I first encountered him on the pages of The 

Guardian newspaper before I met him in person and would form a 

friendship that has spanned 36 or so years. Him a reporter, curator, 

custodian and writer of the arts and me principally as a performing artiste 

that he would report on, write about and share ideas with.  

Over time, I would be a willing participant in all his many artistic 

adventures. From convening readings, to engaging writers and actors and 

painters in all sorts of fora.  

I have enjoyed my relationship with Toyin. Very enriching.   

With him it’s always about an idea, a book or some cultural activity that 

needs to be shared -- from bookfairs to the art stampede or just gathering 

to enjoy a highlife band or a minstrel; never a dull moment.  

As an actor until date, knowing Toyin is in the audience is an added tonic 

to crank up my performance. I'm sure I speak for every actor, painter, 

T 
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writer or musician that is engaging enough to catch the attention of this 

selfless acolyte of the arts in a changing landscape that seeks to kill the 

arts as we used to know it. Where elevation of the form is an endangered 

enterprise. 

Happy 60th Toyin.  

I'm proud to call you my friend and brother. My Egbon. Look at me all 

these years thinking we are mates... little did I know... ire o 

Richard Mofe-Damijo is an actor, media practitioner. 

 

 

 

Toyin, Jahman Anikulapo, Gerd Meuer at LABAF 2006 
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“…he has ability to throw 

and receive tantrums…” 
 

Olu Amoda 

 

…very sympathetic to folks like him that 

multitasked as a sense of professionals, that is, 

taking on two jobs – Day and Night. He likes 

to work all day and unwind in the night, which 

suits my schedule a lot. He enjoys playing host 

regardless of the crowd. 

HE Akinoshos love the art and culture industries so much that they 

allowed one of their begotten sons to squander his hard-earned 

money at Chevron, where he retired as a geologist. 

Toyin is very sympathetic to folks like him that multitasked as a sense of 

professionals, that is, taking on two jobs -- Day and Night. He likes to 

work all day and unwind in the night, which suits my schedule a lot. He 

enjoys playing host regardless of the crowd. I intentionally use the word 

crowd because of the bills he often underwrites. He makes one feel 

indebted and, when one seeks to reciprocate, Toyin's busy schedule 

provides him with the right excuse from preventing a payback. For every 

10 hosting, one will be lucky to get two.  

From his days in Festac Town to now Lekki axis, I have always been 

indebted to this generous man that I like to refer to as TA for short. Toyin 

has been guest to my Life Drawing and seminar classes at the Yusuf Grillo 

School of Art and Designs, Yaba College of Technology. Each visit comes 

with a barrage of criticisms on the infrastructural decay and poor crowd 

control of the college campus. Though I must admit that not all he says to 

me in private I could say in public without being accused by colleagues 

T 
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as washing dirty linen in public, I used some of his criticisms as talking 

points both at the faculty and management levels.  

Toyin is my echo chamber when I need to take some stance that could 

affect my professional direction nationally. He is a tremendous resource 

person, and a big rascal; the latter I will admit brings us together more.  

Well, when two scoundrels meet, all hell will be let loose… but I am 

talking about intellectual discourse as it relates to the arts and politics. 

Some evenings TA would host crowds that I am fortunate to be part of; it 

is always diverse -- art historians, journalists, painters, writers, sculptors, 

fashion designers, musicians, and models. Toyin enjoys creating new 

networks, even if it is for one night only. He always wishes that his other 

brother, who is more level-headed, joins us, but he is ever escaping, citing 

a meeting with Professor Soyinka the following day! Eeeeeeiiiisssshhhhh!!! 

In all the instances his ‘brother’ stayed away, he is excused as the party 

goes into the night.  

Although, the impromptu party usually turn into a drink-out, make no 

mistake the beers, and Gin/tonic, TA's favourite cocktail, do not affect the 

character or depth of our discourse. I may sound immodest, but that is the 

truth; and it is the dragnet that keeps me honouring his invitation or when 

I intend to host him.  

I will like to use one incident to rub on Toyin's face at least to score a point 

or get payback for the crazy newspaper attacks he rained on my tenure as 

the chairman of the Society of Nigerian Artist (SNA) Lagos chapter. These 

attacks were how Toyin and I forged a relationship that has spanned two 

decades. 

THIS incident took place one evening at Farm City, a sought-after joint in 

the Lekki Phase 1 estate, where Toyin now lives. Here the journalistic 

component of TA came alive when a waiter who has a degree in Geology 
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was attending to a Geologist and his guest. The evening was promising 

to be exciting, and TA in his new role as Anthony Bourdain decided to 

recommend fish-balls for me and something else for himself. TA knows 

all the cuisine on the menu list that he always attempts to recommend 

something that suits the temperament of his guest.  

In a bid to show-off… he knows every waiter by name and what they did 

before their current job… he spoke nicely of the waiter, giving an in-depth 

resume like a citation before recommending the fish-ball. We both settled 

for baba dudu (Guinness Stout) this evening for a drink. Baba dudu is TA's 

second choice if he is not on the Gin/Tonic cocktail. We were on the third 

bottle and no fish-ball. Toyin was getting restless, but at the same time, 

we were running commentary on slow and poor service evident in the 

pub this particular evening. His professional colleagues were occasionally 

reassuring TA that everything was fine. TA's instinct pointed to the fact 

that something was not just right. He had had this particular dish before, 

and it did not take this long. Each time TA apologises, I kept reassuring 

him that it was okay and that maybe his professional colleague-turned-

waiter wanted only the best for that evening. With a threat to file a 

complaint to the supervisor, the balls ultimately came, but it was not what 

we ordered; it was a ball quite well but not fish-balls; instead, it was yam 

balls. 

In disgust, Toyin advised the waiter to stick to the geology-related part of 

his business and maybe the bar by staying clear off the kitchen.  

In all the time we hanged out, this was the only evening my TA lost his 

cool. It was not a big deal, and knowing TA’s investigating reporting, he 

would have loved to report how fish-ball metamorphosed to yam-ball in 

his column, ArtsVille only this time he was the victim.  

An accomplice cannot be a victim.  
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Each time we were again with a different crowd at the Farm City, before 

I start the reporting of the fish/yam-ball story, TA would rush in to 

complete the report with a new spin! 

His ability to throw and receive tantrums make TA a delight to be around 

with.  

There is never a dull moment when TA is around, turning 60 might be an 

excellent time to reflect on our trip for the past 30 years. Happy Birthday, 

Toyin Akinosho, and welcome to the class of the sixties. I wish you good 

health and prosperity.  

See you at the turn of the seventies! God Willing. 

 
Olu Amoda, a sculptor, art teacher recently voluntarily retired from the  

Yaba College of Technology and is a board member of CORA 

 

 
 

With the actress Joke Silva at the CORA Book Party 2010
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“…he is a man you want to like… 

equally at peace with himself” 
 

Muyiwa Osifuye 

 

…he bestrides both industries with his multiple 

talents. And that makes him a unique 

professional… he has found his calling unlike 

many that still struggle to discover theirs. 

 

NE day in 2002, I got a call from the blues.  

A man at the other end introduced himself.  

He said, he would like to have a short interview with me about my 

participation in an ongoing art exhibition in Germany.  

I never met him, nor heard about him. 

So, I asked a few questions… 

Where could we mutually choose as our rendezvous?  

May I know you, more?  

What publication do you represent?  

He answered all except he didn’t tell me who he was.  

I prodded further, so he gave his name as Toyin!  

I said Toyin who!? Akinosho, he replied, almost in a whisper. 

Eventually we met at a fast-food restaurant, since he agreed I could pick 

a convenient place of my choice. I was sure the location was out of his 

way; he didn’t say a word about this. 

And who did I get to meet? Humility personified.  

O 
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Scanning his face; his forehead was developing furrows like mine at that 

time. So, I guess, we had something in common there. 

Here was a man, with a relaxed mien. That was my first impression of 

him and possibly, maybe that has not changed as I cannot claim to know 

much about him except a few public encounters — short though. 

But going by my intuition, he is a man you want to like. And he is equally 

at peace with himself. 

He had some booklets of his modest Lagos-themed art publication with 

him. He was gracious to give me some old and current ones he brought 

along for me. He said he would inform me once the magazine carried the 

interview. So, we parted. 

Much later, after this encounter, I wanted to know more about him. I later 

found that this “literary” and unassuming man was a senior geologist at 

Chevron Nigeria. And by coincidence I was a vendor- photographer to 

the same company. But he never knew of me in that regard. 

Where I eventually got to meet him again was through his “Siamese” twin 

of a friend, Jahman Anikulapo, who equally share a gentlemanly 

character as Toyin.  

Birds of the same feather, flock together. 

I got to know that Toyin was already entrenched in the world or arts and 

literary works. From my distance -– since I wasn’t close to him—I can 

repeatedly say he is a man of great humility. Agreed, no mortal is 

complete or perfect though… 

From the few occasions I have been in his presence, you would find Toyin, 

each time with a book clasped in his hand with a finger inside, as a 

bookmark.  

At his 50th, I happened to be there. You probably wouldn’t know he was 

the celebrant, with his bland expression and laid-back composure.  

Maybe he has changed now, 10 years after. I doubt.  
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We have not seen for long though. 

I knew it was a matter of time, this man would leave the oil and gas 

industry. Not totally though.  

If I am right, he bestrides both industries with his multiple talents. And 

that makes him a unique professional. 

Luckily, I guess he has found his calling unlike many that still struggle to 

discover theirs. 

I wish him more enjoyable years to come; in perfect health and wisdom.  

And I say a big congratulations to Toyin. 

May your remaining long years on this terra be far more rewarding and 

blessed than the past three scores in life. Amen 

Welcome to the club of the 60s… 

‘Muyiwa Osifuye, is a photo-artist and documentarian. 

 

At the CORA Book Party 2010 in the garden of Goethe Institut 
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“…if he finds your work worthy 

of his critical appraisal… 

you are not doing badly” 
 

Segun Adefila 

 

…if a Toyin Akinosho finds your work worthy 

of his critical appraisal, then it simply means 

that you are not doing badly in the industry, 

you are noticed, just endeavour to tidy up or 

maintain the standard- depending on the 

leanings of the comment. 

NCLE T. 

That’s what I call him.  

Straight to the point.  

I met him sometime in 1998 or 1999 (not sure now). It was during one of 

those famous CORA Stampedes (days).  

I started looking at him with one kain eye when he left Chevron to focus 

on art related matters! Who does that? Chevron o, not one pure water 

making factory o. Chevron. Only practicing artists based in Nigeria like 

me, will understand this bit.  

Naturally, I kind of gravitated towards him as I am wont to doing. I like 

knowledgeable people.  

Simple.  

Uncle T is one. I tend to learn something from him at every encounter.  

Uncle T! 

U 
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He and Jahman and CORA spiked my interest in poetry and kind of 

broadened my interest in other arts forms apart from theatre.  

But for CORA, Crown Troupe may not be where we are today or might 

have gone completely out of existence. CORA provided us the platform 

to try out our fledging ‘voice’ and since then, we have never stopped 

‘voicing’.  

As a matter of fact, I called CORA our ‘Lab Rat’ whenever Uncle T and 

Jahman were out of earshot.  

Yes o.  

In our teething years, they were among the few who showed interest in 

upstarts like us and almost all our new works passed through CORA’s 

scrutiny before we had the guts to say we had a new creation. 

Uncle T!  

It’s been a hell of a ride. Over two decades.  

Meeting him has been an enriching experience.  

Hmmm.  

One day my yanga woke trouble when I asked Uncle T to write a review 

of one of our interpretations of Ayodele Arigbabu’s MOREMI RSV, which 

he came to see. 

Erm... I hear wuen when it came out in the dailies. 

Uncle T yab us ehn.  

Anyway sha, the tone of our rehearsals changed after that review. 

Everything came to a head when one of the young people I worked with 

said ‘Sé wón pa’ró mó wa ni’? Meaning ‘Did he lie against us?’ That young 

person is Joshua Alabi, now a full-fledged artist in his own right.  
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Joshua asked this question during one of our hot debates before or during 

a creation. The topic was our DICTION in play productions. How to be 

audible and intelligible, better stage coordination, etc. We evidently 

(unconsciously) did not bother enough about this or did not realize 

anything was wrong with it until Uncle T brought it up. He forced a bitter 

dose of truth down Crown Troupe’s creative gullet.  

When later I said to him (by inference) ‘Ha, Uncle T, you have finally sent 

me packing to my village with your harsh review fa’.  

His response NEVER left my head. It did something magical to me.  

He said “Wò, Segun, you guys are one of our brightest, we can’t afford to 

let you get away with everything just like that. Just try and work on those 

things.” He can be that blunt and pleasant in one breath. 

Okay let me drop it here that if a Toyin Akinosho finds your work worthy 

of his critical appraisal, then it simply means that you are not doing badly 

in the industry, you are noticed, just endeavour to tidy up or maintain the 

standard- depending on the leanings of the comment.  

I must not forget Crown Troupe’s favourite Art Stampedes. The ones that 

happen in FESTAC in December. Ye!  

If you know, you know.  

Anyway, it’s your birthday Uncle T and we shall have more years to 

celebrate an iconic Àràbà like you.  

You are good soul and we love, cherish and appreciate you deeply.  

Soar higher good sir.  

Àjànàkú Ko Jáa Mo Rí Ñkan Fìrí, Bí A Bá R’érin Kí A Pé A R’érin.  

Àsodún módún o.  

Segun Adefila, actor, theatre director, is founder of Crown Troupe of Africa.
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My Love Affairs with Toyin  
“…he is selflessly devoted to the Arts” 

 

Murtala Sule 

 

He has written prolifically on various aspects 

of Art in Nigeria’s best newspapers and 

magazines and I’ve migrated with him... 

 

T was love – or lust – that made me seek out Toyin Akinosho in the 

1980s when his by-line first appeared in The Guardian. 

He had written a critique or a report on some artistic matter. I’m not sure 

anymore of the details but that piece did something sexual to me. “I’m 

gonna get this girl,” I told myself. 

So, off to The Guardian I sped asking for a certain Toyin Akinosho who 

had written a certain piece published in the newspaper. 

I can’t recall again what made me think Toyin must have been a babe, for 

the name is unisex, but, perhaps that was my one-track mind at work – 

we were in our mid-twenties, after all – or, maybe it was due to 

Akinosho's seductive prose and mesmerizing artistic perception. 

I only told Toyin this story on 3rd February 2020, more than 35 years later. 

But he thought it was a mere attempt at self-effacement because it came 

as a response to his praise of my literary work while introducing me to 

Ms. Iyabo Aboaba and a young curator Miss Kennii Ekundayo at the 

Freedom Park, Lagos, that evening. 

“Don’t mind MS,” he said. “He’s just saying that out of modesty to water 

down my remark on his work.” 

I 
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On the day I first met him, my libido was disappointed but not my 

intellect when Toyin turned out to be a man. And our love affair has held 

ever since without any threats of divorce or separation. 

When I was invited to contribute to this commemorative publication on 

Toyin's 60th, I said, “Of course, Toyin is someone I love so much.” 

SINCE I got my break as a TV scriptwriter and the publication of my first 

novel, I've watched out always for Toyin's reviews of my work. That’s not 

because he flatters me but more for a direction on how to find my way to 

a better creative evolution. He has written prolifically on various aspects 

of Art in Nigeria’s best newspapers and magazines and I’ve migrated 

with him from The Guardian to ThisWeek to Sunday Times, et cetera. 

I have never earned praise in The Guardian for any of my work, especially 

under the editorship of Mr. Anikulapo who has confessed to a certain 

reservation about my creativity but who never objected to an Akinosho 

commentary on it. 

At the premiere of my popular movie Oju'nu at the MUSON Centre, 

Lagos, in April 1995, Mr. Anikulapo told me honestly during a post-

screening cocktail: “If I’d gone up that stage to make any remarks about 

that film, you’d cease to consider me a friend.” 

Toyin’s comments on the movie at the same event was, again, a path-

illuminating one to better creativity for me. 

When I’d just concluded a major screenplay in 1990, I sought out Toyin at 

his Gulf Oil office at Tinubu, Lagos, where he had moved to after leaving 

full-time journalism to have him critique it for me. And, he obliged in 

spite of his packed schedule. The script returned with his comments in 

that scrawny handwriting of his that helped my rewrite, opening my eyes 

to the strength of the piece and how to exploit it. 

“You have a nose, an ear for it,” he said. “The language, I mean.” 
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“I told you I’ve lived through it,” I replied. 

“Still, it’s different. You know, like Graham Greene, that British author. 

He says he believes in getting there, getting the real feel. It’s that kind of 

thing.” That was very instructive. 

HOW a geologist became such a perceptive critic and artistic beacon such 

as Toyin who would rather work in the Press where pays are poor and 

irregular as against the oil industry where salaries are guaranteed and 

comfortable was only explained to me in a recent statement by the Indian 

filmmaker Mira Nair (Salaam Bombay, India Cabaret, Mississippi Masala). 

“Filmmaking is a disease. You have to be sick, and I’m super sick,” Nair 

says in explanation of the passion that drives her towards excellence 

consistently. I understand that to mean that the love of Art -- all Art – is 

an obsession that infects people such as Toyin so irrationally that it took 

much pressure to get him out of impoverishing journalism and go after a 

life-supporting source of earning as a geologist. 

Yet, he keeps spending his salaries on the promotion of Arts through his 

activities in CORA, LABAF and such other endeavours of which he is a 

major driving force. 

His selfless devotion to the Arts once bothered filmmaker Afolabi 

Adesanya. When Mr. Adesanya gave me a ride in his car sometime in the 

early 1990s, during our chat, he said suddenly – and quite irrelevantly – 

“MS, when are you going to get married?” 

I turned to him with a puzzled expression, but his follow-up statement 

was: “You and Toyin Akinosho are giving too much to humanity.” He 

was referring to our devotion to creative arts. 

Perhaps that’s another explanation for my love for Toyin. Shared passion 

for the Arts! Kindred spirit. 

Murtala Sule, writer, filmmaker is also a journalist. 
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Don’t’ call him TA, call him Publisher  
“… he speaks truth to power… at grave danger to his life” 

 
Steve Ayorinde 

 DID not meet Mr. Toyin Akinosho when I joined The Guardian in 1991.  

But he was an unofficial member of the Arts Desk who was always 

around and was quite chummy with our boss, Mr. Ben Tomoloju and his 

Assistant, Jahman Anikulapo. 

He looked every inch a typical journalist, the first day I met him. Less 

formally dressed, shaking the same person's hand repeatedly and 

laughing rather animatedly.  

But after two other encounters, his ties, which were new and choicy and 

his shoes, somewhat pricey and eye-catching gave him away. If he was a 

journalist at all, he wouldn't be an ordinary reporter; at worst he would 

be a senior hand on the business desk, I thought, until I got to know he 

was an ex-staff who had moved on to Chevron after leaving ThisWeek 

magazine. 

Chevron???? 

Wow!!! 

What a big boy, I thought.  

After we formally got introduced to each other; he actually sought me out, 

wanting to know more about the new test candidate on the desk who 

would be covering music and the film industry. It didn't take long to 

know this gentleman would be my kind of guy - cerebral, cultured, 

sociable, large-hearted and given to the good life. 

I 
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It was the year in which Mr. Akinosho and a few other collaborators, 

including my bosses on the Arts Desk, founded the Committee for 

Relevant Art (CORA), a thoughtful and enduring arts advocacy.  

It is a fitting testimony to his commitment to the art advocacy cause that 

the maiden edition of CORA Arts Stampede, a quarterly gathering of the 

arts and cultural intelligentsia, was held on the front lawn of his house at 

Block 4 A’ Close 22 Road in Festac Town. He lived in Flat 3 on the ground 

floor, his mother lived in another flat on the second floor.  

This was in 1991, four years after he joined Chevron.  

By 1993, the big boy had arrived, and moved into one of a two-wing 

duplex on a more polished neighbourhood of 1st Avenue.  

That was Mars House overlooking the Festac Town canal. 

Although Festac Town was far, at least for journalists without personal 

cars at the time, Akinosho's Mars House, became a regular hangout for 

the boys.  

The usual suspects of course would always be led by Jahman (Anikulapo). 

Other regular faces included Kole Ade-Odutola, Nduka Otiono, Akin 

Adesokan, Olayiwola Adeniji, Sola Balogun and yours truly. 

Being proudly single like the rest of us with the exception of one or two, 

he obviously wanted (our) company quite often. But it should have been 

apparent to him that he was the big boy among us, and we loved his huge, 

comfortable house, with all the appurtenances of free food and booze. 

In the mid-1990s when he floated the Festac News, a culture-centric 

community newspaper focusing on life within the mini city where he 

resided, it was obvious that how he would thenceforth be addressed had 

changed.  

No more Mr. Akinosho, Toyin or T.A. 
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Publisher (pronounced Poblishaa) had become his preferred and well-

earned, even if only in a jocular sense, new title and prefix.  

 He wanted Festac News to be entertaining and so he was kind to have 

invited me as a contributor, on the side, to the fortnightly publication.  

 First, he wanted the story of the Musical Society of Nigeria told like never 

before, given that I was the only print journalist privileged to have been 

invited to cover the opening ceremony of the MUSON Centre at Onikan 

in 1994. And then he wanted an interview with the ultimate diva of the 

film industry at the time, Liz Benson.  

“Stevo”, he would say, "please let's see from this interview with 'anti yen' 

(that lady) the type of a thing we see in Liz Taylor."  

Whenever Poblisha used the phrase "anti yen", you didn't need a ginger 

ball to know that he had more than a passing interest in the lady under 

reference.  

Perhaps, because his geological work at Chevron didn't entail much 

writing, Poblisha just loved to write in the press. He never got tired of 

writing.  

His Artsville column in The Sunday Guardian was a must-read, for the 

language, craft and information.  

REMARKABLY, professionalism has always been his watchword even if 

you might not totally agree with his reviews or submissions.  

I recall that sometimes in early 2018 when he called me on phone to get 

the Lagos State’s explanation regarding a complaint by a certain arts 

promoter in Europe who claimed the government pulled out of a 

sponsorship proposition on a trip to South Africa at the last minute.  

I explained to him that the claim was news to me and that in the absence 

of an approval or a letter of commitment, it was unlikely that what was 
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being described qualified as something under consideration let alone a 

commitment that was reneged upon. I'd rather he let it slide.  

But he explained it was important to publish and reflect all sides so that 

the claimants would have learnt an important lesson in how things 

worked in public service.  

He was right and his article reflected that wisdom. 

I am forever happy that he was able to float another publication dedicated 

to the oil and gas sector, his other love. And that he was courageous 

enough to speak truth to power in decent language, sometimes at grave 

danger to his life.  

A good legacy is when one is able to stand for something.  

Poblisha stands proudly to be counted for his love for the arts and in using 

the media and publishing to express himself and agitate for a better 

society in the two sectors his name has come to be identify with. 

He should be encouraged to continue to devote his life to those two causes 

and to consider a revisit of the Lagos The City Guide, a quarterly 

exploratory publication into the heart of Lagos metropolis, which he once 

published in collaboration with his arty soulmate, Jahman Anikulapo. 

TEN years ago, when his 50th anniversary was celebrated at Terra 

Kulture in Victoria Island, Lagos, the feeling of joie de verve was palpable. 

The same Terra Kulture has continued to define itself as one of Nigeria's 

premium arts spaces and has indeed recreated itself in multiple fold 

through a collaboration with Lagos State Government in 2018-2019 that 

saw four exact replicas of the multi-purpose arena springing forth in 

different parts of the state as Lagos Theatres.  

Sadly, however, Terra Kulture Arena, like all other arts spaces in Lagos, 

are now closed and quiet in the birth month of one of the men who wrote 
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them into prominence, albeit temporarily, no thanks to the rampaging 

pandemic redefining the way we now live and interact, and, invariably 

how deserving citizens are celebrated. 

Thankfully, what the deadly virus has not denied us is our ability to think, 

write and employ digital technology as our new diamond.  

This is why Mr. Akinosho's diamond jubilee anniversary is special, as a 

feast of renewal in a way, literarily and digitally, with the assurance that 

special people can never be forgotten, no matter the challenges of the time. 

And so, to our amiable Poblisha, diamonds are forever, and may he 

continue to shine brightly like a diamond in the arts and media as indeed 

in the oil and gas firmaments for many more years.  

Happy birthday Egbon! 

Steve Ayorinde, immediate-past Commissioner for Tourism Arts & Culture for Lagos State, is the 

Publisher of The Culture Newspaper (TCN) and promoter of The Museum of News Africa. He was 

Managing Director/Editor-in-Chief of National Mirror and Editor of The Punch. 

 

With Steve Ayorinde at a CORA Arthouse Forum 
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“Go on TA…  

We like your Trouble” 
Femi Odugbemi 

 

…when I met TA for the first time, I just knew he 

would be nothing but trouble. He smiled a lot, but 

his eyes betrayed a deep cold curiosity of a 

newshound. He asked too many questions. He 

doubted every answer. He probed and pushed… 

 FIRST met Toyin Akinosho sometime in 2002 back in the heady days 

of the Independent Television Producers Association (ITPAN) 

interventions. I think it was at one of the Lagos Forum on Video and Film 

in Africa which held at the French Cultural Centre in Ikoyi in those days. 

Toyin was publishing the Festac News, and along with Jahman Anikulapo, 

programmed the Committee for Relevant Arts Stampede series at the 

National Theatre Iganmu.  

First impressions are big with me. I never seem to lose my instinctive 

reading of anyone I meet for the first time and it tends to stay with me as 

a measuring compass to my future assessment of the character of that 

person and the purpose and possibility of our future partnership. And 

when I met TA for the first time, I just knew he would be nothing but 

trouble. He smiled a lot, but his eyes betrayed the deep cold curiosity of a 

newshound. He asked too many questions. He doubted every answer. He 

probed and pushed, constantly demanding to know what plans the 

ITPAN Executive had for the emerging Nollywood industry that was 

seemingly a fringe outgrowth of the more formal structures of ITPAN 

membership companies of the time.  

Toyin was one of the early culture industry activists who did not mince 

words about Nollywood’s quality, but he always saw its massive potential 

I 
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and advocated strongly for an active agenda in training and professional 

development. The ITPAN Executive led by Uncle Steve Rhodes had 

acquired a grant for that same purpose. The succeeding President Chief 

Tunde Oloyede led the team that fully established the ITPAN Training 

School in Gbagada. And when after him, I was elected President of ITPAN 

in 2002, professional training was entirely my big focus because one of the 

industry voices loudest in my head was always that of Toyin Akinosho. 

TA’s ‘voice’ as a conscience of the art and culture community has created 

the biggest quantum leaps in how our industry’s advocacy platforms 

engaged government, the media, the public but more importantly 

ourselves. The capacity to question interventions beyond rhetoric, to 

demand clarity of purpose of industry leaders, to critique process and 

hold to account artistic influences and trends will be the rich legacy of his 

work. None of that of course should surprise us. TA by profession is a 

geologist, trained to dig into multiple layers of earth to unearth hidden 

valuables and natural resources. And by all account he is a natural, by 

instincts and training, but also as a matter of interest and character.  

The programming of CORA has been for decades a crusty shovel that has 

unearthed a thousand creative gems in literature, theatre, music, poetry 

and dance. Many of our best performers, authors and creatives were first 

introduced to the world through one of CORA’s platforms. With that, and 

perhaps of far more lasting value, is the leadership of TA in the 

documentation of our cultural histories and artistic influences, across the 

cultural strata. Across the many languages and cultures. From the obscure 

to the prominent. The trove of news, reviews, interviews, exchanges, 

books, videos and audio assets that have amassed from the CORA 

intervention is a remarkable contribution to our nation’s archives. Of 

course, CORA winning the Prince Claus award in December 2006 

underscores the power of this legacy as something that has served as a 

worthy example and enriched artistes all over the world as well. 
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There is an unknown but interesting personal memory of that evening 

when TA and Jahman formally accepted the Prince Claus award. A few 

weeks before, with Jaiye Ojo and Lemmy Adebule, I led the team that 

pitched a new TV series to the Africa Magic Channel Manager Ms. Allison 

Triegaard, for the TINSEL series. It was the most hotly pursued project 

commission of Nigerian TV ever as it would be a yearlong daily series 

which had the potential to create and energize a new generation of 

creatives, actors and crew. As I sat at that event and TA began an 

acceptance speech of the Prince Claus award, my Blackberry pinged. It 

was Allison on the line with the news that my team had won the pitch. It 

is a moment that forever embedded TA’s name and voice with a very 

significant professional win for me. 

When our founding team for the IREPRESENT International Documentary 

Film Festival began that journey as well, TA was quick to suggest and 

accept a special collaboration with CORA that presented a Stampede on 

the final day of the 4-day festival every year. And a decade has passed 

with the CORA Stampede anchored by TA becoming a star attraction in 

the quality of theme, guest speakers and the audience turn-out. 

As we celebrate TA at 60, there’s a lot we owe to his vision, his curiosity, 

his passion, his commitment and sacrifice. I owe him a world of thanks 

for the many years of holding my feet to the fire and keeping a suspicious 

eye on me. I end this by confessing that one of my proudest moments was 

a couple of years ago at a LABAF evening at Freedom Park being invited 

onto the Advisory Committee of CORA. Once again, the voice of Toyin 

Akinosho sound tracked for me a memorable moment. Happy birthday 

TA. May you live another next 60 years in health and happiness...yes, we 

like your trouble! 
Femi Odugbemi, Storyteller, Content Producer, Creative Entrepreneur,  

is CEO/Founder Zuri 24 Media
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Part 4 

CUT-AWAYS 

 

Love Notes  

to the  

People’s Poblisha 
 

Light comments by friends and ‘travel-mates’ 
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Buroda Toyin  

… A publicly private Artman 
Lookman Sanusi 

 

…he is publicly private; it is difficult to see the 

spirit behind his can-do attitude. 

ANY call you ‘Poblisha’ and there is still a controversy over who 

named you so… I thought I coined that name but Kole Ade-

Odutola, another big brother, thought otherwise. 

I have always said it publicly and to you privately that you and another 

big brother of mine, Buroda Jahman, are my hope for the arts. I see both 

of you ever-ready-to-give all to the arts sector in Nigeria.  

Some of us have wondered why our government or the people in charge 

of the arts in the country have never lured you into the position of power 

to help stir the industry. We know how you single handedly stirred the 

birth of CORA, and later started publishing Festac News, etc. 

But Buroda Toyin, let’s leave that matter and wonder further why with 

all the aunties who surround you are yet to pick one. You don’t want to 

give the world another ‘poblisha’? 

But you are bigger than life! Your humility and subtle radicalism are 

unequal. You are publicly private; even if we try, we cannot see the spirit 

behind your can-do attitude. You are also ready to bequeath to the 

younger generation your legacy while you clear other path for more 

passage into the arts. 

I who must continue to be inspired by you salute you.  

Happy 60th Buroda Toyin Akinosho. 
Lookman Sanusi, actor, art activist is the CEO Bubbles Arts Ville.

M 
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Homage to the ‘chief rocker’ 
 

Francis Onwochei 

 

If you want details of where to be in Lagos, 

either to eat, drink, dance, or to just lounge, at 

whatever level, Toyin is the man to ask. 

T was a different feel whenever he strolled in during our rehearsals or 

to see our play in the mid-1980s. Those were the days of Anansa 

Playhouse at National Theatre Lagos. 

He was then a reporter with The Guardian or the defunct Thisweek 

magazine. 

Toyin Akinosho although a trained geologist was for us one of the most 

important culture journalists discussing plastic art, music, dance, 

literature and other forms of entertainment. Through his opinions and 

reviews both in Festac News, The Guardian, and literary circles in general 

his personality is fully revealed - A man fully sold to the arts. 

His avowed commitment to culture, using it as an interventionist agenda 

to propagate culture discourse would lead him to champion the birth of 

the Committee for Relevant Art CORA, in conjunction with a few friends. 

Through the regular activities of the art activist group, especially the 

quarterly Art Stampede, Toyin and his collaborators has been able to 

positively impact on the direction of cultural development in the country 

and shaping the career of artists of diverse orientations. 

I thought I was an avid consumer of Nigerian literature until I met Toyin 

and our discussions would either dwell on books and, in recent times, the 

Nigerian film. 

Toyin is a groove maestro, oh my gosh!!! 

I 
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My very first experience visiting four different clubs in one night in Lagos 

was sponsored by Toyin, the compulsive patron of the arts, fondly called 

Poblisha. That one night was enough to show his personality in full glory. 

The multiple semi handshake originator will always yell out O dun mi 

gan!! 

Toyin, a complete Lagosian knows people sha… At all the times, he would 

introduce me to his numerous friends… and he would never forget to 

recall my high performance in Hadrian The 7th – this was a stage play I 

starred in at the defunct PEC Repertory Theatre in December 1987. I was 

only 22 years old; and 33 years later, Toyin has never stopped 

complementing the show, praising the production team.  

In recent times, mainland Festac Town lost Toyin to Island Lekki 

Peninsula. The adherent city rocker has found Sailor’s Lounge his 

preferred watering-hole; bit that is when he is not at the Whitbaker, the 

boutique hotel in Ikoyi. If you want details of where to be in Lagos, either 

to eat, drink, dance, or to just lounge, at whatever level, Toyin is the man 

to ask. 

I join thousands of Nigerians and friends around the world to salute and 

celebrate this true icon of the arts… 

Happy 60th birthday 

Francis Onwochei is an actor and filmmaker. 
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Fighter for the Just Cause 
 

Olamidé Adams 

 

I barely knew him in those days, but he 

came to my rescue, from being ridiculed 

for no reason 

 

 RESPECT him for his straightforwardness. I see him as someone just, 

who also fights for just cause. I remember vividly being threatened by 

a female journalist during my working days at a foreign cultural centre. 

The lady had vowed to write a disparaging story on me. This was because 

she arrived after a press conference, we organised at the centre and I 

refused to honour her demand of being marked as present, along with 

other journalists at the event. Uncle Toyin was disgusted when he heard 

the story. He called out the journalist in his “Artsville” column of The 

Guardian on Sunday newspaper, back then in the early 2000s. 

I barely knew him in those days, but this strange Geologist had come to 

my rescue, from being ridiculed for no reason. We became very close over 

the following years, through his ties to my other big brother and his 

somewhat inseparable twin, Jahman Anikulapo. 

  Uncle Toyin, as you celebrate your 60th birthday, I wish for you two 

things – happiness and good health. Every other thing is woven into these 

two. All the best for the years ahead. 

Olamidé Adams is a writer and culture enthusiast.

I 
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He Loves Unconditionally 
 

Kennii Ekundayo 

 

… he is tough, persevering and resilient; highly 

cerebral; powerful… easily one of the most stubborn 

people… quick to draw conclusions and even quicker 

to apologise when he’s made a mistake; an absolutely 

delightful person with an equally beautiful heart. 

Leopard in Cornfield 

I don’t know how old I was then 

But for a child 

There is no difference 

Between a living leopard and 

Leopard painted on a wall, 

Guiding shrine entrance. 

I feared the beast may attack, 

And I cried 

Tugging at my mother’s feet  

For protection. 

 

Many years have now passed 

And still that memory strongly abides. 

This same leopard 

Like same leopard 

Like an imprisoned genie 

Exploded full-blown out of my mind. 

Now I know him, 

He’s a beast, but I tame him, 

And let him roam freely 

In the grassy wild 

With tantalising birds flying above him. 

I call him 

“Leopard in the Cornfield.” 
Leopard in Cornfield; Bruce Onobrakpeya  

(Poems and Lithographs 1989) 
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OU see, I began this tribute by citing a passage from one of the books 

presently opened before me. The first thing anyone would know 

about Toyin Akinosho is his tradition of reading an excerpt from a 

book at any given function or moment he has to make a statement. It is 

his opening— his personal idiom of expression. 

Uncle Toyin has never spared me from his tongue — encouraging me and 

calling me out on my errors regardless of what time it is. I will, 

incidentally, try to liken him to a leopard — he is an extraordinary being; 

a survivor — tough, persevering and resilient; highly cerebral; 

powerful— meeting TA is always an experience to remember. He is easily 

one of the most stubborn people I have ever met, quick to draw 

conclusions and even quicker to apologise when he’s made a mistake. An 

absolutely delightful person with an equally beautiful heart. 

A loyal friend and brother; if you have Toyin on your side, you are very 

alright and good to go. This man loves unconditionally, without reserve 

and most importantly, enjoys life. 

To know the man that is Toyin, is to know the opposite ends of a coin in 

one body. Uncle Toyin is an institution on its own— it is not a lot of people 

who are designated as such. 

Happy birthday, Uncle T of Lagos. I love you forever. 

Kennii Ekundayo is a curator of modern and contemporary African art. 

Y 
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SECTION III 
THE MYTH 

 
 

‘ 
You cannot unpack Toyin Akinosho without thinking of 

geology as anthropology, of anthropology as economics, of 

economics as politics, of politics as culture, and of culture as 

the central pool of evidence of our existence which seeps 

through the sands of time into the rocky geological crevices of 

history, to be mined by future geologists and studied by 

anthropologists, to define future economies. 
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Illustration by Olafimihan Michael, SS3, Isolo Senior Secondary School.
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ESSAYS 

 

THE 

RENAISSANCE 

MAN 

 
 

Reflections on the nature and character of the Man 
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“We Never Bother to Read Minutes 

of the Last Meeting…” 
 

Akin Adesokan 

T is difficult but inescapable for me to write about Toyin Akinosho, the 

Lagos-based publisher, geologist, journalist, crowd-gatherer, man-on-

the-prowl, self-described “cultural enthusiast,” and grand historian of the 

Nigerian “pepper-soup elite”. A man of incredible extroversion; he knows 

places and people; he is sociable, opinionated, stylish, confident, has a 

razor-sharp intellect, and is at ease in all the places he’s been to.  

I’ve not met many people, in Nigeria and elsewhere who, for sheer love 

of life, put so much time and effort into making things happen in one 

place—Lagos—but also in many other places: Ibadan, Accra, Cape Town, 

Cairo, Jos, Abuja, Port Harcourt. (Had Nadine Gordimer let him, he 

would have organized the typical Lagos Arts Stampede at the lobby of a 

Berlin hotel within fifteen minutes of their first meeting and made her the 

lead-discussant.) He goes to these places to understand them: the 

nightlife, the lay of the land, the seethe and the boil, their positions in 

relation to larger issues—political, economic, cultural, ecological. He 

wishes to party every night or be where the party is.  

He also wishes to publish the most intelligent, culturally sophisticated 

journal of business, ideas and life, one for which there is no model yet, 

and majority of which content will have to be written by him, or by people 

he wouldn’t have to pay, like Gerd Meuer and Maxim Uzoatu. He has 

long dreamed of writing a book about the Zaria Rebels, the group of 

independence-era student-artists at the College of Arts and Sciences in 

Zaria whose principled anti-colonialism changed the course of Nigerian 

art, and a memoir titled Vaughan Street, about his childhood in the Ebute 

Meta-Oyingbo axis. These two impulses are not necessarily incompatible: 

I 
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it is possible to be a great socialite in the Lagosian sense and also write 

excellent articles on any subject—publish them yourself and set up and 

run structures to make both continue to reproduce themselves. 

Or is it? Is it really possible or desirable? Should one person do all of these 

things? 

Akinosho is passionate about people having a sense of history and of 

proportion, to “read the minutes of the last meeting”, a phrase he likes to 

use, having borrowed it from the revered Pius Okigbo. He is bothered 

about the need to write them. But he is not the one to do it. Or he waits 

until it is too late. 

This is why it is difficult to write about him: he lives in a society with a 

warped sense of propriety—of what can and cannot be said about 

individuals and how easily an honest analysis of any situation can be 

trivialized by superstitious interpretations, facile praise and a strong 

resistance to critical thinking. But he is my friend, one of the few I am 

grateful to providence for having known and been enriched by, a first-

rate intellect by any standard, who is totally cultivated in the habit of 

speaking his mind. It is just as well, then, that I start by paying him a 

deserved homage. 

“Good to talk to you” 

I AM sitting in an audience inside the conference room of the Goethe-

Institut in Lagos, listening to a panel discussion. The topic, “Can poetry 

and fiction be judged together?” is more of a debate, presented by the 

Lagos chapter of the Association of Nigerian Authors, ANA. What strikes 

me about the discussion isn’t the topic, but the demeanour of one of the 

panellists. There is this guy dressed in up-and-down veritable wax 

(ankara), who speaks with enormous self-assurance, utters the expressions 

“cosmopolitanism”, “cultural elitism”, “symbolic value” with a distinctly 

Lagosian inflection. This is something else. I have lived in Lagos for a long 
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time—the year of national service in Yola was a period of hiatus—and 

have been around writers and artists, but I haven’t heard many people 

speak in quite this way. I don’t remember much of what he said, nor 

anyone’s for that matter, but at the end of panel we wind up exchanging 

views. He is the author of Artsville, a weekly gossipy art-and-culture 

column in the Sunday Times and has lately taken on the task of organizing 

quarterly cultural talkshops. Lagos-based writers are all around: Afam 

Akeh, Tolu Ajayi, Toyin Adewale, Kolosa Kargbo, Sola Osofisan, Uche 

Nduka, Nduka Otiono, Denrele Ogunwa, Ken Saro-Wiwa, Sanya Osha, 

Bunmi Oyinsan… 

Several minutes later, we are both standing under the bridge across from 

the Law School, on Ozumba Mbadiwe Avenue, waiting for a bus. The 

Goethe-Institut used to be housed in the HFP building on Engineering 

Close, and to escape the welter of rising concretes and glittering edifices 

of Victoria Island you pass through Idowu Taylor, through Adetokunbo 

Ademola to the avenue. This is how I end up standing at the roadside 

with this same guy, who has since turned out to be Toyin Akinosho. He 

is a top geologist with Chevron Oil, but arguably the most enthusiastic, 

sophisticated and knowledgeable writer on cultural matters in Lagos in 

the 1990s and beyond. I didn’t know this at that moment when the CMS-

bound moolue comes along and we both sit down to talk about the most 

current news of the time: Ben Okri’s Booker-winning novel. The opinion 

is widespread, though far from unanimous, that The Famished Road, which 

few people have read as yet, is Okri’s notice of arrival in the great 

hallways of Western literati. He’s telling the kind of story the West likes 

to hear about Africa, says the rumour-mill. The prize is an 

acknowledgement of the service he’s rendered, it churns further. 

Westerners would not dare award a prize to a book they didn’t think was 

making their case. That sort of opinion is all in the air, never mind that 

those who say these things have probably not read even Okri’s stories. 

Toyin and I take a more nuanced view of this and prefer to comment on 
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The Landscapes Within. We generally complete each other’s sentences, one 

nodding approvingly at the other’s strong opinion, and by the time we 

alight at CMS, we are both sure of meeting again. It is one moment when, 

for me, the statement, “It’s good to talk to you” is uttered in absolute 

honesty. 

Over the next several months, similar meetings occurred in different 

places in the city. In the early 1990s, the most frequent event was the 

quarterly Arts Stampede organized by the Committee for Relevant Art, 

CORA, of which he was the secretary. It simply meant, in those days, that 

if you liked talking to Toyin, you were most likely to end up spending a 

long day at his apartment on 22 Road in Festival Town, and in this way 

you came across different kinds of people: Taiwo Obe, Billy Folahan, 

Lanre Idowu, Kayode Komolafe, Ego Jimanze, Muyiwa Majekodunmi, 

and others you really didn’t have to know, but would eventually know 

better if you hung around long enough. This was an incredible gift: the 

capacity to entertain folks of different temperaments, make your rooms 

available to them, a properly urbane attitude which he once expressed as 

a preference for people over ideas. Toyin has a very clear idea of self-

determination; he possesses an individuated consciousness that does not 

inhibit his ability to work in a group. Once he’s done making a point, or 

has opted to pursue one duty, he is ready to move on. In a single day, he 

would preside over a CORA meeting, then disappear to write an article 

for the Offshore magazine, re-emerging to banter with anyone sticking 

around, before shuttling off to the opening of the Chevron Monthly 

Gallery, the arts show which he co-curated with an expatriate American 

named Liz Feit. Within a few hours he would juggle readings from the 

New Yorker, Jean-Paul Sartre’s The Reprieve, and the Wall Street Journal. He 

is at once patrician and egalitarian, casual but disciplined, accessible but 

quick to put anyone, and I mean anyone, in the proper place by the sheer 

brutality of his judgment. He has employed a secretary, Stella Ubaka, 
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without break since 1997; in that same period, however, he has had over 

a dozen drivers.  

Other members of CORA were Yomi Layinka, Jossey Ogbuanoh, Chika 

Okeke and Tunde Lanipekun. The group developed just before I met 

Toyin, but from my sense of the human traffic at his house, I imagine that 

CORA had been born from one such gathering: five people sat in the flat 

in Block 4 talking about the state of Nigerian arts and culture and, pronto, 

their musings came together in the idea of the committee. You also ran 

into the likes of Sanya, Owoh, Wahab, Lati, Joe Sanni (after Toyin moved 

to Mars House), people who didn’t care so much about culture or art 

advocacy, people he had known from the Vaughan Street years. They 

were significant for their mostly first-name identities, an indication of the 

long ease with which the friendships had been cultivated. There were also 

those after whom he sought, for news: David Herbert Dale, Kolade 

Oshinowo, Pascal Ott, Tunde and Fran Kuboye, Segun Bucknor, Steve 

Rhodes, Sammy Olagbaju, Folabi Kofo-Abayomi, Seinde Odimayo, John 

Bekederemo-Clark, Bruce Onobrakpeya, and Rahman Ankar. Between 

1992 and 1994, on a typical Saturday afternoon, you were most likely to 

encounter in Toyin’s house Jahman Anikulapo, Uche Nduka, Bunmi 

Davies, Mike Omoighe, Kole Ade Odutola, Niyi Nelson, Femi Ipaye, 

Chika Okeke, Obi Nwakanma, the late Sesan Ajayi… 

“Omo Poblisha” 

THE impetus for the crowds is Toyin’s great ease with people, but there 

is also the fact that he bubbles with ideas, opinions, and designs, and since 

some of these ideas are often too contradictory or incompatible with one 

another to be held and expressed by one person at the same, he simply 

invents multiple structures, personalities, or entities to claim them. Once, 

during a wedding reception at the Police College in Ikeja, I confronted 

him over an item that had appeared in his Artsville column the previous 

Sunday. A certain body, the Lagos Circle of Critics, had risen from an 
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extraordinary session and made declarations about a literary matter that 

I considered objectionable. So who are the members of this Lagos Circle 

of Critics, I demanded with indignation. Thrusting his hands forward in 

a gesture of mild exasperation, he replied, “Ha, iwo naa wa nibe now (you 

too are part of it)!” 

In the following years, I got used to reading the communiqués of the 

Lagos Circle of Critics (LCC) and the Cultural Enthusiasts’ Club (CEC), 

opinions of “correspondents” I didn’t know existed until I encountered 

them in Artsville: Zbignew Polanski, Angus Djibouti, Tola Jetutu, Saidi 

Larkin, Wally Something, Olaiya Subomi (aka “Olly Boy”), and more 

readily, Fred Akanni. One of these people, a certain Moses Akin Aremu, 

has more wiles and a more promiscuous side to him. He is always on the 

prowl, running after “awon aunty onidi-nla” and quite eager to tell about 

his kisses. He will like to give a ride to this high-maintenance lady who, 

horror of horrors, lives in Ajangbadi. But the long night of adventure has 

just begun, and randy Aremu has to see things through. “I pried into her 

bra,” he will report later, “and there was nothing to ogle.” 

In time, a generic type of lady emerges, the distinct “Omo Poblisha”. She 

of Serena Williams’ endowments but without the athlete’s rippling 

muscles, Omo Poblisha is acknowledged on sight. She is to be seen 

walking down First Avenue, or waiting for a taxi at the junction of 21 

Road, or having her hands locked in another guy’s, whereupon a 

burgundy Volvo pulls up, and the guy sitting in the passenger’s seat leans 

out and says, “Leave him; he doesn’t have a car. I have a car.” Appearance 

matters, sure; but up-close, she has to be someone with whom one can 

hold an informed conversation on any subject. Imagine Aremu’s 

disappointment on discovering that, though one such Omo Poblisha lives 

on Victoria Island, her ambition in life is to become a hairdresser! (Which 

would not have been such a bad idea; perhaps she might end up one day 

as the Speaker of the House of Representatives.) 
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Opinions Are Free 

IT is a different matter when a strongly held opinion is committed to print 

not by any of the “correspondents”, but by Toyin Akinosho. And if the 

opinion concerns the artistic quality of a new film by Chief Eddie 

Ugbomah, then trouble is not far away. Once, after taking one of Chief 

Ugbomah’s films to the cleaners, Toyin makes his way to King Sunny 

Ade’s Ariya Nightclub at Jibowu. Ugbomah sees the reporter and 

confronts him, and before long, there are threats of physical attacks. Just 

don’t anger Chief Ugbomah because… the man’s got a temper! And he is 

just as convinced about his ideas as a filmmaker, and who can blame him? 

Anyway, the reporter has no choice but to beat the hell out of the place. 

The chief’s grip on a bottle of odeku is assured… 

Toyin is a reader of trends; he is quick to see a pattern in a huge mass of 

facts and data and draw conclusions. No one can say if those conclusions 

are sound, but in the spirit of “Act Like You Know”, such judgments are 

important while some are still trying to figure things out. On another 

occasion, when a recently de-proscribed national daily decides to increase 

the quota of culture reporting, Toyin’s conclusion is that such a decision 

allows the paper to run away from controversial political reporting. It 

may not be true, but it seems to make sense.  

The ability to quickly figure things out in this way may explain most of 

the gaffes in his column, not to talk of how quickly privately expressed 

opinions become news items, to the embarrassment of people who 

imagine that they are thinking aloud in an email… 

So is there a way to use the occasion of Akinosho’s fiftieth birthday to 

focus on the contradiction that defines his undertakings? Having said this 

much about the man, how about the beauty of the impulses which, to me, 

define his personality? Through his ability to develop ideas and also to 

try and see to their execution, he embodies two of the main paths to follow 

in changing the course of this country for the better: the need to think of 
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institutions, and the need to run them, to write the minutes so it will be 

possible to read them. It may seem like an extravagant claim to make 

about a single individual, but I hope to justify this claim. 

The Engineer and the Technician 

AMONG theorists of management, there is a classic distinction between 

two personality types: the engineer and the technician. The engineer is the 

man of ideas, the thinker who dreams big, who relates to the world 

through concepts, devising general forms for making an entity take shape 

and have potential as a life-form or organism. The technician is the one 

who puts these ideas into practice, the technocrat who puts the stuff 

together in concrete terms, breathing life into them. Management 

theorists believe that these two must complement each other for any idea 

to be. For a car to exist, someone must design the model and another 

person build it. The theorists believe that the process of designing a car is 

so complex that it be recognized as a separate sphere of activity, in theory 

and practice. In fact, against Marxian argument about the alienation of the 

labourer from his/her labour, management theorists like Peter Drucker 

are of the opinion that the performance of both duties by a single 

individual is not only a sign of lack of civilization in the production 

process but also ultimately detrimental to the health of the car and anyone 

who uses it. 

Perhaps I should provide a concrete example to demonstrate the 

complexity of being an engineer in this case. As the brain behind the 

annual Lagos Book and Arts Festival, LBAF, Akinosho decided in 2005 to 

organize a conversation during the festival around two books—Antjie 

Krog’s Country of My Skull and Chris Anyanwu’s Days of Terror. There are 

several problems involved in this—conceptual and operational problems. 

First the conceptual problems. To think about these books requires that 

one understands the historical contexts from which either book has 

developed; the artistic and psychic demands of responding to the trauma 
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of apartheid, and the dastardly political violence following the annulment 

of the June 12, 1993 elections in Nigeria. Reading these books is important 

in drawing out the significant themes that will illuminate these contexts, 

but it is not enough. You also have to be a constant visitor to South Africa, 

familiar enough with the politics and cultural issues, to know what to 

highlight. It won’t be a bad idea to know some more about Anyanwu’s 

career as a journalist. In the general scheme of things, these are more than 

enough for one person to worry about on the conceptual level, but 

Akinosho also has to worry about how to pull it off—an operational 

problem. (I have to add here that he sets himself to these tasks because he 

works with other people who worry about other things—people like 

Jahman Anikulapo, Ropo Ewenla, Uche Nwosu, Chris Ihidero, Deji Toye, 

Jumoke Verissimo, Ayo Arigbabu, Wole Omotoye, Mufu Onifade, and 

several others. One can safely say that without the organizational abilities 

of these committed people and the network of resources at Anikulapo’s 

disposal, most of Culturetown/CORA/LBAF ideas and projects would 

require an enormous amount of effort. And since we’ve acknowledged 

that our man is not a details-person, the results are better imagined.) 

Now the operational problems. How to organize a successful 

conversation between a Cape Town-based poet and an Abuja-based 

journalist? How will the books be procured? Who will moderate the 

discussion, that is, who in Nigeria can make a good job of establishing the 

necessary connections between the two spheres, books, personalities? 

After much deliberation, it was decided that London-based journalist and 

writer, Molara Wood, should do it. Since bringing the three women to 

Lagos required air travel, ground transportation and general upkeep, the 

next operational problem was, who will pay for these, and how? 

Given the distinction I established earlier, worrying about fundraising 

should be the duty of another person. Akinosho understood this, but the 

truth was that CORA had no fundraising mechanism in place to raise that 

kind of money. In fact, not until 2007 when the group won a grant from 
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the Prince Claus Fund was it able to operate outside of individual pockets. 

Fortunately, Akinosho had an old friend interesting and cultivated 

enough to recognize the importance of this dream. This friend, Dapo 

Olorunyomi, happened to be directing an institute in Lagos at the time, 

and in his own creative way of birthing difficult dreams, agreed to 

provide some funds. Years later, it emerged that Olorunyomi was actually 

using his own money but would rather not give that impression. 

After a lot of misunderstandings, unclear or mixed signals, retractions, 

and silences that such an arrangement usually entails, the conversation 

did take place in Lagos, to resounding success. The problems of 

organizing such an event every year—an event that by its very nature is 

not expected to lower the price of garri at Tejuosho market or solve the 

housing problem in District Nine—can only be solved through the 

establishment of strong, increasingly self-sufficient institutions. 

Golden Opportunities 

BEYOND this procedural difficulty of being simultaneously an engineer 

and a technician, there is another sense in which Akinosho faces 

enormous challenge. This is in what I consider to be his deepest desire: to 

write the kinds of books he will like to read on any topic. This is an 

intellectual challenge; anyone intent on engaging the contemporary 

world on an intellectual level ought to be fully aware of the discursive 

contexts where ideas about the world are being generated. With regards 

to the parts of the world that used to be called the ‘third world’, one such 

place is the interface between neoliberalism as a global force and the 

political possibilities of post-apartheid South Africa. As a frequent visitor 

to South Africa since the mid-1990s, Akinosho has stepped decisively into 

this context and has been writing tirelessly about it—in bits of cultural 

journalism, industry analyses of the oil and gas sector (for which he won 

a Multichoice award in 2008), and much else besides. This focus on South 

Africa enables him to appreciate what is involved in the economic 
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transformations the continent has been experiencing in the last 15 years, 

and what these portend for received ideas about the African continent 

and the world since the era of decolonization. 

The point is that outside of scholarly writings, ideas of a new Africa are 

not generally well-known or understood. What Akinosho has had to 

confront, and which he is still struggling to convey in his writings, is a 

wide disparity between the intellectual context of Nigeria that he knows 

so well, and that of the rest of the continent. He publishes the Africa Oil + 

Gas Report, which is at once a desk-bound job and requires him to monitor 

developments in Angola, Egypt, Ghana, Equatorial Guinea, and the 

Sudan. Recently, he discovered that most of the racial terms used to 

describe the continent’s broad collection of ethnicities do not travel well 

in southern Africa. When recently he described someone as “Asian” in 

South Africa and asked a conference audience about the presence of 

“native entrepreneurs”, he was chided by a Ghanaian businessman and 

praised by a Zimbabwean politician. 

What he tried to draw attention to by making such statements was of 

course ignored and it is his responsibility to insist on being heard while 

being more self-aware of the historical reasons for the emergence and 

disappearance of those ways to talking about the world. If Akinosho with 

his journalism training, ecumenical tastes, and intellectual predilection 

for following patterns and trends makes this bit of the African mosaic his 

business, we stand to gain a lot from his insights. Academic writers tend 

to work from disciplinary corners: the literary critic will not touch the 

social scientist’s thing, and the philosopher considers the statistician’s 

quantitative analysis a strange object. This is changing, to be sure, and the 

promiscuous crossing of boundaries, the direction of the changes 

happening, is exactly where writers like Akinosho have always looked. 

I must add that this promiscuous crossing of boundaries is not the 

welding of the engineer and the technician. I happen to believe now, 
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although my view is subject to change, that some people are 

temperamentally suited to doing several things, and others aren’t. Almost 

two hundred years ago, Karl Marx aspired to a world of well-adjusted 

persons who would be able to “hunt in the morning, fish in the afternoon, 

rear cattle in the evening, criticize after dinner” without professing any of 

these activities in exclusion. That dream of communism foundered. 

Societies of the global South, and sub-Saharan Africa ones most urgently, 

need individuals capable of juggling several balls. It is more realistic, 

however, that there be those dedicated to doing one thing thoroughly and 

well. They will follow through. They will work with structures and 

institutions that require them to follow through. They will be forced to 

write minutes of every meeting because there will be those whose 

business it is to read them.  

Happy birthday, Poblisha! 

First published in The Guardian on Sunday Magazine, Sunday May 16, 2010. 

Akin Adesokan is an associate professor of comparative literature, Indiana University, Bloomington. 

He exerts influence on Nigerian cultural environment through commentary, advocacy, and writing. 

 

Toyin with the poet Dagga Tolar at the CORA Book Party 2010 
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An unusual Anthropologist 
 

Ayo Arigbabu 

N the last few years, I have not seen Poblisha a whole lot, which in 

itself is an anomaly I must take full credit for, having become a bit of a 

hermit. Every week however, for the past few months, an email 

announces itself in my inbox like clockwork with the signature 

BookArtVille, signifying one thing and one thing only -- Poblisha is hard 

at work. 

Poblisha is what I grew up to meet the man otherwise known as Toyin 

Akinosho being called and a publisher he is indeed, but that is about how 

far that moniker goes in describing who Mr. Akinosho is.  

Toyin Akinosho’s industry and character put him in a special league 

amongst the finest of them all. It’s not just that he publishes and has been 

hard at this for decades, but the agency and character he brings to the 

vocation elevates his contributions to the knowledge space to legendary 

levels, albeit in non-linear ways. 

Toyin Akinosho is not just a publisher. Scratch that. Toyin Akinosho IS 

Publisher, but that means a whole lot more than just putting out 

publication after publication.  

You cannot unpack Toyin Akinosho without thinking of geology as 

anthropology, of anthropology as economics, of economics as politics, of 

politics as culture, and of culture as the central pool of evidence of our 

existence which seeps through the sands of time into the rocky geological 

crevices of history, to be mined by future geologists and studied by 

anthropologists, to define future economies.  

Uncle T, as I like to call him, has worked this circle of life with aplomb for 

as long as I have known him. Quintessential and unconventional 

I 
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journalist, unwavering arts patron and critic, devoted geologist, 

understated social crusader, overall jolly good fellow.  

I like to see Toyin Akinosho’s contribution to our society as that of an 

unusual anthropologist, studying us and encouraging us to learn about 

ourselves, and in that roundabout manner, he also emerges a teacher 

without a classroom who has co-opted the entire space around him as his 

classroom. One Oil and Gas magazine at a time. One book and art festival 

at a time. One literary and art critique at a time. One unannounced grant 

to a struggling artist at a time. One roaring night out with friends, 

debating Soyinka and Bertolt Brecht in a bar with Fela blaring through the 

speakers at a time.  

AKINOSHO the geologist, culture activist, prolific journalist, publisher 

and everybody’s favourite culture buddy who has only just learnt while 

reading this piece that he is ultimately an anthropologist, will also be 

impressed to learn that he wields his vocation in anthropology in a 

counter intuitive manner, as an instrument of change. And the bulwark 

against which this change is wrought is an unwavering sense of 

commitment.  

His commitment to his passions, and his large and expansive extended 

family in the oil and gas, journalism, publishing, culture and literary 

circles is a thing of beauty to reflect upon. This commitment has 

contributed to the growth of many careers, many relationships, and 

indeed, when the books are finally written, would be seen to have 

contributed to the growth of industries. When next you consider the 

growth or otherwise of Nigeria’s GDP, think of the power of commitment, 

such as exhibited by Toyin Akinosho, year after year.  

It is also hoped that when the books are finally written, they will talk 

about how unwavering commitment, counter intuitively turns structure 

on its head in the service of endurance. We see this in a man who patented 

working from home more than two decades before that became the buzz 
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word with international C-suite business executives and the go-to 

survival strategy in combating the global Covid-19 pandemic and in a 

literary and arts festival that has endured as the longest running in 

Nigeria, albeit on shoe-string budgets, solely on the strength of 

uncommon commitment.  

We see it in a community of people that have collectively adopted a 

culture to quietly till the diverse knowledge fields they have domain 

expertise in and learn to distil the needed intelligence to bring to the 

central pool in the unending task of improving society. We see it in people 

who have had the pleasure of knowing and working with Poblisha, or just 

simply sharing a drink with him while he regaled them about the Agbami 

oil fields and Kole Omotoso’s Just Before Dawn, with a quick segue into 

some escapade he had while holidaying in Cape Town, or Cairo, which 

gave him deep insight into how the political system in the said space had 

morphed over the years. 

On your 60th birthday, Uncle T, a robust feast is what is expected to 

celebrate your decades of curating and seeding ideas for communal 

development. I would however like to toast to this amazing milestone 

with a very simple prayer, remembering that umpteenth Lagos Book & Art 

Festival planning committee meeting where you revealed that you went 

to Church at the beginning of the year solely to pray that we found the 

resources to not only deliver the festival, but make it better; my prayer is, 

that may your best wishes – every one of them – may they come true, for 

when they do, so would mine. 

Happy Birthday Poblishaaaaaaa! 

Arigbabu, architect and writer, is on the board of CORA
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Being Citizen Akinosho 
 

Tade Ipadeola 
 

The mind that chronicles runs steady still at sixty, 

satisfied with nothing but the entry of those things 

we miss because we're ill prepared for moments 

which the sentry by long habit captures as they 

come, little or large, ugly or handsome. 

HAT books might be on his nightstand? His table? These are good 

guesses at any point in time and a great way to begin exploring the 

theme of being Toyin Akinosho. A veritable reader of rich picks, eclectic 

to the elastic point of variety itself, his intellectual roaming skirts the turf 

of randomness but a careful look at the stack will show a curious mind at 

work, an expansive imagination at play, a consciousness in lockstep with 

the state of the world and its reinvention according to the best thinking 

happening anywhere on the planet. As for his bookshelf, the guess is easy. 

Every book is on the shelf. This is conjecture backed by primary evidence 

and not mere hearsay. Citizen Akinosho, our toast at sixty, avuncular and 

graceful, has ascended what the Yoruba call the Heights of the Elders in 

matters of the mind.  

There is a quality to the way Citizen Akinosho relates to issues of art and 

culture that is almost alien to the contemporary Nigerian way. Where the 

Nigerian is loud, he is laconic, where his countrymen are reckless, he is 

mindful, where they are sold on the foreign, he is invested in all things of 

value wherever they come from on the map of the world, home or away. 

He is one of those men who accomplishes far more with a whisper than 

crowds do with all the jostling and shouting. There are lenses through 

which, as perhaps the quietest curator of our culture into the 21st century, 

the works of Mr. Akinosho enable us to make discoveries that are of 

epiphanic dimensions. To possess sensibilities so fine, literal artistic 

W 
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antennae so keen and a faculty for the relevant so broad are things which, 

with due respect to all recipients of contemporary scientific education, we 

seldom associate with geologists. We fully expect these things from 

professors of art history, yes – with archaeologists, rightfully so, but 

hardly ever with practitioners of the natural sciences. Citizen Akinosho is 

our own Helen Vendler with the distinction of belonging very 

prominently in the Town section rather than the Gown section of 

Metropolis.  

As broad and wide-ranging as his engagements with culture have proven 

to be, he has shown consistently that the same focus that made him a 

geologist is actually still at work, working over material. I find a parallel, 

curiously, only in the labours of Bishop Samuel Ajayi Crowther who 

worked quietly for four decades before gifting his people and culture with 

the unforgettable document known as the Bible in Yoruba. 

Fortunate indeed is the man who finds direction early in life and Mr. 

Akinosho is one man who did and, what is more, never strayed. From his 

days at the university, he had decided that the highest and best of all that 

his culture produces will form his provenance and that his dealing with 

the minds and imagination from within his culture must extend to what 

other minds and other dreamers and visionaries are doing elsewhere in 

the world. Much has been observed and recorded on this binocular vision 

and quality of seeing but perhaps in no other person are the finest ideals 

of this disposition better realized than in Citizen Akinosho who not only 

exercised his mind in the sciences as a geologist but as a memoirist of 

culture as well. 

In the midst of a culture as extraverted as contemporary Nigerian culture 

has become in the late 20th to early 21st century, it becomes clear that the 

culture needs not one-man armies but a core of people that share Mr 

Akinosho's sensibilities. To participate in a CORA event in the last 20 

years is to get a feel for what is possible when there is such a critical mass 
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– even if Citizen Akinosho and his confederates do their best all the time 

to saunter into their own events and mix with audiences the way any 

regular attendee or guest would. It is one of the charms of Citizen 

Akinosho and a trait many observers have made comments upon -- this 

involvement in the zeitgeist that is free of proprietorial reins. The 

gathering of like minds in CORA has given Nigeria a most unique event 

on the culture calendar most notably in LABAF, the Lagos Book & Arts 

Festival, where the book and culture take centrestage rather than 

personalities or egos. 

II 

A PERSON sometimes embodies the finest values of his age (as some no 

doubt embody the worst vices). Such persons are products of both 

personal drive and specific nurture. 

What are the chances that the same individual will know where in a large 

city such as Lagos Dede Mabiaku is playing at the weekend? Which year 

PEC Theatre staged the last performance? When Angola began awarding 

its major literary prizes? Which minnows are in the running for 

Mozambique's oil and gas fields? Why the rig count of the majors is 

shrinking in the Gulf of Guinea? When the conversation between Tony 

Allen and the Lagos crowd took place? The new poets to whom South 

African culture circles are turning for enlightenment? What culture events 

will be happening this coming week all around the country and when? 

Who and who are the best Afrobeat dancers left in the continent? The 

obvious answer is that the chance is very slim, and one would be right 

except of course for Citizen Akinosho. He has maintained an amiable 

nexus of contacts and information flow in the lines of his preoccupation 

such that it is actually quite natural to turn to this fount of Nigerian 

cultural information.  

When the Nigeria Magazine went out of print after going and coming over 

several seasons, the loss of that institutional presence on the landscape 
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was deeply felt by everyone concerned. Into the void stepped Citizen 

Akinosho and with steadiness he has over the course of decades proved 

that he is no flash in the pan but in the running for the long haul. It is the 

rare educated Nigerian to whom one can turn for Nigerian books whether 

published by Fourth Dimension or Onibon-Oje, Drum or Spear. What is it 

that makes a man a collector of all these artefacts from within his own 

culture and the rest of the world? 

Public contributions to culture generally and Nigerian culture in 

particular abound in newspapers, periodicals and recorded appearances 

in notable art projects in the past four decades. What distinguishes Citizen 

Akinosho's unique fingerprint is the very quality that is almost laissez fair 

but which is nevertheless meticulous. Beyond strictures of scholastic 

aptitude or cultural impositions, some individuals through sheer force of 

personal drive emerge in every generation to embrace the totality of who 

they are and what the world into which they were born is. We know them 

fairly readily because their interests as well as their contributions are 

characterized, even marked by a certain boundlessness of plenitude. Out 

of these numbers, however, are a subset which in spite of their 

outstanding gifts and perspectives, court simplicity and even anonymity. 

I have sometimes wondered whether this tendency in Citizen Akinosho 

is a ploy to escape writing a memoir. If it is, he is hereby put on notice that 

we have seen through the very clever attempt, but we insist on a memoir. 

There is perhaps no better time than now to make a request of Citizen 

Akinosho regarding a memoir. He owes the culture one or as many as he 

can now bring out in the coming years.  

III 

I WILL conclude my appreciation of just what kind of impact Mr. 

Akinosho has had on the imagination of his times by relating a personal 

experience. Sometime in the year 2009, I began writing my volume of 

poetry, The Sahara Testaments, in earnest. I had a rough map of the journey 
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in my head, but I knew I needed guides. I turned to Mr. Akinosho and 

discussed my broad plans for the volume with him. He liked the idea of 

a chronicle of life in the desert. I then asked him what he thought I needed 

to keep in mind when tackling a geologic phenomenon such as the Sahara 

Desert. His answer remains as memorable in my mind today as when he 

first delivered it over drinks more than a decade ago. Have I considered 

the particular impact of the Aeolian in sculpting landscapes and human 

behaviour? Have I tried to map human migration – voluntary and 

involuntary – across the Sahara? Have I retrieved any stories, myths, 

legends of note from the desert? Have I compared the features of the 

Sahara with other deserts in the world? 

It was the ease with which Mr. Akinosho rolled out his checklist that 

intrigued me. It was as if he had anticipated that I would ask the question. 

I was glad I asked him the question and can now disclose that of the few 

people whose opinions I sought during that period of seeking a structure 

for my work, his questions proved invaluable in not only providing 

alternative pathways to neural nuggets but also in interrogating motive 

and drive. We need more pillars for our culture. We already have the 

template in Citizen Akinosho, Borokini awon Publisher, Eegun senujeje 

muti, all-round gentleman. 

Ipadeola, poet, lawyer is the author of the poetry volume, The Sahara Testaments, winner of the 

Nigeria Prize for Literature 2014.
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The Mayor of Mars House 
 

Obi Nwakanma 

HEN I finished from the University of Jos in 1989, and after 

National Service in Benin City – Bendel State – I went home for a 

brief reconnaissance to Imo State. I needed to decompress before 

launching into the very difficult job market. The next day, on my return, 

my father came back from a Health Management Board meeting in 

Owerri and brought with him forms from the Imo State Civil Service 

Commission and asked me to fill it. We had had discussions of what I 

wanted to do with my life. I did not want to teach, that was for sure. I 

could return to the university and I actually thought very briefly about 

going back to Jos or the University of Ibadan for the English MA. But I 

was bored with the academy. It had been too much of an “ivory tower” 

where nothing actually happened.  

My father’s ambitions for me were wholly traditional. He wanted me to 

go back and study Law, or join the Civil Service like him, and rise on to 

be Permanent Secretary, and do policy. He was not too keen on my taking 

the Foreign Service exam. But since I had a decent degree in English, he 

thought I could actually show my paces in the ministry of culture, and 

often gave me the example of Gaius Anoka, the powerful Cambridge-

educated Director of Culture in Imo State, and a great civil service 

mandarin to whom he had apparently talked about me. And there is 

always something about men and their first sons: they always agree to 

disagree – politely in many instances. I knew I wanted something more 

exciting there, and it was in Lagos.  

So, I came to Lagos. To Festac. My uncle kindly gave me a room upstairs 

in his house on 21 Road. No questions asked.  

This was 1990 – thirty years ago to be exact; a most difficult period 

economically and socially in Nigeria. Jobs were scarce. Government 

service jobs were difficult to get. Merchant Banks were all the rage, and 

high finance seemed the way to go. But it was also a very closed field. You 

W 
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could cut your fingers in the air with the bullshit in the air. The Babangida 

regime had just deregulated the economy, and it was flush with arriviste 

money and shady deals were the stuff of the new economy. That was 

when the term, “round tripping,” came to life. You put your money in the 

savings of a merchant bank and your returns were guaranteed to be 

humongous. There were loads of money being made; new cars and new 

haircuts; but it was by the adventurous boys and girls with high military 

connections. The rest of us observed with amusement, cynicism, or 

increasing outrage. I was fascinated by all that. But Lagos. By the swell of 

its social and cultural life. The makings and the loss of fortunes. The 

“Ariya” mood of its weekends. New stuff happening all the time. Lagos 

was a massive story – a great city full of character and a lively press. I got 

a job in journalism – The Guardian briefly, and very shortly TSM – and was 

on that most sociable of desks in journalism: “The Art and Life” desk. It 

was from here that we reported the life of Lagos. Its art. Its culture. Its 

verve. It was in that circle that Toyin Akinosho’s path and mine first 

crossed, because you could not report Lagos, particularly its cultural life, 

and miss Toyin.  

WHEN I first met Toyin he was living in a flat off 3rd Avenue. That’s where 

I met his mother, a kind, warm, flinty woman. Her devotion to Toyin had 

all the force of pagan-passion. She was what we these days call the 

“helicopter mom,” hovering visibly, and making certain that her son was 

not hanging out with some disreputable sort of folk. Above all, she 

wanted him to settle down and have a family. He was an only son! Yet 

she revelled in whatever company Toyin chose to keep and took in his 

friends as easily. I was always amused by their relationship. They were 

friends, and Mama was a witty, fun-loving woman. I could see where 

Toyin took his most important character from: the easy, careless 

generosity and sense of fun and openness.  

He was a typical Lagosian, born and bred early in Ebute-Metta, the 

original cauldron of Lagos party life. It was here that he first met Simple 

– whose character I have been trying to appropriate and bring to life 

through fiction since Toyin told me about him: a lover of good fare, 

immaculate dresser in white, as much a neighbourhood imp who 

supplemented his income by renting out his table tennis board to the kids, 
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as he was a man who would not allow the limitations of poverty spoil his 

style. He was epicurean. I could see where Toyin got it: the sense of a 

restless pursuit of the beautiful and the sensual.  

Toyin Akinosho is that true devotee of Epicurus, whose liege was at the 

open table. He trained in Geology in Ife, but I’m pretty certain he missed 

his road to Archaeology or Anthropology, and ended up in Geology, and 

settled in, since these are all about excavating and digging up stuff 

anyway. He settled in Geology and studied how to dig up rocks and 

hydrocarbon. He ended up in Journalism, first in The Guardian, and then 

in Nduka Obaigbena’s Thisweek. By the time I knew him he was a senior 

Geologist at Chevron. But I could not tell whether he was an oil man, a 

newspaper man, or an art collector. He was all these.  

He was in love with Bisi Silva. But it was the Toyin Akinosho kind of love 

– “ah, mama yen serious o!” he would say to me about her with a laugh. 

She was, in other words, a serious woman doing serious and 

pathbreaking things. That was what Toyin loved. He admired people 

with talents. Then he moved to Mars House on First Avenue. Mars House 

reminded me a lot about the poet Okigbo’s Cambridge House. It was an 

open house. At Mars House, like most of Toyin’s friends, I had access 

whether he was home or not. You could drop in, and there was Chika 

Okeke staying over the weekend from Nsukka, on his way to some 

exhibition in London or Berlin; the film director, Tunde Kelani; Uche 

Nduka, Uche Nwosu, Jahman Anikulapo, etc, the Photographer, botanist 

Kole Ade-Odutola; the poet Sesan Ajayi or Akin Adesokan. As a matter 

of fact, I remember my last conversations with Sesan who was sick but 

had visited Toyin at Mars House and died not long after. Actors, painters, 

musicians, poets – Mars House was their hide out. You could always get 

coffee and Ewa Agonyin; or a hearty breakfast, some mornings after 

crashing from a night out at say, Jazzville in Yaba.  

IT was the 1990s, remember, and the soldiers were in power, and quite 

vicious about it. Some of us hid from them in Toyin’s house, no questions 

were asked. And when the true story of Nollywood is finally written, it will 

be told how Mars House became the clearing house for the promotion of 

these indigenous movies and actors. We were at the centre of it long 

before folks began to pay attention. Toyin had started publishing his 
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community paper – Festac News – from his flat on 3rd Avenue, and moved 

the operations to Mars House, where he converted the downstairs living 

room to a functioning newsroom.  

Again, it was the dexterous Toyin – he was publisher, managing editor, 

Advert manager, and operations manager all rolled in one – until he 

began to have a few young men help out. We, his friends in the media, 

did what we could pro bono, now and then; I remember very clearly 

correcting the very first issue of Festac News, over hot fish pepper-soup 

and beer in Toyin’s poky 3rd Avenue apartment. I was then working on 

my biography of Okigbo. The paper appeared sporadically, and soon 

developed a very small coterie of faithful readers. But Toyin was a 

careless businessman and ran the stuff on shoestrings. But he loved to be 

Publisher – and he indeed published the poet Uche Nduka, who was also 

very briefly, appointed editor of Festac News, before vamoosing to 

Germany, and years later to New York.  

Toyin Akinosho’s work and quiet impact in the development and 

flowering of the Lagos culture scene will require a very elaborate account, 

and might perhaps have to wait for my own memoir of my Lagos days 

someday in the future, but for right now, it is only just fitting to say, 

Akinosho has been a most memorable catalyst and mediator of Lagos 

cultural life. He built up a broad and intriguing network that he tapped 

into very effectively to ginger Lagos into its own self-discovery. That, I 

could say. Since the Lagos public responded sluggishly to high culture, 

Toyin decided to bring it to them through his Committee for Relevant Art 

(CORA). It began like most of Toyin’s things as a one-man “ways and 

means” committee: he secured the venue through his contacts; arranged 

the publicity; staged vigorous outreach, arranged for light snacking, and 

brought the likes of Steve Rhodes and Ambassador Segun Olusola, and 

other crème- de la-crème of the Lagos Culturati to come. That was essentially 

how CORA began. Of course, his man, Jahman Anikulapo, then at The 

Guardian was always near by the side, shadowing things quietly from left-

right-and-centre. It was always a fascinating collaboration to watch 

between them too. I like to think of myself as an intellectual stimulus to 

the ideas of CORA too, through my many discussions, debates, sharing of 

ideas with Toyin about the world in which we thrived – that core of artists, 
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writers and intellectuals that made Lagos tick through the late 80s and 

‘90s – a very memorable period in our transition.  

Toyin loved Lagos. It was his world. He embodied its festive spirit. Its 

cosmopolitan character – for indeed, his truest friends have no region or 

religion – other than art, and the beauty of the mind. But he loves Lagos 

also, because no other place can contain him so tolerably, and he could 

not live anywhere else, because, aside from the fact that Toyin Akinosho 

hates to fly, he is at the very core of his soul, a Lagos boy. It is amusing to 

see him turn sixty. Who would have thunk, publisher? Anyway, happy 

birthday to my friend and brother. 

Nwakanma is Professor, of English at the University of Central Florida, Orlando Florida, USA. 

 

CORA Editors Clinic 2004 at Federal Palace Hotel, Lagos
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The Cultural, Geological 

Explorationist 
 

Nduka Otiono 

 

hat does it mean to turn 60 in a postcolonial world threatened 

by Covid-19?” I recently asked Toyin Akinosho in an up-close, 

no holds-barred interview to mark the diamond jubilee of the birth of the 

cultural activist and retired petroleum explorationist. “It means 

significant uncertainty because of your age,” he responded. “You are 

supposed to have walked beyond the more agile period of your life. You 

should be forgiven for feeling as uneasy as the architect – protagonist in 

Yewande Omotoso’s novel The Woman Next Door. It also means enormous 

opportunity if you insist on looking to the future. The period of 

containment allows you to look afresh at your entire portfolio, tackle 

some of the projects that the clutter of the ‘old lfe’ did not allow you and 

do that one assignment.” 

That is vintage Akinosho, blending a brutal understanding of the 

precarity of living in the postcolonial city with an artistic vision enriched 

by eclectic book and street knowledge. As a young man straddling a 

privileged professional life as an employee of a rich multinational oil and 

gas company in Lagos and life as a cultural activist and freelance 

journalist familiar with Lagos cultural calendar as well as all the arts and 

entertainment hotspots, Akinosho earned a reputation as one of the most 

powerful cultural figures in Nigeria’s commercial capital city. So, by day 

a corporate petroleum expert and an arts and culture connoisseur after 

office hours, Akinosho accounted for the management of the double 

active life in these words: “The good thing is that Chevron is a well-

structured organization… It’s not something they jump on you. Once you 

have [a] target, you face it. I mean, people jump into the bus at 4.30pm. If 

you are someone, who is energetic like me, there’s still a lot of time. People 

do enough at work and feel that they have to go home at 4.30pm. But for 

“W 
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someone like me, that’s another six hours” (Nwanne 2017). By making 

every hour count daily, then, Akinosho earned a reputation as one of the 

most powerful cultural figures in Nigeria’s commercial capital city 

Encounter 

Served by this unusual capacity to combine his demanding day’s job with 

attending multiple arts and culture events in the city, it seemed inevitable 

that our paths would cross. I moved to Lagos from Ibadan after my 

Master’s programme, and was lucky to have been instantly hired by The 

Guardian newspaper as a Staff Writer for the Sunday paper. TA, as Toyin 

was fondly called by friends, was not just a columnist for The Guardian, 

anchoring the popular Artsville column on the Sunday paper, he was a 

close ally of my colleagues on the Arts Desk. So connected was Toyin to 

the Arts Editor then, Ben Tomoloju, and his dependable deputy, Jahman 

Anikulapo, that one could have mistaken him for a full-time staff of The 

Guardian. This was in the early 1990s. I was receiving my initiation into 

the Lagos cultural scene and succumbing to a restless spirit that saw me 

running through multiple newsrooms. Much so that Reuben Abati, op-ed 

columnist and public intellectual, would later playfully describe me in 

newspaper article as “ex-this, ex-that, man about town…”  

Akinosho’s unmatched ability to reach any corner of Lagos to connect 

with any artistic friend or event ensured that he would occasionally drop 

by at my residence then on Haruna Street in Ogba suburb of Lagos. We 

would excavate the artistic innards of the city or “arts checkpoints,” to 

appropriate the title of a column that Jahman was writing for The Guardian 

Express, an evening newspaper subsidiary of the flagship, The Guardian. 

“Those who know Akinosho will easily tell you he’s proudly a Lagos boy; 

he wears it like a badge,” declares Nwanne (2017). “Just open a 

conversation on Lagos and within a short period, you will get the full gist 

about Lagos yesterday, today and even the future.”  

Original Lagos Boy (Omo Eko Gangan) 

Akinosho’s love for Lagos is traceable to his childhood days in Ebute Meta 

area of Lagos which he recalls nostalgically. One of his most memorable 

reminiscences was living close to the Cool Cats Inn, notable for being the 
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venue where highlife great, Victor Olaiya played regularly (Allen 2013), 

and also for being the venue for the hosting of Liberian President William 

Tubman when he visited Nigeria (Chieh 2015). The performance sounds 

from the Cool Cats Inn and a natural flair for the arts competed with his 

realization that to afford the “good life,” he needed the kind of fat income 

that an oil and gas career could guaranty. And so, Akinosho studied 

geology at the University of Ife and arts and culture on the streets of 

Lagos. Not surprisingly, however, he took an early retirement at age 48 to 

rededicate himself more to his first love—arts and culture—after working 

at Chevron for 20 years.  

The Arts Journalist, Advocate 

The occasion of his 50th birthday in 2010 provided an opportunity for 

friends and associates in the arts community to celebrate the contributions 

of the cultural landscapist and maestro to the development of the arts in 

Nigeria. A terse email by lawyer and journalist Deji Toye on behalf of 

Friends of Toyin summarily invited me to participate in an Arthouse 

discussion on the theme “Art Journalism & Art Advocacy in the Last Two 

Decades in Nigeria.” The email further clarified that “The Arthouse Forum 

is being organized as part of the programme of events to mark the 50th 

birthday anniversary of Mr. Toyin Akinosho… on Wednesday 12 May 

2010 at 4.00 p.m. prompt at Terra Kulture, Tiamiyu Savage Street, Victoria 

Island, Lagos.” The subject of the forum was “Art Advocacy and Art 

Journalism – Developments in the last two decades,” and I had been 

nominated as a facilitator from Canada because the organizers believed 

that I “had straddled those two elements— journalism and advocacy—in 

the decades under consideration.” 

Ten years after that celebration, history is happily repeating itself as I 

received another invitation to contribute to a special publication in 

celebration of Akinosho at 60. I use the adverb “happily” deliberately to 

underscore the joy of maturing in the context of the funereal orchard that 

has claimed many young artists and intellectuals from our homeland. 

Beyond the honour and recognition signalled by the two invitations, I am 

touched by the creative strategy of Friends of Toyin Akinosho who, like 

their principal, are acutely aware of the challenges of pulling off cultural 

events in a country that often runs in an ad-hoc manner, and so have 
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perfected a ‘stampede’ format to succeed against the odds. And over time, 

they have so imprinted their achievements onto international 

consciousness that they were awarded the prestigious Prince Claus 

Awards in 2006. The award comprised of a cheque of 25,000 Euros that 

was presented on December 14, 2006 to CORA, succinctly described by 

the Dutch organization as “a unique Nigerian organization that creates 

spaces to engage the public in debate on cultural issues.” 

Watchers of the activities of CORA ably and selflessly piloted by 

Akinosho and Anikulapo saw the international recognition coming. I was 

one of those who not only attended the first CORA Art Stampede (the 

signature programme of the Committee) in Festac Town, Lagos on June 

2, 1991, but also constantly encouraged them by reminding them that an 

international award was on its way if they persevered. Not as if they set 

their sights on any awards or recognition. For Akinosho, Anikulapo and 

the CORA crew, art advocacy is their life and working in the cultural 

vineyard a labour of love.  

Embracing his diamond years, Akinosho continues to bestride the 

Nigerian cultural landscape. Dating back to his mutation from a journalist 

in the 1980s as a reporter with The Guardian newspaper and ThisWeek 

magazine into an oil and gas professional and a cultural activist, 

Akinosho has, to borrow from the promotional literature for 50th birthday 

celebration, demonstrated that the “two key factors which have sustained 

the centrality of Art and Culture in the public space have been the growth 

of Art Journalism into full desks in the print media… and the proliferation 

of advocacy efforts – from trade guilds to practitioner associations, 

patrons’ foundations and ordinary citizens’ initiatives.” 

Interestingly, Akinosho reveals the circumstances that led him to a career 

in the petroleum sector: “I might not have returned to geology,” he 

recalled. “What happened was that I made one horrible mistake of going 

to work for [Nduka] Obaigbena. We were nine of us and it was going to 

be a generational statement; that’s what we called it. The proprietor 

basically had other ideas for the magazine; he practically wanted to use it 

to make gains into government, that’s what I thought. So, I kind of got 

tired. We were not paid salaries, it was bad… Luckily, there were 
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openings at Gulf Oil (now Chevron) and he went for it. “I joined Gulf Oil 

on July 1, 1988…[and] left in February 2008,” he said (Nwanne 2017). 

In 2007 Akinosho won the Business category of the CNN MultiChoice 

African Journalist of the Year. Besides, he has earned a reputation as 

perhaps the longest-running arts columnist in Nigeria. Understandably, 

then, the key recurring questions in Akinosho’s quest for cultural 

renaissance in Nigeria include: “What have been the success and failure 

of Art Journalism and Advocacy? How can the energy generated by these 

be harnessed for national development?”  

Perhaps no one else is better positioned to answer the questions than 

Akinosho himself. Thrust in a rather awkward position today of being at 

the receiving end of the cultural menu he is better at serving others as 

chief host, he has become a guest at the kind of programme he co-hosts 

with Jahman—an endless list of which includes “Nduka Otiono at 40” at 

O’Jez restaurant, Surulere, Lagos, in 2004. Between well-nurtured self-

effacement and an uncanny capacity for friendship and selfless service, 

Akinosho is a cultural colossus, an enigma of sorts who combines popular 

culture with high tastes and high life — not the musical genre. He 

switches effortlessly from the high-profile privileges of an oil and gas exec 

familiar with the scents of “oil money” or petrodollar to the Bolekaja street 

life of the chattering masses. 

The Renaissance Man 

It is not accidental that Akinosho and the cofounders of CORA— 

including Yomi Layinka, Jossy Ogbuanor, Tunde Lanipekun and Chika 

Okeke, joined later by Anikulapo—conceived the Art Stampede as an open 

parliament reminiscent of the classical public sphere of African tradition 

and ancient Greece. I have shared with Akinosho, in one breath, the 

suffocating cosiness of some of Lagos’s best pubs, and the vibrating 

rowdiness of many “watering hole” in the inner city. We have made long 

journeys inside the city by the Lagoon, from Festac Town to Ogba and 

Lagos Island in search of artistic and other adventures. In all, T.A. has 

proven to be a Renaissance man—melding an intimidating knowledge of 

the arts and a reputation as cultural icon with his specialist profile as one 

of the respected voices in the Oil & Gas sector in the continent.  
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Besides being the Secretary General of CORA, he served as the Secretary 

of the National Association of Petroleum Explorationists (NAPE). What a 

contrastive combination! In that capacity, he organized and facilitated 

events on the state of the industry in different parts of the world and has 

been publishing the African Oil & Gas Report, AOGR, a bi-monthly 

magazine under the umbrella of Journo Blues Company, publishers of his 

unusual Festac News medium. 

Restless by nature, somewhat curious about marital commitment, 

Akinosho’s interests and forays read like a list from a man under the 

influence of creative steroids. This is evident in the tasks that he, as an 

individual and CORA as a corporate entity, have tackled in the past 30 

years. The following excerpt from a post on the Prince Claus Foundation 

website following the award to CORA offers more insight into Akinosho’s 

profile: 

[Akinosho’s] Festac News Agency is the publisher of the bi-monthly 

African Oil+Gas Report, Festac – the Primer on African Affairs and the 

curator of Artsville, the authoritative arts commentary column in the 

Guardian on Sunday. He is also the proprietor of Festac Books, which 

has published books ranging from fiction, to non-fiction works on 

the oil and gas industry as well as works of children literature. Mars 

House, his private residence has been home to some of the most 

revolutionary ideas that have gone ahead to transform the Art scene 

in Nigeria in the last one and a half decade, CORA, with its 

secretariat located on that premises, being just one of these 

(https://princeclausfund.org/laureate/committee-for-relevant-art-

cora). 

Since then, CORA’s secretariat moved to a more commodious location in 

Surulere, and Akinosho moved home to Lekki, an affluent community in 

Lagos Island. Amongst others, the group has tackled the following broad 

spectrum of cultural initiatives: 

➢ The Art Stampede: This is a quarterly parliamentary event in which 

artists, art critics, art journalists and art connoisseurs gather to 
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discuss hot burner issues in the arts and its 57th edition was part of 

the Cape Town Book Fair in South Africa in June 2006.  

➢ The Annual Lagos Book & Art Festival: Dubbed “The biggest Culture 

Picnic on the Continent”, LABAF is an art festival with a heavy book 

content and is a testament to the commitment of CORA that the only 

way to translate the ‘teeming’ population of Nigeria into a true 

human resource is to develop their mind. It is an international event 

with participants drawn from scholars, writers, artists, and 

journalists from all over the world.  

➢ Lagos – The City Arts Guide (LCAG): This is a quarterly publication 

on the cultural life of the city of Lagos, arguably Nigeria’s culture 

capital and the entry port into the nation’s business and commercial 

industries. In its short time of existence, LCAG was already 

beginning to force itself on the consciousness of the practitioners in 

the culture setting of the city, the culture of disciplined schedule and 

calendar which is the hallmark of all advanced tourist countries of 

the world.  

➢ The Great Highlife Party: Held in conjunction with the management 

of O’Jez Nightclub, Surulere, Lagos, this monthly programme set 

out as a Highlife music revival forum and has additionally emerged 

as a forum for the celebration of landmark achievements of the best 

in the Nigerian cultural scene. 

➢ The Arthouse Forum: This is a monthly session of exploration into 

fast-breaking development in the arts and culture sector of Nigeria. 

It is set up as an agenda-setting forum for those who administer 

culture in Nigeria. From the Forum they could test the pulse of the 

arts and culture community. It is usually arranged around 

landmark events in the life and career of personalities in the culture 

sector. It is organized on the platform of the Friends of the Arts, 

Lagos (FOAL), a CORA initiative.  
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➢ Lagos Circle of Critics (LCC): Periodic meeting of journalists, art 

critics, art commentators, and practitioners with bias for criticisms 

and historical developments around the arts. 

➢ Culture Working Committee: passes developmental ideas regularly to 

civil servants in charge of culture administration in the country.  

Together, Akinosho and his cultural Siamese twin, Anikulapo, 

Programme Chair of CORA, and former Editor of The Guardian on Sunday 

and The Guardian LIFE, have guided CORA in collaborating with other 

local and international organizations such as UNESCO, Commonwealth 

Foundation, British Council, The Goethe Institut, the Public Affairs 

Department of the American Embassy, The Netherlands Embassy, the 

Russian Embassy, the Japanese Embassy etc, on cultural projects 

including:  

• The BOBTV annual Film and TV Festival, Abuja, of which, starting 

from the 2006 edition, CORA is reportedly a collaborator and 

resource facilitators for the colloquium. 

• The Lagos Comic Carnival: the first edition was incubated by 

CORA in the Festival in 2004, and delivered by three CORA 

members in collaboration with the other group of young men and 

women creating the silent revolution in the newly developing area 

of comic publications and animation (they are so enthused they’ve 

started referring to it as an industry) in Nigeria.  

• National Festival of Arts and Culture – the annual celebration of 

the diverse artistic and cultural expression of the peoples of 

Nigeria, organised by the Federal Government.  

As the Profile of CORA states, “at the very least, CORA organizes over 

twenty events annually, some of them, such as the Lagos Book & Art 

Festival, are hosted over many days in different venues with participants 
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drawn from both within and outside the country. Also, various 

publications, including journals, magazines, news releases and fliers go 

out to the public in fulfilment of some of our mandates.” There is also 

more recently, CORA’s promotion of Spoken Word poetry through the 

Lagos Word Slam, a passion I share with Anikulapo. 

How does Akinosho and company generate the funds for these events in 

a country where art sponsorship is not the priority of government, rich 

corporations, and citizens? “For all these, sponsorship of our programme 

and projects are drawn mainly from the resources of the core CORA 

team” states the group. “For the Festival for example, outside sponsorship 

is only enough to pay about a sixth of our total bill, although it is a cheap 

festival; no more than five of six million Nigerian naira. But all the 

payments, including advert payments, never reach one million naira in a 

year. The rest we have to come up with, as individuals.” 

A largely modest team player not given to self-promotion, much of the 

money may have come from Akinosho’s pocket. His generosity as an art 

patron in a country where the bare necessities of life often command 

urgent attention even for the richest citizens is astonishing. Besides 

throwing open his house to artists short of shelter in Lagos, he has 

sponsored many artists and arts projects. These include New York-based 

poet, Uche Nduka, whose collection of poems, Second Act, was published 

in 1994 under Akinosho’s Journoblues, Lagos, imprint. As Akinosho 

recalls in a revealing interview he granted Azuka Ogujiuba of Thisday in 

2004,  

That was even published almost without my consent. Uche Nduka 

was working for me as the editor of my community newspaper, 

FESTAC News. He was one of the important poets in the country 

then. He wanted to publish, and he did. It wasn't like I saw the 

collection of poems and said, Hey! I wanted to do this. He got some 
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money from Uzor Maxim (Uzoatu), which I'm not sure I've paid yet, 

to publish the book… 

Akinosho later supported the publication of Akin Adesokan’s award-

winning novel, Roots in the Sky, under Festac Books imprint, the successor 

to Journoblues, Lagos. With CORA, he has been able to extend his passion 

for the arts, and to support a long list of artists, and cultural projects. 

Aware that the future belongs to the youth, he has helped shape the focus 

of CORA to the younger generation, making them central to the group’s 

unfolding programs. The yet to be realised CORA Library Projects is a key 

part of this vision. As CORA’s mission statement makes clear, 

CORA plans to establish a project under which libraries will be 

established in major cities of Nigeria, especially the under-served 

areas of the cities. The library is where we would articulate all our 

ideas about the imperatives of reading, book, and literature for 

national development. This is why we support Book Clubs as part of 

the extension service outposts in dissemination of the ideas in books. 

We however take the view that libraries and book clubs should go 

beyond the upper middle-class clientele. 

Given his vast experience over the years, and a shared vote of no 

confidence in a philistine ruling class in Nigeria, Akinosho would rather 

not think of Nigerian government in relation to the development of the 

arts even if he tirelessly works to make the state accountable through his 

unparalleled advocacy. “I do not even think we should be talking about 

government. Let's look at ourselves, what have we contributed?” he 

rhetorically told Ogujiuba in the press interview referred to above. “We 

are working on the first library in mainland Lagos, next year. The idea is 

to have the size and space of the British Council and have the kind of hype 

that British Council has. Let us build infrastructure ourselves, look at the 

guys who built MUSON Centre, they don't have ten heads each. We 

should go and work and stop hoping on government to help us uplift our 

arts.” 
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Culture hero deserving of honour 

In a country where optimism is in short supply, Akinosho’s big dreams 

and sanguinity about taking Nigeria to a cultural Eldorado is not only 

contagious, it is worth celebration. As we celebrate him on this diamond 

jubilee of his fortuitous birth, I believe it is morning yet on his march to 

greater heights. It is time the Nigerian government recognized such 

unsung everyday heroes as Toyin Akinosho and awards them great 

honours of our land as a way of redirecting misguided, materialistic 

youths to the kind of role models urgently needed to build a respectable 

country that recognizes and rewards excellence.  

Akinosho has shown an uncommon vision and commitment to Nigeria’s 

cultural development that in some other clime, he would have been 

awarded one of the high honours of the land, say OFR in Nigeria’s 

context. Indeed, the British equivalent of this award, member of the Order 

of the British Empire, OBE, has been awarded to distinguished Nigerian 

cultural ambassadors such as the novelist Ben Okri, the dancer, Peter 

Badejo, and the artist Yinka Shonibare, awarded CBE (Commander of 

the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire).  

 

Personal interview 

“I have gone back to some of my old ladies to 

reconsider me…” 

To mark the diamond jubilee of Akinosho’s birth, I interviewed him on 

April 14, 2020. Rather than report it as part of this article, I believe it is 

better to reproduce the interview verbatim: 

What is the significance of turning 60 and how do you feel about the professional 

mission and vision that have driven you so far? 

When you’re 50 in Nigeria, you’re older than most people around you. 

When you’re 10 years older than that, you’re not allowed to 

discountenance the fact. It is so stark; both empowering and surreal. The 

social architecture is constructed to accord you enormous respect as “the 
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old guy”, especially if you still manage to be middle class. The policeman 

waves your car away quicker once he sees your facial outline, the bank 

executive stoops lower than the standard courtesy, on your routine 

walking exercise, even in the most upmarket suburbs in an anonymous 

city like Lagos, people frequently step up to say: ‘Good morning’. That 

last is the one thing I have noticed over and over again. As for my 

professional mission, I am thankful to the Almighty, of course, but I think 

I have wasted enormous time and I need to get some urgent things done… 

How do you negotiate the challenge of funding, especially since retiring from 

Chevron? 

Working for Chevron for the 20 years between ages 28 and 48 meant that 

I was shielded from the enormous economic difficulties that most 

Nigerians went through in that time frame (1988, two years after the 

painful structural adjustment was introduced and 2008, the date of the 

crash of the Lehman Brothers and the spawn of the last Global recession). 

But I didn’t appreciate it until I left. I came out of the Fortune 100 company 

imagining I could simply turn my passion into profit: sketching out the 

stories of the oil industry in a trade journal. But things weren’t as smooth 

sailing as I had assumed. I hadn’t really constructed a proper business 

before I dropped the lucrative job of petroleum geologist. What was most 

painful was that my diminished allowance prevented me from 

sponsoring certain aspects of the Nigerian cultural scene the way I loved 

to. But three things had happened while I was still at Chevron, which 

made things relatively easy to navigate after I left. The most important is 

the friendship with Jahman Anikulapo, editor of The Guardian on Sunday 

at the time. Jahman had become the pilot of the Committee for Relevant 

Art (CORA), the vehicle through which we had made the little investment 

we’ve made in the cultural life of Nigeria. And he is a thorough friend 

and loyalist to a fault. He will defend you with his own life, even if you 

were the worst human being on the planet. I am also grateful for the 

support of many young people who have assumed the best of us, who see 

in us what we don’t see in ourselves. 

The two other things are the awards; CORA being the first entity to have 

won the Prince Claus Prize in Nigeria gave us significant brand equity 

and made it possible to open doors. 
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For the Africa Oil+Gas Report, winning the CNN Africa Journalist Award 

when the journal had hardly even found its feet, before I ventured out of 

Chevron to face it full time, made enormous difference. The impact of 

these two prizes on the two pillars of my life indicate that certain types of 

awards are important. AOGR is now the market leader for insight into the 

hydrocarbon industry on the continent. 12 years after leaving Chevron, it 

is faithfully paying the bills. 

Bachelorhood at 60—is marriage and commitment to the arts more important 

than traditional family life? 

I have gotten terribly used to my aloneness that now I know there is a 

problem. Now I need sustained, productive company and I have gone 

back to communicating with some of those ladies who had earlier 

dismissed me for my selfishness. I am asking them to reconsider me. I just 

might be the ideal candidate. 

Conclusion: “Who on earth is Toyin Akinosho?” 

A chilling experience underlines Akinosho’s deep, sometimes humorous, 

reflections on his six decades of existence in one of the fastest growing 

cities in the world and Africa’s largest city as well as its economic capital 

with a total population of around 21 million people (World Atlas). On 

March 20, 2015, five suspected assassins accosted his personal chauffeur 

Mumuni in Victoria Island Lagos and asked him for Toyin Akinosho In 

the account of the incident ironically compared to a “Nollywood flick 

with the title Your Oga or Your Life or The Lucky Escape or the like” and 

published in Oil+Gas Report magazine of April 15, 2015 

(https://africaoilgasreport.com/2015/04/petroleum-people/who-on-earth-

is-toyin-akinosho/), Mumuni recalls the triple encounter within one night 

by invoking a line from Ian Fleming’s Goldfinger to underscore the serious 

threat to his boss’s life: “Mr. Bond, they have a saying in Chicago. ‘Once 

is happenstance. Twice is coincidence. The third time it’s enemy action.” 

Having been a victim of gun violence in Lagos in what appeared as 

“enemy action,” I understand why milestones such as Akinosho’s 60th 

birthday calls for celebration. Although the COVID-19 pandemic has 

necessitated lockdown of Nigeria’s megacity, cultural hub, and 
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Akinosho’s hometown, the celebration will nonetheless proceed. This 

time, like life under Covid-19, the celebration is being held online with 

bouquets of tributes that includes this one. It is also time to refocus 

attention to TA’s transformative energy and wisdom which he has 

harnessed into his newest thriving project: BookArtVille lit mag, a 

publishing imprint of Festac News Press Limited which covers Literature, 

Culture and Media. 

Happy birthday, O peppy TA!  
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“Well, you know 

I’m not a poetry person” 
--- Toasting the Geologist, Journalist, Flâneur and More 

 

Ogaga Ifowodo 

 CONTRADICTION tugs at the heart of this tribute, telescoped by 

its main title to which I will come at the end of this essay. The word 

“contradiction” too easily conveys the wrong connotation, so let me be 

clear: I deploy it here as a sign of sincerity. And, so, of true homage, our 

subject being nothing if not an honest, plain-speaking man. At any rate, 

contradiction is the inescapable aspect with which the authors of two 

tributes paid 10 years ago also grappled. Akin Adesokan, who has known 

the man longer than I, began the piece he wrote to honour Akinosho at 50 

years of age with a confession. “It is difficult but inescapable for me,” he 

said, “to write about Toyin Akinosho, the Lagos-based publisher, 

geologist, journalist, crowd-gatherer, man-on-the-prowl, self-described 

‘cultural enthusiast,’ and grand historian of the Nigerian ‘pepper-soup 

elite’.” Yet, he went on to do a profile of nearly 4000 words, showing that 

the difficulty, actually, reflects the complexity of this intriguing 

individual. Take a look at the list Adesokan gives us of Akinosho’s multi-

dimensional life: no one can be all of those things who walks a straight 

line! Such a one is bound to come very close to Walt Whitman’s self-

portrait (as the portrait of America) in his famous poem, “Song of Myself”:  

“(Talk honestly, no one else hears you, and I stay only a minute 

longer.) 

Do I contradict myself? 

Very well then, I contradict myself, 

(I am large, I contain multitudes.)” 

A 
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Let me just add that the modernist French poet, Charles Baudelaire, who 

inspires my title and will be invoked at some length in this piece, argued 

strenuously for the right to self-contradiction to be deemed as one of the 

rights of man canvassed by Thomas Paine. 

Which is why I think that contradiction, or complexity, if you like, is 

precisely the sort of difficulty that Bayo Olupohunda, a much younger 

admirer, evinces when he says that Akinosho “has the ability to smile and 

frown at the same time.” It is a “phenomenon” that he can neither 

“decipher” nor quite understand: “a smile and a deadpan expression on 

the same face,” given that “when he smiles, it hardly leaves his mouth.” I 

have not myself observed this admittedly puzzling trait, despite living on 

and off under the same roof with him for about a year between 2014 and 

2015 while relocating back home from the United States and seeking as a 

poet to prove Shelley wrong by becoming an acknowledged legislator of 

the Republic (I’m sad to report that Shelley won the bet!). Poets, Shelley 

famously lamented, are “the unacknowledged legislators of the world.” 

But that picture of a face frowning and smiling at the same time allows 

me to return to the contradiction I say dogs every effort to understand the 

uniqueness of Akinosho in Nigeria’s riotously fecund literary landscape. 

It goes without saying that he keeps the company of one in that landscape. 

He is an exotic plant whose branches and leaves stop just short of not 

resembling each other, never mind any of its neighbouring trees. While it 

is true that art or any form of cultural practice is, generally speaking, a 

democratic avocation, Akinosho comes to it from a not altogether strange 

but nonetheless fascinating combination of paths and by-ways, all 

distinguished by the fact that none shows him as having ever tried to be 

an artist. He is not a poet (for a denizen of the Ibadan-Lagos neck of the 

sprawling Nigerian literary woods once described by no other than Mabel 

Segun as one in which if you threw a stone in those heady days of the 80s 

and 90s, it would fall on a poet); not a novelist (for one whose main 

literary love is fiction); not a playwright nor actor (for one whose entry 
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into the culture scene was through the portals of J. P. Clark’s defunct PEC 

Repertory Theatre as something of an honorary associate); not a painter 

nor sculptor (for one who frequents museums and galleries and has even 

co-curated an exhibition); can’t pluck a guitar (for all of his ardour for, 

and promotion of, that West African invention, highlife)! And, yet, he 

proves himself as fully conversant with all the twists and turns, 

intersections and destinations, even the flora, fauna and perhaps soil 

structure of the terrain of the many roads he has travelled to becoming a 

self-described culture enthusiast. What accounts for this self-assurance 

when he could very easily just betray himself as a dilettante or poseur? 

I suspect that Akinosho might consider this question to be “solemn 

rubbish,” as Derek Walcott thought that W. H. Auden would most 

certainly have said of a post-mortem memorial in his honour at the 

Cathedral of St John the Divine in New York where he (Walcott) paid him 

homage. Only that Akinosho, to return in passing to the contradiction 

posed by my title, is — well, “not really a poetry person.” Still, from 

Walcott’s poem, “Eulogy to W. H. Auden,” come a phrase and a line that 

I find helpful in “deciphering” the phenomenon that puzzled one of his 

younger admirers. Walcott says that “as maps remember countries, 

mien/defines a man.” If Akinosho’s mien, according to Olupohunda, is 

defined by frowning and smiling at the same time, it may either be read 

as the sign of a confused man or of a mind rivetted by the complexity of 

the ideas and ideals he is forever pursuing. Or, perhaps, of a man 

constrained to assume a detached posture the better to observe and reflect 

on the signal failure of his society to come into its own, squandering every 

opportunity for self-actualisation with baffling indifference. The banality 

of it all, the tragi-comedic character of each successive effort at self-

sabotage, is bound to lead to the observer not knowing whether to laugh 

or cry, smile or frown. It is, I suspect, the sort of mien one expects of the 

flâneur, that symbol of modernity abstracted from the streets of 19th 

Century Paris by the poet, Charles Baudelaire, particularly in his essay 
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“The Painter of Modern Life”, and by Walter Benjamin in the analysis of 

the work of Baudelaire and the American writer Edgar Allan Poe.  

The flâneur is defined by his passivity, his seemingly aimless activity, his 

simultaneous immersion and yet detachment from his society. He was 

known to stroll the streets of Paris with the sole aim of being an acutely 

aware observer of his environment. The picture of the Baudelaire-

Benjamin flâneur is as follows: he is a man who could “reap aesthetic 

meaning from the spectacle of the teeming crowds of the metropolitan 

environment”; he is distinguished by idleness and acute observation 

skills, able to read his city as one might read a text. In his article “Forget 

the Flâneur”, Conor McGarrigle quotes Keith Tester’s view of this 

modernist figure as “the man of the crowd, rather than the man in the 

crowd,” for even though “immersed in the crowd, his awareness of this 

position renders him aloof from it.” On this last characteristic, it might be 

noted just how much Akinosho too often loves to take the backstage, even 

at events organised by or for him. 

This modernist picture of the flâneur does not, however, quite capture 

Akinosho. No surprise, as the notion itself has been subjected to scrutiny, 

in particular by those who think that its constitutive elements, the 

environment of its creation, have so changed that he is a recognisable but 

different figure in the post-modern epoch, never mind the post-colonial 

milieu. For instance, Martina Lauster, writing in the “Modern Language 

Review”, argues that Benjamin’s picture of the flâneur was drawn with 

blinkered vision, the blinkers being his “one-sided understanding of 

modernity as involving self-loss, alienation, and fetishization.” For his 

part, McGarrigle, in the essay already mentioned, sets out to re-imagine 

the “detached, passive male observer” and replace him with the 

“alternative, more representative model” who is “of necessity engaged” 

with his society, and is thus a “disruptive activist who does not merely 

observe, but actively seeks to create alternative narratives and shape 

outcomes.” McGarrigle chooses for his purpose the cyber flâneur — we 
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live, after all, in the era of hyper-connectivity in a global village, 

dominated by information technology colossi like Facebook, Google, 

Amazon, Microsoft and Apple that bring the world into our bedrooms or 

wherever we might be, while simultaneously enabling us to bring our 

bedrooms or any space we might be occupying at any point in time to the 

world. 

But even if more inclined to see the flâneur in his original suit, he could 

still be an activist. Some scholars, McGarrigle points out, see elements of 

activism in him, replacing his passivity with “an overt political and 

activist agenda which sought not only to observe, but to actively change.” 

Thus, for David Harvey, the flâneur “maps the city’s terrain and evokes 

its living qualities,” rendering it “legible for us in a very distinctive way,” 

a view echoed by Rob Shields who sees the flâneur as a figure of resistance 

to the “work-a-day pressure of the punch-clock.” In these readings, 

flânerie becomes a more self-conscious practice aimed at “re-

appropriation of the street from the logic of consumerism.”  

WE can more clearly see Akinosho in this picture. Anyone familiar with 

his ubiquitous footprints in the cultural landscape and the impact he has 

made on the way we talk about books and the arts, how we create and 

appreciate them — through his long-standing Artsville column in The 

Guardian, co-founding and administering the Committee for Relevant Art 

(known for its quarterly Art Stampedes), and the Lagos Book & Art Festival, 

not to mention his attendance of literally every book event — would 

agree. Whether in keeping with his inclination to be everywhere but not 

to be the subject of attention or just out of pure coincidence, there is very 

little written about him. But out of the little there is, the picture of the 

flâneur as activist for change fits Akinosho nicely down to buba and sokoto 

and abeti-aja! Does he map the terrain of his city, Lagos, and evoke its 

living qualities, rendering it legible for us in a very distinctive way, as 

Harvey says? Oh, yes, he does. Is he disdainful of the work-a-day pressure 

of the punch-clock, that is of the tedium of office work, even of the high-
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paying variety? He took early retirement from Chevron, the international 

oil giant, spurning the security and comfort of a slick paycheque every 

month for many more years to devote himself to publishing Festac News, 

a community newspaper (and, also, it must be said, Africa Oil + Gas Report, 

said to be very highly regarded in the industry, for his bread and butter), 

and to cultural advocacy and the establishment of structures to power 

their dreams. But don’t take my word for it: in addition to Adesokan and 

Olupohunda as witnesses, read also “Akinosho, Geologist in love with 

the arts,” an interview with Chuks Nwanne in The Guardian of 15 January 

2017. 

SO now the matter I began with. I deliberately subsumed it under the 

general theme of contradiction which, I hope, has been shown in the 

specific way I mean it. In case you have forgotten, after nearly 2000 words, 

let me remind you: it is Akinosho’s confession, “Well, you know, I’m not 

really a poetry person.” I recall the moment very clearly, precisely because 

it was a surprise to me. My poem, God Punish You, Lord Lugard, had just 

been published, sometime in 1996 or the previous year, in one of the 

newspapers’ literary pages — The (Daily) Times Review of Literature and 

Ideas, edited by Afam Akeh, I believe, or maybe somewhere else — and 

had been warmly received. I had read it at one of the literary gatherings 

that were a fixture of the Lagos cultural scene at the time. It was on our 

way back to Mars House, Akinosho’s 1st Avenue home in Festac Town, 

crammed in his beaten-up, box-shaped Volvo of those days, that the 

conversation turned to poetry in the course of our review of the soirée. He 

had found the poem funny, he liked its humour but, “basically” (and this 

is a word that peppers Akinosho’s speech, as a connective, place-filler-

while-gathering-your-thoughts and signal to no-bullshit opinion), “it is 

prose chopped into lines.”  

I was in a bad place. Literally. No, he would not tell Kingdom, his driver 

at the time (for a Lagos boy, Akinosho, surprisingly, doesn’t drive), to pull 

off to the curb and kick me out of his car, but what was I to do? Explain 
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the poem’s prosody and aesthetics to him? Say that poems come in 

various ways, including the sub-species called prose poems and even the 

anti-poem? In which case, I would be making an apology for my poem, 

which in almost every case is distasteful? Well, it is Akinosho, and 

although I had only begun to know him closely, his reputation as a 

cultivated man of the arts loomed before my thoughts. So, I said, “Yes, the 

diction is simple, though not inapt, I hope. But are you equating simplicity 

with absence of profundity? You do not see anything else, device or 

technique, at work in the poem?” Not my words verbatim, of course, but 

to that exact sense and meaning. And that was when he made his 

confession. And surprised me. I had expected some attempt, however 

feeble, to justify his claim. And, who knows, I might have got something 

to compel priceless revision, even if only in the form of a single word or 

phrase in place of the original now seen to be inapt and ineffective. Over 

the years, I noticed that I’ve never once seen Akinosho clutching a slim 

volume, either at home or to a reading, CORA Art Stampede, LABAF or 

highlife party, at any of which fora he is known to insist, every so often, 

on reading to the audience passages from the book that had got him 

excited.  

I have invoked Walcott and in that same eulogy to Auden, he has this 

interesting couplet: “But you, who left each feast at nine / knew war, like 

free verse, is a sign of awful manners.” That evening, I had thought 

Akinosho was accusing me of bad poetic manners, so I was eager for him 

to give reason. He had none, alas, other than a hunch, but being a man of 

strong opinions, he expressed it with the confidence of one who knows 

not just what good poetry is but also forms and prosody. After reading 

Adesokan’s tribute to Akinosho at 50, I knew better. Akinosho, says 

Adesokan who knows him better than anyone else — with the possible 

exception of Jahman Anikulapo —is a strongly “opinionated” man, a man 

who is “totally cultivated in the habit of speaking his mind.” An 

admirable quality, no doubt — the importance of being earnest, as Oscar 
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Wilde put it. But then Adesokan notes that Akinosho is “a reader of 

trends… quick to see a pattern in a huge mass of facts and data and draw 

conclusions.” Only that “No one can say if those conclusions are sound, 

but in the spirit of ‘Act Like You Know’, such judgments are important 

while some are still trying to figure things out.” It is not clear if the bluff 

“Act Like You Know” was uttered by Akinosho, as some sort of personal 

motto. So, then, Akinosho had not merely backed out of an argument that 

evening, a rare thing indeed for him, but had actually only tried to act like 

he knew what a good poem is. Even now, I’m not quite sure if he was 

being sincere or absurd, for 23 years later, he was among the first to arrive 

for a reading from A Good Mourning, my last book of poems, at Patabah 

Bookshop in Surulere, Lagos. 

WHY do I bring this up, running the risk of being seen as a slighted poet 

bearing a two-decades-and-a-half grudge? Let me disavow any such 

feeling, if for nothing else then for the simple reason that God Punish You, 

Lord Lugard got the kind of validation a poet hankers after: not only 

audiences’ response to it at readings but also informed readers and critics’ 

too, including its selection for a special edition of Poetry International (7/8, 

2003-4). I dare to bring up this incident because for all of Akinosho’s quick 

wit and his indubitable contributions to the enrichment of our cultural 

life, one can’t escape the niggling thought that perhaps he is a man of too 

many parts. He “bubbles with ideas, opinions, and designs, and since 

some of these ideas are often too contradictory or incompatible with one 

another to be held and expressed by one person at the same, he simply 

invents multiple structures, personalities, or entities to claim them,” 

Adesokan reports, but then poses the question: “Should one person do all 

of these things?” But maybe the difficulty Adesokan and Olupohunda 

grappled with can be more easily resolved by seeing Akinosho, once 

again with Baudelairean eyes in The Painter of Modern Life, not as an 

“artist” but as “a man of the world”— the former restricted and the latter 

broad in meaning. By the latter, says Baudelaire, “I mean a man of the 
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whole world, a man who understands the world and mysteries and 

lawful reasons for all its uses,” and by the former “a specialist, a man 

wedded to his palette like the serf to the soil.”  

Clearly, not many can expect to be taken seriously if they strive to do all 

things, if they profess to be generalists rather than specialists; that is, if 

they choose to “delight in universal life.” Yet, it is in the nature of the 

flâneur, driven primarily by curiosity, to see a great many things as he 

strolls his city, all of them seemingly connected since they reflect the life 

of a people in a community, yet unarguably disparate. No one can know 

everything, but why should that stop one from having an opinion about 

what one sees or experiences? In time, one will figure out what one does 

not know now—if that becomes necessary. Perhaps, then, better to have 

an opinion than not at all. And we can all agree: we would rather have 

the opinionated Akinosho than a reticent or taciturn geologist whose 

views lie buried in the seams of subterranean rocks! Our literary 

landscape, the entire cultural scene of Nigeria, Lagos in particular, would 

be the poorer for it. Once again, here’s the picture Adesokan paints of the 

man: “publisher, geologist, journalist, crowd-gatherer, man-on-the-

prowl, self-described ‘cultural enthusiast,’ and grand historian of the 

Nigerian ‘pepper-soup elite.” To which I add, flâneur, given to us by 

Baudelaire, thus: 

 

“The crowd is his element, as the air is that of birds and water of 

fishes. His passion and his profession are to become one flesh with 

the crowd. For the perfect flâneur, for the passionate spectator, it is 

an immense joy to set up house in the heart of the multitude, amid 

the ebb and flow of movement, in the midst of the fugitive and the 

infinite. To be away from home and yet to feel oneself everywhere 

at home; to see the world, to be at the centre of the world, and yet 

to remain hidden from the world — impartial natures which the 

tongue can but clumsily define. The spectator is a prince who 
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everywhere rejoices in his incognito. The lover of life makes the 

whole world his family, just like the lover of the fair sex who builds 

up his family from all the beautiful women that he has ever found, 

or that are — or are not — to be found; or the lover of pictures who 

lives in a magical society of dreams painted on canvas. Thus, the 

lover of universal life enters into the crowd as though it were an 

immense reservoir of electrical energy.” 

Here’s to Akinosho at three happy scores. Wishing him three more happy 

and ever strongly opinionated scores in his beloved city! 

Ifowodo is a lawyer, poet, activist and columnist. He has published four volumes of poetry, the most 

recent being A Good Mourning. He is currently Principal Partner at Remedium Law Partners and 

working on his fifth poetry volume. 
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Whence Came A Variable Star? 
“…an invaluable asset to the Nigerian community” 

 
Olusola Ogunfuwa 

Introduction 

HEN I got a coded mail to contribute to a publication in 

commemoration of Toyin Akinosho’s 60th birthday anniversary on 

May 17, 2020, I became paradoxically blinded by two recurring questions. 

One, why should I be locked down again to start dissecting Toyin 

Akinosho at this numbing period of a global disarray; when I am already 

on lockdown in my small shell consumed in the blinding rays of Covid-

19 reality and delusion? The second question was, who bi dis guy sef? The 

second question popped up based on the fact that I have never thought of 

a time like this when there will be the need to subject Toyin Akinosho to 

a deep-rooted, critical assessment. However, the answer to this 

assessment, I summed, has been guided by the text in the mail I received. 

But could the guide truly provide a picture of Toyin Akinosho in his 

immediate and extended form: both real and abstract?  

While all of this bugged my mind, I ignored the request in unexplainable 

pretence, self-pity and unjustifiable rationalisation that the mailer will 

soon scale me out of the whole arrangement. A reminder that followed a 

couple of days later, however, jerked me back to the realisation of an 

inescapable assignment. Invariably, I’ve just got to “shine my eye.”  

As my mind was still wondering in this frenzy, it strayed back into the 

contents -- a few pages actually -- of a small but illuminating book on 

stars, constellations and the Milky Way. The book, which I read some 

years ago, provided the impetus to navigate this whole task. Authored 

nine years after Akinosho was born by Josef Klepešta and Antonin Rűkl, 

W 
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Constellations provides scientific insights into all that we see, or think that 

we see, in the skies. But it also provides me the avenue to see and then 

mirror Toyin Akinosho from the abstract and from the real— based 

primarily on symbolic replications. Therefore, briefly highlighting the 

contents of Constellations will be very illuminating and guiding.  

CONSTELLATIONS, in its 282-pages, is reeled in technical information 

about the origins, nomenclatures, formations, formulations, and other 

underlining activities of stars; how the stellar and the Milky Way operate; 

the sky and its other embodiments; and objects of such celestial 

magnificence and significance. The book espouses the nature of light and 

spectra kinds, star clusters, Galaxies, meteors, planets, constellations and 

much more. Insights are also given on historic developments of the 

scientific discoveries of these celestial objects. The contributions of a few 

scientists, philosophers, astronomers and sky/star gazers and observers 

are equally noted. Sky and constellation maps and tables are further 

provided as explication materials that will be invaluable to students of, 

and adepts in, astronomy and astrophysics. 

Of particular interest to me are the definitions and explanations given to 

stars: their reality and illusion formats, doubles and clusters, distances 

and types, shooting stars and meteors, and a glossary and list of stars. In 

this book, Klepešta and Rűkl define Star (274) as, “a celestial body…which 

is self-luminous… Because of their distance from Earth, other stars are 

seen only as pinpoints of light through their diameter and luminescence 

may be far greater than that of the Sun”.  

By a similar equivalence of symbolic juxtaposition, there is a characteristic 

of the heavenly Star that qualifies some people (or even animals involved 

in sports) to be recognised and labelled as stars or superstars. This is the 

luminescence that the community declares as superlative. As such, 

different stars abound in different places as exceeding lights of and in 

different ideas and fields of human operation. Generally, the description 
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of human stars and superstars through a socio-cultural perspective 

started from the 20th century ascription of film and sport stars, but the 

identification of some stars like Leonardo da Vinci, Shakespeare, Newton, 

Dante and some others started even earlier.  

The Coverage of a Variable Star 

AMONG the heavenly stars exist some that are referred to as Variable 

Stars. They are variables because they change in their brightness through 

their geometric or physical orientations at peculiar intervals, Klepešta and 

Rűkl (275). This variable has also been perceived of an illuminator that is 

present in the advocacy for the right geological, socio-cultural and 

political dominions. Since the scope of the publication on Toyin Akinosho 

at 60 is largely limited to his culture production, art appreciation and 

criticisms; and art activism and culture advocacy luminescence, a short 

textual interjectory will suffice hereafter of his contribution to the 

Nigerian geological space, the global geological system information and 

socio-political economy. After which, his varied contributions in the art 

space will be espoused broadly. 

  

Variable Light Olusola Ogunfuwa Digital Art 2020 

Toyin’s journalism is quite elevated when he discusses petroleum and 

geological matters around Africa. Though he started as a reporter and 

later features writer at The Guardian, many of his writings were on oil and 

gas, the socioeconomics and politics of Nigeria and many parts of the 
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world. He is member of the Editorial Board of Petroleum Technology 

Development Journal (PTDJ) and a Contributing Editor to African Oil+Gas 

magazine. His contribution to fair journalism display and quality of 

information in Economics and Business reportage made him winner of 

the 2007 CNN African Journalist of the Year Award in that category.  

Although Toyin was a features writer in The Guardian newspapers in the 

1980s, he engaged himself in arts reportage out of love for the arts. Many 

of us in the Graphic section of the Production Unit thought he was on the 

Arts Desk. Such was his itinerant nature. Toyin showed his varied skills 

from the beginning of his professional career. He never mortgaged the 

privilege of his academic background in the sciences; he excellently 

cushioned it with the love for the arts. This was the first display of his 

variable starship in arts and culture advocacy, which was beginning to 

blossom. Then, this stage would still be classified as abstract: intangible.  

Just a few years back, however, I read online about an incident that 

happened to “Mumuni”, Toyin’s driver. The event narrated in the article: 

Who on Earth is Toyin Akinosho?” I think, has partly but indirectly 

answered the second question I raised. Truly, who be dis guy self? But if 

Toyin had not been particularly nice to Mumuni, the contents of this 

publication might have been tailored towards reminiscences. Because we 

are conversant with cases of assassination of Ogas (masters) who were 

reported as nice and generous, but whose aides were wicked and 

treacherous, leading to betrayal and death of their oga. Toyin’s case was 

divine and uncommon, just like the type of the variable stars with 

different illuminations and divine operations and guidance.  

Toyin’s existence has a distinction, which ignites an energy force that co-

flourishes the geological science and the arts. Even if he describes himself 

as a business journalist, a petroleum geologist and an arts enthusiast, 

some of his keen watchers will agree that he is led in motion by a 

philanthropic mechanism. This is not particularly exhibited in form of 
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cash generosity, paradoxically— because many of us know that the 

money he has can never be enough since he gives it out almost as soon as 

he earned same — but in form of information generation and distribution 

striving at balancing fun and sincerity all the time. This humane posture 

would have been experienced by many of his close associates, particularly 

artists who have had encounters with him at exhibitions, workshops and 

seminars. He engages his mission with purposeful candour that is 

blended with hilarity. Let me afford you two experiences that I had with 

him many years ago. These were during the two group exhibitions I had 

in the 1990s, Tonic Embrace and Another Tonic Embrace. 

AT the opening of Tonic Embrace that held between 29 September and 13 

October 1990 at National Museum, Onikan, Lagos, Nigeria, he told me he 

liked a few of the abstract works on display: the colourful outlook, 

anyway. He then asked what were the concepts guiding some of my 

abstractions? After listening with keen interest to my lengthy explanation, 

he then concluded that, “Sola, you know what, you’ve succeeded in 

confusing me the more.” The realistic/naturalistic artworks, he observed, 

were self-explanatory, but with the abstract ones, I was only supporting 

with concocted explanations to force an agreement or acceptance. “As for 

me”, he said jocularly, “I won’t take your explanation as valid.” However, 

he would visit the exhibition venue another quiet day to have a fuller 

experience of the works. Sincerely, I just did not fancy his submission. But 

he kept his position, laughing sarcastically at my disposition. Anyone 

close to Toyin would concur to a truism that, if he smiles, he is 80% in 

concord with you; if he laughs, he is 80% in discord with your point. But 

either way, he is a happy-go-lucky personality. 

The second encounter from several others was at our follow-up group 

exhibition titled: Another Tonic Embrace. This was in 1993 at Jiraj Art 

Gallery in Maryland, Lagos, Nigeria. The exhibition was also by the same 

set of artists: Tunde Olanipekun, Femi Kolawole and I. Toyin was also 

there — he never missed the opening of any exhibition in those days. 
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When we started talking, he said, “Na wa for you guys ooo! I said I must be 

here because I needed to know another tonic you wanted to present which 

had not been embraced before”. His statement was shocking, but some of 

us close to him will not find it unexpected. On his second visit to the 

exhibition, he said he agreed that the works on display were better than 

the earlier ones exhibited in Tonic Embrace. We were glad, because Toyin 

is usually unapologetic about his submissions on art, having gradually 

advanced and mastered the critical and aesthetic positioning of the 

Nigerian artistic and cultural platforms. 

Equally fair of his reviews (whether print or verbal) in those days was that 

he cultivated the habit of attending an exhibition at least twice before 

taking a position. Why was he doing this? He said the first visit, which is 

usually at the opening ceremony, was for meeting with friends, art 

journalists, artists, aficionados and for conducting few important 

interviews that may not necessarily connect with an ongoing exhibition. 

The second visit is essentially to access the artworks without any 

distraction, in order to seek a better understanding of works on display. 

Many artists in the 1980s and ’90s cannot but agree with me that Toyin 

gave a lot of flavour to exhibition opening days, because he would 

ultimately, albeit unconsciously, create a circle or conclave of those I will 

call art gisters, whose level of art experience and intelligence were 

respected in the Nigerian art circle. When personalities like Yusuf Grillo, 

Bruce Onabrakpeya, Sina Yussuff, Uche Okeke, Obiora Udechukwu, 

Kolade Oshinowo, dele jegede, Gani Odutokun, Bisi Fakeye and a few 

others of their generation are present at an exhibition or gathering, Toyin 

has an amiable personality with an ability to generate germane discourses 

on art and culture with them. He also finds the gatherings of middle 

generation of artists like Kunle Adeyemi, Abiodun Olaku, Tunde 

Olanipekun, Bunmi Babatunde, Joe Musa, Sam Ovraiti and some others 

as opportunity to interrogate current issues and development in art. This 
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dynamism has afforded him the privilege of generating story ideas that 

have credibility in the art and culture circles. 

It is also pertinent to recognise the contribution of his journalism to his 

advocacy in cultural, political and publishing affairs. I will say that the 

literary sagacity of Toyin was polished in The Guardian. He enjoyed and 

benefitted from the company of Ben Tomoloju— popularly called Ben T— 

art writer and critic, dramatist and theatre maker, and mentor to many 

young and aspiring artist(e)s and writers. I will further say devotion of 

pages to arts, culture and entertainment started with Ben T as Arts Editor 

at The Guardian newspapers in the 1980s, which afforded freelancers to 

contribute to arts writing at the time that art, especially exhibitions were 

beginning to blossom in Nigeria and particularly in Lagos. During this 

period, Ben T championed the formation of Arts Writers’ Organisation of 

Nigeria (AWON). This period launched the fast tempo and quality 

production that have characterised today’s arts and culture reportage. 

Toyin and Olanipekun nurtured a writing friendship that won them 

pages to fill in the weekly The Guardian Express (from the stable of The 

Guardian newspapers) and Evening Times (from the stable of Daily Times 

newspapers) during this period. Toyin was also contributing a weekly 

column to The Champion newspapers, at the same time. 

Emergence of the Culture Advocates 

WHILE Toyin was harnessing all possible human and material capacities 

to expand his knowledge in geological science, and art and aesthetical 

foundations, little did we know he was mobilizing group of young, 

vibrant and regimental group of enthusiasts, writers and art professionals 

that would champion the cause of arts and culture production and 

advocacy as we have it today. In 1991 these group officially announced 

the birth of the Committee for Relevant Art (CORA). They announced 

Yomi Layinka, an ace broadcaster and actor at the time (who decades later 

became Special Adviser on Communications and Strategy to Governor 
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Abiola Ajimobi), as their President. Toyin Akinosho was appointed 

Secretary-General, while Tunde Olanipekun was Director of 

Programmes. Jossy Ogbuanoh was also a member. The painter Chika 

Okeke-Agulu was brought in; and later Jahman Anikulapo, an arts 

reporter and theatre artiste, joined the train. 

CORA deepened the foundation of arts among the low and the mighty. 

Art Stampede, a quarterly parliament-like gathering organised by CORA 

has since then been staged to communities in Festac Town (where it had 

its inaugural session on June 2, 1991), to the National Theatre, Iganmu, 

Ilupeju, Ajegunle, Victoria Island, Ikoyi and others, usually preferring 

open air ambience of galleries and parks. It was at the maiden edition in 

1991 that the musical career of the afrobeat artiste, Kola Ogunkoya, the 

Gbedu Master, was launched. He was still in secondary school then, and 

had merely tagged along his teacher, Kole Akinlua, when he was 

opportune to mount the stage. Many other artistes in various disciplines 

have since been discovered and launched at subsequent stampedes.  

The modest membership of CORA multiplied greatly over the next 

decades, as it extends its advocacy mission into staging other events such 

as the annual Lagos Book & Art Festival, (LABAF), CORA BookTrek and 

Great Highlife Party to Arthouse Forum, celebrate landmark birthdays and 

accomplishments of major cultural workers and eminent artists.  

Even with all of these activities, Toyin still creates time to meet up with 

deadlines for his newspaper and magazine write-ups. Thus, Toyin, even 

as he ages, has become a bundle of energy and an amazing personality.  

Now to the forgivable debt he owes me… 

NOW that Toyin is 60, much richer than when we used to move around 

and ‘cheat’ one another on small chops and bottles of drink at exhibition 

banquets, I want to seize this opportunity to remind him of the money he 

has been owing me since the 1990s, when he tagged my water colour 
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painting at an exhibition, acquired it and promised NOT to pay. He often 

reminds me how he enjoys hosting the painting in his living room and 

how well he has kept his promise. So sincere a gentleman and a friend! 

He has been so much a friend that having the painting for no fee is not 

enough, considering his lofty contributions to the promotion of art and 

artists in Nigeria. However, for Toyin’s attention: Jahman is also planning 

to acquire the work by some magical default. I have no choice than to also 

wish him well.  

Ten years ago, when he was celebrated for clocking 50, Japhet Alakam of 

Vanguard newspapers wrote that, “following the attainment of this 

diamond moment, the art community which was thrilled by Akinosho’s 

wonderful contributions to the development of art in the country in the 

two decades decided to roll out drums… to etch in the communal 

consciousness the undeniable contributions of this cultural iconoclast.” 

Alakam reported that the ace filmmaker, Tunde Kelani described him as 

a “a special breed”, who was earlier misunderstood by Layinka as “a non-

serious fellow” and qualified by Biola Oni as “a phenomenon”.  

After an attempted assassination on Toyin’s life in 2015, Jumoke 

Verissimo in a petition titled, Guarantee Mr. Akinosho’s Constitutional Right 

to Life, affirmed that “Toyin is an invaluable asset to the Nigerian 

community” and his safety must be guaranteed. These testimonies 

provide some clues to the question raised at the beginning of this paper: 

Who bi dis guy sef? Of course, there could be several other pointers to the 

answer. But I will also add that Toyin has some awesome simplicity, a 

delightful aura and he is a man with a radiating energy. He is a Jack of 

many trades; master of all!  

Conclusion 

I cannot conclude this short tribute without honouring Toyin with one of 

the early short poems I composed from the mid-2000s till late. This and 

other poems — all unpublished and about a hundred in number — I have 
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only enjoyed when I am in the innermost corner of my silent cocoon. 

Greenglow is dedicated to Toyin Akinosho for his contributions to the arts, 

science, socio-culture, political economics, fair journalism and quality 

promotion of human life. These, you will agree with me, are some of the 

glowing attributes of a variable star. 

The glowing green 

Tiptoes round 

But its golden glee 

Makes sound so loud. 

 

A stellar bright 

Amongst the nerves 

Like a peacock spread 

Gives a glow around. 

 

His vision’s clear 

So he tiptoes round 

To whisper the might 

In crackers delight. 

 

Let some happiness 

Seal the boundless 

Of a cool dram tang 

That’s glowing around 

(17 February 2007) 

Note: The poem initially wore the garment of “I”, but Toyin exemplifies 

the character in the poem and as such takes possession in the 3rd verse.  

Dr Olusola Ogunfuwa, painter and art teacher at the Department of Creative Arts, University of 

Lagos.
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Toyin Akinosho… 

Simplicity as a virtue 
 

Olatunji Samson Sotimirin? 

Introduction 

HERE is a common assertion that simplicity is a virtue. But what is 

virtue?  

“Virtue” is the universal expression used for any idiosyncrasy people 

desire to compliment. In both ordinary conversation and analytical 

discussion, "the virtues" allude to those attributes we crave to possess to 

make individual or collective righteous decisions in order to accomplish 

a desired result. Simplicity is a conception with various interpretations 

depending on the circumstances. The following are definitions provided 

by different writers on the topic: 

“Simplicity is living holistically with your life’s purpose” and “Simplicity 

is turning loose your quest for wealth, status and power in return for inner 

peace and fulfilment” (Shannon, Mullins 2011). 

Simplicity can help in the possession of two essential types of 

understanding. First, it helps us in achieving higher self-consciousness; 

making our lives less complex and; necessitates us to have self-

introspection to differentiate our genuine needs and essential objectives 

from what is unnecessary or dangerous in our lives. It may compel us to 

challenge some of our defiance, addictions and ethical shortcomings.  

Striving to perfect simplicity can compel us to discover the actual 

equilibrium between demanding more from ourselves and displaying 

empathy towards our own shortcomings.  

T 
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“The plausibility of any account of virtue depends first on the plausibility 

or attractiveness of its ideal of a good human life, second on how 

convincingly it ties possession of certain character traits to achieve that 

ideal” (Joshua Colt Gambrel and Philipcafaro, 2009). 

Embracing simplicity can also strengthen value in our lives by linking us 

in abundant measures to our intellect, aspirations, creativity and 

prospects.  

Toyin Akinosho’s style of journalism 

Journalism’s intent is to formulate legitimate impressions of the society. 

The channels of assembling, collecting and representing information is 

usually premised on the practice and professional procedures.  

Style in journalism is described by Allan Bell as a “that way” which could 

have been chosen instead of a "this way" and these different ways of 

speaking can carry different social meanings (Marcel Broersma, 2007). Style 

implies conventions and procedures which underscore them. Procedures 

are ethos generally accepted by associations of journalists. They decide 

what journalism is and what it ought to be to a particular group, what a 

report is and the manner in which a journalist should conduct himself or 

herself. 

Classifications of style incorporate the principles that reflect traditional 

journalistic ethics and morals. Together they express a newspaper’s 

individual peculiarity, its ideological belief at a specified time. A 

journalist can also develop his or her own style, or what we might 

describe as “self-identity,” which defines and distinguishes the person 

from others. 

This is where Toyin Akinosho's journalistic principle becomes germane. 

His style and approach to journalism is a rare demonstration of courage 

and profound commitment to the moral philosophy that journalists are 
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presumed to maintain, which include among other things, a dedication to 

exposing the truth dispassionately without being induced by 

egocentricity. It comes with a lot of obligation. But being human, these 

professional ethics are occasionally jettisoned by some journalists, 

especially in this expeditiously expanding human culture combined with 

escalating cost of existential survival. It takes a person with firmness of 

character to stick to the principles and actions that are sincere, candid and 

honest. These are the peculiar characteristics and principles that evidently 

distinguish Toyin Akinosho from other journalists.  

Simplicity in his journalistic engagement 

AS already stated, every writer develops his or her own unique style of 

writing, while also taking cognisance of the existing standards. Toyin 

Akinosho deploys the principle of simplicity in a very resourceful manner 

to achieve eloquence, distinctiveness that help understanding by his 

readers. His lucid reporting of activities in the oil and gas industry has 

resulted from his ability to integrate imaginative, objective and analytical 

expertise with simplicity.  

This approach to his journalistic practice also manifests in other areas of 

his life. In recognition of his brilliant and distinguished contribution to 

the oil and gas industry, Akinosho was in 2015 in Cape Town, South 

Africa, honoured with the "Big Five Awards," Africa’s foremost award, 

usually conferred on eminent oil industry players.  

According to Sully Manope:  

He publishes the widely read Africa Oil+Gas Report, which has 

shown uncommon courage and candour in its coverage of the 

industry. Toyin has demonstrated keen interpretation of issues 

and trends in the technology, fiscal and strategic aspects of the 

oil industry, leading his magazine to establish rankings of top 

independent foreign and local producers and spotting 
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indigenous independents. The award is particularly granted for 

having courage of his convictions.  

Even though he espouses simplicity as a principle, Akinosho propels 

himself to poke deeper in his investigation of stories about persons, places 

and circumstances. In doing this, he puts personal emotions aside to 

brazenly expose the veracity of issues involved in his subject of focus. 

He assumes the same attitude and principle in his coverage of events and 

issues in arts and culture. Even without a degree in the arts, Toyin is a 

proficient writer with a capacity to explore stories in a manner that goes 

far beyond cosmetic analysis while maintaining his sense of simplicity.  

The Culture Advocate 

A GEOLOGIST by training, his fascination with the arts and culture 

sector picked up tempo in the early eighties in his national Youths Service 

days. He is the publisher of Festac News and Africa Oil+Gas Report. He is 

also extremely productive with the Committee for Relevant Arts, (CORA) 

-- a group of artists, art enthusiasts, art writers, culture producers, 

promoters and patrons committed to the development of the arts of 

Nigeria and, by extension Africa. It approaches its mission by advocating 

for an enabling policy environment for practice, ostensibly towards the 

proper positioning of the creative industries in the national economy. 

The brief biographical information above is to shed light on Akinosho's 

deep interest in the arts and culture sector. As a committed journalist, he 

works extremely hard and gives ultimate consideration and dedication to 

his mission. With his profile as an intellectually versatile person, Toyin 

has the distinctive quality of deep commitment to service and 

responsibility; always putting general good above self-interest, still with 

his trademark simplicity. He is immensely respected and admired for his 

outstanding diligence and service to the culture sector. 
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In addition to his personality, Akinosho is a resilient journalist who 

demonstrates remarkable courage and understanding of the essence of 

the subject he is engaging at any time; thus, always paying greater 

attention to the context, or the undertone of the subject, for better 

understanding by the reader. For example, in 1986, he wrote an article in 

his popular column, In The Gallery published in The Guardian Express, an 

evening tabloid in The Guardian newspaper stable, titled "Clowning 

Sotimirin could also get serious”, the focal point of the story is his 

evaluation of the acting accomplishments of this writer, as a professional 

Theatre Artiste. 

Toyin succinctly submits: 

Ask any avid theatre goer in Lagos today who his choice of an 

adept player of comic roles is and his guesses are likely to 

include Tunji Sotimirin, the 25-year old artiste -trainee with the 

Centre for Cultural Studies, University of Lagos. Two weeks 

ago, clowning Sotimirin provided much cause for audience 

participation in Ben Tomoloju's Jankariwo, a spider web of 

poetry, dance, mime, and songs which he premiered at the 

National Theatre on Boxing Day. […] He delivered with ease, 

came out naturally and every moment of his consciously led to 

some applause and bouts of laughter from the audience. The 

actor was hardly exhausted after the performance.  

"I want to get into more production. I want to be known," he said 

to a reporter who was at the show… Sotimirin's comic 

capabilities have oozed out of him more during rehearsals and 

conversations with people, especially colleagues, since he began 

with the Centre for Cultural Studies in 1984 than anything else. 

Consequently, directors began to single him out for comic roles. 

His part in Jankariwo – Idaamu – was that of a plotting houseboy 

who though provides much comic relief finally usurps the 

powers of his boss. (The Guardian Express, Jan. 9, 1986). 
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There are several other articles by Toyin Akinosho, published in 

prominent newspapers, attesting to his commitment and contributions to 

the culture sector of Nigeria. Sometimes, he prefers to adopt a pseudonym 

to disguise his real name, or and distance the author from his other works. 

Conclusion 

We have looked at various contexts in which simplicity as a concept and 

virtue constitutes one of the intrinsic values that help Toyin Akinosho 

developed his abilities both personally and professionally; and also 

inspires him in the establishment and accomplishment of his ambitions.  

We observe that the principle of intangible elements such as good, 

simplicity, contentment, knowledge, excitement etc have clearly reduced 

over the years. We believe that what we do is considerably guided by own 

values. Conclusively therefore, if we are to attain a life of simplicity, we 

must live a life of aspiration. Living a life of aspiration suggests that we 

realise what is essential; and are competent to weigh the consequences of 

conducting one pursuit over another at a given time; it suggests that our 

most pressing matters take primary position.  

To live a life of simplicity is to have great determination; accommodate 

minimal preoccupation with unnecessary things. Simplicity is 

intelligence. Simplicity is an instinctive phenomenon that shapes our 

external behaviour. Both the instinctive and the external features of 

simplicity are important. Experiencing the instinctive phenomenon 

emancipates us externally. Our expressions become sincere and genuine. 

We betray ourselves if we believe that we can have instinctive vices 

without such having an impact on our lives. For instance, materialistic 

acquisitions tend to devalue our existence, instead of enhancing it. 

Materialism reinforces the chances that we will perpetually live in 

anxiety, and that we will lack confidence in our own dignity. If we as 
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individuals could determine to be self-sufficient with less, the world 

around us would benefit a lot.  
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LAGOS AND I… FOREVER IN LUST!!! 
“I talk about this town as if the whole global thing was here. When 

Michael Jackson released an album, my generation got it the same day; I 

was 17 when the Thriller came; Jackson was 18. So, we were following 

this boy that was our age; the Jacksons Five were boys like us; that’s 

how we grew up… 

“The kinds of parties that we threw were global parties; people came 

back from the U.K. and had an idea and we simulated the city.  

You don’t need to throw a party from 10pm at night;  

you started at 2pm and you went home at 8pm.  

We created it and I’m still looking for anybody to tell me that it wasn’t 

us that first did that… 

 “I believe that this fun that I had in Lagos growing up led me to feel 

that this whole culture thing was natural for me. Tunde Kuboye was the 

kind of Lagos big boy that some of us wanted to be like; he was the one 

running the Museum Kitchen. He would bring a jazz band from Chicago 

to perform and he would invite us to come.  

You can imagine that you are just 22 and somebody is inviting you to 

such event. Ordinarily, those kinds of things are for big guys.” 

 
Excerpted from an interview with The Guardian, January 15, 2017 
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REVIEWS 

 

‘ 
I wanted to study either engineering or applied 

science or geology, which was what got people into 

the oil industry; it didn’t have anything to do with  

my liking it…  

we didn’t have counselling; if someone had 

counselled me, I would just have basically been a 

very successful writer or whatever. 
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INTERVIEWS 

 

Toyin Akinosho… 

Geologist in Love with the Arts 
 

By Chuks Nwanne 

HERE’s the popular saying that ‘if you want to hide something from 

a black man, put it in a book.’ However, if Toyin Akinosho, Secretary 

of Committee for Relevant Art (CORA), is involved, you don’t make that 

mistake. Akinosho is a bookworm; he reads everything. 

In those days of the monthly Great Highlife Party organised by CORA in 

collaboration with O’Jez Restaurant at the National Stadium, Surulere, 

Lagos, he would show up at the gig clutching a book, with his finger on a 

preferred page.  

Usually, it was the duty of Akinosho to speak at every Highlife Party 

before musicians such as Fatai Rolling Dollar, Maliki Showman, Tunde 

Osofisan, Alaba Pedro and others take over the stage. He would insist on 

reading a portion of a book before giving his speech that always contained 

some information about the good old Lagos; that’s Akinosho for you. 

Therefore, it was no surprise to hear that ‘Poblisha’ as he’s fondly called, 

had gone to the library, when I arrived his Lekki home for this interview. 

However, it didn’t take long before he returned. A few minutes of jokes 

and ‘traditional’ multiple handshakes, we headed for The Sailor’s, one of 

Akinosho’s favourite lounges on the Island. 

T 
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Those who know Akinosho will easily tell you he’s a proudly Lagos boy; 

he wears it like a badge. Just open a conversation on Lagos and within a 

short period, you will get the full gist about Lagos yesterday, today and 

even the future. You needed to see Akinosho on this day, as he relished 

his growing up days in Ebute Metta; it was such a nostalgic feeling. 

If the CNN award-winning journalist were to write his biography, it 

would start with him sitting on a pavement in front of his father’s house 

in Ebute Metta at 2am, on a Friday night/Saturday morning, talking with 

his cousin, with strings of highlife music wafting from Cool Cats Inn. 

He recalls, “The Cool Cats Inn was not very far from my house. At 2am, 

my mum and dad strolled in; they had gone somewhere, and nobody was 

anxious that somebody would be attacked or things like that. This was 

about just before the war broke out; that was the Lagos that I knew.” 

For Akinosho, life was easier and better in those days, unlike today when 

people struggle to live the good life. 

“My parents were able to afford virtually everything in the household and 

they were not necessarily rich. I was going to Baptist Academy, one of the 

best schools in Lagos then. 

“In fact, when I stumbled on some of my father’s documents on my school 

fees, I think there was One Pound that he paid for one particular term, 

and if you saw the pack of books that I brought home from school. Now, 

I find myself even many times richer than what my father was, but I think 

he was happier,” he lamented. 

Akinosho was fully involved in the social life. With a vibrant economy, 

he went everywhere. 

“The vision that I have in my head again is that at about 1977, everybody 

was talking culture. I was 17; I had finished school certificate, trying to 

make a way to get to university. We would all bunch into a taxi for the 
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equivalent of 50k and go to the National Theatre. Shina Peters was 

roughly about two-three years older than us; he was a small boy, who was 

wearing this suit; they lived in that neighbourhood.” 

If Akinosho and his gang were not at the National Theatre, then they were 

at the cinemas. 

“We went to see movies at the Metro Cinema and the rest. A lot of those 

things went away, and people are celebrating the things that look like 

them today. When people talk about cinemas in Lagos, it’s as if they just 

came. The difference today is that, whereas you have these plush cinemas, 

you don’t have the alternatives; there were alternatives in those days.” 

While the likes of Metro Cinema on Ikorodu Road and Roxy Cinema in 

Apapa were for the elites, young chaps like Akinosho had the option of 

going to Jebako Cinema in Mushin, Central Cinema or Kings, which was 

on Broad Street. 

“Those ones were also likely to show both American and Chinese films; 

you didn’t need to sweat to enjoy those things. Surulere was the heartbeat 

of the city; there was nothing like the Mainland-Island; the so-called 

Island was empty. The Island that thrived in my growing up was where 

Freedom Park is today; the Island they call Victoria Island and Ikoyi 

didn’t have anything happening in those days.” 

As a student of Federal School of Arts and Science on Adeyemo Alakija 

Street, Akinosho used to walk down the street with friends and their girls 

to enjoy ice cream at Falomo Shopping Centre. 

 “The place that I hung out in as a 16 years old guy, I have to struggle 

today as somebody, who has worked for an oil company, to even access 

those places and pay. So, I’m struggling to imagine what 16 years old go 

through if their parents were not that rich,” he said. 
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When it comes to clubbing and sapling restaurants, Akinosho is a devotee 

till date. 

“Segun Sanya and I, in our school uniforms, would go to Grill Room, 

Leventis to have breakfast for N2.80k; serious breakfast with toasted 

bread, baked beans, sausage, omelette and a cup of coffee. The same thing 

you go to have in big hotel today, which you pay N7,000 for, that thing 

was N2.80k. In Lagos today, if you go to any place that looks like Grill 

Room and you had breakfast, you will need N4,000 for something that is 

not hotel. How come you need to have a basket of money to be able to 

enjoy those things today?” 

WITH his level of involvement in the arts, many still wondered how 

Akinosho, the only child of his parents, ended up studying geology at the 

University of Ife. Even as a staff of Chevron, he never left the arts. 

“Because there was certain outgoingness; I probably was preparing 

myself for a life in the arts. But to tell you the truth about geology, I had 

been studying those, who seemed to be making money and who weren’t 

making money in the Nigerian environment. And I felt that a lot of the 

people that I was seeing that were in the arts, unless they were in law, 

they didn’t seem to me like they made money.” 

Right from time, Akinosho had always wanted to live in a particular way. 

Though he was good in both the arts and sciences, he felt science would 

be a sure way to wealth. “I wanted to study either engineering or applied 

science or geology, which was what got people into the oil industry; it 

didn’t have anything to do with my liking it. You know, we didn’t have 

counselling; if someone had counselled me, I would just have basically 

been a very successful writer or whatever. I probably would write better 

plays than Ahmed Yerima and the others. And the country was trying to 

promote science then; they were encouraging people to study sciences.” 
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Meeting J. P. Clark 

AKINOSHO’s romance with the arts and culture sector gained 

momentum during his NYSC days, when he first met Prof. J. P. Clark, 

who was running the PEC Repertory Theatre. 

“I was 21 then; I can’t forget. I had read about the theatre and I went to 

tell him I would want to start coming to see his shows. He looked at me 

up and down because he set it up as an upscale thing for upper class 

people; it wasn’t necessarily meant for some funny 21-year-old boy like 

me.” 

But along the line of their conversation, Clark enquired about his 

background and that was it. 

“I said, ‘I’m in my service year and I read geology. I don’t know what I 

would likely end up doing, but I like to write for newspapers.’ And he 

said, ‘ok, seriously, geologist? I’m interested in your interest.’ That’s how 

JP Clark took me in his wings. I mean, I would go to Pec to watch 

performances; he allowed me to see the rehearsals. Most importantly, 

there were programmes of activities; you knew all the upcoming shows,” 

he enthused. 

To the geologist, what is actually beginning to happen again in terms of 

theatre production is not new. 

“The things that people like Wole Oguntokun are now doing 

(Theatre@Terra) and claiming that it was the first-time people were doing 

something regular, crap! I lived this experience; people should just go and 

read up. It’s very important not to go and say something was your own. 

Somehow, there was some kind of 25-year break of life, and when life 

came back to Lagos, it became far more expensive.” 

 According to Akinosho, Onikan remains a major location when it comes 

to arts and culture in Lagos. 
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“If you consider that there was Island Club down the street, there was the 

stadium, the Yoruba Tennis Club and Racecourse, which later became 

TBS, you could understand that that was the heartbeat of social life in 

Lagos,” he said. 

 Meanwhile, down the street, there was the United States Information 

Service (USIS) that hosted exhibitions and cultural events. 

“That’s where we hung out. Then, there was the Museum Kitchen in that 

same location. So, the culture heart of Lagos was in that same place. Now, 

there’s Freedom Park; you have MUSON Centre, City Hall, City Mall… it 

never quite changed; something is always happening within that 

location.” 

As a freelancer, Akinosho took advantage of his relationship with Prof. 

Clark to expand his writing scope. 

“He needed N90 for a year to subscribe and see those show, but he (Clark) 

said I should come and see the show free. But how our relationship 

developed was that I was now writing about what I saw in the 

newspapers,” he said. 

 In those days, Akinosho wrote for every paper, although The Democrat 

particularly helped him grow in journalism. 

“I was writing for Punch, The Guardian, Concord and Daily Times, but I 

gravitated more towards the ones that paid me. I liked to be paid. So, The 

Guardian would pay, but The Concord and Punch won’t pay. It took a while 

for The Guardian to publish because they had everybody wanting to write 

for them. The Punch will publish me very quickly, which was good for 

me, but I needed to make some money by the side,” he noted. 

It didn’t take long before Clark picked interest in Akinosho’s writings, 

especially reports about his productions. 
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“In those days, Prof. would review my reviews and people in the cast 

were telling me that he likes me. You know, he will never show that he 

likes you; he was playing both my father and a friend at the same time 

and I was excited,” he said. 

Sometimes, the Prof. takes young Toyin for lunch. Before you knew it, it 

didn’t take long before the geologist caught the bug for arts. 

“He would say, ‘come let’s go for lunch…’ and we would go to the Boat 

Club with me, small 23-24-year-old boy. He would be meeting with these 

judges, generals… I would just basically be hanging around, feeling so 

cool when they served us food. In fact, in a sense, all these CORA things 

that we are doing today, that’s what determined those things,” he 

revealed. 

Though a Lagos boy, Akinosho was in tune with trends in the social circle. 

“I talk about this town as if the whole global thing was here. When 

Michael Jackson released an album, my generation got it the same day; I 

was 17 when the Thriller came; Jackson was 18. So, we were following this 

boy that was our age; the Jacksons 5 were boys like us; that’s how we grew 

up,” he enthused. 

“The kinds of parties that we threw were global parties; people came back 

from the U.K. and had an idea and we simulated the city. You don’t need 

to throw a party from 10pm at night; you started at 2pm and you went 

home at 8pm. We created it and I’m still looking for anybody to tell me 

that it wasn’t us that first did that,” he said. 

Basically, three people shaped Akinosho’s life in the arts. Apart from Prof. 

J. P Clark, the duo of Tunde Kuboye and Ben Tomoloju played major 

roles. 

“I believe that this fun that I had in Lagos growing up led me to feel that 

this whole culture thing was natural for me. Tunde Kuboye was the kind 
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of Lagos big boy that some of us wanted to be like; he was the one running 

the Museum Kitchen. He would bring a jazz band from Chicago to 

perform and he would invite us to come. You can imagine that you are 

just 22 and somebody is inviting you to such event. Ordinarily, those 

kinds of things are for big guys.” 

He continued: “The Italian Cultural Institute would have this choral 

concert, with all these oyinbo orchestra… I mean, I didn’t know then that 

we would have a MUSON Centre, and Nigerians would be handling 

those instruments. In my early 20s, everybody who performed in those 

kinds of concerts were whites. But I’m happy that MUSON Centre has 

changed all that; you can invite people from abroad, but you see that 

Nigerians are doing those things.” 

UPON his graduation from university, young Toyin returned to Lagos for 

his NYSC and served with Elf (now Total). But instead of securing a job 

with the oil company, he opted for The Guardian. 

“My first paid job was at The Guardian. In Elf, I was serving, and I asked 

them if they were going to hire me, and they said, ‘look, we are going to 

hire next in 1986.’ But as somebody who understands the industry, I 

realised that, at that time, they were not stable. Around that time, I had 

been writing for The Guardian. Ted Iwere, the then features editor of The 

Guardian, called me and said, ‘would you like to join us?’ and I said, ‘are 

you sure you can take a geologist?’ and he said, ‘we take everybody.’ And 

that was The Guardian for you. So, I came, and Femi Kusa said, ‘oh, you 

are the one who has been writing for us?’ I learnt later that people did 

tests, but I never did. In fact, I was the first person to be described as 

energy reporter. So, in the sense, the company wanted me to do 

something for them,” he said. 

Recalling how Ben Tomoloju, a former deputy editor of The Guardian 

influenced his life, Akinosho explained that he was the guy who 

promoted his writing most. 
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“Ben came to meet me at The Guardian; he was with The Democrat, where 

he created this brand of culture journalism that we are all doing today. 

This whole business of saying Fine Art page, Music page… it wasn’t there 

before. You know Tunde Kuboye and JP Clark were doing things that I 

would like to do, but in Tomoloju’s case, I didn’t even know he was doing 

those stage things; I just knew that this was somebody if I gave him my 

work, he would make the best out of it.” 

In terms of his craft, Tomoloju was the man that put Akinosho through. 

While the other media collected and published what he wrote, Tomoloju’s 

case was different. 

“He has always had a unique way of writing, but I didn’t want to write 

like him; he was too heavy for me. If you noticed the way I write, I’ve 

always wanted to say heavy things in a way that it will look like we are 

having fun,” he enthused. 

Meanwhile, going to work for Nduka Obaigbena’s ThisWeek remains 

Akinosho’s horrible mistake in his journalism career. In fact, that 

misadventure actually forced him back to oil and gas. 

“I might not have returned to geology,” he said. “What happened was 

that I made one horrible mistake of going to work for Obaigbena. We were 

nine of us and it was going to be a generational statement; that’s what we 

called it. The proprietor basically had other ideas for the magazine; he 

practically wanted to use it to make gains into government, that’s what I 

thought. So, I kind of got tired. We were not paid salaries, it was bad,” he 

lamented. 

Luckily, there were openings at Gulf Oil (now Chevron) and he went for 

it. 

“I joined Gulf Oil on July 1, 1988. So, when I say I spent 20 years, I left in 

February 2008,” he said. 
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But all through those years, Akinosho was active with CORA, while still 

publishing Festac News and Africa Oil+Gas Report. 

“I was doing everything art,” he noted. “I remember I was having a 

conversation with one Oyinbo journalist and telling him what I do, and 

he asked, ‘what exactly do you get to do for Chevron?’ He was like, ‘this 

guy, if he genuinely does the thing he claimed to be doing, he can’t be 

working for Chevron.” 

HOW have you managed the situation? 

“The good thing is that Chevron is a well-structured organization,” he 

said. “It’s not something they jump on you. Once you have target, you 

face it. I mean, people jump into the bus at 4.30pm. If you are someone, 

who is energetic like me, there’s still a lot of time. People do enough at 

work and feel that they have to go home at 4.30pm. But for someone like 

me, that’s another six hours.” 

However, Akinosho’s voluntary resignation from Chevron was a huge 

shock for many. But for the Lagos boy, there’s no exact time to quit. 

“I’ve always been this free spirit guy. That Chevron thing was a long 

period and I wish that it wasn’t like that. I wish I had worked for Shell, 

moved around, done some things in other places. I wanted to publish; I 

was very keen on that particular space. My challenge was that I was 

beginning to publish that thing and I wanted to put my name on it.” 

Though there were other people in Chevron, who are doing businesses, 

Akinosho’s case was different. 

“The kind of business they were doing is not public, they didn’t need to 

leave. And there was a time an MD of one company came up to me and 

said I was writing rubbish about his company. If that man wasn’t a good-

hearted man, he could have reported me to my boss.” 
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For him, leaving the oil job was an opportunity to do more for the arts. 

“The shame is that eight years after, I haven’t exactly expanded whatever 

that I was doing in the art. But basically, I wanted to feel free to do things. 

I didn’t have an oil company in mind; what I actually wanted to do is 

something culture. I wanted to expand the Africa Oil+Gas Report, which 

we haven’t exactly done in the way that I would like it to be. Otherwise, 

there were all these other things that I felt I could take on in the culture 

space.” 

Culled from The Guardian, 15 January 2017  
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“ 
‘We are asking you for the last time, where is Toyin Akinosho?’ 

I told him that I don’t know the person who bears that name. 

On hearing that, another one said to me: ‘I can waste you o’ 

but I told him that if he wanted to kill me, he should do so, but 

I insisted I neither knew Akinosho nor ever heard of his name. 

Then they left me there and entered their vehicle and left... 
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REPORTS 

 

Who on earth is Toyin Akinosho 
 

Epic encounter by Africa Oil+Gas publisher’s driver  

with suspected assassins 
 

HIS is not a screenplay. 

Perhaps the key character in the narrative would have wished it was 

one – for a Nollywood flick with the title Your Oga or Your Life or The Lucky 

Escape or the like. 

 Mumuni (not real name) is the driver of the Publisher of Africa Oil and 

Gas Report, Toyin Akinosho. 

 On the morning of 20 March, before boarding a flight to Abuja, Akinosho 

gave Mumuni N5,000 to buy fuel for the generator at his residence at 

Lekki, on the outskirts of Victoria Island, Lagos. That was what took 

Mumuni out of the house at about 7 O’clock that evening. 

 He had not even got to the neighbourhood filling station (on Admiralty 

Way) when the drama started. 

Mumuni takes over from here: “As I came out from our street to enter 

Fola Osibo Street I saw a white Hilux (mini truck) following me. I wanted 

to branch into 31 Road but because they were still following me, I decided 

to go straight. But they still followed me to 41 Road. At 41 Road, there is 

a junction that you can branch from, to Ikoyi or to the (exit) gate. It was at 

that spot that they blocked me with their car and stopped me. They came 

down and were asking me ‘Where is Toyin Akinosho?’ and I told them 

that I don’t know who Toyin Akinosho is; that I have never heard that 

T 
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name in my life before. I also told them that (the) publisher’s car is my 

personal car and that the name Toyin Akinosho does not ring a bell. It was 

at that point that they returned into their vehicle and drove off.” 

Mumuni recalled that the suspected assassins were five. 

He continued the narration: “They entered their car and I kept moving 

because I thought it would be unwise for me to go back home right away. 

As they moved, they were moving slowly and then later turned to the 

roundabout that leads to Ikoyi; but I went straight to gate. But as I looked 

into my side mirror, I saw that they were still following me and I thought 

to myself that if I went home, they might still trace me to the house to 

know where we were staying. So, I went straight and bent towards Four 

Points (By Sheraton Lagos hotel) area. The car has an e-tag (pre-paid toll 

identification) so I just passed the toll gate, but it was like they paid and 

were delayed a bit. But the traffic light stopped me; it wasn’t up to one 

minute that I was at the traffic light that I saw that they were coming but 

then, the light passed me, so I drove off. I passed in front of Four Points 

and followed Ajose Adeogun Street. On that street, there is a club 

that Oga goes to. It was there that they caught up with me and rammed 

my car by the side and I ran into a culvert and the bumper was damaged.” 

What happened next? “Then, one of them came out of the car and slapped 

me on my face and said, ‘We are asking you for the last time, where is 

Toyin Akinosho?’ I told him that I don’t know the person who bears that 

name. On hearing that, another one said to me: ‘I can waste you o’ but I 

told him that if he wanted to kill me, he should do so, but I insisted I 

neither knew Akinosho nor ever heard of his name. Then they left me 

there and entered their vehicle and left. People that were around there 

started coming out to assist me drag the car off the culvert.” 

But the saga didn’t end there. Mumuni decided to sleep in the car where 

the incident happened on Ajose Adeogun because the impact on the 

steering affected its controlling mechanism. He chose the option of 
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sleeping in the car because “we had recently bought two new tyres and I 

didn’t want them to loosen the tyres at night because that place is usually 

lonely and quiet at night before day-break.” Apart from the tyres, 

Mumuni thought that the battery could also be stolen. “Whatever 

happened would still be on my head,” he said, not giving a thought to the 

danger he exposed himself to. “I know that it is not worth my life, but I 

just can’t leave the car there,” he reasoned. 

Something happened during the small hours. 

The men were back. There’s this line in Ian Fleming’s Goldfinger: “Mr 

Bond, they have a saying in Chicago. ‘Once is happenstance. Twice is 

coincidence. The third time it’s enemy action.” 

Yes, this time, it was “enemy action” or an action that suggested that the 

suspects were not friends. 

“As I was sleeping in the car, around 2am,” Mumuni continues, “they 

came to meet me and used the edge (barrel) of a gun to wake me up. They 

then collected my phone and the N7,000 that I had on me and left saying 

that since I did not want to say the truth, they’d go with those.” 

Mumuni has a theory: “It was like they went to check the (contacts on my 

phone) whether they would see Oga’s name on my phone, but I saved 

Oga’s number with the name ‘MAE’” 

What is MAE? 

“Nothing,” said Mumini, explaining, “I just saved it as such because to 

spell his name, Toyin Akinosho Alfred, is difficult for me.” 

His theory could be right. “Around 5 am, they came back and dropped 

the phone on my body. I was even asleep then, but I felt something drop 

on my chest as they threw the phone at me.” After he was threatened with 

the gun, Mumuni, somehow strangely, decided to sleep atop the booth 
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instead of inside the car where he had first slept. “That was where they 

came to give me back the phone and told me that I was lucky,” he stated. 

Soon after he was rammed into the culvert, Mumuni had called Akinosho 

to narrate the incident. The latter advised him to “be careful.” 

He has been grounded since then. 

Now, who were The Five working for? Lingering question. 

‘Who on earth is Toyin Akinosho?’ https://africaoilgasreport.com/2015/04/petroleum-people/who-

on-earth-is-toyin-akinosho/ Also published in Vanguard Newspapers April 21, 2015 

 

https://africaoilgasreport.com/2015/04/petroleum-people/who-on-earth-is-toyin-akinosho/
https://africaoilgasreport.com/2015/04/petroleum-people/who-on-earth-is-toyin-akinosho/
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Petrodollar, Forensic Audit and 

Endangered Publisher 
 

By Steve Ayorinde 

ot a few people would have been surprised last Saturday, 

when Premium Times reported the escape of a well-known 

journalist, Toyin Akinosho, from Nigeria after an apparent assassination 

attempt on his life. 

Akinosho is famous in the Lagos arts and media circle as a critic with more 

than a passing interest in reporting the culture beat. Although he has 

written popular art columns in the past and published an art-centric 

newspaper, FESTAC News, thereby earning the sobriquet ‘Publisher’ 

among friends and admirers, he is actually a trained geologist with many 

years of experience at Chevron Nigeria Limited. 

He has become even more celebrated in the past few years as the 

publisher of Africa Oil and Gas Report, which focuses on issues affecting 

the petroleum industry across Africa. And as an award-winning writer, 

with unwavering commitment to investigative journalism and knack for 

routinely challenging the official line, for a good cause, he has amassed 

great followership. 

I had spent the better part of last Tuesday evening with him at the 

Freedom Park on Broad Street, the new hub of cultural activities in Lagos. 

He was the moderator of the interactive session with the veteran 

iconoclastic actor, Olu Jacobs, together with whom we all later went to 

watch The Beatification of Area Boy, a stage play directed by Wole Soyinka, 

at the venue’s open ground. The play was part of last week’s Black 

Heritage Festival. 

N 
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We did exchange a few banters about his unapologetic focus on the 

petrodollar industry and how he has always managed to unearth, in that 

juicy and ferociously tempting sector, the corruption others missed, or, 

more likely, disregarded. But not once did he betray any emotion about 

the ordeal, he went through just over a month ago and for which he has 

had to flee Nigeria for a few weeks only to return unannounced last week. 

Although it turned out that Premium Times’ story was somewhat delayed, 

more than a month after Akinosho had run for his life and later returned 

unintimidated, it was still a shock to have learnt of how suspected 

assassins trailed him for two days, damaged his car, harassed and 

physically attacked his driver for withholding information about his boss’ 

whereabouts. 

Akinosho may have reported the incidence of March 20 to the police and 

the State Security Service through a petition submitted by his lawyers, his 

ordeal, nonetheless, deserves more than a cursory look. Those gun-

wielding five men inside the white minivan that trailed his car did not 

appear like they were kidding, from the account of the driver. They meant 

business and they were armed. The parlance “I will waste you” (meaning: 

I can kill you for nothing) which they said to Akinosho’s driver repeatedly 

is believed to be typically associated with those in the business of 

unlawful use of arms. 

In the absence of any direct links or suspects, the general suspicion of why 

a journalist would be the target of assassins is largely on account of 

scathing revelations about the corruption in the petroleum industry that 

he has personally authored or generally published by his magazine. 

Akinosho may have written about his personal conviction that the 

Minister of Petroleum, Diezani Alison-Madueke, does not deserve to 

return as the supervisor in that ministry, if President Goodluck Jonathan 

had won his re-election bid, but he wouldn’t have said anything 

completely new; for not a few commentators have disparaged her 
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ineffectual supervision of the fuel importation and subsidy regime, as 

well as the lack of transparency in the management of the four refineries 

in Nigeria. 

If indeed he has written about the rot in the Nigerian National Petroleum 

Corporation and the malfeasance that permeates its soul and structure, he 

still would not have authored anything new. The corruption that NNPC 

represents has, for many years, been the subject of journalistic and 

scholarly account of how not to administer a nation’s commonwealth. It 

is not unexpected, therefore, that the illuminating insight that such 

investigative instinct which journalists like Akinosho bring to the 

reportage of the petroleum industry will be disturbing to the guilty ones, 

the nation still owes it a duty not only to save courageous chroniclers of 

our recent history from the same marauders looting the treasury, but to 

also bring those lawless, anything-goes public officers to book. 

It is for this reason that the outgoing regime, for the post-election honour 

it lays claim to, and the incoming administration that announces itself as 

the harbinger of change and common sense revolution, should not let 

Akinosho’s petition to the security agencies be left unattended. A few 

people would be tempted to believe that because the suspected 

assassination attempt happened just before the last Presidential election 

might be instructive on the motive of the assassins, yet this should lend 

credence to why it is important not to let the imminent change of guard 

in government affect the need to establish the truth in this matter. 

Already, providence is working in favour of Akinosho and those who 

believe that a good chunk of this country’s stolen wealth went through 

the oil and gas drainpipes; and that if that industry could be fixed and its 

subsequent revenues saved from its profligate managers and their 

thieving supervisors in government, Nigeria could indeed rise again on 

the path of true greatness and accomplishments. 
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The mere interest expressed by President-Elect Muhammadu Buhari to 

revisit the $20bn that allegedly got missing from the federal purse has 

confirmed not just the extent of corruption in the Petroleum Ministry but 

also the lies and apparent complicity of very top functionaries of the 

Jonathan administration who tried to misinform the nation about this 

horrendous mismanagement of resources. 

The $20bn debacle is an onerous case that requires more than a feeble 

forensic audit. Its eventual outcome might be very damning indeed. And 

who knows, maybe this necessary probe can unmask those behind the 

desperation to silence journalists and the nation’s collective push for 

truth. 

“Petrodollar, Forensic Audit and Endangered Publisher, By Steve Ayorinde” 

https://opinion.premiumtimesng.com/2015/04/30/petrodollar-forensic-audit-and-endangered-

publisher-by-steve-ayorinde/ 

 

 

At CORA Book Party 2010 at Goethe Institut, Lagos

https://opinion.premiumtimesng.com/2015/04/30/petrodollar-forensic-audit-and-endangered-publisher-by-steve-ayorinde/
https://opinion.premiumtimesng.com/2015/04/30/petrodollar-forensic-audit-and-endangered-publisher-by-steve-ayorinde/
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Stampeding Toyin Akinosho 

to his Nakedness 
 

By Japhet Alakam 

 

In what appeared to be a drift from the old 

order of celebrating people only when they are 

dead, the gathering of who is who in the art 

and culture industry and the lots of striking 

testimonials from culture workers about Toyin 

Akinosho’s love and passions for culture and 

culture promotion spoke volumes of the level 

of satisfying services that he has rendered to 

the culture clime. 

HE occasion was one of the programme of events – marking the 50th 

birthday anniversary of Arts activist, scientist, journalist, culture 

advocate, Secretary of Committee for Relevant Arts, CORA, the convener 

of the quarterly Art Stampede, Mr. Toyin Akinosho whose birthday 

comes up this month.  

Following the attainment of this golden moment, the art community 

which was thrilled by Akinosho’s wonderful contributions to the 

development of art in the country in the last two decades decided to roll 

out drums, last week at the Terra Kulture, Victoria Island, Lagos to etch 

in the communal consciousness the undeniable contributions of this 

cultural iconoclast.  

The well attended event brought together members of the literary 

community, captains of industry, culture advocates, friends and 

colleagues of this art ambassador. Among notable personalities at the 

event were art patron and print maker, Dr Bruce Onabrakpeya, Eddie 

Aderinokun, AGAN President, Chief Frank Okonta, Tunde Kelani, Odia 

Ofeimun, Ben Tomoloju, Mobolaji Adenubi, Joke Jacobs, Arnold and 

Pamela Udoka and Femi Ogunronbi among others.  

T 
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The unique event, which was moderated by the artist, Ropo Ewenla 

kicked off some hours behind schedule with a poetry performance titled, 

Tortoise by the duo of Akeem Lasisi and Edaoto. The duo of performers 

in their own special way of poetic rendering, introduced another 

dimension of poetry reading and appreciation to the audience.  

The occasion was unique in many senses in that, Mr Toyin Akinosho, a 

regular late comer to events was at the venue hours before the kick-off 

time and also for the other reason that the occasion made a historic record 

by becoming the first of its kind of birthday celebrations, whereby, the 

birthday cake was cut few days before the actual date of celebration.  

Toyin was joined in the cutting of the cake by elder art patrons and culture 

enthusiasts including Bruce Onobrakpeya, Frank Okonta, Joke Jacobs and 

Tunde Kelani among others. Thereafter, the business of the day took off 

with four individuals who had known the celebrant talking about him 

from different angles.  

From the CORA quarter, the first President of CORA, Yomi Layinka 

recounted how he met Toyin at the University of Ife (now Obafemi 

Awolowo University) and how he mistook him and his activities as a non-

serious fellow. According to Layinka, he had to swallow his own 

ignorance, when Akinosho on relocating to Lagos continued to engage his 

activities with more and more deeply felt interest and commitments. But 

unknowingly when he read articles written by one Akinosho in The 

Democrat, he fell in love with it and when he joined, The Guardian he still 

followed him, but never knew he was that same man he avoided until 

Toyin was introduced to him and he came to understand why he was 

always hanging around cultural events.  

Finally, he told the audience how Toyin came to him and told him of the 

need to form an arts advocacy and he conceded not knowing that Toyin 

had prepared everything and that was how the first meeting was held in 

front of his mother’s house at Festac in 1991 and CORA was formed.  
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The notable film maker, Tunde Kelani, described Toyin as a special breed; 

he also reminisced about how he used to hang around during the CORA 

meeting because of the palm wine that was served after the meetings. He, 

however, confessed that he was surprised at Akinosho’s boldness, energy 

and devotion to the cause of whatever he believes in -- arts or other 

cultural advocacies.  

According to Kelani, “I have always associated him with arts and 

journalism. I’ve listened to his discussions and analysis, and he puts much 

intellectual bent to his arguments.” He also recounted how he partnered 

with CORA on an open film project and how he gained a lot from that 

experience. He concluded by saying that Toyin is a special breed and 

somebody that puts all to whatever he does and prayed that Providence 

provides more of him for humanity.  

Biola Oni, a staff of multinational oil company, where Akinosho worked 

for over two decades before retiring to what he loves most – Arts, said; 

“Toyin is a gentleman, a wonderful person and a phenomenon who 

touched people in many ways.” According to him, Toyin was an asset for 

Chevron; and during his services to the company, he inspired and 

mentored many people. Describing him as a tireless energy that 

contributed immensely to the growth of Chevron, he however revealed 

that Akinosho’s early retirement was a big loss to the company.  

According to Oni, “because of Akinosho’s passion” for art, every resource 

he gets he channels “to arts.” He therefore challenged Toyin to publish 

his own book as he has been reading that of others for long.  

For Seye Fadahunsi, another close friend and school mate, Toyin is a 

special person, very selfless, a poor rich man and though, a Geo-scientist, 

he represents some of the few peoples that bridged the gap between the 

art and science.  
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After all these, Mr Akinosho was invited to respond to the remarks, in his 

usual way instead of making a response, he rather opened a book in his 

hand and read an excerpts from Tricia Nwaubani’s latest book, I do not 

come to you by chance; and advised all to read the book and know what 

it is all about.  

In the discussion session that followed, four panellists – author and social 

critic Mr Odia Ofeimun, journalist and dramatist, Ben Tomoloju, Ms 

Molara Woods of The Next and Chuka Nnabuife, Arts Editor of Compass 

newspaper deliberated on the theme, Art Journalism and Art Advocacy 

in the Last Two Decades in Nigeria. Mr Layiwola Adeniji a former 

journalist and now a staff of Chevron moderated the session. In the 

discussion, they deliberated on several efforts put in place to make sure 

that arts and culture do not die in the country. They also suggested 

possible ways by which the business of arts can grow. 

Culled from https://www.vanguardngr.com/2010/05/stampeding-toyin-akinosho-to-his-nakedness/ 

 

Cross section of the panel at the 50th birthday Art Stampede – (L-R) Chuka Nnabuife, Ben Tomoloju, 

Layiwola Adeniji (Moderator), Odia Ofeimun, & Molara Wood.
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Toyin Akinosho @ 50: 

A Personal Reflection 
 

Bayo Olupohunda 

 

How is he able to do these things? From the 

ornate boardrooms of bourgeoisie oil 

magnates, publishing an international oil and 

gas magazine to art forums, stampedes and 

writing regular opinions in The Guardian? 

 HAVE always been a regular at the yearly Lagos Book & Art Festival, 

LABAF of the Committee for Relevant Arts (CORA) in the last nine 

years. Right from its days at the expansive compound of the moribund, 

neglected and national shame called the National Museum in Lagos 

where art and culture enthusiasts will gather under a tree listening to 

Odia Ofeimun’s several impromptu treatise on Nigeria literature to when 

the energetic Crown Troupe of Africa led by Segun Adefila would 

perform to a paltry audience of Nigeria’s most orphaned sector. Readings, 

critiques, performances and cultural networking has been the hallmark of 

CORA’s yearly arts and culture meet that has now emerged to become a 

critical voice and a reference point nationally and internationally in 

Nigeria literary scene. 

I remember the number of times NEPA, sorry PHCN would seize 

electricity at the Museum while the organisers of CORA would run helter-

skelter to make sure the Museum’s “fits and starts” generator is powered 

on to sustain the events. It was always a battle between the Museum and 

CORA. Why it is always a battle I don’t know. Not that I suspect any 

sabotage. But those encounters highlight the gulf between culture 

practitioners and administrators of culture in Nigeria. Years went by and 

the event moved away from the premises of the Museum. In those early 

I 
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years, I had observed CORA from a distance as a starry-eyed youth eager 

to make a mark as a freelance journalist and writer but never had the 

opportunity of meeting the arrow heads of Nigeria’s premier cultural 

event. 

I continued to attend this event which was the only event in my yearly 

calendar held every September. As years flew by, a series of articles in the 

print media ensured that I became visible enough to conveniently interact 

with the two big wigs of CORA who now took me as a younger colleague. 

But the chance to meet Toyin Akinosho one-on-one finally came in 

September 2007 after I had secured a residency/scholarship from the 

Goethe Institut Nigeria to visit Germany on a course. 

I HAD discussed with Jahman Anikulapo and a former director of the 

Goethe Institut Nigeria and Toyin Akinosho, who by now I always refer 

to as “egbon,” to do a regular travelogue during my stay in that Aryan 

country in The Guardian Nigeria. A brief discussion later with Anikulapo, 

the Editor of The Guardian on Sunday led to my filing a series of exciting 

travelogues on life in Germany and German-Nigeria realities for the 

Sunday paper. Now who is Toyin Akinosho? This personal reflection is 

stemmed from my interactions and chats with him at the various Arts and 

CORA events in the mega city in the recent past. 

The first thing that strikes you is his unobtrusive and unassuming nature 

in the few years I have known him and observing him from a distance 

and when I finally became an “aburo” (junior brother) having now known 

him personally. He will saunter into his own event as if he was only 

invited like many others in the audience. Always clutching a novel, you 

get the impression that he is always reading one book or the other. So, at 

any event, “egbon” would walk in with a book in tow and insist he must 

read a page or chapter to the audience. 

But is egbon really fifty? I was shocked when I received a text message 

alerting me to the ArtHouse Forum at the Terra Kulture in honour of a man 
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that easily traversed the explosive oily fields of Niger Delta as the 

publisher of the authoritative Africa Oil+Gas Report and life as an art 

patron, critic and advocate. Now that was the other surprising side of his 

life I discovered. How is he able to do these things? From the ornate 

boardrooms of bourgeoisie oil magnates, publishing an international oil 

and gas magazine to art forums, stampedes and writing regular opinions 

in The Guardian? 

Just a few days ago, I chanced on a copy of the Africa Oil+Gas Report at the 

palatial home of a big player in the oil and gas industry in Ikoyi Lagos. It 

was a past edition of the magazine. The big oil and gas player walked in 

and told me excitedly that the magazine I was holding is one of the most 

respected voices in the oil and gas industry in Africa. He then proceeded 

to show me a library with volumes of the Report. Now that was huge 

compliment from an influential player in Nigeria oil industry that is the 

sixth largest producer of oil globally. 

So, I had all the while been interacting without taking notice of the 

influence Toyin Akinosho wields in this behemoth Nigeria oil and gas 

industry. But isn’t this exactly what he wants? He tries as much as 

possible to deflect all the trappings of the “big man” from himself. He 

walks into event unnoticed and greets all and sundry without 

discrimination. In this age when we youths are so vain to let every little 

achievement get into our heads, Toyin’s personal trajectory in humility is 

worth emulating. In one of the CORA events at the National Theatre, I 

was shocked when he walked in his usual evasive manner (holding a 

novel, of course). He called out my first name almost in a whisper to offer 

greetings and asked if the event has started. I protested that I should be 

asking him instead. After all it was his event. 

Now I was surprised, he still remembered my name even after a long spell 

in between programmes that took 12 months. That is vintage Toyin 

Akinosho. These days you see pride everywhere and you wonder what 
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will become of today’s youth when they are 50. In the time past, Toyin 

Akinosho has written opinion pieces in the print media about the 

directions of the Nigeria oil industry just as he has written on arts as well. 

Now what beats me is where he has the energy to keep up with deadlines. 

If for example you want to keep track of arts diary and critiques in the 

culture sector in Nigeria, then you must find the Artsville in the Sunday 

Guardian compiled by his Festac News Agency, a must read. At another 

event at the Goethe Institut in Victoria Island mid-2009, Toyin Akinosho 

“stole” into his own event and before I knew it, he shoved his computer 

bag into my hands amidst my protestations. I quickly moved the bag with 

the computer to a secure room upstairs when I realized it could contain 

sensitive oil and gas “deals” (seriously speaking). 

Egbon, as I now fondly call him has the ability to smile and frown at the 

same time. Ok, maybe I do not totally understand this phenomenon. But 

a smile and a deadpan expression on the same face is one I cannot 

decipher. But when he smiles, it hardly leaves his mouth. More like a “you 

people are forcing me to laugh.”  

As I conclude this, which is by no means a complete reflection of a man I 

have come to respect over the years as a symbol of humility and intellect. 

Now he would not like this part, it is not in him to “swim” in praises like 

politicians. As a mark of honour, I have decided to attend all the 

programmes earmarked for his 50th year on earth. But I still can’t believe 

our dear “egbon” is 50 years. Here is wishing you many more years on 

earth. And may I add that he shouldn’t forget to bring a book to read for 

us at all the events. Happy Birthday egbon. 

This tribute was first published in 2010 to mark Akinosho’s 50th birthday anniversary 

(https://www.inigerian.com/toyin-akinosho-50-a-personal-reflection/) 

Bayo Olupohunda is an educator, writer and independent journalist. 
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ARTSVILLE 

 

 

THE COMPLETE 

FILE ON THE ARTS 
Compiled by Staff of Festac News Press Agency 

 

 

MARCH 3, 2013 

Boos Herald Classic FM’s Maxwell Concert 

HE crowd erupted in a long period of sustained boos when 

the Classic FM’s Valentine Concert, headlined by the 

American singer Maxwell, finally started at 10.30pm, close to 

four hours after the scheduled time (Saturday, February 16). 

Most of the attendees, who’d ticked the concert as their highlight 

of the Valentine weekend, had sat through all that time, without 

water, or snacks. The most that was available was an Ice Cream 

Cash Bar and a free service stand erected by Bailey’s Irish Cream. 

Although the venue had a good temperature control, the overall 

setting was bland. The place was almost full as of 7.30pm, thirty 

minutes after schedule, in a hall that felt, for all purposes, more 

like a large classroom than an exciting concert venue. The 

organisers had booked the large tent near the Ocean View 

Restaurant for just one night, and so couldn’t move in 

equipment until 12 hours to the event. If you sat at the bar at Eko 

Hotel at 6.30pm, thinking you had come early to beat the rush, 

you’d be disappointed to hear the sound of Rehearsals, that late 

in the day, carried over by the breeze. Classic FM did everything 

to frustrate its audience, a large proportion of whom were 

paying 25,000Naira as regular (VIP seat went for 100,000Naira). 

“This is the only place in the world where you pay 100Pounds, 

T 
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or 150 Dollars and get treated like this”, complained a lady 

architect and costume jeweller who had a few friends around 

her. It was, incidentally, her birthday. “There’s only one exit for 

this crowd of people”, observed Kwabena Smith, serial 

entrepreneur, who was having a time out with his wife. “This 

certainly doesn’t work for me”, lamented the singer Gloria 

Rhodes, in the company of her sister Ngozi. The Rhodes left less 

than an hour after the show started. You had to go out of the 

gate, over 100 metres away, to get a bottle of water or soft drinks. 

In Lagos, organisers are more likely to have been ready before 

the audience. The major challenge, as any event planner will 

attest, is “the audience build up”. The organisers start to count 

down, from the scheduled time, hoping to get a reasonable 

crowd, in reasonable time, so they can open the show. The 

Classic FM Concert was the other way around. 

 

Maxwell: It’s A Girls Night Out 

HE Valentine story is centred around the man taking the 

woman on a date. It is, in the simplest sense, a “couples 

thing”. But at the Valentine's With Maxwell concert, the headline 

event of the 2013 season, it was a “Girly thing”. Groups of 

Ladies, hordes of girls, took themselves out on dates, to see the 

show. Couples were, intriguingly, in that atmosphere of love, 

more an exception than the rule. The point is, this particular 

singer is such a hit with Nigerian ladies, well at least that 

generation between the ages of 25 and 38. He was never allowed 

to sing any song alone. The hundreds of female voices drowned 

out his, at every point. The gender representation at the concert 

does not only contradict the Valentine season’s terms of 

reference, it also goes against the dominant ethos at musical 

concerts/lounges/Night Clubs in the city. As a rule, these places 

and events are male haunts, which just happen to have female 

presence. Kaye Whiteman, the British author of LAGOS: A 

Cultural and Historical Companion, and a keen observer of the 

city’s social mores, stood in the Swe Bar in Onikan, on a weekend 

T 
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evening three years ago and remarked, matter of fact “As usual, 

in Lagos, it’s mostly male”. If he had been at the Oceanview on 

the night of February 16, he’d have updated his notes. 

 

APRIL 7, 2013 

Kofo Abayomi, Mike Oduah, Absent In Collectors’ Book 

HERE’s a passing mention of Mike Oduah in Collectors and 

Their Collections, the lead essay in Contemporary Nigerian Art 

In Lagos Private Collections, but there’s not a single reference to 

Folabi Kofo-Abayomi in the piece. Which is curious. Mike 

Oduah, a petroleum geophysicist, helped spearhead an informal 

secondary art market in Lagos(in which collectors resell some of 

the works of the country’s prominent artists among themselves 

for prices much higher than they originally bought them from 

the artists), long before a formal secondary art market, through 

art auctions, kicked off in the city. On his own, Kofo-Abayomi is 

a very vocal collector and dealer who featured prominently in 

art circles in the 80s, 90s and much of the Noughties. He collected 

Enwonwu extensively and has a good number of some of Kolade 

Osinowo’s best. But he is widely known as the man who bet 

most on the career of Biodun Olaku, himself a widely collected 

realistic painter. Kofo-Abayomi ran his own gallery in the 

Onikan Cultural Precinct in the 90s and was “chairman” at 

several important exhibitions, a role that is often reserved for 

those collectors who strut their stuff in Lagos’ closely knit art 

scene. Why did Jess Castellote, the author of this otherwise well-

researched essay and the editor of this important book, miss out 

the name of such a significant player in the visual art circuit? 

Last week, Mr. Castellote sms’d to say he would like to respond 

to our query “over drinks”; he’d just returned to the country 

after a hip surgery and was convalescing. He couldn’t make the 

appointment. 

 

T 
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Naming Ceremony Leaves Them In Stitches 

T was three for the price of one at TerraKulture, the Lagos arts 

centre last Sunday evening. Ijeoma Agu’s one woman show 

Chronicles Of Heroines and The Calling (playwright, not credited), 

prefaced Sefi Atta’s The Naming Ceremony, the evening’s main 

production. Agu’s Chronicles Of Heroines is a heavy piece, 

highlighting extreme cases of poor treatment of women. The 

arguments in the script could certainly be more balanced, but Ms 

Agu is a very capable actor. The Calling and The Naming Ceremony 

are light, funny, feel-good comedies, with sometimes “wicked” 

commentaries on our social mores. All three plays were 

delivered very professionally. It’s clear that Omonor Somolu, 

who directed Chronicles and The Calling and her husband Seke 

Somolu, who directed The Naming Ceremony, have watched 

many recent plays on the Nigerian stage and seen so much 

incompetent directing, poor diction, and poor pacing. They 

knew just how to assign roles and pay attention to details in 

every actor’s delivery and produce the appropriate 

performance. There’s a lot of banter in Naming Ceremony, a take 

on Mothers-in-law and newlyweds and newborn and this banter 

got to the audience last Sunday, leaving them in stitches. 

 

APRIL 28, 2013 

The Biennale or The Local? 

HE South African exhibit at the 55th Venice Biennale, 

scheduled to run from June 1 to November 24, 2013, has 

“something special to offer the world”, in the words of Brenton 

Maart, the writer and curator who has been drafted to manage 

the country’s participation. The artists Penny Siopsis, Kay 

Hassan, Johannes Phokela and Sue Williamson-all of whom are 

usual suspects in the South African art scene- as well as a host of 

others, are featuring their works in a big group show that 

evinces “how artists use materials of the past to comment not 

I 
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only on the past but how the past continues to comment on the 

present”, Mr Maart says. Like Nigeria, which is not participating 

this year, South Africa is not a frequent contributor to the 

Biennale’s National Pavilion. Indeed, “Africa has long been 

underrepresented at the Venice Biennale”, writes Brent 

Meersman in the Mail & Guardian of Johannesburg. Meersman 

makes that sound like a bad thing. “This year only five of the 55 

countries participating in the national pavilions are from African 

countries”, he laments. But why does he feel sorry? It’s okay for 

a country to partake in a global feast every now and then, but 

it’s much more important for that country to evolve sustainable 

ways to cook large enough meals that can go around its citizens 

at home. There is hardly any African country with a robust 

contemporary art scene; one that reduces the certainty that a 

superbly talented aesthete would do well by staying and 

working in his home country. This is exactly what the focus 

should be on, not whether some writer, poet, designer, 

filmmaker or fine artist is a great cultural export. 

 

“It’s Too Personal, Toyin”, Dike, Adegoke Complain 

HE painter and sculptor Ndidi Dike has dismissed, as crass, 

the mention of Jess Castellote’s medical condition, in a 

report in this column two weeks ago. “That’s the stuff I expect 

from magazines like City People”, Dike complained over drinks 

at Terra Kulture, the city’s top art centre. “You can’t be divulging 

information about people’s sickness”, Dike complained, “it’s a 

piece of information that was offered to you in private”. 

ARTSVILLE had reported the absence of any reference to Folabi 

Kofo-Abayomi, a significant Nigerian art collector, in Mr 

Castellote’s essay, Collectors And Their Collections, the lead piece 

in the Sammy Olagbaju-sponsored book Contemporary Nigerian 

Art In Lagos Private Collections. The story indicated that 

Castellote, who had just returned from treatment abroad, was 

willing to respond to the observation and proceeded to mention 

what he had gone to be treated for. Dike argues that “the story 

T 
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could have waited until Castellote had the opportunity to 

respond”. Dike’s criticism came in about two weeks after the 

fashion designer and culture organizer Ugoma Adegoke had 

complained about references to “my marriage and my father in 

law”, in the column’s March 10 Edition. The piece was largely 

an announcement of the concert Women Rising, organized by 

Adegoke’s The Life House. The column would wish that people 

would send written rejoinders that could be published and 

provide the readership an idea of what people like or dislike. 

This column would publish anything that damns it. But too 

often, what we get are verbal spats. It’s not a way to create an 

ecosystem that is most sorely needed in culture production. 

 

‘Dami’ Burns Bright In Flower Girl 

HE story stumbles in a few places, the casting is odd in one 

case and it’s hard to dismiss the feeling that this is a 

Nollywood flick trying a little hard to be Hollywood. But 

overall, Michelle Bello’s Flower Girl succeeds as a witty, 

entertaining, feel good movie asking the old question in a new 

way: how does a girl know this is the man for her? From the get-

go, Damilola Adegbite, playing the lead character, Kemi 

Williams, the salesgirl in her parents’ flower shop, takes the cue, 

or seizes the initiative the screenwriter and the director have 

handed her. She dictates the rhythm. It’s clear from the movie’s 

beginning, when she is supposed to come across as the plain, 

naïve, vulnerable young woman desperate to hang on to the 

clothes’ sleeve of the only man she knows, that this particular 

girl- next- door has immense possibilities. This no fritz, likeable 

young lady is the one the standard contemporary man is hoping 

to take to mum. Yes, she could do with a little sassier outlook, 

but nothing that can’t be taken care of. Her man, though, doesn’t 

get it, until the huge box office star Tunde Kelani, comes along 

and turns the glassy shard of rock into a shimmering piece of 

diamond jewellery by way of a make-over. Adegbite plays her 

role from inside out. In every scene she appears, she just 
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happens. Whether she is acting surprised, feigning sadness, or 

jumping for joy, you feel, deep inside you that this is coming 

straight from the heart. This particular actor just acts. Prior to the 

production of this movie she had taken a bold, audacious move 

to leave Tinsel, a bespoke (by Nigerian standards), MNET-

sponsored soap opera which is one of the few TV productions 

that guarantee their actors good steady income. Watching 

Flower Girl, it’s clear that the decision isn’t rash. 

 

Sefi Atta Speaks for The Peppersoup Elite 

O Sefi Atta’s colourful curriculum vitae, it’s time to add one 

more comment. With A Bit Of Difference, her latest novel, 

Atta has made clear that she is the official chronicler of the ways 

and habits, hopes, fears, terrors and anxieties of the Lagos 

Peppersoup Elite, the razor thin middle class(less than half a 

million people, really) that is responsible for the bulk of 

Nigeria’s economic activity. And she has erased the boundaries 

of the city, implying, through the life, career and interactions of 

Deola, the novel’s lead character, that London is as much 

Nigeria’s second most important city (before Abuja) as it is an 

extension of Lagos. ‘There’s a Nigerian crowd in London that 

Deola is not part of’, writes the narrator of A Bit Of Difference. 

‘People who came in the nineties when the naira to pound 

exchange rate plunged. They came to work, not to study or to 

get professional training. They settled in Lewisham, Peckham, 

Belham and any other “ham” they could transform into Lagos. 

Through her church family, Subu gets invited to their owambe 

functions, where they dress up in aso ebi, play juju music, spray 

money…’ A Bit Of Difference is driven by gist, by small talk, by 

observations of minute details. Atta has warned that her new 

novel is a revisit of the issues explored in Everything Good Will 

Come, her first novel and most successful book to date, which is 

seen by many as a generic, composite biography of middle class 

Lagosians born around the time of independence. If you hang 

out, once-in- a- while, with fifty-something types at the Polo 
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Club in Ikoyi, this passage will sound familiar, utterly familiar: 

“When she was a student at LSE(London School Of Economics), 

she went out every weekend and how ridiculously young she 

and her friends were, living in their parents’ flats, running up 

their parents’ phone bills and driving the cars their parents had 

bought them. They spent their pocket money on memberships 

at nightclubs like SpringFellows……Nigerian boys carried on 

like polygamists, juggling their serious girlfriends with chicks 

on the side. Well –brought up Nigerian girls were essentially 

housewives-in-training. They dressed and behaved more 

mature than they were, cooked for their boyfriends and didn’t 

party much.” 

 

MARCH 31, 2013 

Edem Duke Sells Off The National Theatre 

DEM Duke has started selling off chunks of the National 

Theatre. The well- spoken minister of culture in the 

Goodluck Jonathan cabinet has asked the National Gallery Of 

Art, as well as other parastatals OF THE Culture Ministry, to 

park out of the premises. The minister has been talking of 

“improving the value of the space around the National Theatre”. 

But he hasn’t provided any alternative vision to the 

programming that has ensured no movie screenings, no live 

drama, no poetry readings, no art exhibition happening in the 

space, in spite of the vast improvement in the functionality of the 

several halls in the premises. It will soon be clear to everyone 

that the hotelier-minister sees “culture” only in context of an 

“Ocean View Mentality”, which is “let’s turn this place into 

where there will be Cigar Bars and Casinos, for who can afford 

‘The Higher Life’”. Mr Duke doesn’t want poetry, or drama, or 

Nollywood Movies, or Egungun Masquerades. He wishes the 

National Theatre could be the next Radisson Hotel. Watch this 

space for updates. 
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Jonathan’s been Good to Us -- Onwochei 

HE actor and filmmaker, Francis Onwochei has dismissed 

the popular notion of President Goodluck Jonathan as a 

clueless, sitting duck head of state. “He has done more for the 

Nigerian Film Industry, call it Nollywood, than any other 

president, living or dead”, Onwochei remarked at an art 

stampede on Funding Challenges In The Nigerian Film 

Industry, held at Freedom Park in Lagos last Sunday. “The 

president acknowledges Nollywood and has so far 

demonstrated interest in its development by his regular 

interface, dinners, briefing sessions and so on”. Onwochei has 

been part of the performing arts scene for over 25 years and is 

one of those who made the transition from the vibrant stage 

scene in Lagos in the mid-1980s to feature film production on 

videos in the early 90s. He said that Jonathan has more 

specifically created ‘You Win Benefit Scheme’ for Female 

Entrepreneurs working in film, in addition to loans that can be 

accessed from either NEXIM or BOI (Bank Of Industry), not 

minding the bottlenecks. He has also introduced a three-billion-

naira grant, which will be launched by the end of April, 

according to the Finance Minister”. Onwochei warns 

Filmmakers to be careful about applying for the loans being 

operated by BOI and NEXIM and rather target the Three Billion 

Naira grant. He says that “it’s not yet Uhuru but compared with 

other heads of state that have ruled the country, Mr Jonathan has 

been keener on the success of the Film Industry. 
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GUEST COLUMNIST 

F Nigeria must evolve into a capable state, providing robust, cradle to 

the grave services to its citizens and benefiting from their trust and 

hard work in return, a key duty of its men of thought is to imagine, 

reimagine and continue to reimagine how such a state could work. 

Optimism matters. 

Nigerian literary works of fiction and nonfiction have done exceedingly 

well as insightful reviews of the society’s state of affairs. 

But is it enough for writers, thinkers and artists to be reviewers of trends 

towards anarchy? 

The Lagos Book and Art Festival dedicated its 19th edition, in 2017, to a 

comprehensive evaluation of the dark, brooding period championed by 

the emergence of Donald Trump in the United States, the Brexit 

referendum in Britain, and the dizzying rise of the post truth media. 

But this 20th edition is located smack in the lead up to the general 

elections, that short window of time that we collectively interrogate the 

fortunes and depredations of the polity. It is the fifth campaign season 

since 1999. And 2019, which is just a month and half away, marks the 

20th year of the Fourth Republic. 

We thought we should choose a theme that reflects a form of rebirth and 

create a Festival atmosphere that looks towards hope for the country. 

This Festival is about Renewal: A World That Works for All. 

The core books of this large Book Party are thus those whose concerns are 

in sync with its Upbeat theme. 

There are scores of non-fictions, all over the global bookshelf, that 

document the struggle towards the emergence of competent states in 

many countries, explain political experiments that have led to prosperity 

in some and track the rapid industrial transformation in others in yet 

several others. 
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Julian Zelizer’s The Fierce Urgency of Now: Lyndon Johnson, Congress, and 

the Battle for the Great Society is described by several qualified people, as a 

big-picture narrative of how President Lyndon Johnson spearheaded the 

most transformative agenda in American politics since the New Deal. 

Lee Kwan Yew’s Singapore: From Third World to First – is a first-class 

manual of how to build a nation. 

South Africa is clearly a work in progress. Here, a ruling Black Elite is 

trying to integrate tens of millions of people that had been denied their 

humanity for centuries, into the economic space. But it is human nature 

to replace one tyranny for another. Helen Zille’s autobiography, Not 

Without A Fight, is a startling account of the difficult choices, made every 

day, in transforming Africa’s most industrialised economy into an 

egalitarian system. 

Back home, Obafemi Awolowo’s several books on the National Question, 

fit the bill demanded by the Festival Theme. Of these, we have chosen to 

discuss The Strategies and Tactics of the People’s Republic. 

A s a work of fiction, Eghosa Imasuen’s To St Patrick is an exception to the 

rule in Nigerian Literature. The author imagines a tremendously 

improved country, where the police force is thoroughly professional; the 

citizens are prosperous and the favourite car of the working class is 

Wazobia 306. The critic Carmen McCain describes the book as a picture 

of what Nigeria could have turned out to be if its leaders had been less 

greedy and more patriotic—what could have happened if corruption had 

been dealt with in the 1970s, if politicians followed the rules, and if a 

prosperous economy had undermined ethnic prejudices by which 

communities seek to scapegoat the other. It’s the reason why this book is 

appearing in LABAF for the third time since its publication in 2009. 

People have asked why we have a Presidential aspirant in one of the 

several panels, and that question is a way of saying: Why are you being 

partial? 

The answer is that Kingsley Moghalu has not only written two books, he 

has done the kind of books that speak to the theme. 
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The former deputy governor of the Central Bank of Nigeria, first appeared 

in LABAF in 2015 with Emerging Africa, How the Global Economy’s ‘Last 

Frontier’ Can Prosper and Matter. 

And now he has followed up with Build, Innovate and Grow: My Vision for 

our Country  

What have we always advocated for? We have a politician who has sat 

down to pour down his thoughts on how he wants his country to travel. 

He has provided material for engagement. And we have assembled a 

critical panel to interrogate these thoughts. 

Welcome to the Lagos Book and Art Festival 2018. 

Let us use the instrumentality of the published book to light our way out 

of the dark. 
-Akinosho,  

Secretary, Committee for Relevant Art (CORA) 

Lagos Book&Art Festival (LABAF) 

Lagos, November 2018 

 

Being welcome address to guests at the 2018 Lagos Book & Art Festival, LABAF as published in the 

online journal, ThisisLagos – https://thisislagos.ng/category/guest-columnist/
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Diezani’s Playthings 
 

With the sacking of Augustine Olorunsola, the minister has seen out three Directors of DPR 

and three Group Managing Directors of NNPC in her three years on the job. 

 

Oniwon’s ouster came in the midst of a 

raucous national conversation over 

corruption allegations regarding the probe 

set up by the country’s lower house of 

legislature, to investigate the massive fraud, 

running into $4Billion, over subsidy on 

petroleum products. But the size of the fraud 

did not come anywhere close to this figure 

until the minister came to the office. Still, 

subsidy probe or not, the ouster fits the 

pattern of dismissals of a succession of 

Group Managing Directors of the NNPC, in 

a manner that suggests little respect for the 

occupant of the seat. 

 

ITH the sacking of Augustine Olorunsola, the minister has seen 

out three Directors of DPR and three Group Managing Directors 

of NNPC in her three years on the job. 

No one in the room, at the Lagoon Restaurant on Wednesday June 19, 

2013, had the inkling that George Abiodun Osahon had been offered the 

top job at the Department of Petroleum Resources (DPR), the industry 

regulator. He had given the vote of thanks at the monthly technical 

meeting of the Nigerian Association of Petroleum Explorationists 

(NAPE), the influential, 7000-member grouping of earth scientists, of 
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which he is President. He had arrived unusually late to the ritual and 

there were whispers in the room about a certain note of gaiety in his voice, 

even some bounce in his gait, but it was hardly anything you couldn’t 

ascribe to just having a good day. 

Across the street from the Lagoon restaurant stands the grey, 10 storey 

building housing the headquarter offices of the DPR. Here, on Thursday, 

June 201, 2013, Augustine Olorunsola rounded up his work with a short 

address to the staff of the department. He had been the third man to do 

the job in the space of 40 months. His had been, like his last three 

predecessors, a brief stint. 

Days later, he was gracious enough to respond to a question from Africa 

Oil+Gas Report. “I thank God for the opportunity to serve for 19 months 

and finishing unblemished”, he remarked. “He that orders my steps will 

lead me aright”. 

It had been quite a rough 19 months for Olorunsola, who had left a high-

profile job at Shell, the Anglo Dutch major, at terribly short notice, to take 

up the position of DPR director. He was Vice President Gas and Power 

for the corporation’s Sub-Saharan African operations. It is important to 

background this: Shell is, as I write, a net producer of gas. The company, 

in late 2012, started to produce more gas than oil around the world. Sub-

Saharan Africa has provided some of the major projects (the 1Bcf/d 

Gbaran Ubie project for one) in that transition, so anyone who was at 

Olorunsola’s position, in 2011, was a key point person in Shell worldwide. 

When we met in late December 2011, at a send forth party for him, on the 

lawns of the Ikoyi residence of Mutiu Sunmonu, chair of the corporation’s 

Nigerian subsidiaries, Olorunsola was ecstatic about the challenges 

ahead. At a personal level, he saw it as something to give him a rounded 

industry experience. “I have tackled commercial issues, I have been part 

of policy making, now I have the chance to help regulate”, he said. 
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“Regulatory issues are what Nigeria desperately needs to get a handle 

on”. 

He was aware of the political minefield, having been strategic adviser to 

Odein Ajumogobia, Umaru Yar’adua’s minister of state for petroleum, 

between 2008 and 2009. “When I left my job at Shell it was clear to me 

what I would do at DPR, even if all I spend is one year”, he disclosed, over 

vintage white wine and grilled chicken. 

And what a ‘year’ it was! At the time he took the DPR job, Olorunsola was 

superintending a committee that overhauled the version of the Petroleum 

Industry Bill that was drafted in the Yar’adua era. He was considered as 

part of a close circle of select heads to who the minister- Diezani Allison-

Madueke turned when she needed to solve a policy problem. By having 

him named head of DPR, some argued, she was only formalizing that 

relationship. He was considered an advocate of the formation of a 

Petroleum Inspectorate in the ministry, an independent agency which 

should, apart from being a regulatory clearing house, also serve as an 

intellectual resource centre for the minister. 

But that was exactly where the problem started. When Olorunsola’s 

committee turned in its draft of the PIB, the minister was aghast. The 

provision to transform the DPR into an independent Petroleum 

Inspectorate Commission, whose Director would be as independent from 

the Petroleum Ministry as the Central Bank Governor is from the Finance 

Ministry, was not in the minister’s interest. The minister also wanted the 

key agencies of government in the industry, including NAPALM and the 

Downstream companies to be largely under the ministry’s control. The 

Olorunsola committee didn’t oblige. Mrs Allison-Madueke handed over 

the draft to another committee which then came up with a draft that has 

largely been interpreted, owing to the sweeping powers it granted to the 

minister, as “Madam Diezani’s PIB”. 
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The minister began distancing herself from Olorunsola and he was no 

longer, for her, the go-to- guy for policy explanations. He stopped being 

an intellectual sounding board. He wasn’t one of those that wrote her 

speeches anymore. 

It was clear, by April 2012, that Olorunsola would be fired. So why didn’t 

he simply turn in his letter of retirement? Why didn’t such a big man, 

steeped in industry lore, experienced in global oil industry affairs, just 

travel to London and start consulting? You have to worry about all of us, 

the 500,000 Nigerians who earn more than 400,000Naira a month. There’s 

so much anxiety about our present and our future. We haven’t succeeded 

in collectively building a country that has space for all of our aspirations, 

so when we get to our late 50s, we just cling on to anything, any insult. 

Perhaps I am wrong. There’s time for Mr. Olorunsola to tell his own side 

of the story in the future. Perhaps he’d give us the opportunity to publish 

it. Perhaps there are more insidious things we don’t know. How wrong 

was he himself? What’s clear is that he was not relieved of his post for 

corruption charges or ethical lapse. But that is a digression. Impeccable 

sources at the Ministry in Abuja say that now that the Minister has finally 

made up her mind to launch awaited bid round of hydrocarbon 

properties, she doesn’t want Olorunsola to superintend the sale. She 

finally did what she had decided as far back as a year ago; move to relieve 

him of the job. 

Should Mr. Osahon have taken over Olorunsola’s job? 

His first response to Africa Oil+Gas Report is that he was called to serve 

and this was different from “scrambling for the job”. To which he then 

added that he had “no choice but to listen to the voice of reason and the 

concern of the people”. The interpretation of this is that he had consulted 

widely, when he was offered the job. Perhaps those he had consulted told 

him he had the opportunity to make a difference. 
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Most of the congratulatory messages speak to an overall confidence in the 

ability of Mr. Osahon to deliver. “Our country will benefit from his very 

deep technical experience and in particular his thorough understanding 

of the oil and gas industry”, says Afe Mayowa, a former president of 

NAPE. “This does not come to us as a surprise because of his visible track 

record in the industry”, echoes Kareem Folorunso, manager of Swamp 

Assets at the Nigerian Petroleum Development Company (NPDC), a 

subsidiary of the NNPC. Concurs Adeola James, who is NAPE’s assistant 

secretary and an earth scientist at NPDC: “He is a very sound technocrat, 

seasoned administrator and a very humble man to work with it. With him 

at the helm of affairs in DPR, it is a new era for NPDC, the leading national 

E&P in Nigeria”. 

 Mr Adeola’s comments are contestable. How can the Director of DPR, the 

way the organization is presently constructed, affect the fortunes of an 

E&P company like NPDC, which is government owned? Who determines 

the destiny of NPDC? 

There’s convergence in the congratulatory messages: Mr. Osahon, 60, has 

been around the industry. He has been Group General Manager of 

NAPIMS, the quasi regulatory and commercial subsidiary of the NNPC, 

through which the state hydrocarbon company interfaces with the major 

oil companies who produce over 85% of the country’s oil and gas. He had 

been Managing Director of the NPDC, which has been promoted by 

Allison-Madueke as the now and future cash cow of the NNPC. He had 

been General Manager for the National Content Division (NCD) of the 

NNPC. He has been part of most of the committees around policy 

overhaul, policy drafting, and policy implementation in the industry. 

In spite of his skills, Osahon has a self-effacing attitude and some believe 

that the Minister, in appointing him to take over from Olorunsola (who is 

surprisingly equally low key), would get him to do more of her bidding, 

than she was able to make Olorunsola do. “He’s going to surprise her”, 
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says Sam Ojibua, an energy analyst in Lagos. “He’s not confrontational, 

but he simply may just not do things her way.” Is this as important as his 

being able to sit and face the job of regulation without having to be at the 

minister’s beck and call? 

Some are genuinely worried about how Osahon could keep on being 

appointed to these positions, in spite of his many private interests: (in 

marginal field operatorship, in consulting for a wide range of companies), 

“but I guess, at the point we are in this country, there are no pretences 

about any ethics anymore”, argues a key player in the Power sector. 

That’s quite an important point, but Osahon may argue that he has 

resigned, or taken a back seat from all the jobs/interest/deals he has been 

involved in, so he can be an unbiased regulator. But the point is, the 

director of DPR, in Minister Diezani Allison Madueke’s book, is not a 

regulator, he is a staff of her office. How does anyone make a difference 

in this job? Half the time, you’d be in Abuja, (The DPR is the only arm of 

the ministry whose headquarters are located in Lagos) just hanging 

around to see the Minister; another quarter of the time, you are suddenly 

called upon to clarify some issues in person. When Austin Oniwon was 

fired from the job of Group Managing Director of the NNPC, in early July 

2012, he had lasted only 25 months on the job. He was entitled to have 

retired in August 2011, but was asked to stay on, by the minister. His 

dismissal, along with all but two members of his eight-man board of 

directors, was meant, “to further strengthen the ongoing reforms and 

transformation of Nigeria’s Petroleum sector”, according to a statement 

from the Nigerian Presidency, “and in furtherance of efforts to achieve 

greater transparency and accountability in government”. 

Oniwon’s ouster came in the midst of a raucous national conversation 

over corruption allegations regarding the probe set up by the country’s 

lower house of legislature, to investigate the massive fraud, running into 

$4Billion, over subsidy on petroleum products. But the size of the fraud 
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did not come anywhere close to this figure until the minister came to the 

office. Still, subsidy probe or not, the ouster fits the pattern of dismissals 

of a succession of Group Managing Directors of the NNPC, in a manner 

that suggests little respect for the occupant of the seat. 

When Oniwon himself took over from Shehu Ladan, in June 2010, he 

became the sixth man to occupy the position in the space of 11 years. Mr 

Ladan’s own predecessor, Mohammed Barkindo, ran the corporation for 

only 13 months. These three rapid successions happened under Minister 

Allison Madueke’s watch. 

In Obasanjo’s entire eight years in power, there were only two GMDs of 

NNPC; Jackson Giaus Obaseki and Funso Kupolokun. Each served for the 

four years of each of the former President’s two terms. 

“With the sacking of Osten Olorunsola and the appointment of George 

Osahon”, notes one hardboiled cynic, “Diezani Allison Madueke, 

Goodluck Jonathan’s minister of petroleum, has achieved what she wants: 

two Personal Assistants masquerading as Chief Executives of her 

ministry’s key parastatals”. 

That’s quite a harsh statement, but with the data in hand, it is closer to the 

truth than any of the rousing congratulatory messages cluttering the 

email inbox of George Abiodun Osahon. 

 

http://saharareporters.com/2013/06/30/diezani%E2%80%99s-playthings-toyin-akinosho 
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Aliko and the 40 Indians 

HE welding shop on the refinery construction site is not local content 

compliant. 

I was allowed to gate crash into a party meant exclusively for CNN in the 

middle of May 2016. 

It was a conducted tour of the site of the Dangote refinery, part of a quartet 

of industrial projects under construction on over 5,000 acres of reclaimed 

land, in the eastern flank of Lagos. 

Our convoy drove on a recently piled sand filled road for over 90 minutes, 

stopping at points to take in the geography of what place had been 

earmarked for the petrochemical complex, the fertiliser plant, the receptor 

terminal of the gas pipeline from the Niger Delta fields; the jetty to which 

crude oil arrives the refinery and from which petroleum products leave 

it. 

I should be grateful to my hosts, who filled in my name and my 

colleague’s at terribly short notice. The Dangote Industries management 

gave me as much access to market intelligence about the $12 billion 

project as they gave CNN. If there was any information that I missed, and 

the CNN gained, it was more to do with journalistic enterprise than 

opportunity. 

I say this because, ordinarily, Dangote Industries doesn’t routinely 

respond to queries from local journalists. The big stories about the 

company’s projects are those that filter in from the multinational news 

organisations: Financial Times, Bloomberg and the likes of CNN. 

As we were ushered into the welding shop on the fertiliser grounds that 

Saturday afternoon, I noticed that only two of the over 50 welders in that 

T 
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shop were Nigerians. This minority looked awkward to me and I could 

sense their anxiety. 

One had an air about him that suggested he was probably a supervisor 

but lacking authority. The other stood in the far corner of the shop, his 

two hands loosely hanging by his sides. He couldn’t join the buzz of 

conversation around him because he evidently didn’t belong. 

Every welder in that vast room, apart from these two, was clearly an 

expatriate from the Indian sub-continent. I had to take photographs. 

The Dangote Group has been accused of not involving Nigerian owned 

engineering service companies in the construction of its mammoth industrial 

complex. Such charges have been dismissed by company consultants who argue 

that the country lacks enough capacity in the requisite areas. 

“I thought that this was an operation to benefit the Nigerian workforce, 

among other things”, I said to Tony Chiejina, Dangote’s Public Affairs 

manager, who I have known for over 30 years. “How come that in the first 

place that we are encountering a large workforce on this tour, there are 

hardly any Nigerians?” 

“The type of welding we’re doing here is rather far advanced”, Chiejina 

replied. “We had to look outwards”. 

Chiejina’s response was clearly off the mark. The Nigerian hydrocarbon 

industry teems with skilled welding talent, at every stage of the welding 

hierarchy. I should know. I have reported, elsewhere in this medium, a 

quote by a facilities engineer who used to be my colleague at Chevron, 

the American oil major: “The guys who worked as welders on the Agbami 

(a $10 billion Deepwater field development project), are riding Okada 

(motorcycle taxis) in Port Harcourt now”, he had said. “There are just not 

enough projects to keep people employed”. 
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In the midst of this absence of projects, a huge construction site like 

Dangote’s will have just about any homegrown welder it wants. And yet 

it has chosen to go abroad to source this mostly rudimentary skill set. 

Unsatisfied with the response of the company’s official spokesperson, I 

took my query to his boss. Mansur Ahmed is the Dangote Group’s 

director in charge of stakeholder relations and corporate 

communications. When I asked him about the overwhelming number of 

Indian welders and the clear negligible number of their Nigerian 

counterparts, he admitted he had noticed. He didn’t attempt to bullshit. 

He merely shook his head to my query. I understood. 

The Dangote Group has been accused of not involving Nigerian owned 

engineering service companies in the construction of its mammoth 

industrial complex. Such charges have been dismissed by company 

consultants who argue that the country lacks enough capacity in the 

requisite areas. 

“Refinery construction is based on licensed patented technology”, said 

Jide Soyode, technical advisor to Aliko Dangote, founder and proprietor 

of the Dangote Group. He was re-affirming the statement already 

attributed to him elsewhere in the Nigerian business media. “So, how 

much of this technology exists in Nigeria? The last time such was done in 

Nigeria was 30 years ago and it was not done by any Nigerian company,” 

he told me, repeating what he said in Vanguard, a local newspaper. 

In late October 2017, I ran into Simbi Wabote, executive secretary of the 

Nigerian Content Development Monitoring Board (NCDMB), the 

regulatory agency set up to monitor compliance of local content in the oil 

industry. 

I knew that he and members of his board had been conducted on a tour 

of the Dangote Industrial complex, as recently as August 2017, so I asked 
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him if he saw what I saw at the welding shop. He responded in the 

affirmative. 

Wasn’t he distressed? I pressed. 

“The complex is situated in a Free Trade Zone”, Wabote told me, so the 

NCDMB can’t act on that clear case of poor compliance with the National 

Content legislation. The NCDMB board discovered on the tour that 

Dangote Industries was ignorant of the availability of certain technologies 

that have been domiciled in the country. “We told them there were at least 

four coating plants”, Wabote said. “They didn’t know about that”. 

Was Dangote feigning ignorance of some of the engineering capacity 

domiciled in-country? 

Petroleum Technology Association of Nigeria (PETAN), an umbrella 

group of Nigerian oil service engineering contractors, continuously 

campaigns against being shut out of the jobs in the Dangote industrial 

complex. “There are many components of a refinery”, Bank Anthony 

Okoroafor, PETAN chairman, has been quoted as saying. “There is a tank 

farm that would have several storage tanks; we have storage tanks for 

crude, and storage tanks for finished products. They would have 

pipelines. There are pipelines instrumentations, civil engineering works, 

metering, and all these components can be done by PETAN companies”. 

I try to separate the claims and counterclaims between Mr. Soyode and 

PETAN regarding services available in country, from the symbolism of 

what I witnessed in the welding shop that afternoon in May 2016. The 

point is, whether or not you engage Nigerian service providers, it is not 

the most optimal thing to do, in a third world country of 180 million 

people with over 40 percent unemployment, to import welders from Asia 

for a job as basic as welding. 
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Dangote Industries has talked up its commitment to building a technically 

honed Nigerian workforce. It has made noises about sending Nigerian 

engineers to India for training in batches of 50. For these engineers, it says 

there will be classroom training for one month, and on the job training for 

one year, which involves working with real time experts in the industry 

every day. In a presentation to the Nigerian vice president months before 

my visit, the company said it was engaging 7,500 people in direct and 

indirect jobs and will have 60,000 contractors and 10,000 service providers 

on site during the project stage of the refinery construction. 

Given what I saw, I wonder what to believe. 

 
Toyin Akinosho is publisher of Africa Oil and Gas Report. 

This piece was originally published on Africa Oil and Gas Report. 

 

 
Toyin Akinosho with Damilola Owolabi, CEO, Dreg Waters Petroleum and Logistics Limited and 

his cousin, Eamon Labode Akinosho, then working with Sasol of South Africa in October 2015, at the 

conferment of the award for Distinguished Contribution to the African Oil industry. 
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Baru’s triumphant return:  

Be afraid! Be very afraid! 

 

OUR months after he was shunted to a position that was far less 

influential than his previous post, Maikanti Baru emerged, July 4, 

2016, to take the top job at the Nigeria National Petroleum Corporation 

(NNPC), the state hydrocarbon company. His appointment as Group 

Managing Director (GMD) spelt victory for the old guard at the 

corporation, who considered the appointment of Ibe Kachikwu as an 

imposition from outside. This group of NNPC apparatchiks, who’ve 

spent between 25 and 30 years at the company, generally saw Kachikwu’s 

sweeping March 2016 re-organisation as largely a plot to oust Baru, until 

then the Group Executive Director of Exploration and Production, 

arguably the most powerful position after the GMD. 

Mr. Kachikwu was vice-president of the local subsidiary of ExxonMobil 

when he was appointed GMD of NNPC in August 2015, to wide public 

acclaim. He became the Minister of State for Petroleum Resources three 

months after. In those two roles, he performed regulatory, policy making 

and commercial duties, a situation which was clearly untenable. The 

removal of one of the two portfolios from his office has been hailed as an 

important step in the separation of regulatory functions from commercial 

duties. There are reasons to believe that Kachikwu could have done a 

much better job than he did in his year long position as NNPC GMD. He 

tended to over promise and under deliver. He began too many 

experiments with little or no planning. He talked too much. He had a re-

organisation that changed a few titles and increased NNPC’s already 

unacceptable opex by creating a number of pointless and expensive senior 

positions. And he could not perfume away the “smell” of corruption 

F 
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around him: he seemed enthusiastic about every “lucrative” transaction, 

one of them reportedly blocked by the Presidency. 

But is Baru a better choice? Seriously? 

None of the leaders of the Nigerian companies who have invested more 

than $500 million in upstream asset acquisition in the last five years would 

opt for Mr. Baru as GMD. They wouldn’t say this openly for fear of 

retribution. Baru, a PhD holder in Mechanical Engineering from Ahmadu 

Bello University, is a career long NNPC employee, who joined the 

corporation as a Deputy Manager 27 years ago. And that is the problem. 

He is too steeped in the intrigues of the NNPC and the corporation’s 

predilection for stalling investment. NNPC is a political party, with a 

profusion of ranking managers who consider first, their personal interests 

when there is an investment pie on the table, then the selfish interests of 

their political benefactors, and in poor last place, the national interest. 

To understand why Baru is clearly a wrong choice at this time you need 

to review Kachikwu’s tenure and situate it in the context of the “NNPC 

tendency”. When Kachikwu arrived the NNPC Towers last August, he 

met all the problems that had dogged the corporation for 20 years and 

which, largely, were created by a combination of corruption, high-

handedness, bureaucratic incompetence and deliberate disregard for 

solutions which lead to stasis. The key ones on the GMD’s table were Joint 

Venture Cash call arrears, PSC disagreements, NPDC operatorship 

stalemate, refinery downtime, and the opacity around NNPC’s retention 

of monies earned from crude oil sales, especially the revenues accrued 

from the 445,000 barrels of oil per day “allocated” to the corporation’s 

refineries. 

As a minister, he inherited the subsidy challenges and the stonewalling of 

the Petroleum Industry Bill. He faced the problems headlong. He didn’t 

shy away from them. And what we see, largely as his faults, were created 

in the process of his trying to solve the problems. 
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He tried to address the refinery issue, setting up two clear programmes. 

One is to get partners to invest in these ailing processing plants and nurse 

them back to health. The other is to bring in companies to set up modules 

within the refinery complexes and share infrastructure. That way, it is 

hoped, the inefficiencies of the old superstructure would wither away, as 

new modules, run by the private sector, bloom in these plants. Some 

observers have miffed at these two programmes, a group wondering who 

is going to invest in any refurbishment of the old refineries, others 

questioning the idea of installing modules in existing refineries: “Where 

is the space”? But tenders are out for both and the programmes are going 

on. 

The complaint about JV cash call arrears was patently ignored by the 

Goodluck Jonathan administration, encouraged by NNPC managers who 

had also badly managed the PSC debacle. JV cash call arrears refer to 

monies owed by the NNPC for capital and operating expenses made by 

the six operating companies, who deliver most of the hydrocarbons that 

Nigeria exports. The PSC issue speaks to trigger clauses in the contract 

between Nigeria and operating companies, many of them signed at the 

onset of Deepwater exploration in the early 1990s. 

Kachikwu wrote to all the JV operators to come around the negotiating 

table and discuss a way out of the cash call challenge. This was a problem 

that the NNPC before him, didn’t even consider urgent, even though its 

lack of resolution had helped depress the rig count, a key index of the 

health of a petroleum economy. Prior to his removal from the position of 

GMD, negotiations had been going on between the NNPC and the majors 

since April 2016. An industry wide agreement that solves the JV cash call 

arrears, if achieved, may possibly be the signal achievement of the NNPC 

in the last 10 years. 

Kachikwu had also set up negotiations to amicably resolve the PSC 

disputes between NNPC and some of its PSC contractors. These 
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contractors had commenced arbitration against the NNPC after all their 

attempts to resolve the disputes had failed and had defeated NNPC in all 

the five arbitration proceedings that have been concluded. One can 

understand why NNPC is angry about the attitude of their PSC 

contractors to the good faith showed by the Nigerian state in this case. 

These contracts were very generous agreements, signed around 1993, at a 

time of poor knowledge of the working of the Deepwater petroleum 

system, and against a backdrop of oil prices of less than $20 per barrel. 

A layman’s example of how sweet these contracts were goes thus: If a 

hydrocarbon charged reservoir holding a billion barrels of oil was found 

in excess of 800-metre water depth, the royalty to government accruing 

from the development of the field would be less than 5% (as opposed to 

up to 20% royalty which is payable for production from onshore fields). 

And if it was in excess of 1,000-metre water depth, the contractor 

company would pay nothing at all as royalty. 

The law also prescribed an investment tax credit (ITC) as of 50% of the 

qualifying expenditure, in accordance with the production sharing 

contract term for the applicable accounting period. This is set off against 

tax liabilities. In layman’s terms, this means that if a PSC contractor 

spends $1 billion on the asset, when production commences, the tax it 

would have paid on the crude oil produced is reduced by a whopping 

50% of its $1billion investment i.e. $500Million. And it would in the 

meantime also be entitled to receive a quantity of the crude oil produced 

as cost oil to compensate it fully for the $1 billion it has invested. In other 

words, for every dollar spent on a field that reaches production, the 

contractor in effect receives crude oil worth $1.50. The government, 

however, included three re-opener clauses which could have given the 

Nigerian state far more take than was granted in the contract, if the 

Deepwater projects ever turned more profitable than envisaged. 

The clauses were: 
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• A re-examination of the fiscal terms, if oil prices reach $20, as the 

profitability of the licensees] would be greater and the need to equitably 

have more government revenue would be established. 

• A re-examination and re-negotiation of the fiscal terms, for more equity in 

favour of government, should there be discoveries above 500 million 

barrels. 

• An overall review of the contract, after 15 years. 

By 1997, the Bonga and Erha oil fields, each with reserves exceeding 500 

million barrels, had been discovered by Shell and ExxonMobil 

respectively. By 2001, oil prices had surged far ahead of $20 per barrel. Oil 

prices have hovered around $100 and more for the past six years, up until 

late 2014 when they began to decline sharply. Bonga and Erha were both 

in production by 2006. In 2007, each of them was producing in excess of 

150,000BOPD. NNPC called for a review of the agreements and the PSC 

contractors responded. Several meetings were held between the parties 

but NNPC showed no seriousness to resolve the issues through 

negotiation. Instead it went ahead to unilaterally enforce its own 

interpretation of the PSCs. NNPC’s argument was that PSC contractors 

were not entitled to ITCs because their costs were fully paid back to them 

through the allocation of cost oil. Though a clearly logical argument, the 

problem was that it went against the express provisions of the PSCs and 

the law which governs the PSCs. 

As noted above, NNPC has a right to be upset about the lopsided nature 

of the PSC agreements entered in the early 1990s in a very different price 

environment. However, given that the relevant provisions were clearly in 

support of the PSC contractors, NNPC’s best option was to trigger the 

reopener clauses and enter into negotiation with the PSC contractors to 

adjust the terms of the PSCs. The PSC contractors are Nigeria’s partners 

after all, not our enemies. But after the half-hearted discussions held 

before the PSC contractors resorted to arbitration and until Kachikwu was 
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appointed GMD, this option was not taken. Mr. Baru has been part of the 

kind of leadership which allows problems to accumulate while pursuing 

selfish interests. 

It has been said times without number that the same majors, the world’s 

largest oil companies, who operate here are also present in Angola, a 

much smaller country than Nigeria. The Angolans get what they want, 

whereas Nigerians simply fumble, because of NNPC’s carelessness, and 

such carelessness is as much the fault of government as it is the making 

of those who run the Nigerian state hydrocarbon company. This is the 

smithy in which Maikanti Baru was forged. 

It is clear, with the benefit of hindsight, that the NPDC takeover of 

operatorship of the five Oil Mining Leases (OMLs) divested by Shell, 

TOTAL and ENI and sold to Nigerian private companies between 2011 

and 2012 was not altruistic. It was not meant to be. Investors who had 

paid between $300 million and $850 million for the combined equity of 

Shell, TOTAL and ENI were crying that they needed to operate those 

assets. Some of us responded that it was just as much in the interest of the 

nation for a state-owned company to build capacity on the back of these 

assets, as it was for Nigerian private owners to run them. But now that we 

know that the NPDC operatorship was just an avenue for slush funds, 

people like Baru are still blocking moves by these companies to take over 

operatorship. 

Companies, who “escaped” the NPDC operatorship of the assets they 

bought, have gone ahead to fare much better with their investment than 

those who have been stuck with NPDC operatorship. For those months of 

2015 and 2016 when there was no force majeure, Seplat has produced over 

70,000 barrels of oil per day in OMLs 4, 38 and 41, the three acreages it 

bought from the Shell consortium in 2011, over fourfold increase from the 

less than 20,000BOPD the assets were delivering at the time of the sale. 

Eroton and Aiteo, two Nigerian independents that took over OMLs 18 
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and 29 in September 2015, have topped up their production significantly, 

producing 77,000BOD and 50,000BOPD as of April 2016, from less than 

50,000BOPD and 30,000BOPD respectively at the time of takeover in 

September 2015. Whereas Seplat had concluded its negotiations for its 

three acreages before Diezani Alison-Madueke settled down as the 

Minister of Petroleum, Eroton and Aiteo came in at a time when public 

outcry about the failure of the NPDC operatorship had made it difficult 

for the ministry and the NNPC to insist on it as they had before, so 

government opted for asking those investors to pay some money for the 

right to operatorship. 

Conversely, those Nigerian companies who bought Shell & Co’s assets 

between 2012 and 2013, and find themselves stuck with NPDC 

operatorship, have been dragged down. They are struggling between 

6,000BOPD (First Hydrocarbon Nigeria, OML 26) and 30,000BOPD at the 

best of times. Shoreline’s OML 30, reputed to be one of the most 

prospective of the assets that Shell divested, has performed poorly. The 

best evidence to prove that NPDC operatorship is value-destroying is 

Neconde, another Nigerian company which was among those that 

forfeited the chances at operatorship in 2012/2013. 

Neconde negotiated its way out of this graveyard of dreams at the 

twilight period of the Alison-Madueke era and by August 2015, after a 

titanic struggle with NNPC, it had won a greater say in the operation of 

the asset, as joint operator with NPDC. The company’s operated 

production in OML 42 soared from around 15,000BOPD in June 2015 to 

40,000BOPD at the time of the Niger Delta Avengers’ blast of the Forcados 

facility in February 2016. Baru has been a signal part of the pushback 

against operatorship. And even though he cites “capacity building” of the 

NPDC as the reason for his position, we now know that this is a ruse. 

At the time he was shunted aside in the March 2016 re-organisation, Baru 

was still insisting –in spite of the evidence to the contrary-that the 
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takeover of operatorship by Neconde was a bad idea. He clearly preferred 

the losses the NPDC was making to the gains that Neconde was 

delivering. 

To succeed in this job, Dr Baru needs to convince us he is not that typical 

NNPC bureaucrat who does not solve problems but finds clever ways of 

leaving them so they play to his advantage. The petroleum industry will 

be watching closely. 

Akinosho, publisher of Africa Oil+Gas Report raised red flag on Baru shortly after his appointment 

as the NNPC GMD in this article he wrote for ThisDAY newspapers, August 16, 2016. 

 

 

With Okwui Enwezor & Ndidi Dike at Bisi Silva’s Center for Contemporary Arts, Yaba (2010) 
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How Much of Nigeria’s Oil Wealth 

That the North Really Controls 

ENATOR Ita Enang’s spirited claim at the National Assembly 

Wednesday to the effect that 83% of the country’s oil block is in the 

hands of northerners appears to be inspired from assertions contained in 

an old article by a newspaper commentator, Mr. Ross Alabo-George 

whose famous essay was titled Poverty And Deprivation: Why The North Is 

Poor. 

In the excerpted refutation below, Toyin Akinosho, a petroleum geologist 

with over two decades of work at Chevron and now publisher of the well-

regarded Africa Oil and Gas Report, argues angrily that such lines of 

thought canvassed by the likes of Senator Ita Solomon Enang and indeed 

Mr. Ross Alabo-George are merely hysterical, and tendentious, designed 

to mislead the public. Mr. Akinosho characterizes the arguments as 

crappy and crummy. It is excerpted from the African Oil+Gas Report for 

the value it brings to the current debate about Nigerians oil resources and 

the National Question. 

Alabo-George’s article plays up so well the sentiments that a good 

number of Nigerians, especially middle class types excluded from the 

spoils of the petroleum subsidy, and allied deliverables, nurse about the 

kind of leadership we have suffered since independence. 

But it has gone around so far and keeps being forwarded so rampantly, 

largely because it plays to the ethnic schism; the suspicions that each of 

us harbours, in our different silos, about “the other”. 

It’s largely a response to the disingenuous claim by Sanusi Lamido Sanusi, 

the Central Bank Governor, that the Boko Haram insurgency is a response 

S 
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to the 13% derivation allocated to the oil producing states from the 

federation account. “There is clearly a direct link between the very uneven 

nature of distribution of resources and the rising level of violence”, Sanusi 

told The Financial Times of London. 

Alabo-George’s piece is compelling when he contrasts what non-oil-

producing Southern states have been able to do with their supposedly 

meagre allowances with what their Northern counterparts have done 

with their own allocations. 

“Ekiti State has about the same revenue as Yobe and Gombe”, he 

contends, “but only 17 students passed WAEC and NECO in Gombe state 

last year, while Ekiti State is known for its high literacy level”. 

I find two beautiful quotable quotes in the article: (1) “Borno State has a 

bigger budget than that of Cross River, a Niger Delta State. While the 

leaders of Cross River over the last decade have transformed it into the 

nation’s leading tourist destination, those of Borno have transformed it 

into a Somalia”. 

(2) “Gombe State has a bigger budget than Enugu and Anambra, why has 

MASSOB not bombed anyone”? 

But once Alabo- George ventures beyond the political economic analysis 

and starts to list who owns what oil and gas assets, his article is a litany 

of inaccuracies and lies. He gets it totally wrong. 

He writes about the estate of the late Mai Deribe, the Bornu State born 

businessman, supposedly owning a huge oil field; Rilwanu Lukman 

having controlling shares in Afren; Atiku Abubakar being the 

stupendously rich beneficiary of the profits of Intels, the logistics 

company; Aminu Dantata’s Express Petroleum. He ties Amni Petroleum 

to only Sani Bello. 

So much conspiracy theory. 
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Oil acreage ownership in Nigeria does not have ethnic colouration. 

What’s more important, sustaining production from oil and gas assets, 

whether or not awarded by the state, is determined by how much of a 

businessman you are. 

When Jibril Aminu handed out oil prospecting blocks, in the first 

comprehensive effort “to encourage indigenous participation” in 1991, he 

gave blocks to companies owned by Folawiyo, Abiola, Adenuga, Udoji, 

Ibru, Igbinedion, (all Southerners) as much as he gave to enterprises set 

up by people like Saleh Jumbo and Mai Deribe. 

Between 1991 and 1993, we suddenly had over 25 companies, that were 

Nigerian E&P companies and they took themselves so seriously that they 

set up an association they christened “Nigerian Association of Indigenous 

Petroleum Exploration Companies”. But what did these people do with 

the acreages? They were mostly clueless about how to progress things. 

Out of that class of awardees, only Mike Adenuga created what you could 

really call an E&P company. He is the only one producing oil today, from 

his own block. 

It’s bad enough that Nigerian indigenous private acreage holders don’t 

produce, as a collective, up to 150,000 Barrels per day, or 7% of the 

national daily production, so why are we fighting ourselves? 

And I am less keen on how much you’re getting as rent from the asset you 

are holding, than the capacity you are building as manager of a Nigerian 

oil company who is awarded the asset, in trust for the rest of us. 

I am for an ongoing, earnest debate on the National Question. But false 

information misleads all of us into false conclusions, which reduce the 

complexity of the solutions we ought to be proffering. 
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The author cites a number of hydrocarbon acreages belonging to 

Northern elites but ignores the fact that holding an acreage is one thing; 

getting value out of it is another. 

That so many people believe the poorly researched article, and so 

instantly forward it that it becomes one of the most travelled essays on 

the National Question, is testimony to poor knowledge of how the oil 

industry works. 

The first field the author mentions is Obe field, which, he rightly claims, 

is held by Cavendish Petroleum, a company set up by Alhaji Mai Deribe. 

Alabo- George lied by saying that the Obe field, the main hydrocarbon 

pool in OML 110, contains 500Million barrels of oil reserves. 

The Obe field does not have a proven 20 Million barrels. I am not sure it 

has 10Million barrels. It is not producing as I write. The Obe field has not 

produced for five years, since 2007, when Trafigura, the last technical 

partner engaged by Cavendish, walked out. 

I don’t know what discipline Mr Alabo-George belongs to, but this point 

I am about to make is well known to every junior petroleum geologist 

with three year experience in the crummiest E&P company: If a field holds 

500Million barrels of oil, proven, in shallow water Nigeria, it won’t lie 

fallow. Investors would rush it. 

In countries where you don’t have the complications that the NNPC 

brings to the table here, fields that haven’t proven much more than 

500Million barrels are “rushed” through to development. 

Ghana’s Jubilee field didn’t prove a billion barrels before the country’s 

authorities approved a field development plan. Apart from Nigeria, 

Angola, Libya, Algeria, Ghana (now, since 2008) and perhaps Equatorial 

Guinea, no African country has a billion barrels in proven reserves. 500 

Million barrels is half of that. 
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Mr. Alabo-George says that Obe has the capacity to produce about 120,000 

barrels of crude oil daily from its OBE 4 and OBE 5 wells. What sort of 

numeracy is this? Or is he dreaming these figures? How can a field with 

less than twenty million barrels “have the capacity” to produce 120,000 

barrels per day? What’s capacity? 

Alabo George’s second example of a wealthy northerner swimming in oil 

money is Mohammed Indimi, “a Fulani and close friend of General 

Ibrahim Babangida”. He says “Oriental Energy Resources Limited runs 

three oil blocks: OML 115, the Okwok field and the Ebok field. OML 115 

and Okwok are OML PSC, while Ebok is an OML JV. All of them good 

yielding offshore oil blocks”. 

The author just doesn’t care to verify his claims. True, Indimi’s Oriental 

Resources holds the three assets. OML 115 is not producing as I write. No 

one has certified that there’s a producible field in the acreage. Ebok is 

being produced, on Oriental Resources’ behalf, by Afren, a UK listed 

company. Last year, the field delivered an average of 8,000 Barrels of Oil 

per Day (BOPD), according to Afren’s website. Okwok, as I write, is still 

in development. Translation: it has produced nary a drop of oil. 

Aminu Dantata’s Express Petroleum holds the Oil Mining Lease 108, with 

technical partners Shebah Petroleum, which bought out Conoco, the 

original technical partners. Fine. The Ukpokiti field, the main asset on the 

acreage, produced for quite a while; and should have made the Dantatas 

quite rich, over a period of more than seven years. The field died out at 

some point and is being revived as I write. 

“NorthEast Petroleum is owned by another Fulani businessman from the 

North East, Alhaji Saleh Mohammed Jambo”, Alabo-George testifies. 

“The license was awarded to him by General Ibrahim Badamosi 

Babangida”. 
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Another truth: North East Petroleum has NEVER produced a single drop 

of oil since that award in the early 1990s. There, simply, hasn’t been a 

discovery worth the while for operator TOTAL. 

I agree that Theophilus Danjuma, also a Northerner, is entitled to contest 

for the award of the man who made the most fortune, at a sitting, on an 

oil acreage in Nigeria. 

Alabo-George’s article, in his rush to conclusions, even understates the 

significance, by claiming that Danjuma’s company, South Atlantic 

Petroleum Limited (SAPETRO), made $1Billion from the deal. 

The truth is that China National Overseas Offshore Company (CNOOC), 

signed a definitive agreement with SAPETRO to acquire a 45% working 

interest in OML 130 for $2.268 billion cash. 

I don’t know how much the broker of the deal took, but I am yet to 

confirm if the Nigerian government earned any withholding tax from that 

transaction. In spite of what he has earned “upfront”, Danjuma’s 

SAPETRO gets 25,600Barrels of Oil per day for its 15% of OML 130 from 

the Akpo field, which is delivering 175,000BOPD. 

But if you complain about Northerner Danjuma, what about the Alakijas, 

a Yoruba couple whose company, Famfa Oil, is “entitled”, every day, to 

25,000BOPD from Chevron operated Agbami Field, located in Deepwater 

OML 127? 

These two companies are two of the four largest producing Nigerian 

companies today. The other two are Adenuga’s Conoil (25,000BOPD) and 

Seplat Petroleum (37,000BOPD, operated, 16,000BOPD, equity). 

Only one of those four companies is Northern owned. And it is outright 

falsehood that “80 per cent of crude oil and gas produced by indigenous 

companies is controlled by the North-East”. 
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But, as I said again: which technical and managerial capacity are we 

building on the back of the rent collected from these leases. It’s the real 

job. 

The last example I’d touch, before the concluding commentary, for space 

purposes, is the case of Rilwanu Lukman, who Alabo-Gorge cites as 

having controlling shares in Afren, the UK listed company. Lukman was 

there on the ground floor of the construction of Afren, around 2004, no 

doubt, but the key founders of Afren are Ethelbert Cooper, the Liberian 

businessman and Osman Shahenshah, who is the current Chief Executive. 

What people like Lukman and Egbert Imomoh, the other Nigerian on the 

company’s board in the founding days, did, is the kind of thing I urge 

Nigerians in their positions to do. 

Use your knowledge to access and create value, not to grab and destroy 

value. Cooper and Shanenshah knew that Lukman (then out of office both 

from OPEC and as Nigerian special adviser), and Imomoh (then recently 

retired as Deputy Managing Director of Shell Nigeria) knew the Nigerian 

oil industry deeply and could access oil and gas fields that were lying 

fallow. 

Shanenshah, coming from a financial services background, knew how to 

raise funds: the most important thing in oilfield exploration and 

development. Indeed, the first piece of news by which most people knew 

of the existence of Afren was that the IMF had agreed to give a 5Million 

dollar loan to this company, which was only just about starting. It pays to 

have Lukman on your board. 

Yet, in spite of Lukman’s influence in the Nigerian polity, Afren had never 

accessed Nigerian acreages via government awards. Afren, cash in hand, 

running a technically proficient company, approaches Nigerian 

indigenous owners of assets-like Ndimi’s Oriental Resources, Amni and 
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several marginal field holders, and signs agreements with them to be 

technical partners. 

After Afren has recovered its investment via cost oil, Afren and the 

company continue to share the proceeds from the field 50:50 for the life of 

the field. Afren uses Nigerian technical capacity to a large degree and it 

trains a lot of people. But it can do more. 

Afren has never benefitted from bid round or government-sanctioned 

discretionary awards, so why would anyone link Lukman’s involvement 

in Afren in a list that has a number of Northerners supposedly benefitting 

from government largesse? That is part of the trouble I have with Alabo-

George’s essay. 

I wouldn’t compare Lukman’s relationship with Afren to the benefits that 

Atiku Abubakar derives from being a part owner of Intels, the logistics 

company which takes advantage of the free trade zone in Onne, near Port 

Harcourt. 

This particular example helps us to locate “the Nigerian tendency”, 

beyond “the Northern tendency”, in this discussion. Because, really, we 

are just all the same. 

A foreign company comes to Nigeria to set up for business. Because of the 

difficulties we invent as barriers to entry, this company requires the 

services of some big Nigerian men, preferably those who have worked for 

government, for access. 

What Atiku Abubakar has done with Intels has parallels in other sectors 

of the economy and is comparable with what Yoruba chieftains, Ijaw 

leaders, Igbo High Chiefs, Idoma overlords, etc, etc, have done with many 

other companies operating here. 

That’s how people became key shareholders of companies like Julius 

Berger. As I write, the key sentiment underlining the complaints against 
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the tolling on the Lekki Expressway is that “most of the money will go to 

Tinubu’s pocket”. That’s the word on the street. 

Brokerage is not a bad thing on its own, but what we need to stress is a 

level playing field, rule of law, security of tenor and equity and fairness 

as much as possible, for all. 

If I really want to be mischievous, I’d focus on the recent deal in which 

Shell and Agip have had to pay in excess of one billion dollars to Dan 

Etete, a south-south man, for stakes in Oil Prospecting Lease OPL 245. 

And I would ask “Is that necessarily right”? Should the president, a south-

south Ijaw man, have waded in to ask Shell and Agip to move the deal 

forward? But that’s a story for another day. 

In my book, people from everywhere have taken advantage of the 

unstructured way we have dispensed with oil and gas acreages. Naming 

names about which Northerner got what size of the pie is less useful than 

a focus on how government is insisting on open and transparent bidding, 

but more importantly, on Nigerian technical knowhow and management. 

You can’t hand over an acreage and walk away. You have to monitor what 

the holder is doing. How he is ensuring employment. If we can’t, with all 

the treasure, build five private E&P companies that have the internal 

competencies that Shell has and can go out and buy and operate assets 

the way that UBA and GTB and Ecobank venture into Ghana and The 

Gambia, then we have wasted all of the 56 years we have spent since the 

hoorah at Oloibiri. 
Akinosho, a petroleum geologist, former news reporter, and one-time community newspaper 

editor, is now publisher of African Oil+Gas Report 

(http://www.sharpedgenews.com/index.php?option=com_k2&view=item&id=453:how-much-of-

nigeria-s-oil-wealth-that-the-north-really-controls&Itemid=634)

http://www.sharpedgenews.com/index.php?option=com_k2&view=item&id=453:how-much-of-nigeria-s-oil-wealth-that-the-north-really-controls&Itemid=634
http://www.sharpedgenews.com/index.php?option=com_k2&view=item&id=453:how-much-of-nigeria-s-oil-wealth-that-the-north-really-controls&Itemid=634
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Nigeria’s secondary licensing market 

DO you know a Nigerian holder of petroleum acreage who is 

interested in funding partnership for field development?” 

It’s a question I have been asked, quite routinely, in the last 10 years. 

The geography is very specific and so is the nationality of the preferred 

licensee: Nigeria and Nigerian. 

The follow up statement to that query hardly varies; “I have people who 

have money to invest”. 

These enquiries are always about the marginal fields, awarded 17 years 

ago, that haven’t been developed, as well as over 20 oil prospecting leases; 

exploratory tracts which have been granted to Nigerian companies, as far 

back as 29 years ago, but never experienced an active work programme. 

“What do you know about them?”, the inquiries always state. 

Nigeria has not conducted a bid round since 2007. And discretionary 

awards by the government have been few and far between. 

So, a semi-official secondary market has grown to fill the gap. 

One recurring challenge in consummating the transactions in the 

secondary lease market is the ministerial consent, a condition that 

stipulates that any transfer of asset, either in whole or in part, has to have 

the nod of the political head of the Ministry of Petroleum Resources. The 

hurdles as well as transparency concerns around the Ministerial consent 

are identified in a recent report published by the Nigerian Natural 

Resource Charter NNRC. But I am getting ahead of myself. 

The secondary lease market has in the past 12 years, had a turnover of 

close to $15 billion, if not more. 

“ 
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Shell started the contemporary round of divestments of Nigerian assets in 

2008 when it sold 15 percent of the total equity in Oil Mining Leases 

(OMLs) 125 and 134 to Oando. It upped the game in 2010, when it began 

what has now become its recurring “bid round” of sale of onshore assets, 

leading its co-venturers TOTAL and ENI to collectively divest their 45 

percent in eight acreages for a sum of around $7 billion. 

Between 2013 and 2015, ConocoPhillips, the world’s largest independent, 

received close to $1.5 billion for its sale of, mainly, 20 percent equity in 

four leases in the country, from Oando, a transaction that marked its exit 

from Nigeria. 

Chevron has quietly earned over $800 million from the sale of its stakes 

in six acreages (three onshore and three shallow offshore) since 2014. 

Last year witnessed the $520 million purchase, by the Canadian junior 

Africa Oil Corp., of 50 percent stake in POGBV a vehicle which holds 8 

percent and 16 percent stakes in Oil Mining Leases (OMLs) 127 (Agbami) 

and 130 (Akpo & Egina fields), with combined output in excess of 

475,000BOPD, in crude oil volume only. 

But these are the big-ticket items, in which the cost of buying stakes in 

each acreage has ranged from $50 million to $2.5 million, as most of the 

assets involved are producing properties. 

Far less expensive have been the deals involving farm ins into and 

operatorships of marginal fields and exploratory tracts. 

One company that thrived in this segment of the market was Afren. 

Between its founding in 2004 and its demise in 2015, the London 

headquartered independent signed MoUs with seven Nigerian marginal 

field acreage holders. In the end it consummated a deal with one; Oriental 

Resources, on the Ebok field, which it brought into production. It also 

farmed into Amni Petroleum’s Okoro field, which it took to first oil. At 
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the height of its powers, Afren was producing over 52,000BOPD gross 

from these two fields. It was convenient for the company not to quote the 

gross figures, since its equity volume from these two assets, at over 

30,000BOPD, was not exactly marginal. 

So Afren had taken advantage of Nigeria’s informal secondary lease 

market. In spite of the access of some of the company’s principals to the 

upper reaches of Nigerian political power structure, Afren never won an 

acreage from the Nigerian government, either in an open lease sale or a 

discretionary award. 

Indeed, the largest producing Nigerian independents: AITEO 

~80,000BOPD, Shoreline ~70,000BOPD, Seplat ~60,000BOPD, Neconde 

~50,000BOPD, Eroton ~45,000BOPD, came in to being through the 

secondary market. 

The only licencing round focused on marginal fields was conducted in 

2001-2002. Out of the 24 such fields awarded to 31 Nigerian independents 

in 2003, 11 fields were either not developed, or worked up to sustained 

production. 

For most of the last 10 years, these fields were the hottest candidates 

around, for investors keen on having a piece of the Nigerian marginal 

field basket. They were Bicta Energy’s Ogedeh field, which has never 

really had an operationalised work programme; Sogenal’s Akepo field, 

which has faced serious operational challenges in the journey to 

development; Goland’s Oriri field has experienced failed re-entries; 

Movido’s Ekeh field has had intermittent production, with expensive, 

short term production facilities and the field had been shut in for upwards 

of five years; Dansaki/Associated’s Tom Shot Bank field has not had the 

benefit of a robust development partner. Finally, Del Sigma’s Ke Field 

needed a working up. 
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There were also Guarantee/Owena held Ororo marginal field and 

Sahara’s Tsekelewu Field. Licenses to all these 11 marginal fields have 

now been revoked by the government. But that is another story. 

Outside of the marginal fields league are a number of Oil Prospecting 

Licenced acreages that would seem, on the surface, available. There are 

over 15 of them, mostly onshore Niger Delta, some in shallow water. But 

holders of these assets are not in a hurry to do deals. The fact that they 

escape even paying signature bonus after being awarded these assets, in 

cases for over 20 years, says something about state/regulatory capture in 

the Nigerian petroleum industry. 

The Nigerian government has been severally criticised for infrequent 

petroleum licencing rounds. I am not one of those critics. I have been more 

concerned about routine, day to day management of licences and in the 

ministerial consent. 

In the former, Companies hold on to asset, especially if it is awarded by 

the state, without payment of the most rudimentary charges and 

unwilling to embark on a work programme. And when investors 

approach them for farm outs, the first agreement is a sign on fee, the 

second is to agree on a regular, quarterly fee paid to license holder and 

the last is to pay the signature bonus on the asset to the state. 

Very often, licence holders orchestrate disagreement with one investor, so 

that he storms off, leaving the opportunity on the table for another 

investor. The situation is repeated many times. So, acreage licence holders 

sit on assets, without working them, without payment to the state, and 

yet feed fat on them. 

When investors come for farm in into Nigerian assets, the Ministry of 

Petroleum Resources conducts due diligent investigations on the transfer 

to ensure technical and financial capacity and also ensure that there is no 

revenue loss to the nation. Great. But in practice, however, “events 
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suggest that ministerial discretion has undermined the process, leading 

to poorly coordinated transfers and multiple prosecutorial cases in 

domestic and foreign courts”, notes the Benchmarking Exercise Report of 

the Nigerian Natural Resource Charter. As everyone knows, it was in the 

ministerial consent process stage of the Shell divestments of 2012-2015, 

that the murkiest of dealings took place in the era of Diezani Allison 

Madueke, the last petroleum minister before this administration. 

Akinosho is the Publisher of Africa Oil+Gas report 

(https://businessday.ng/opinion/article/nigerias-secondary-licensing-market/) 

 
With bosom friend, Seye Fadahunsi, co-founder Pillar Oil Limited 

 

 
With Makoji Aduku, CEO Energy Portfolio Managers, & Editorial Board member, AOGR 

https://businessday.ng/opinion/article/nigerias-secondary-licensing-market/
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Akinosho Wins the Distinguished 

Contribution to Industry Award 

 

By Sully Manope, in Cape Town 

Toyin Akinosho, Publisher of Africa Oil+Gas Report, received the top award in 

2015 of the “Big Five Awards” conferred on distinguished oil industry players at 

the annual Africa Oil Week in Cape Town. 

The one-week conference is the most prestigious gathering of operators and 

regulatory authorities on the continent. 

The awards are named after the big five game animals of the African Jungle; as 

oil exploration is often described as hunting for game. “Big Five” was coined by 

big-game hunters and refers to the five most difficult animals in Africa to hunt on 

foot. They are the African lion, African elephant, Cape buffalo, African leopard, 

and White/Black rhinoceros. 

Distinguished Contribution To The African Industry 

Toyin Akinosho, Publisher, Africa Oil+Gas Report 

The Elephant is the largest living land animal and Africa’s true King of the 

Savannah. Toyin Akinosho has over 27 years of oil industry experience, 20 of 

them spent as petroleum geologist with wide and increasingly diverse experience 

in Chevron, where he retired in 2008. He publishes the widely read Africa 

Oil+Gas Report, which has shown uncommon courage and candour in its 

coverage of the industry This award is particularly granted for his having the 

courage of his convictions and for contribution to excellence in Africa’s 

petroleum industry. 

(Excerpted from Africa Oil+Gas Report, February 3, 2016: http://africaoilgasreport.com/2016/02/petroleum-

people/akinosho-wins-the-distinguished-contribution-to-industry-award/) 

http://africaoilgasreport.com/2016/02/petroleum-people/akinosho-wins-the-distinguished-contribution-to-industry-award/
http://africaoilgasreport.com/2016/02/petroleum-people/akinosho-wins-the-distinguished-contribution-to-industry-award/
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FINAL-note 

Toyin Akinosho, Write the Book 
Kunle Ajibade 

INCE his days at the University of Ife, Toyin Akinosho has always 

recognised the significant connection between the liberal arts and the 

life sciences. In his various interventions as a journalist, geologist, builder 

of cultural institutions and, most crucially, as true lover of the arts, he has 

displayed a superb, sprightly, intimate and honest multi-disciplinary 

imaginations. Here is a nimble bibliophile whose capacity to amass 

excellent books that draw parallels in global experiences is amazing. His 

fellow-feeling defines his humanity. Here is an only child who constantly 

brings home so many friends across ethnic, class and religious divides 

with whom he shares dizzying and fierce creative impulses. He devotes 

much of his time to their work and their well-being.  

When a trained scientist writes so well the way Toyin does, you must 

know that God is partial to him or her. In his polemical essays, Toyin says 

it as it is. Sometimes he gets it wrong, but often he writes wonderfully 

with great insights. By welcoming many artists to his home, by hanging 

out with them, he does not only inspire them, he does not only nurture 

them, he becomes a repository of knowledge itself. He can tell you juicy 

and rare stories of the beginnings of many of the big shots in the arts, 

living in the country and the diaspora.  

And today, if there is any one among us who is in a vantage position to 

write a definitive book on the oil and gas industry in Africa, it is Toyin 

Akinosho. Next time you see him, ask for the book! 

Kunle Ajibade, writer, journalist, is Executive Director, TheNEWS/PM NEWS 

S 
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CLOSING GLEE 

 

 

VOTE OF THANKS  
(For Toyin Akinosho @ 60) 
 

OUR heart may be flowing with gratitude in sixty folds 

You should defer to the Muse for the vote of thanks. 

If we ask you to read to thank 

What if you choose a pamphlet of a thousand pages 

Or you choose a book in German and French? 

 

Birthdays are for cake and cream 

A concoction of laughter, a ritual of wines 

But in your trademark extrapolation, Akinosho 

You could advocate an autopsy for CONA 

Could trample on the liberty of the sleeping dog 

 

What if you choose to recall what Festac was:  

Pride of the mainland, 

A threat to the Lagoon  

Promise of an African Knightsbridge 

Now a jungle of stiches and national curse? 

 

You savoured childhood watching the awesomeness of the Theatre 

Now a monument-al study in tragic flaws 

So, who would trust you with the vote of thanks 

Knowing how much you know about the amnesia of our Museum, 

The ailment that drained the colours of the National Troupe? 

 

Because you are a chief priest in the CORA shrine 

You are there for Alara on his landmark morn  

You feast the Ajero on his limelight noon 

From O’Jez to Freedom Park 

You are there for the legends on their final nights 

 

You do not compete for the Gasman’s baronial laurel 

But since art is your faith 

Y 
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Culture your eternity 

Season in season out, Akinosho 

You water the soil of the Mega Prize 

 

And so beyond its current anarchy,  

ANA lauds you 

A bouquet of chants from SONTA greats 

Because you have been there for GOND in spirit and soul 

They extend a nightlong tribute of exotic steps 

 

Each time the stage suffers a flu 

You stampede NANTAP into a recovery play 

You are the virtual director behind the Actors Guild 

If you have to tell the Nollywood story 

The feast will linger for sixty days 

 

From Mydrim to Terra, 

OYASAF to Agbara Otor 

You follow the canvas with your eagle’s eyes  

Your voice may be too toadly to lead a song 

But it inspires the studio into viral rhymes 

 

Come mud, come dust, you jaw and jaw for a Cultural Policy  

War and war you war, for an endowment fund that never comes 

How can we then trust you with a vote of thanks 

When if there was a market for bottled anger 

You would by now be richer than Bill and Gates? 

 

In our land of oil-miss-road,  

Even the gods are ignorant of the volumes of our crude 

And when the GMD imports PMS, the price is a pythagoras of hide and seek 

How can we then grant you the luxury of the vote of thanks 

When you wield the dossier of the sleaze in oil and gas? 

 

So even if your heart is filled with gratitude in sixty folds, Akinosho 

You defer to the Muse for the vote of thanks. 
 

 

Akeem Lasisi, Poet, Journalist, is Publisher, www.phenomental.com.ng 
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 Cheery Birthday 

POBLISHAAA 
Greater accomplishments and fulfilment ahead 
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